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AVAILABILITY NOTICE

Availab!!ity of Reference Materials Cited in NRC Publications

Most documents cited in NRC publications will be available from one of the following
sources:

1. The NRC Public Document Room, 2120 L Street, NW, Lower Level, Washington, DC
20555-

2. The Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, P.O. Box 37082
Washingten. DC 2001347082

3. The National Technical Information Service, Springfield, VA 22161

Although the listing that follows represents the majority of documents cited in NRC publica-
tions, it is not intended to be exhaustive.

Referenced documents available for inspection and copying for a fee from the NRC Public
Document Room include NRC correspondence and internal NRC memoranda; NRC Office of
Inspection and Enforcement bulletins, circulars, information notices, inspection and investi-
gation notices; Licensee Event Reports; vendor reports and correspondence; Commission
papers; and applicant and licensee documents and correspondence.

The following documents in the NUREG series are available for purchase from the GPO Sales
Program: formal NRC staff and contractor reports, NRC-sponsored conference proceed-
ings, and NRC booklets and brochures. Also available are Regulatory Guides NRC reputa-
tions in the Codo of Federal Regulations, and Nuclect Regulatory Commission issuances.

l
Documents available from the National Technical Information Service include NUREG series
reports and technical reports prepared by other federal agencies and reports prepared by
the Atomic Energy Commission, forerunner agency to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Documents available from public and special technical libraries !nclude all open literature
items, such as books, joumal and periodical articles, and transactions. Fedral Register
notices, federal and state legislation, and congressional reports can usually be obtained
from these libraries.

Documents such as theses, dissertations, foreign reports and translations, and non-NRC
conference proceedings are available for purchase from the organization sponsoring the
publication cited.

Single copies of NRC draft reports are available free, to the extent of supply, upon written
request to the Office of Information Resources Management, Distribution Section, U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555.

Copies of industry codes and standards used in a substantive manner in the NRC regulatory
process are maintained at the NRC Library, 7920 Norfolk Avenue, Bethesda, Maryland, and
are available there for reference use by the public. Codes and standards are usually copy-
righted and may be purchased from the originating organization or, if they are American
National Standards, from the American National Standards !nstitute,1430 Broadway,
New York, NY 10018.
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PREFACE

This DRAFT NUREG presents the results of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) staff review of the Babcock.and Wilcox Owners Group (B&WOG) proposed new
Standard Technical S)ecifications (STS). These new STS were developed based
on the criteria in t1e interim Commission Policy Statement'on Technical
Specification-Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors,. dated February 6, ~1987.

The new STS will be used as bases for developing improved plant-specific 5
technical specifications by individual nuclear power plant owners that have-
PWRs designed by Babcock and Wilcox (B&W . The NRC staff is issuing this
draft new STS for a 30 working-day commen)t period.- Following the comment'-

. period, the NRC staff. will analyze comments received, finalize .the new STS,-
and issue-them for plant-specific implementation.

Comments should be submitted no later than. March 15.,1991Lin-accordancewith
the following guidance: . The exact wording of each proposed change should be:
marked in pen and ink on copies of all the affected pages of. DRAFT NUREG-1430,
" Standard Technical Specifications, Babcock and Wilcox Plants." Each proposed,
change should be numbered. Each proposed change should be accompanied with a
separate technical justification, cross referenced.to the. applicable proposed
change on the marked up pages. '

Submit written comments to: David L. Meyer, Chief, Regulatory Publications
Branch, Division of Freedom of Information and' Publications Services, Office- -|of Administration,'U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555. '

Hand deliver comments to: 7920 Norfolk Avenue, Bethesda,' Maryland, between .|
7:45 a.m. and :4:15 p.m. on Federal workdays,

i
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'ReactorLCore SLs-
-B.2.1.1-

O B'2.0 SAFETY LIMITSad
B 2.1.1 Reactor Core Safety limits (Sls)' ;

1

BASES ]
- . - - . - . - - . - . - . - . . . . - . . . - . . . . - . . . . - - - - - . - - .

1

BACKGROUND GDC- 10 (Ref.1) requires-thatL specified acceptable fuel
design limits are not exceeded'during_ steady-state

_

- |
operation, normal operational. transients,< and anticipatod!

; operational occurrences (A00s). This is accomplished with a '

'. Ldeparture from nucleate boiling-(DNB) design: basis that
A ' corresponds to-a 95% probability at a 95% confidence level
a _ that,DNB will not occur and by requiring that-the fuel-

M centerline: temperature stays below the melting temperature. !

The resthictionssof'this SL preventroverheating of the fuel
and'c1 adding-and'possible eladdIng perforation that-would-- ;

result in the release of 'fissionLproducts. to the reactor.
coolant. - OverheatingLof the. fuel is prevented by
maintaining'the steady-state peak 'inear heat rate (LHR)'
below the levellat which: centerline fuel melting-occurs.
Overheatingofthe,fu'el-ciadding;ispreventedbyrestricting
fuel operation to within.the; nucleate boiling regime where
the heat-transfer: coefficient is large andithe cladding- ;

1 surface temperature:is:slightly above the coolant-saturation
'

V temperat'ure. '-
-

- y
i .

Centerline fuel melting occurs Lwhen,the-local .LHR.- or -power
peaking,-in a region of> the-fuel is high enough:to cause the
fuel-centerline temperature; to' reach the melting point of-
the fuel. Expansion of the pellet upon centerline melting- ,

may cause the pellet to stress theicladding to the point of -|
failure, allowing an uncontrolled release.of activity to the ;

reactor coolant'.

Operation above the bo'undary of the nucleate; boiling regime
could result in excessive cladding. temperature because of_

'the onset -of DNB and the resultant sharp reduction in heat
transfer coefficient. . Inside~ the steamifilm, high cladding-
temperatures are reached, and a' cladding-water (zirconium-
water) reaction may take place. This chemical reaction
results in oxidation of the fuel cladding .to:a structurally q

weaker form. This weaker form may lose-its integrity,
resulting in an uncontrolled' release.of activity to the
reactor coolant.

-(continued)
4

(continued)

Q i
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. . _ _ . _ - _

Reactor Core SLs
B 2.1.1

BASES (continued)

,

BACKGROUND The proper functioning of the Reactor Protection System
(continued) (RPS) and steam generator (SG) safety valves prevents

violation of the reactor core SLs.

_

APPLICABLE The fuel cladding must not sustain (amage as a result of '

SAFETY ANALYSES normal o)eration and A00s. The reactor core SLs are
establis)ed to preclude violatica of the following fuel
design. criteria:

a.JThere must be Gt least 95% probability at a 95%
confidence level that the hot fuel rod in the core does
not' experience ONB (this is referred to hereafter as the
95/95 DNB criterion); and

b. The hot fuel pellet in the core must not experience
centerline fuel melting.=

The RPS setpoints-(Ref. 2), in combination with all the
LCOs, is designed to prevent any anticipated combination of,

transient conditions for Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
temperature, pressure,- and THERMAL POWER level that would
result in a departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) of
less than the DNBR limit and preclude the existence of flow
instabilities.

Automatic enforcement of these reactor core SLs are provided
by the trip setpoints for the following functions:

a. RCS high-pressure reactor trip;

b. RCS-low-pressure reactor trip;

c. Nuclear overpower reactor. trip;

d. RCS variable low pressure;

e. Reactor coolant pump-to-power;

f. SG safety valves;

(continued)

(continued)

O
BWOG STS B 2.0-2 01/04/91 3:39pm
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Reactor Core SLs
B 2.1-1.

'l

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE g. Nuclear overpower RCS flow and axial power imbalance; .
SAFETY ANALYSES and

(centinued)
h. Loss of main feedwater pumps. - '

The limitation that the average enthalpy in the hot leg be
less than or equal to the. enthalpy of saturated liquid also
ensures that the AT measured by instrumentatin (used in the
pr_otection system design as a measure of the core power) is
proportional to core power.,

W The SL represents a design requirement for establishing thes

t RPS _ trip -setpoints idertified previously. LC0 3.2.3, " Axial
' Power Imbalance Operating Limits," or the assumed initial

condition of the: safety analyses (as indicated-in the FSAR,
Ref. 2) provide'more restrictive limits that ensure the SLs
are not exceeded.

SAFETY LIMITS SL 2.1.1.1, SL 2.1.1.2, and SL 2.1.1.3 ensure that the
minimum DNBR is not'less than the safety analyses limit and

O'
that fuel centerline temperature stays below the melting
point, or the average'enthalpy in the hot leg is less than
or equal to-the enthalpy of saturated liquid or the exit
quality is within the limits defined by;the DNBR
correlation. In addition, the SL'2.1'.l.3 shows the
pressure-temperature operating region that keeps the react (r
from reaching an SL when operating at 3-100% steady-state
power, and it defines the safe-operating region from
brittle-fracture concerns,

The SLs are observed by monitoring the process variable
AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE to ensure that the core operates

-within the fuel design criteria. AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE-
protective limits are provided in the CORE OPERATING LIMITS

-REPORT (COLR). The trip'setpoints are derived by adjusting
the measurement-system-independent AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE
protective limit given in.the COLR to allow for measurement
system observability and instrumentation errors.

Operation within these-limits is assured by compliance with
the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE protective limits preserved by the
RPS setpoints in LC0 3.3.-1, as specified in the COLR.

l

(continued) I

,|
'

O l
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Reactor Core SLs |

|B 2.1.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY SL 2.1.1.1, SL 2.1.1.2, and SL 2.1.1.3 only apply in MODES 1
and 2 because these are the only MODES in which the reactor
is critical. Automatic protection functions are required to
be OPERABLE during MODES I and 2 to ensure operation within
the reactor core SLs. The SG safety valves or automatic
protection actions serve to prevent RCS heatup to reactor
core SL conditions or to initiate a reactor trip function
(which forces the unit into MODE 3). Setpoints for the-
reactor trip functions are specified in LC0 3.3.1 and
LCO 3.3.2.

In MODES 3, 4, 5, and 6, Applicability is not required,
since the reactor is not generating significant THERMAL
POWER.

SAFETY LIMIT 2.2.1 and 2.2.2
VIOLATIONS

If SL 2.1.1.1, SL 2.1.1.2, or SL 2.1.1.3 is violated, the
requirement to go to MODE 3 places the plant in a MODE in
which these SLs are not applicable.

The allowed Completion Time of I hour recognizes the
importance of bringing the plant to a mode of operation
where these SLs are not applicable. Also, the Completion
Time of I hour ensures that the probability of an accident
occurring during this period is minimal. The allowed
Completion Time of 15 minutes to restore RCS pressure and

| temperature to within limits implies immediacy.

LLh
If SL 2.1.1.1, SL 2.1.1.2, cr SL 2.1.1.3 is violated, the
NRC Operations Center must be notified within 1 hour. This

| 1s in accordance with 10 CFR 50.72 (Ref. 3).

2.2.6

If SL 2.1.1.1, SL 2.1.1.2, or SL 2.1.1.3 is violated, the
appropriate senior management of the nuclear plant and the
utility shall be notified within 24 hours. This 24-hour
period provides time for plant operators and staff to take
the appropriate immediate action and assess the condition of
the plant before reporting to senior management.

(continued)

(continued)

BWOG STS B 2.0-4 01/04/91 3:39pm
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Reactor Core SLs
B 2.1.1

BASES (continued)

SAFETY llHIT LLl
VIOLATIONS

(continued) If SL 2.1.1.1, SL 2.1.1.2, or SL 2.1.1.3 is violated, a
Licensee Event Report shall be prepared and submitted within
30 days to the NRC, the senior management of the nuclear
plant, and the utility Vice-President-Nuclear Operations.
This requirement is in accordance 10 CFR 50.73 (Ref. 4).

LL.B

If SL 2.1.1.1, SL 2.1.1.2, or SL 2.1.1.3 is violated,
restart of the unit shall not commence until authorized by
the NRC. This requirement ensures the NRC that all
necessary reviews, analyses, and actions are completed
before the unit begins its restart to normal operation.

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50, Appendix
A. General Design Criterion 10. " Reactor Design," 1988.

2. (UnitName)FSAR,Section().*[ Title)."

O 3. Title 10 Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.72
V "Immediate Notification Requirements for Operating

Nuclear Power Reactors."

4. Title 10, Code of Federal Reguh tions, Part 50.73,
,

" Licensee Event Report System." "

, , _ _

3-

f
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: RCS Pressure SL
B 2.1.2

:
,

B 2.0 SAFETY LIMITS -

B 2.1.2 Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Pressure Safety Limit (SL)

,

i

8ASES
.

. .

BACKGROUND The SL on RCS pressure protects the integrity of the RCS
against overpressurization, in the event of fuel-cladding

! failure, fission products are released into the reector
'

coolant. The RCS then serves as the primary barrier in
f preventing the release of fission products into the

f~ - ' atmosphere. By establishing ali upper limit on RCS pressure,
the continued integrity of the RCS is ensured. According to; o

V t10 CFR 50,! Appendix A, GDC.14. " Reactor Coolant Pressure'

Boundary,' and GDC 15, " Reactor Coolant System Desian"
.,

(Ref 1),' the reactor coolant pressure boundary RCPB)J

design conditions are not exceeded during normal (operation|

nor during anticipated operationni occurrences (A00s). GDC
28 (Ref. lh " Reactivity Limits," specifies that reactivity
accidentso ncludin; rod ejection dc 99t result in damage to '

i the RCPB greater tiinn limited local yielding,
i

i The design pressure _of the RCS is 2500 psia. During normal
o)eration and A00s, the RCC pressure is kept from exceeding:

i tie design pressure by.more than 10% in order to remain in
! accordance with Section !!! of the American Society of
I Mechanical Engineers (ASME)-Code (Ref. 2). As an assurance
: of system integrity, all RCS components are hydrostatically
'

tested at 125% of design, as specified-in the ASME Code
| requirements prior to initial ~ operation when there is no
. fuel in the core, if repairs or replacements tbst require a
! full hydrostatic test of the RCS are made, the fuel would

have to be completely offloaded before it evaeded the
maximum pressure specified in this SL. RemNing fuel frome

the vessel precludes fission products from entering the.-

; reactor coolant.
'

! Overpressurization of the RCS'can result in a breach of'the
|

1

| RCPB. If such a breach occurs in conjunction with-a fuel- '

i cladding failure, fission products could enter the
containment atmosphere, raising concerns relative to limits

: on radioactive releases specified in 10 CFR 100, " Reactor
Site Criteria.".

4 (continued).

I

b
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RCS Presrure SL
B 2.1.2

BASES (contirued)

APPLICABLE The RCS pressurizer safety valves, the main steam safety
SAFETY ANALYSES valves (MSSVs), and the reactor high-pressure trip have

,

settings established to ensure that the RCS pressure SL will
j not be exceeded.

L

: The RCS pressurizer safety valves are sized to prevent
system pressure from exceeding the design pressure by more
than 10%, as specified in Section 111 of the ASME Code for
Nuclear Power Plant Components (Ref. 2). The transient that
establishes the required relief car 3 city, and hence the
valve size requirements and lift setMngs, is a (complete
loss of external load without a direct reactor tripj.
During the transient, no control actions are assumed except
that the safety valves on the secondary plant are assumed toj

i open when the steam pressure reaches the secondary plant
safety valve settings and nominal feedwater supply is
maintained.

The Reactor Protection System (RPS) trip setpoints (Ref 3),
together with the settings of the MSSVs (Ref. 4), provide
pressure protection for normal operation and A00s. The
reactor high-pressure trip setpoint is specifically set to
provide protection against overpressurization (Ref 5). The

3 safety analyses for both the high-pressure trip and the RCS
pressurizer safety valves are performed using conservative
assumptions relative to pressure control devices.

More specifically, no credit is taken for operation of the
following:

a. Pressurizer power-operated relief valves (PORVs);

b. Steam line relief valve;'

c. Steam Dump System;

d. RCS;;

e. Pressurizer Level Control System; and

f. Pressurizer spray valve.

-

(continued)

O
BWOG STS B 2.0-8 01/04/91 3:39pm
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RCS Pressure G.
B 23 2

1

G jfv) BASES (continued) i
!

_ . . - .

SAFETY LIMITS The maximum transient pressure allowed in the RCS pressure
vessel under the ASME Code, Section III, is 110% of design
pressure. The maximum transient pressure allowed in the
RCS piping, valves, and fittings under [USAS, Section B31.1,
Ref. 6) is 120% of design pressure. The most limiting of
these two allowances is the 110% of design pressure;
therefore, the SL on r.iaximum allowable RCS pressure is
2735 psig.

_ ~ _

APPLICABILITY SL 2.1.2 a> plies in MODES 1 through 5 because this SL could
be approacied or exceeded in these modes during
overpressurization events. The SL is not applicable in
MODE 6 since the reactor vessel head closure bolts are not
fully tightened, making it impossible to pressurize the RCS.

d - ---

SAFETY LIMIT LL2
VIOLATIONS

If ;he RCS pressure SL is violated when the reactor is in
/^'T MOCE 1 or 2, the requirement is to restore compliance within

) 15 minutes and be in MODE 3 within I hour.

If the RCS pressure SL is viole.ted while in MODE 1 or 2, the
reactor vessel temperature is well above the transition
temperature, at which the reactor vessel meta'. goes from
being ductile to being nonductile. Given that the reactor
vessel metal is ductile, a pressure increase above 110% of
design pressure does not represent nearly the challenge to
the RCS integrity it would present if the reactor vessel
were in a non-ductile state therefore 15 minutes to restore
pressure implies immediacy.

The allowed Completion Time of I hour recognizes the
importance of reducing power level to a mode of operation
where the potential for challenges to safety systems is
minimized.

?.2.4

aie RCS pressure SL is exceeded in MODE 3, 4, or 5, RCS
pressure must be restored to within the SL value within
5 minutes. Exceeding the RCS pressure SL in MODE 3, 4, or 5

(continued)
,

I ) (continued)
v'
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RCS Pressure SL
B 2.1.2

BASES (continueo,

SAFETY LlHIT is worse than exceeding this SL in MODE 1 or 2, since the
VIOLATIONS reactor vessel temperature may be lower and the vessel

(continued) material, consequently, less ductile. As such, pressure
must be reduced to less than the SL within 5 minutes. The
action does not require reducing MODES, since this would
require reducing temperature, which would compound the '

problem by adding thermal gradient stresses to the existing
pressure stress.

2.2.5

If the RCS pressure SL is violated, the NRC Operations
Center must be notified within I hour. This is in
accordance with 10 CFR 50.72 (Ref. 7),

2,2.6

If the RCS pressure SL is violated, the appropriate senior
manegement of the nuclear plant and the utility shall be
notified within 24 hours. This 24-hour period provides time
for the plant operators and staff to take the appropriate
immediate action and assess the condition of the plant
before reporting to the senior management.

2.2.7

If the RCS pressure SL is violated, a Licensee Event Report
shall be prepared and submitted within 30 days to the NRC,
the senior management of the nuclear plant, and the utility
Vice-President-Nuclear Operations. This requirement is in
accordance with 10 CFR 50.73 (Ref. 8),

2,2,8

If the RCS pressure SL is violated, restart of the unit
shall not commence until authorized by the NRC. This
requirement ensures the NRC that all necessary reviews,
analyses, and actions are completed before the unit begins
its restart to normal operation.

(continued)

O
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!
c :

; RCS Pressure SL '

j B 2.1.2

BASES (continued) ;
_

i REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50, |
Appendix A, General Design Criterion 14, " Reactor ;

,

i Coolant Pressure Boundary"; General Design Criterion *

15, " Reactor Coolant System Design"; and General
-

Design Criterion 28, " Reactivity Limits," 1988.i

2. American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Boiler and'

; Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, " Nuclear Power
- Plant Components," Article NB-7000, " Protection*

''c Against Overpressure."
: .- , ,

3. (UnitName]FSAR,Section[ ji "(Title)."
'

9

w.N t

" 4 . "' (Unit'Name) FSAR, Section ( ),"(Title)."

5. (UnikName)FSAR,Section(-),"(Title)."

6. USAS 831.1, Standard Code for Pressure Piping,
American Society of Mechanical Engineers,1967.-

7. Title 10 Chde of Federal Regulations, Part-50.72,,

"Immediate Notification Requirements for Operating _
Nuclear Power Reactors."';

8. Iltle10,CodeofFederalRegulations,Part_50.73,
" Licensee Event' Report System,"<

'
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LCO Applicability
B 3.0

B 3.0 APPLICABILITY

B 3.0 Limitina Conditions for Ooeration (LCO) Apolicability

BASES
.-

LCL 3.0.1 LCO 3.0.1, LCO 3.0.2, LC0 3.0.3, LCO 3.0.4, and LCO 3.0.5
LCO 3.0.2 establish the general requirements applicable to all
LC0 3.0.3 specifications unless otherwise stated. This includes
LC0 3.0.4 and specifications regarding the programs in Section 5.7.4, and
LC0 3.0.5 " Programs and Manuals," as well as LCOs contained in

Sections 3.1 through 3.9.

LCO 3.0.1 LCO 3.0.1 establishes the requirement to meet LCOs when the
unit is in the MODES or other specified Conditions of the
Applicability statement of each specification.

_..

LCO 3.0.2 LCO 3.0.2 establishes that upon discovery of a failure to
meet an LCO, the associated ACTinNS shall be met. The-

Os
Completion Time of each Requirea <; tion for an ACTIONS
Condition is applicable from the point in time it is
discovered that an inoperable situation exists (i.e., that
the LC0 is not met) associated with a condition. Following
this discovery, the associated Condition is entered. The
Required Actions establish those remedial measures that
must be taken within specified .ompletion Times when the
requirements of an LCO are not met. Concurrent entry into
all applicable ACTIONS Conditions is a requirement to be
followed in each specification. The Required Action (s)
of each Condition entered must be completed within the
specified Completion Time (s).

There are two basic types of Required Actions. The first
type of Required Action has an associated time limit in
which the entered Condition must be corrected. This time
limit is the Completion Time to place required equipment in
operation, or to restore an inoperable system or component
to OPERABLE status, or to restore variables to within
specified limits, if this type of Required Action is not
completed within the specified Completion' Time, a shutdown-
may be required to place the facility in a MODE or Condition
in which the specification no longer applies. (Whether

(continued)
O

(continued)
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LCO Applicability
1

B 3.0 1

BASES (continued)

LCO 3.0.2 stated as a Required Action or not, correction of the
(continued) entered Condition is the first action that is to be

considered upon entering ACTIONS.) The second type of
Requi*ed Action specifies the remedial measures that permit
continued oseration of the facility that is not further
restricted )y the Completion Time. In this case,
conformance to the Required Actions provides en acceptable
level of safety for continued operation. This type of
Required Action is common throughout the Technical
Specifications (TS).

This Specification establishes that performance of the
Required Actions within the s)ecified Completion Times
constitutes compliance with tio TS. It also establishes,
however, that completing the performance of the Required
Actio;is is not required when an LCO is met within the
essociated Completion Time, unlecs otherwise specified in
the individual specifications. This is equivalent to
stating that correction of an ACTIONS Condition prior to the
expiration of the specified Completion Time (s) makes it
unnecessary to continue or complete the performance of the
associated Required Action (s).

1his specification is written for the more general case in
which more than one of the stated Conditions are
concurrently applicable. As each Condition is resolved, the
Required Action (s) for that Condition no -longer need be
performed.

A Condition once entered or once applicable is resolved
either by completing corrective measures such that it no
longer exists or by placing the facility outside the

' Applicability of the LCO.
- The nature of some Required Actions necessitates that, once
| begun, their performance must be completed even though the

associated Conditions are resolved. The individual LCO's
ACTIONS specify the Required Actions where this is the case.

| An example of this is in LC0 3.8.1. "AC Sources-
Operating."

!
!

The above discussion about not having to complete the
performance of Required Actions once the corresponding,

Conditions have been resolved also applies to the category

| (continued)

(continued)
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LCO Applicability
B 3.0

..

BASES (continued)
O

LCO 3.0.2 of Conditions that state, " Required Actions and associated
(continued) Completion Times not met."

Usually, the Required Action for a Condition of this type is
to go to an inapplicable MODE or other specified Condition. .

The performance of such a shutdown Required Action may be I

suspended if the LCO Required Action that was not performed
is completed or if the LCO is restored. If the shutdown had
proceeded to the point where a MODE change had occurred,
however, returning to the previously a>plicable MODE or
specified Condition is not allowed by .00 3.0.4, unless
otherwise specified.

It is possible in some LCOs (but unlikely) to enter and exit
two or more ACTION's Conditions repeatedly, in such a manner
that facility operation could continue indefinitely without
ever having restored the LCO (i.e., the facility is always
in at least one of the Conditions). Because of the risk
associated with extended facility operation with certain
LCOs unmet, Specification 1.3 limits such operation to the
longer of the specified Completion Times for the Conditions
that are concurrently entered. This limitation does not
epply to Conditions where the associated Required Actions,p) if met, permit continued operation for an unlimited period;' s of time.

The Com>1etion Times of the Required Actions are also
applica>1e when a systeni or component is removed from
service intentionally. The reasons for intentionally
relying on the ACTIONS include, but are not limited to,
performance of surveillances, preventive maintenance,
corrective maintenance, or investigation of operational
problems. Entering ACTIONS for these reasons must be done
in a manner that does not compromise safety, it is not
intended that intentional entry into ACTIONS be made for
operational convenience. Intentional entry into ACTIONS
Conditions with shutdown Required Actions (i.e., Actions
requiring a change in MODE) is strongly discouraged and
should be considered only in extreme circumstances. This is
to limit routine voluntary removal of redundant equipment
from service in lieu of other alternatives that would not
result in redundant equipment being inoperable. Individual
s')ecifications may specify a time limit for performing an SR
w1en equipment is removed from service or bypassed for
testing. In such a case, the Completion Times of the

(continued)

(O (continued)
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LCO Applicability fB 3.0

BASES (continued)

LCO 3.0.2 Required Actions are applicable when this time limit
(continued) expires, if the SR has not been completed. When a change in

MODE or other specified Condition is required to comply with ,

Required Actions, the facility may enter a MODE or other
specified condition in which a new specification becomes
applicable. Upon the new specification becoming applicable, ,[
immediately enter all ACTIONS Conditions that apply, unless
otherwise specified. The Completion Times of tie associated

gRequired Actions would apply from the point in time that the
new specification became applicable.

. .

d

LCO 3.0.3 LCO 3.0.3 establishes the Required Actions that must be
implemented when an LCO is not met; and

a. An associated Required Action and Conpletion Time is
not met and no other Condition applies; or

:

b. The condition of the facility is not specifically
addressed by the associated ACTIONS. This means that
no combination of Conditions stateo in the ACTIONS can
be made that exactly corresponds to the actual
Condition of the facility. Sometimes, possible
combinations of Conditions are such that going to
100 3.0.3 is warranted; in such cas95, the ACTIONS
specifically state a Condition corres)onding to such
combinations and also that LC0 3.0.3 3e entered
immediately.

This specification delineates the time limits for placing !the facility in a safe MODE or other specified Condition
when operation cannot be maintained within the limits for
safe operation as defined by the LC0 and its ACTIONS. It is
not to be used as an operational convenience that permits
routine voluntary removal of redundant systems or components ,

from service in lieu of other alternatives that would not
result in redundant systems or components being inoperable.
Intentional entry into LC0 3.0.3 for operational convenience
constitutes noncompliance with the TS. Under suitable
circumstances, intentional entry into LC0 3.0.3 for
corrective action or repairs may be justified, but prior
notification of the NRC should be considered.

'

(continued)
.__

(continued)

O
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LC0 Applicability
B 3.0

m
BASES (continued)

LCO 3.0.3 After entering LCO 3.0.3, I hour is allowed to prepare for
(continued) an orderly shutdown before initiating a change in facility

operation. This includes time to permit the operator to
coordinate the reduction in electrical generation with the
load dispatcher to ensure the stability and availability of
the electrical grid. The time limits specified to reach
higher-numbered MODES of operation permit the shutdown to
proceed in a controlled and orderly manner that is well
within the specified maximum cool-down rate and within the
capabilities of the facility, assuming that only the minimum
required equipment is OPERABLE. This reduces thermal
stressos on components of the Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
and the potential for a plant upset that could challenge
safety systems under conditions to which this Specification
applies. The use and interpretation of specified times to
complete the actions of LC0 3.0.3 shall be consistent with
the discussion of Specification 1.3, ' Completion Times."

A facility shutdown required in accordance with LCO 3.0.3
may be terminated and LC0 3.0.3 exited if any of the
following occurs:

D a. The LC0 is now met;

b. Remedial measures have restored the facility to an LC0
Condition for which the Required Actions have now been
performed, where such ACTIONS permit operation in that
Condition for either a limited or unlimited period of
time; or

c. Remedial measures have restored the facility to a
Condition for which the Completion Times of the
Required Action (s) have not expired. For example,
while in MODE 1, one of the two Emergency Core vetling
System (ECCS) trains is declared inoperable. Thei

l corresponding Condition for one inoperable train is
entered and 72 hours are allowed to restore the train
to OPERABLE status. Then, the second train is
declared inoperable at a time 24 hours into the

,

! Completion Time. Since no ACTIONS Condition is
'

provided for both train; being inoperable, LCO 3.0.3
must be entered. If one of the trains is made
OPERABLE while still in MODE 1, for example, at time
30 hours (6 hours into LC0 3.0.3), then the shutdown
may be halted and operation can continue in the

(continued) |
|

O (continued)V
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LCO Applicability .

'

B 3.0

BASES (continued)
_

LC0 3.0.3 Condition of one train being inoperable. In this
(continued) example, that would mean operation for another 42

hours. if the train is restored to OPERABLE status
after going to MODE 2, 3, or 4 operation could

,

continue only in the MODE that the facility is in when
LCO 3.0.3 is exited. This is because LC0 3.0.4 does
not permit MODE changes when the LCO is not met.

The time limits of Specification 3.0.3 allow 37 hours for
the facility to be in MODE 5 when a shutdown is required
during MODE 1 operation. If the facility is in 2 higher-
numbered MODE of operation when a shutdown is required, the
time limit for reaching the next higher-numbered MODE
asolies. If a higher-numbered MODE is reached in less time
t1an allowod - however, the total allowable time to reach
MODE 5, or other applicable MODE, is not reduced. For
example, if MODE 3 is reached in 2 hours, then the time
allowed to reach MODE 4 is the next 11 hours, because the
total time to reach HME 4 is not reduced from the allowable
limit of 13 hours. Therefore, if remedial measures are
completed that would permit a return to MODE 1, a penalty is
not incurred by having to reach a higher-numbered MODE of
operation in less than the total time allowed.

Ir MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, LCO 3.0.3 provides Required Actions
for Cenditions not stated in other specifications. The
requirements of LCO 3.0.3 do not apply in MODES 5 and 6
because tht facility is already in the most rest-ictive
Condition in which LCO 3.0.3 would require the facility to
be placed. The requirements of LCO 3.0.3 do not apply in
other specified Conditions of the Applicability (unless in
MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4) because the ACTIONS of individual
specifications sufficiently define the remedial measures to
be taken. [This must be verified by review of all LCOs when
finalized.)

The exceptions to LC0 3.0.3 are provided in instances where
requiring a facility shutdown, in accordance with LC0 3.0.3,
would not provide appropriate remedial measures for the
associated condition of the facility. These exceptions are
addressed in the individual specifications.

(continued)

O
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; LCO Applicability
,

B 3.0
1

BASES (continued)
'

i

t LCO 3.0.4 LCO 3.0.4 establishes limitations on changes in MODES or
other specified Conditions in the Applicability when an LCO'

is not met. It precludes placing t1e facility in a
,

different MODE or other specified condition when the
following exists:.

a. The requireraents of an LC0 in the MODE or other
specified Condition-to be entered are not met; and

'
b. Continued noncompliance with these requirements would ,

eventually result in a shutdown to comply with the l

Required Actions.
.

Compliance with Required Actions that permit continued'

operation of the facility for an unlimited period of time
in an applicable MODE or other specified Condition provides.

'

an acceptable level of safety for continued operation.
Therefore, in such cases, entry-into a MODE or other '

Condition specified in the Applicability is made in
,

accordance with the provisions of the Required Actions.- The
! provisions of this specification should not be interpreted 'i

i as endorsing the failure to exercise good practice in
! restoring systems or components to OPERABLE status before
i facility startup.

The provisions of_ LCO 3.0.4 shall not prevent changes in
i MODES or other specified Conditions in the Applicability-

|
that are required to- comply with ACTIONS.

| Exceptions to LC0 3.0.4 are stated-in the individual !

. specifications. Exceptions may apply to all the ACTIONS or
! to a specific Required Action of a specification. While-
j entering or changing MODES _or other specified conditions

during operation of the facility in an. ACTIONS Condition, as4

permitted by LC0 3.0.4 or where an exception to LC0 3.0.4 is
3

; stated, the ACTIONS define the remedial measures that must
i be taken. Surveillances do not have to be= performed on the
j associated inopeiable equipment (or on variables outside the

specified limits), as permitted by SR 3.0.1. Therefore, a4

4 MODE change in this situation does not violate SR-3,0.4 for
those Surveillances that do not have to be performed due-to.
ti.a associated inoparable equipment, etc. SRs-must,-

however, be met to demonstrate OPERABILITY prior to
declaring the affected equipment 0PEPABLE (or variable
within limits) and.the associated LCOs met.

* -

(continued). ,
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LC0 Applicability
B 3.0

BASES (continued)
_

LCO 3.0.5 Special tests and operations are required at various times
over the facility's life to demonstrate performance
characteristics, to perform maintenance activities, and to
perform special evaluations. Because TS normally preclude
these tests and operations, special test exceptions (STEs)
allow specified requirements to be changed or suspended
under controlled conditions. SIEs are included in
applicable sections of the specifications. Unless otherwise
specified, all other TS requirements remain unchanged and in'

effect as applicabic. This will ensure that all appropriate
requirements of the MODE or other specified Condition not
directly associated with or required to be changed or
suspended to perform the special test or operation will
remain in effect.

The Applicability of an STE LCO represents a Condition not
necessarily in compliance with the normal requirements of
the TS. Compliance with STE LCOs is optional.

A special test may be performed either under the provisions
of the appropriate STE LCO or the other applicable TS
requirements. If it is desired to perform the special test
under the provisions of the STE LCO, the requirements of the
STE LC0 shall be followed. This includes the SRs specified
in the STE LCO. -

Some of the STE LCOs require that one or more of the LCOs
for normal operation be met (i.e., meeting the STE LCO
requires meeting the specified normal LCOs). The

| Applicability, ACTIONS, and SRs of the specified normal
LCOs, however, are not required to be met in order to meet
the STE LCO when it is in effect. This means that, upon
failure to meet a specified normal LCO, the associated
ACTIONS of the STE LCO apply, in lieu of the ACTIONS of the
normal LCO. Exceptions to the above do exist. There are
instances when the Applicability of the saecified normal LCO
must be mot, where its ACTIONS must be ta(en, where certain
of its Surveillances must be performed, or where all of
these requirements must be met concurrently with the
requirements of the STE LCO.

Unless the SRs of the specified normal LCOs are suspended or
changed by the STE LCO, those SRs that are necessary to meet
the specified normal LCOs must be met prior to performing

(continued)
_ _

(continued)

9
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LCO Applicability
B 3.0

< s . Q.|

(J BASES (continued)
-<

LCO 3.0.5 the special test. During the conduct of the special test,
(continued) those Surveillances need not be performed unless specified

by the ACTIONS or SRs of the STE LCO.

ACTIONS for STE LCOs provide appropriate remedial measures
upon failure to meet the STE LCO. Upon failure to meet
these ACTIONS, suspend the performance of the special test
and enter the ACTIONS for all LCOs that are then not met.
Entry into LCO 3.0.3 may lossibly be required, but this
determination should not )e made by considering only the
failure to meet the ACTIONS of the STE LCO.
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SR Applicability :

8 3.0
(h(,) B 3.0 APPLICABILITY I

B 3.0 Surveillance Reouirement (SR) Anolicability

BASES

SR 3.0.1, SR 3.0.1, 3.0.2, 3.0.3, and 3.0.4 establish the general
SR 3.0.2, requirements applicable to all specifications unless
SR 3.0.3, and otherwise stated. This includes specifications regarding
SR 3.0.4 .the programs in Section 5.7.4, " Programs and Manuals," as

:well as specifications contained in Sections 3.1 through
'3.9.

SR 3.0.1 SR 3.0.1 establishes the requirement that SRs must be met
during the MODES or other specified Conditions in the
A)plicability of the LCO, unless otherwise specified in
tie individual SRs, This specification ensures that
Surveillareces are performed to verify the OPERABILITY of
systems and components, and that variables are within
specified limits . Failure to meet an SR within the

n specified Frequency, in accordance with SR 3.0.2,
I i cunstitutes a failure to meet an LCO.O

Systems and com)onents'are assumed to be OPERABLE when the
associated SRs lave been met. Nothing in this
specification, however, is to be construed as implying that
systems or components are OPERABLE when:

a. The systems or components are known to be inoperable,
although SRs are being met; or

b. The requirements of the Surveillance (s) are known not
to be met between required performances of the
Surveillance (s).

Surve111ances do not have to be performed when the facility
is in a MODE or other specified Condition for which the
associated LCO is not applicable, unless otherwise
specified. The SRs associated with a special test exception
(STE) are only applicable when the STE is used as an

.

allowable exception to the requirements of a specification. J

(continued)

(continued)
;q
Ns''
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SR Applicability
B 3.0

BASES (continued)
_

SR 3.0.1 Surveillances, including Surveillances invoked by Required
(continued) Actions, do not have to be performed on inoperable equipment

because the ACTIONS define the remedial measures that apply.
SRs have to be met in accordance with SR 3.0.2 prior to
returning equipment to OPERABLE status.

Upon completion of maintenance, appropriate post-maintenance
testing (which usually includes Surveillance testing) is
required to declare equi) ment OPERABLE. Post-maintenance
testing may not be possiale in the MODE or Condition that
the facility is in when the maintenance is completed because
the necessary facility parameters have not been established.
In these situations, aroceeding to the appropriate
appl. cable MODE or otler specified Condition may be allowed
as an exception to SR 3.0.4, provided that such an exception
is stated in the requirements of the affected equipment's
LCO. Such exceptions to SR 3.0.4 are permitted, provided
that the post-maintenance and Surveillance testing to
demonstrate OPERABILITY of the equipment has been
satisfactorily completed to the extent possible and provided
that the equipment is not otherwise suspected of being
incapable of performing its intended function. Once the
necessary facility parameters have been established,
completion of the excepted tests must be accomplished to
demonstrate OPERABILITY of the equipment,

,

__.

SR 3.0.2 SR 3.0.2 establishes the requirements for meeting the
specified Frequency for SRs, the Required Actions that call
for the performance of a Surveillance, and any Required
Action with a Completion Time that requires the periodic
performance of an action on a "once per..." interval.

SR 3.0.2 permits a 25% extension of the interval specified
in the Frequency or periodic Completion Time. This provides
flexibility to Surveillance scheduling by providing the
opportunity for consideration of plant operating conditions
that may not be suitable for conducting the Surveillance
(e.g., transient conditions or other ongoing Surveillance or
maintenance activities).

The 25% extension does not significantly degrade the
assurance of reliability obtained by performing the
Surveillance at its specified frequency. This recognizes

(continued)

(continued)
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SR Applicability
B 3.0

BASES (continued)

SR 3.0.2 that the most probable result of any particular
(continued) Surveillance being performed is the verification of

conformance with the SRs. The exceptions to SR 3.0.2 are
those Surveillances for which the 25% extension of the
interval specified in the frequency does not apply. These ,

exceptions are stated in the individual specifications. An !
example of where SR 3.0.2 does not apply is a Surveillance
with a frequency of "in accordance with 10 CFR 50,
Appendix J, and approved exemptions." The requirements of
regulations take precedence over the-Technical
Specifications (TS), lhe TS cannot extend a test interval
specified in the regulations. Therefore, there would be a
Note in the Frequency stating, " Provisions of SR 3.0.2 are
not applicable."

As stated in SR 3.0.2, the 25% extension also does not asply
to the initial portion of a periodic Completion Time. T 1e
initial performance of the Required Action, whether it is a
particular Surveillance or some other remedial action, is
considered a single action with a single Completion Time.
One reason for not allowing the 25% extension to this
Completion Time is that such an action usually verifies that

Os
no loss of function has occurred by checking the status of
redundant or diverse components or accomplishes the function
of the inoperable equipment in an alternative manner to
ensure that specified limits or conditions of the LC0 are
met.

The previous Standard Technical Specifications (STS) also
contained a specification that permitted the 25% extension,
but restricted the combined time interval for any three
consecutive Surveillance intervals to 3.25 times the
specified interval. Generic letter 89-14 (Ref. 1)
encouraged licensees to request license amendments to remove
the 3.25 restriction, because the NRC staff concluded that
the removal would result in a greater benefit to safety.
This line-item improvement tc the STS did not extend the
Applicability of the 25% extension to intervals associated
with LCO Required Actions (including Required Actions to
perform Surveillances) specified for periodic performance.
The NRC staff subsequently concluded, however, that
extending the applicability of the 25% extension to periodic
Completion Times, as SR 3.0.2 does, was also justified
because the reasons for doing so were essentially the same
as the reasons that originally justified the 25% extension

;

(continued)
- (h; - (continted)
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SR Applicability
B 3.0

BASES (continued)

SR 3.0.2 (i.e., ficxibility for scheduling the performance of
(continued) Surveillances, etc.). Extending periodic Completion Time

intervals for performing Surveillances or repetitive
remedial actions specified by ACTIONS can result in a
benefit to safety when the performance is due at a time that
is not suitable because of plant operating conditions, for
example.

The provisions of SR 3.0.2 are not intended to be used
repeatedly merely as an operational convenience to extend
Surveillance intervals or periodic Completion Time intervals
beyond those specified.

SR 3.0.3 SR 3.0.3 establishes-the option to def er declaring affected
equipment inoperable or an affected variable outside the
specified limits when a Surveillance has not been completed
within the specified frequency. A delay seriod of up to
24 hours applies from the point in time t1at it is
discovered that the Surveillance has not been performed, in
accordance with SR 3.0.2, and not at the time that the
specified frequency was not met. This 24-hour delay period
was approved by the NRC as a line-item improvement to the
STS in Generic Letter 87-09 (Ref. 2). The length of the -

delay period in SR 3.0.3 differs from the 24-hour allowance
in the generic letter. SR 3.0.3 limits it to 24 hours or
the specified Surveillance interval, whichever is shorter.
Although the 24-hour allowance is not applicable to all the
cases apparently provided for in the generic letter, the
intent of the generic letter was to only a' low the specified
Surveillance interval in which to complete a missed
Surveillance when the Frequency is less than 24 hours.

This delay period provides an adequate time limit to
complete Surveillances that have been missed. This delay
period provides the opportunity to complete a Surveillance
that otherwise could not be com31eted before compliance with

| ACTIONS would be required and wien compliance with such
| ACTIONS would then preclude completion of the Surveillance.

The basis for this delay period includes consideration of
facility conditions, adequate planning, availability of
personnel, the time required to perform the Surveillance,'

and the safety significance of the delay in completing the

(continued)

(continued)
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! SR Applicability
0 3.0

BASES (continued)

SR 3.0.3 Surveillance. The delay period is considered appropriate
(continued) for balancing the risk associated with delaying com)1etion

of the Surveillance for this period against the ris(
i associated with the potential for a plant transient and

challenge to safety systems when.the alternative is a
shutdown to comply with ACTIONS before the Surveillance can
be completed.

SR 3.0.3 differs from the position takt:n in Generic
Letter 87-09 in one other res)ect. Uni!ke the generic
letter, -SR 3.0.3 authorizes tie delay-period option for
performance of missed Surveillances without respect to the
duration _of the Completion Time associated with the LCO

' Condition _that-would otherwise be entered.

When a Surveillance with a Frequency based not on time4

intervals,'but upon specified facility Conditions or
operational situations, is discovered not to have been
performed when specified,-SR 3.0.3 allows the full 24-hour
delay periodjin which to perform the Surveillance.

An additional application of ~SR 3.0.3 is-to establish a time
limit for completion of Surveillances that become applicable

( as a consequence of MODE' changes > imposed by Required
Actions, when such Surveillances could not be completed
prior to entering the applicable MODE or other specified t.

Condition either because there was: insufficient time or'

because plant Conditions were not suitable for performance
of the Surveillance.

The provisions of SR 3.0.3 exist because it is recognized !

that the most probable result of the performance of a
particular Surveillance is the verification of conformance
with the SRs and that a-facility shutdown entails some risk
that ought to be avoided unless a shutdown-is actually
warranted. Implementation of_ the. provisions of SR 3.0.3,-.
however, does not imply that a violation of SR 3.0.1 has not
occurred, except in situations where SRs become applicable
as a consequence of MODE changes imposed by_ Required
Actions, as described-above.

Failure to comply with specified frequencies for SRs is
expected to be an infrequent occurrence.- Use of.the delay
period established by SR 3.0.3_ is optional and is expected
only under extreme circumstances.

_(continued)

(continued)
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SR Applicability
B 3.0

BASES (continued)
_

SR 3.0.3 If a Surveillance is not completed within the allowed delay
(continued) period, the equipment is considered inoperable or the

variable is considered outside the specified limits and the
Completion Times of the Required Actions for the applicable
LC0 Conditions begin immediately upon expiration of the
delay period, if a Surveillance is failed within the delay
period, then the equipment is inoperable, or the variable is
outside the specified limits and the Completion Times of the
Required Actions for the applicable LCO Conditions begin
immediately upon the failure of the Surveillance.

Completion of the Surveillance within the delay period
allowed by this specification, or within the Completion Time
of the ACTIONS, restores compliance with SR 3.0.1.

SR 330.4 SR 3.0.4 establishes the requirement that all SRs associated
with an LC0 and all applicable Section 5.7.4 program
requirements must be met before entry into a MODE or other
specified Condition in the Applicability of the LCO. Thus,
prior to entry into an applicable MODE or other specified
Condition, all of the SRs associated with all of the LCOs
applicable in that MODE or Condition must be met.

This specification ensures that requirements on system and
component OPERABILITY and variable limits that are necessary
for safe operation of the facility are met before entry into
an applicable MODE or other specified Condition to which the
requirements apply. This specification applies to changes
in MODES or other specified Conditions in the Applicability
associated with facility shutdown as well as startup.

The prov1sions of SR 3.0.4 shall not prevent changes in
MODES or other specified Conditions in the Applicability
that are required to comply with ACTIONS.

Exceptions to SR 3.0.4 are needed in several situations.
Because the concerns of each situation are not the same,
the conditions under which the exceptions are permitted
are different. Briefly, these situations are as follows:

a. When there is insufficient time to complete a
Surveillance prior to the associated LC0 becoming

(continued)

(continued)
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SR Applicability
B 3.0

O
V BASES (continued)

SR 3.0.4 applicable as a result of complying with ACTIONS, the
(continued) provisions of SR 3.0.3 apply; and

b. When an individual exception to SR 3.0.4 is stated in
the individual specification:

1. if the Surveillance is required to be performed,
after entry into an a)plicable MODE or other
specified Condition, aecause the specified
Surveillance interval expired, and there is no
other reason to sus)ect that the affected
equipment (or varia)le) is inoperable (or outside
limits), then a Completion Time of 12 hours is
specified.

Unless otherwise stated, performance of the
Surveillance is not required if the specified
Surveillance interval has not expired.

2. if the Surveillance is required by the specified
frequency to be performed every time the LC0
becomes applicable, then, unless an alternativeg Completion Time is specified, the 12-hour limit

e )i applies.\

3. if the Surveillance must be performed for the
additional purpose of restoring the affected
equipment (or variable) to OPERABLE status (or to
within limits), upon entering an applicable MODE
or other specified Condition, the associated
ACTIONS of the LC0 must be entered, unless
specified otherwise in the individual
specification. The ACTIONS specify the
Completion Time allowed.

' A more detailed discussion of these situations follows.

If unable to complete a Surveillance prior to its becoming
applicable because Required Actions in an LCO affected
changes in MODES or other specified Conditions, then upon
entering the applicable MODE or other specified Condition,
a delay period within which to-complete the Surveillance is
allowed, as specified in SR 3.0.3. This use of the
provisions of SR 3.0.3 is an exception to SR 3.0.4 that
applies only when an exception to SR 3.0.4 is not

(continued)
p -

(continued)
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SR Applicability
B 3.0

BASES (continued)
_

SR 3.0.4 provided in the individual specification, as discussed |
(continued) below. The exception of SR 3.0.3 is not intended to be used I

consecutively with exceptions to SR 3.0.4 stated in the |

individual specifications.

Individual exceptions to SR 3.0.4 are usually stated with
the SRs. These exceptions are provided to permit
performance of Surveillance testing that otherwise would be
prevented by compliance with SR 3.0.4. The prerequisite
conditions for such a Surveillance (usually specified in the
Surveillance test procedure) require entry into an
applicable MODE or specified Condition in order to perform
or complete the Surveillance test. If an exception to SR
3.0.4 is stated in an individual specification, a Completion
Time of 12 hours, which begins upon entering the pre-
requisite MODE or. Condition, is specified by SR 3.0.4 for
performing the Surveillance when the specified Surveillance
interval has expired (including the 25% extension), unless
otherwise specified. It is expected that the performance of
such Surveillances will commence soon after entry into the
prerequisite MODE or other specified Condition. Use of the
entire 12-hour Completion Time interval is expected to occur
infrequently. The 12 hours provide sufficient operational
flexibility, so the 250 extension allowed by SR 3.0.2 is not
needed and therefore does not apply.

This 12-hour Completion Time applies when there is no reason
to conclude that the affected equipment is inoperable, or
the variable is outside specified 1imits other than the
expiration of the Surveillance interval specified by the
Frequency. If still within the Surveillance interval, the
Surveillance is still considered to be met and does not have
to be performed solely because its 1.00 becomes Applicable.
The 12-hour Completion Time also applies to those
Surveillances that are specified to be 3erformed only one
time after the prerequisite conditions lave been just
established (i.e., Surveillances that do not have a periodic
Frequency specified). If 12 hours is not an appropriate
Completion Time for a Surveillance that has an exception to
SR 3.0.4 stated in the individual specification, then the
stated exception to SR 3.0.4 specifies an alternative
Completion Time, which should be followed. If an
alternative Completion Time is not specified, then the

(continued)

(continued)
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. SR Applicability ,

! B 3.0 |
i

,

BASES (continued)

SR 3.0.4 12-hour Completion Time applies. In the event the
1 (continued) Surveillance-is failed, compliance with the ACTIONS of the

LCO is required.

| The 12-hour Completion Time does not apd y when performance
of the Surveillance is necessary to establish the affected,

equipment's OPERABILITY as follows: .

a.- The equipment was declared. inoperable for reasons
other than the Surveillance interval expired; or'

^

b. lt is necessary to establish that the affected
. variable is restored to within limits af ter the
variable was known to be outside limits.

In such situations, prior to entering'a MODE or other
specified Condition in the Applicability of the_LCO,

i appropriate measures must be taken'to provido reasonable
assurance!that the affected equipment or variable is able to
meet the requirements of the Surveillance, for example,,

! post-maintenance testing of equipment may not demonstrate
i OPERABILITY of the: equipment with as much assurance as the
p Surveillance testing does, but it could be an appropriate -

i measure to provide assurance that the Surveillance will be
i passed. In some cases, appropriate measures could include
i partial or complete performance of the Surveillance using

suitably revised acceptance criteria,lif necessary.4

It must be emphasized that entry! into an applicable MODE or
specified Condition, when the affected equipment is known to
be inoperable or when the affected variable is known to be'

i

j outside specified limits, is not permitted by any exception
; to SR 3.0.4 that is stated in an individual specification,

There must first be a reasonable expectation that,

; performance of the Surveillance will establish that the
equipment is OPERABLE or that the variable is withini

_

specified limits. At the tice the associated LCO becomes
: applicable (because of entry into an a)plicable MODE or
. specified Condition from a non-applica)1e-MODE or
| Condition), the ACTIONS of the LCO must be entered for the

Condition corresponding to the affected equipment er;

variable being inoperable or outside specified limits. The,

t SR must be met and the entered Conditions corrected prior to-
.

) (continued)
'

(continued)
I
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SR Applicability
B 3.0

BASES (continued)

SR 3.0.4 expiration of the s>ecified Completion Time. Any associated
(continued) Required Actions otier than the Action to restore the

equipment to OPERABLE status or to return the variable to
within the specified limits must be accomplished within the
specified Completion Times until the intered Condition is
corrected. In the event the Surveillance is failed,
compliance with the ACTIONS of the LC0 is required. The
Completion Time clock (that began when the LCO became
applicable and is associated with the Required Action to
correct the entered Condition) does not reset upon failure
of the Surveillance.

-

REFERENCES 1. NRC Generic Letter 89-14, 'Line-Item Improvements in
Technical specifications - Removal of 3.25 Limit en
Extending Surve:llance Intervals,'' August 21, 1989.

2. NRC Generic Letter 87-09, " Sections 3.0 and 4.0 of the
Standard Technical Specifications (STS) on the
Applicability of Limiting Conditions for Operation and
Surveillance Requirements," June 4, 1987.
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SDM
B 3.1.1

i B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3.1.1 SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM)

BASES
__ 1

BACKGROUND The reactivity control system mutt be redundant and capable
of holding the reactor core subcritical when shutdown under-
cold conditions (GDC 26, Ref. 1). Maintenance of the SDM i

ensures that postulated reactivity events will not damage !

the fuel. SDM requirements provide sufficient reactivity
margin to ensure that acceptable fuel design limits will not-
be exceeded for norn'al shutdown and anticipated operational
occurrences (A00s). As such, in MODES I and 2 the SDM
defines the degree of subcriticality which would be obtained
immediately following the insertion or scram of all safety
and regulating rods, assuming the single rod cluster
assembly of highest reactivity worth is fully withdrawn, in
MODES 3, 4, and 5, the SDM specified continues to provide
for adequate shutdown capability and acceptable fuel design
limits for potential accidents initiated from shutdown
corditions.

Q,C
N The system design requires that two independent reactivity

control systems be provided and that one of these systems be
capable of maintaining the core subcritical under cold
conditions. These requirements are provided by the use of
movable control assemblies and soluble boric acid in the
Reactor Coolant System (RCS). The CONTROL R0D System can
compensate for the reactivity effects of the fuel and water
temperature changes accompanying power level changes over
the range from full-load to no-load, in addition, the
CONTROL R00 System together with the Boration System
provides SDM during power operation and is capable of making

| the core suberitical rapidly enough to prevent exceeding
acceptable fuel damage limits, assuming that the rod of
highest reactivity worth remains fully withdrawn.

The soluble Boron System can compensate for fuel de31etion
during operation and all xenon burnout reactivity c1anges
and maintain the reactor suberitical under cold conditions.

(continued)

(continued)
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SDM
B 3.1.1

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND During power operation, SDM control is ensured by
(continued) operating with the safety rods fully withdrawn (LCO 3.1.5)

and the regulating rods within the limits of LC0 3.2.1.
When in the shutdown and refueling MODES, the SDM
requirements are met by adjustments to the RCS boron
concentration.

,

APPLICABLE The minimum required SDM is assumed as an initial
SAFETY ANAL.YSES condition in safety analysis. The safety analysis (Ref. 2)

estab'ishes an SDN that ensures that specified acceptable
fuel design limits are not exceeded for normal operation and
A00s with assumption of the highest worth rod stuck out on
scram.

The acceptance criteria for SDM are that specified
acceptable fuel design lirr.its are maintained by ensuring:

a. The reactor can be made subcritical from all operating
conditions and transients and Design Basis Events
(DBEs);

b. The reactivity transients associated with postulated
accident conditions are controllable with acceptable
limits (departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR),
fuel centerline ter.perature limits for A00s, and
s 280 cal /gm energy deposition for the rod ejection
accident); and

c. The reactor will be maintained :ficiently
suberitical to preclude inadvertent criticality 11 the
shutdown condition.

The most limiting accident for the SDM requirements is based
on a main steam line break (MSLB) as described in the
accident analysis (Ref. 2). The increased steam flow
resulting from a pipe break in the main steam system causes
an increased energy removal from the affected steam
generator (SG), and consequently the RCS. This results in a
reduction of the reactor coolant temperature. The resultant
coolant shrinkage causes a reduction in pressure. In the
presence of a negative moderator temperature coefficient,
this cooldown causes an increase in core reactivity. As

(continued)

(continued)
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SDM
B 3.1.1

,

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE RCS temperature decreases, the severity-of an MSLB decreases
SAFETY ANALYSES until the MODE 5 value is reached. The most limiting MSLB,

(continued) with respect to potential fuel damage before a-reactor trip
occurs, is- a guillotine break of a main steam line inside

|containment initiated at the end-of core life. The positive
reactivity addition from the moderator temperature decrease
will terminate when the affected SG boils dry, thus

|terminating RCS heat removal and cooldown. Following the ;
MSLS.- a post-trip return to power may occur,-kmver ne ' fuel !

-damage' occurs as a result of-the post-trip return to pcwer
and the TMRMAL POWER does not violate the Safety Limit (SL)
requirement of SL '2.1.1.

In addition't'o the limiting MSLB transient,-the SDM
requirement must also protect against:

a. Inadvertent boron dilution;

b. An dncontrolled rod withdrawal from a subcritical or
low power condition;

-

Startup of an inactive reactor coolant pump (RCP); andc.

d. Rod ejection.

Each of these events-is discussed below,

in the boron dilution analysis, the required SDM defines the-
reactivity difference between an-initial-suberitical baron
concentration and-the corresponding critical boron
concentration. These values, in conjunction with the-
configuration of the RCS-FM ' tssumed dilution flow rate,directly affect the results s analysis. This event is.a

most limiting at the beginning of core life when critical
boron concentrations are highest.

Depending on the system initial conditions and reactivity
insertion rate,-the uncontrolled rod withdrawal transient is
terminated by either a high power level trip or a high-,

pressurizer pressure trip. - In all cases, power level, RCS
pressure linear heat rate, and -the DNBR do not exceed
allowable limits.

(continued)

(continued)
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SDM
B 3.1.1

BASES (continued)
_

APPLICABLE The startup of an inactive RCP will not result in a
SAFETY ANALYSES " cold water" criticality even if the maximum difference in

(continued) temperature exie.ts between the steam generator and the cere.
lhe maximum positive reactivity addition which can occur due
to an inadvertent RCP start is less than half the minimum
required SDM. An idle RCP cannot therefore, produce a
return to power from the hot standby condition.

h withdrawal of rods from suberitical or low power
conditions adds reactivity to the reactor core, causing both
the tore power level and heat flux to increase with
corrtnonding increases in reactor :oolant temperatures and
pressuro Ta witharawal of rods also produces a time
dependent n.d.stribution of core power.

SDM satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Interim Policy
Statement. Even though it-is not directly observed from the
control room, SDM is considered an initial condition process
variable because it is periodically monitored to provide
assurance that the unit is operating within the bounds of
accident analysis assumptions.

LCO The accident analysis has shown that the required SDM is
sufficient to avoid unacceptable consequences to the fuel or
RCS as a result of the events addressed above. Shutdown C

boron concentration requirement assumes the highest worth
rod is stuck in the fully withdrawn position to account for
a pos;: lated inoperable or untrippable rod prior to reactor
shutdown.

SDM is a core design condition that can be ensurtd during
operation through control rod positioning (control and
shutdown banks) and through the soluble boron concentra1. ion.
To ensure that SDM is behaving as anticipated so that the
acceptance criteria are met, the SDM is evaluated during
SR 3.1.1.1 and appropriate actions are taken as necessary.

The MSLB (Ref. 2) and the boron dilution (Ref. 3) accidents
are the most limiting analyses which established the SDM
value of the LCO.

(continued)
'

(continued)
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SOM
B 3.1.1 j

BASES (continued)

| ,

if the LCO is violated, there is 1for MSLB accidents, d the DNBR limit and to exceed
. - - |

LCO
a potential to excee(continued)
10 CFR 100 limits. SDM is a core physics design condition
that can be ensured during operation _through rod positioning
(control and safety rods) and through the soluble boron
concentration. To ensure that SDM is behaving as

^

anticipated so that the acceptance criteria are met, the-SDM
is evaluated during SR 3.1.1.1 and appropriate actions are
taken as necessary when the SDM is not within the required

-limit. For the boron dilution accident, if_ the LCO is
violated, then the minimum required time assumed for
operator action to terminate dilution may no longer be
applicable.

,

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, the RDM requirements are i

a)plicable to provide sufficient negative reactivity to meet
tie assumptions of the safety analysis discussed above. In
MODE 6, the shutdown-reactivity requirements are given in
LCO 3.9.1, " Boron Concentration."

O ACTIONS &d

If the SDM requirements are not met,=boration must be
initiated W ediately. A Completion Time'of 15 minutes is
adequate :n operator to correctly align and start ther

requiref .v:, ems and components. Boration-will be continued
until SDn 1s- within limit.

In the determination of the required combination of boration
flow rate and' boron concentration, there is no unique DBF
that must be satisfied. It is_ imperative:to raise the-boron
concentration of the RCS as soon as possible.-

Therefore, the operator should begin boration with the best
source available for:the plant conditions. Some of the
possible sources of boron originate from either the boric
acid storage tank (BAST), whose minimum concentration of

! boron is [ll600) ppm, or-the borated water storage tank
,

i (BWST), whose minimum concentration of boron is-[2270] ppm. I

These sources include:

_(continued)

(continued)
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SDM
B 3.1.1

BASES (continued)
~

ACTIONS a. Makeup flow throt.gh makeup pumps from makeup tank:
(continued) Makeup pumps are nted at (300]gpm at (2400]psig.

Boron concentration of the makeup tank varies with th".,
time in life and the concentration in the RCS;

b. Makeup flow through makeup pumps from BWST: Mtkeur
pumps are rated at (300]gpm at (2400) psig;

c. Makeup flow through makeup pumps from BAST: Fakeup
pumps are rated at (300]gpm at (2400) psig;

d .- High pressure injection through makeup punips from
BWST: Makeup' pumps are rated at (500]gpm at
(600]psig;

''

e. Decay heat f_ low throur decay heat pumps from BWST:
Decay heat pumps are 4ted at [3000]gpm at (100] psig;

f. Low pressure injection'through decay heat pumps from
BWST: Decay heat pumps are rated at (3000]gpm at
[100] psig; and

g. Boric acid through| boric acid pumps from BAST: Boric,

acid pumps are rated at (2S]gpm at_[100) psig.

In determining the boration flow rate, it should be
remembered that the most difficult time in core life to
increase the RCS boron concentration is.at beginning of
cycle when the boron concentration may approach or exceed
(2000] ppm,

SVRVEILLANCE SR 3.1.1.1
REQUIREMENTS

In MODES 1 and 2, SDM is verified by observing that the
recuirements of LC0 3.1.5, " Safety Rod Insertion Li..iits,"
anc LC0 3.2.1, " Regulating Rod Insertion Limits," are met.
However, in the event that a rod is known to be untrippable,
SDM verification must account for the worth of the
untrippable rod as well as another rod of maximum worth.

(continued)

(continued)
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SDM
-B 3.1.1

BASES (continued)
!.

SURVEILLANCE In MODES 3, 4, and 5, the SDM is verified by )erforming a !REQUIREMENTS reactivity balance calculation, considering tie listed !

(continued) reactivity effects:

a. RCS boron concentration;

b. . Regulating rod position;

c . --. RCS average temperature;

'd. Fuel burnup based on gross thermal energy generation;

fXenon' concentration;.e..

f. Samarium concentration; and-

g. Isothermal' Temperature Coefficient (ITC).

Using th"e ITC accountsifor Doppler reactivity in this
~

calculation because ,the reactor is suberitical and the fuel
temperature will be changing.at the same rate as the RCS.
The frequency of 24~ hours 11s based on the generally slowOg change in required boron | concentration, and also allows
sufficient time for the operatorJto collect the-required
data, includino a boron concentratio.n analysis, and complete
the calculation.

Title 10, Code of FederabRegulations, Part 50,REFERENCES 1.

Appendix A, General Design Criterion 26, " Reactivity
Control System Redundancy'and Capability."

2. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section [- ), "(Title]."
3. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ],"[ Title]."
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Reactivity Balance
B 3.1.?

Ip)i B 3.1 REACTP.'lTY CONTROL SYSTEMS
U

B 3.1.2 . Reactivity Balance

BASES

BACKGROUND Per GDC 26, 28, and 29 (Ref.1), reactivity shall be-
controllable such that subcriticality is maintained under
cold conditions and acceptable fuel design limits are not 3

exceeded during normal operation and anticipated operational |
occurrences. Therefore, reactivity balance is used as a

-measure of the predicted versus measured core reactivity
during power operation. The periodic confirmation of core
-reactivity .is necessary to> ensure that safety analyses of
design basis transients and accidents-remain valid.- A large-
reactivity difference could be the result of. unanticipated

.

changes in fuel, or control rod worth, or operation at'-
conditions.not consistent with those assumed in tne
predictions;of core reactivity, and which could potentially
result-in a loss of SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM)-or violation of-
acceptable fuelf design limits. Comparing predicted versus
measured core reactivity-validates the nuclear methods used
in the safety analysis and supports the' SDM demonstrations
(LC0 3.1.1) in assuring'the reactor can'be brought safely to

d cold, subcritical conditions.

When the reactor core-is critical or,in normal power
operation, a reactivity balance exists: and the _ net
reactivity is zero. A comparison-of predicted and measured
reactivity is convenient under-such a balance since
parameters are being maintained relatively stable under
steady-state power conditions . The positive reactivity"
inherent in the core design is balanced by the negative
reactivity of the control components, thermal. feedback,-
neutron leakage, and materials in:the: core that absorb
neutrons, such as burnable absorbers producing zero' net
reactivity. Excess reactivity can be inferred from the
boron letdown curve (or critical baron curve), which
provides-an indication of the soluble boron concentration in
the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) versus cycle burnup.
Pericdic measurement of the RCS boron concentration for
comparison with the predicted value with other variables
such as rod-height, temperature, pressure, and power

|provides a convenient method of ensuring that core '

(continued)

-(continued) H
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Reactivity Balance
B 3.1.2

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND reactivity is within design expectations,-and that the
(continued) calculation models used to generate the safety analysis

within design expectations, and that the calculation models
used to generate the safety analysis are adequate.

In order to achieve the required fuel cycle energy output,
the uranium enrichment in the new fuel loading and the fuel
remaining from the previous cycle provides excess positive
reactivity beyond that required to sustain steady-state
operatien throughout the cycle. When the reactor is
critical at RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP) and moderator
temperature, the excess positive reactivity is compensated
by burnable absorbers (if any), control rods, whatever
neutron poisons (mainly xenon and samarium) are present in
the fuel, and the RCS boron concentration.

When the core is producing THERMAL POWER, the fuel is being
depleted and excess reactivity is decreasing. As the fuel
depletes, the RCS boron concentration is reduced to det.rease
negative reactivity and maintain constant THERMAL POWER.
The boron letdown curve is based on steady-state o)eration
at RTP. Therefore, deviations from the predicted )oron
letdown curve may indicate deficiencies in the design
analysis, deficiencies in the calculational models, or
abnormal core conditions, and must be evaluated.

,

APPLICABLE The acceptance criteria for core reactivity is the
SAFETY ANALYSES establishment of the reactivity balance limit to ensure that

plant operation is maintained within the assumptions of the
safety analyses.

Accurate prediction of core reactivity is either an explicit
or implicit assumption in the accident analysis evaluations.
Every accident evaluation (Ref. 2)-is, therefore, dependent
upon accurate evaluation of core reactivity. In particular,
SDM and reactivity transients, such as control rod
withdrawal accidents or rod ejection accidents, are very
sensitive to accurate prediction of core reactivity. These
accident analysis evaluations rely on computer codes which
have been qualified against available test data, operating
plant data, and analytical benchmarks. Monitoring

(continued)

(continued)
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Reactivity Bal'ance
B 3.1.2

BASES (continued)
_

i

APPLICABLE reactivity balance provides additional assurance that the
SAFETY ANALYSES nuclear methods provide an accurate representation of the

(continued) core reactivity.

Design calculations and safety analysis are performed for
each fuel cycle for the purpose of predetermining reactivity
behavior and the RCS boron concentration requirements for:

reactivity control during fuel depletion.

6 The comparison between measured and predicted initial core '

reactivity provides a normalization for the calculational>
'- models used to predict core reactivity. If the measured and

predicted RCS boron concentrations for identical core
conditions at beginning of cycle (BOC) do not agree, then
the assumptions used in the reload cycle design analysis or
the calculation models used to predict soluble boron
requirements may not be accurate. If reasonable agreement
between measured and predicted core reactivity. exists at
BOC, then the. prediction may be normalized to the measured
boron. concentration.1 Thereaf ter, any significant deviations

; in the measured boron concentration from the predicted boron
letdown curve thatiis developed during fuel depletion may be'

O an indication that the calculation model is not adequate for'

() core burnups beyond BOC or-that an unexpected change in4

; core conditions-has occurred. a
w

-

The normalization of predicted RCS'borbn-concentration to.

the measured value is typically" performed after reaching RTP
following startup from a refueling outage, with the CONTROL
RODS in their normal positions' for power operation. The-
normalization is performed at B0C conditions so that core
reactivity relative to predicted values can be continually
monitored and. evaluated.as core conditions change during the
cycle.

Reactivity balance provides an additional assurance that SDM
is maintained within the limits. Thus, reactivity balance
satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Interim-Policy Statement.

LC0 This specification is prov4ed to ensure that core
reactivity behaves as expected..in the long term and to
ensure that significant reactivity anomalies will be
investigated. Long-term core reactivity behavior is-a

-(continued)

(continued)L
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Reactivity Balance
B 3.1.2

BASES (continued)

LC0 result of the core physics design and cannot be easily
(continued) controlled once the core design is fixed. During operation,

therefore, the conditions of the LCO can only be ensured
through measurement and tracking and ap)ropriate actions
taken as necessary. Large differences aetween actual and

'
:

predicted core reactivity may indicate that the assumptions
of the design basis transient and accident analyses are no
longer valid or that the uncertainties in the nuclear-

_

methods are larger than expected. A limit on the reactivity
of i 1% Ak/k has been established based on engineering
judgment. A 1% deviation in reactivity from that predicted
is larger _than expected for normal operation and should
therefore be evaluated.

When measured core reactivity is within 1% A k/k of the
predicted value at steady-state thermal conditions, the core
is considered to be operating within acceptable design
limits. Since deviations from the limit are normally
detected by comparing predicted and measured steady-state
RCS critical boron concentrations, the difference between
measured and predicted values would be approximately 100 ppm
(depending on the boron worth) before the limit is reached.
These values are well within the uncertainty limits for
analysis of boron concentration samples, so that spurious .
violations of the limit due to uncertainty in measuring the
RCS boron concentration are unlikely.

APPLICABILITY In MODE 1, most of the control rods are withdrawn and
steady-state operation is typically achieved. Under these
conditions, the comparison between predictions and
measurements provides an effective measure of the reactivity
balance. In MODE 2, control rods are typically being
withdrawn during a startup. In MODES 3, 4, and 5, all
control rods are fully inserted and therefore the reactor is
in the least reactive state where monitoring core reactivity
is not necessary. In MODE 6, fuel loading results in a
continually changing core reactivity. Baron concentration
requirements (LCO 3.9.1) ensure that fuel movements are
performed within the bounds of the safety analysis and a
SDM demonstration is required during the first startup
following operations which could have altered core
reactivity (e.g., fuel movement or control rod replacement
or shuffling).

(continued)
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Reactivity Balance
B 3.1.2

,r8

{) BASES (continued)
_

ACTIONS 161

Should an anomaly develop between measured and predicted
core reactivity, an evaluation of the core design and safety
analysis is performed. In practice, larger deviations in
core reactivity (greater than 0.5% A k/k) are generally
cause for concern, and evaluation of both core conditions
and the core design are performed to determine the cause of
the deviation.

When a reactivity deviation is noted, the evaluation of core
conditions typically includes the following steps:

a. Core conditions and the input to calculational models
are verified to be consistent;

b. Shutdown capability from both the CONTROL RODS and the
Boron injection System is determined to be adequate;

c. A core power distribution map is obtained to evaluate
peaking factors;

/ ) d. OPERABILITY of all CONTROL RODS is verified; and
()

e. Physical changes in the fuel or boron content of the
RCS are considered.

An evaluation of the core design and safety analysis
typically includes the following steps:

a. Reactivity worth calculations of boron, the CONTROL
RODS, xenon, and samarium are reviewed;

b. The moderator and fuel temperature coefficient
calculations are reviewed and verified to be within
the bounds of the safety analysis;

c. The fuel depletion calculations are reviewed to I
determine that the calculated core burnup is
appropriate; and

d. The calculation models are reviewed to verify that
they are adequate for representation of the core
conditions.

(continued)

| (^x (continued)
V,
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Reactivity Balance
B 3.1.2

BASES (continued)-

ACTIONS Reactivity ancmalies are generally investigated when they
(continued) are small, so that the evaluations are in progress before

the 1% A k/k reactivity limit for a deviation is reached,
and corrective measures may be defined. The required
Completion Time of 72 hours is based on operating experience
and the low probability of a Design Basis Accident occurring
during this period. Also, it allows sufficient time to
assess the physical condition of the reactor and complete an
evaluation of the core design and safety analysis.

Following evaluations of the core design and safety
analysis, the cause of the reactivity anomaly may be
resolved. If the cause of the reactivity anomaly is a
mismatch in core conditions at the time of RCS boron
concentration sampling, then a recalculation of the RCF
boron concentration requirements may be performed to
demonstrate that core reactivity is behaving as expected.
If an unexpected physical change in the condition of the
core has occurred, it must be evaluated and corrected, if
possible. If the cause of. the reactivity anomaly is in the
calculation technique, then the calculational models must be
revised to provide more accurate predictions. If any of

| these results are demonstrated and it is concluded that tu
reactor core is acceptable for continued operation, then the
boron letdown curve may be renormalized, and power operation
may continue. If operational restrictions or additional
surveillance requirements are necessary to ensure the
reactor core is acceptable for continued operation, then
they must be defined.

M
The unit must be placed in a MODE in which the LC0 does not
apply if the core reactivity cannot be restored to within
the 1% A k/k limit by the methods discussed in Required
Action A.1 and the associated Completion Time. This is done
by placing the unit in at least MODE 3 within 6 hours. If
the SDM for MODE 3 is not met, then boration required by
SR 3.1.1.1 would occur. The allowed Completion Time is
reasonable, based on operating experience related to the
time required, to reach the required plant conditions from
full power in an orderly manner and without challenging
plant systems.

(continued)
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Reactivity Balance
B 3.1.2-

O BASES (continued)O
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.2.1
REQUIREMENTS

Core reactivity is verified by periodic comparisons of
measured and predicted RCS boron concentrations. The
comparison is made considering that other core conditions
are fixed or stable including CONTROL RODS position,
moderator temperature, fuel temperature, fuel- depletion,
xenon concentration, and samarium concentration. The
surveillance is performed prior to entering MODE 1 as an.-

. initial check-on core conditions and design calculations at
-BOC. A Note is included in the SR to indicate that the
normalization of predicted core reactivity to the measured

-value must take place within the first 60 effective full
power days (EFPDs) after each fuel loading. This allows
sufficient time for_ core conditions to reach steady state,
but prevents operation for a large fraction of the fuel
cycle without establishing a benchmark for the design
calculations. The required: subsequent frequency of 31 EFPDs
after the initial 60 EFPDs after entering MODE 1 is
acceptable based on the slow rate of core changes due to
fuel depletion-and the presence of other indicators
(qu drant power tilt, etc.) for prompt indication of an

(N anomaly. Another Note .is included in the SRs to indicate
i

gd that the provisions ofL SR 3.0.4 are not applicable for
'

changing MODES.
.

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code 'of Federal' Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix A, General Design Criterion 26,. " Reactivity
Control System Redundancy and Capability"; General
Design Criterion 28, " Reactivity Limits"; Generalt

'

Design Criterion 29, " Protection Against Anticipated-
- Operational Occurrences."

2. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ], "[ Accident Analysis]."

|

|

t
V
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MTC I
B 3.1.3 ?

B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
'

B 3.1.3 Moderator Temocrature Coefficient (MTC)

BASES
_ . . _

BACKGROUND Per GDC 11 (Ref. 1), the reactor core and-its interaction
with the Reactor System Coolant (RCS) must be designed for
inherently stable power operatica, even in the possible
event-of an accident. In.particular, the net reactivity
feedback in the system must compe1 sate for any unintended
reactivity increases.

.The MTC relates a' change in core 1eactivity to a change in
reactor coolant temperature (a positive MTC means that
reactivity increases with increasing inoderator temperature;
conversely, a-negative MTC means'that'' reactivity decreases
with increasing moderator temperature). The reactor is
designed to operate with a negative MTC over the largest
possible range of fuel cycle operation. Therefore, a

icoolant temperature increase will cause a reactivity
.

decrease, so that the coolant temperature tends--to return
toward its initial- value. -Reactivity increases that cause a

O coolant temperature increase will thus be self-limiting, and
V stable power operation will result. The same characteristic-

is true when the MTC is -positive and coolant temperature
decreases occur.

MTC values are predicted at selected tiurnups- during the.
safety evaluation analysis and are confirmed to be
acceptable by measurements. Both initial and-reload cores
are designed so that the beginning of cycle (B0C) MTC is
less than zero when THERMAL POWER is [95%) of RATED THERMAL
POWER (RTP) or greater. . The actual value of the MTC is

_ dependent on core characteristics such as fuel loading and!

reactor coolant soluble boron concentration. The core- :

= design may require additional fixed distributed poisons 1

(lumped burrable poison assemblics) to yield an MTC at B0C !
within the range analyzed in-the plant accident analysis. l

The end of cycle (EOC) MTC is also limited by the I
i -requirements of the accident analysis. Fuel cycles designed-
' to achieve high burnups or with changes to other

characteristics are evaluated to ensure the MTC does not
exceed the EOC limit.

(continued)

b
| b
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MTC
B 3.1.3

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE Reference 2 contains analyses of accidents that result in
SAFETY ANALYSES both overheating and overcooling of the reactor core. HTC

is one of the controlling parameters for core reactivity in
these accidents. Both the most positive value and most
negative value of the MTC are important to safety, and both
values must be bounded. Values used in the analyses
consider worst-case conditions, such as very large soluble
boron concentrations, to ensure the accident results are
bounding (Ref. 3).

The acceptance criteria-for the specified MTC are:

a. The MTC values must remain within the bounds of those
used in the accident analysis (Ref. 2); and

b. The MTC must be such that inherently stable power
operations result during normal operation and
accidents.such as overheating and overcooling events.

Accidents tha+ cause' core overheating (either decreased heat
removal or irr- used power-production) must be evaluated for i

results when the MTC is positive. Reactivity accidents that '

cause increased power production include the CONTROL R00
withdrawal transient from either zero:or full THERMAL POWER.
The limiting overheating event relative._to plant response is
based on the maximum difference between core power and steam
generator heat removal during a transient, cThe most
limiting event with respect to positive MTC is a (rod
withdrawal accident from zero power, also referred to as a
startup accident (Ref. 4)).|

Accidents that cause core overcooling must be evaluated for
results when the MTC is most negative. The event which
produces the most rapid cooldown of the RCS, and is
therefore the most limiting event with respect to the
negative MTC, is a steam line break (SLB) event. Following
the reactor trip for the postulated E0C SLB event, the large
moderator temperature reduction combined with the large
negative MTC may produce reactivity increases that are as
much as the shutdown reactivity. When this occurs, a
substantial fraction of core power is produced with all-
CONTROL R00 assemblies inserted except the most reactive
one. Even if the reactivity-increase produces slightly
subcritical conditions, a large fraction of core

(continued)

(continued)
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MTC
B 3.1.3

i BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE power may be produced through.the effects. of subcritical
SAFETY ANALYSES neutron multiplication.-

(continued)
MTC values are bounded in reload safety evaluations assuming
steady-state conditions at B0C and E00. A middle of cycle
(M00) measurement is conducted'at conditions when the RCS
boron concentration reaches approximately 300 ppm. The
measured value may be extrapolated to project the E0C value,
.in. order to confirm reload design predictions.

MTC satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Interim Policy
Statement. Even though it-is not directly observed and
controlled from the control room, MTC is considered an
initial condition process variable because of its dependence
on boron concentration.

LC0 LCO 3.1.3 requires the MTC to be within specified limits in
the CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORTS (COLR)(Ref. 5) to ensure
the core operates within the assumptions of the accident
analysis. During-the reload core safety evaluation, the MTC

O, is analyzed to determine that its values remain within the
bounds of the original accident analysis during operation.
The limit of +0.9E-4. (%Ak/k)/*F on positive MTC when -THERMAL.
POWER is less than 95% of RTP assures that core overheating

| accidents will not violate the accident, analysis
assumptions. The requirement.for.a negative MTC when

|

THERMAL POWER is 95% of RTP or greater ensures that core
operation will be stable. The negative MTC limit-for EOC
specified in the COLR ensures that core overcooling
accidents will not violate the accident analysis
assumptions. MTC is a core physics pararaater determined by
the fuel and fuel cycle design and cannot be~ easily
controlled once the core design is fixed during operation,

| therefore,.the conditions of the LC0 can only be ensured
! through measurement. _The surveillance checks at B0C and E0C
: on MTC provide confirmation that the MTC~is behaving as

anticipated so that the acceptance criteria are met.

i
'

|

APPLICABILITY In MODE 1, the limits on MTC must be maintained to assure j
'

that any accident initiated from THERMAL POWER operation I
will not violate the design assumptions of the accident I

(continued)

(continued)
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MTC
B 3.1.3 |

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY analysis. In MODE 2, the limits must also be maintained to
(continued) ensure startup and subcritical accidents (such as the

uncontrolled CONTROL R0D assembly or group withdrawal) will
not violate the assumptions of the accident analysis. In
MODES 3, 4, 5, and 6, this LC0 is not applicable, since no
Design Basis Accidents (DBAs) using the MTC as an analysis
assumption are initiated from these MODES. However, the
variation of MTC with temperature in MODES 3, 4, and 5 for
DBAs initiated in MODES I and 2 is accounted for in the
subject accident analysis. The variation of MTC with
temperature assumed in the safety analysis is accepted as
valid once the B0C and MOC measurements are used for
normalization.

ACTIONS Ad

MTC is a function of the fuel and fuel cycle design and
cannot be controlled directly once their designs have been
implemented in the core. If MTC exceeds its limits, the
reactor must be placed in MODE 3 with a minimum SHUTDOWN
MARGIN. This eliminates the potential for viol +1on of the
accident analysis bounds. The associated Completion Time of
6 hours is reasonable considering the probability of an
accident occurring during the time period which would
require a MTC value within the LC0 limits, and the length of
time required to reach MODE 3 conditions from-full power in
an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.3.1
REQUIREMENTS

The SRs for measurement of the MTC at the beginning and end
of each fuel cycle provide for confirmation of the limiting
HTC values. The MTC changes slowly from most positive
(least negative) to most negative value during fuel cycle
operation as the RCS boron concentration is reduced with
fuel depletion. The requirement for measurement prior to
initial operation above 5% of RTP satisfies the confirmatory
check on the most positive (least negative) MTC value. The
requirement for measurement within 7 effective full power
days (EFPDs) after reaching an equilibrium boron
concentration of 300 ppm for RTP satisfies the confirmatory

(continued)

(continued)
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MTC
B 3.1.3

. ;
'

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE check on most MTC value. The measurement is performed at
REQUIREMENTS .any THERMAL POWER equivalent to an RCS boron concentration

(continued) of 300 ppm (for steady-state operation at RTP with all
CONTROL RODS-fully withdrawn) so that the projected EOC MTC-
may be evaluated before the reactor actually reaches the E0C
condition. MTC values may be extrapolated and compensated
to permit direct comparison to the specified MTC limits.

Th i is modified by a Note that states that SR 3.0.4 is
not applicable for entering MODE 2. Although this
surveillance is applicable in MODE 2, the reactor must be
critical before the surveillance can be completed.
Therefore, entry into the applicable MODE prior to
accomplishing the surveillance is necessary.-

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix A, General Design Criterion'll, " Reactor
-Inherent-Protection."-

2. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section {l4], "[ Safety Analysis]."

3. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ). "(Title)."

4. -(Unit Name] FSAR, Section [.], "[ Title]."

5. (Unit Name] Core Operating Limits' Report, "[ Title)."

i
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CONTROLTROD Alignment Limits
B 3.1.4-

B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS |

B 3.1.4 CONTROL ROD Alionment limits

BASES
,

. m -

8

BACKGROUND The OPERABILITY of the CONTR0t ROD 5 <(safety rods and'

regulating rods) are initial ' assumptions ~ in- all . safety;
'

analyses'whichassumerod'insertionupon'reactortrip.
,

r

: Maximum rod misalignment is an initic asWmption in the
safety analysis which directly affects core power

. !
J < ' distributions'and assumptions of available SHUTDOWN-MARGIN.

|
- m

(SDM).< f
,

4
,

The"appitcable: criteria for these design requirements are :

10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 10, " Reactor Design," GDC-26 .
l

1i " Reactivity Limits" (Ref. :1), 'and 10.CFR, Part 50.46L
" Acceptance Criteria for Ernrgency Core Cooling Systems
for Light Water Nuclear Power Plantst(Ref.: 2),: t

q .
-

,

,

Mechanical orMSc'tirical failures may cause a CONTHOL; ROD
to become inoperableJor to become misaligned from its group. - -

CONTROL R0D inoperabilitysor misalignment.may cause-
. ,

-

increased power padkir.g due to'the asymmetric reactivity ~4 >

.

V, distribution and a. reduction inithe: total available rod
I worth' for' reactor shttdown%There' fore, CONTROL .00D

alignment and OPERABILITY =are related,.to core operation in'
design power peaking limits- and thi core design' requirement
of a minimum SDH.. 7- W

Limits-on CONTROL ROD alignmeht and OPERABILITY have been
; established, and all rod positions are monitored and-

controrted:during-power operation to ensure that the-power
distribution _:and reactivity limits defined by the design 1
power peaking-and.SDN liraits'are preserved.-.

.

CON 1ROL RODS are moved by their control ~ rod drive mechanisms i
<

'

reVolu) ion of the leadscrew) at a time but at varying rates-(CRDHs . Each CRDM moves its rod one- step [[ inch for one '

t

(stops per minute) depending on the signal output from the
Rod Control System.

i The CONTROL RODS are arranged into rod groups _.that-are
.

radially symmetric. ThereforeL movement of the CONTROL RODS
does not introduce: radial asynnetries in,the core power
distribution. The safety rods provide required reactivity

q

(continued). A
I! ) -(continued) I
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CONTROL ROD Alignment Limits
B 3.1.4

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND worth for immediate reactor shutdown upon a reactor trip.
(continued) The regulating rods provide reactivity (power level) control

during normal operation and transients, and their movement
is normally governed by the Automatic Control System.

The axial position of safety rods and regulating rods is
indicated by two separate and independent systems, which
are the relative position indicator transducers, and the
absolute position indicator transducers (see LCO 3.1.7).

The relative position indicator transducer is a
p0tentiometer that is driven by electrical pulses from the
Rod Control System that moves the rods. There is one

.

counter for each group of rods. Individual rods in a group
all receive the same signal to move and should, therefore,
all be at the same position indicated by the group counter
for that group. The relative position indicator system is
considered highly precise (one rotation of the leadscrew is
jinchinrodmotion). If a rod does not move for each
demand pulse, the counter will still count the pulse and
incorrectly reflect the position of the rod.

The Absolute Position Indicator System provides a highly
accurate indication cf actu'l-CONTROL R0D position, but at
a lower precision than the step counters. This system is
based on inductive analog signals from a series of reed
switches spaced along a tube with a center-to-center
distance of [3.75 inches], which is (6 steps).

APPLICABLE CONTROL ROD misalignment and inoperability accidents are
SAFETY ANALYSES analyzed ir, the safety analysis (Ref. 3). The acceptance

criteria for addressing CONTROL R0D inoperability or
misalignment are that:

a. There be no violations of:

1. specified acceptable fuel design limits,

2. centerline fuel temperature,

3. Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure boundary
damage; and

(continued)

(continued)
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CONTROL ROD Alignment Limits
B 3.1.4

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE b. The core must remain subcritical after accident
SAFETY ANALYSES transients.

-(continued)
Three tynes of misalignment or inopersiility are
distinguished. During movement of a CONTROL ROD group,
one rod may stop moving while the other rods in the group-

continue. This condition may cause excessive power peaking.
The second type of misalignment occurs if one rod-fails
to-insert upon a reactor trip and remains stuck fully-a

withdrawn. This condition requires an evaluation-to4

-determine that sufficient reactivity worth is held in the'

CONTROL RODS to meet the SDM requirement with the maximum1

i worth rod-stuck fully withdrawn. If a CONTROL R00 is stuck
in the fully withdrawn position, its' worth is added to the-
SDM, since the safety analysis does not-take two stuck rods

; into account. The third type of misalignment occurs when
,!one rod drops partially or fully into the reactor core.-
"

This event-causes an initial power reduction followed by a
; return towards the original. power due to positive reactivity
j feedback from the negative moderator tem)erature-
| coefficient. Increased peaking during tie power increase
! may-result in excessive local! linear- heat rates (LHR).
i b

-

| Q The accident analysis and reload-safety evaluations define
-

,

regulating rod insertion limits that ensure the required SDM
can always be achieved if the maximum worth CONTROL R00 is

i stuck fully withdrawn (Ref.- 4). - If a~ CONTROL R0D is stuck
- in or dropped in, continued operation is permitted if the
' increase in local LHR is within the design limits. The 1

Required Action statements in-the LCOs prov.ide conservative
'

veductions in-THERMAL POWER and verification of SDM to i

ensure continued operation remains within the bounds of the-
safety analysis (Ref. 5).

,

Continued operation of the reactor with a misaligned or:
i dropped CONTROL R0D is allowed if the NUCLEAR HEAT FLUX HOT

CHANNEL FACTOR (F (Z)) and the NUCLEAR ENTHALPY RISE H0To

| CHANNEL FACTOR (FN )- are Verified to be within their limits
in'theCOREOPERAilNGLIMITSREPORT(COLR)(Ref.6).

;

_ henW
a CONTROL R00 is misaligned, the assumptions that are used - l-

; to catermine the regulating rod insertion limits, AXIAL
POWER SHAPING-R0D (APSR) insertion limits, AXIAL POWER 3

<

IMBALANCE limits, and QUADRANT POWER TILT (QPT) limits are l3

not preserved. Therefore, the limits may not preserve the i
4

design peaking factors, and F,(Z) and FL must'be verified
1

(continued)

(continued)
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CONTROL R00 Alignment L10its
B 3.1.4

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE directly by incore mapping. Section B 3.2, Power
SAFETY ANALYSES Distribution Limits, contains more complete discussion of

(continued) the relation of F,(Z) and FL to the operating limits.

The CONTROL R00 group alignment limits of Specification
3.1.4 are directly related to power peaking and SDH. Power
peaking and SOM are process variables that satisfy Critnrion
2 of the NRC Interim Policy Statement, since they represent
initial conditions input to the plant safety analysis. In
addition, the CONTROL RODS satisfy Criterion 3, since they
actuate to mitigate transients that challenge the integrity
of a fission-product barrier.

LC0 The limits on CONTROL R0D group alignment, safety rod
insertion, and APSR alignment, together with the limits on
regulating rod insertion, APSR insertion, AXIAL POWER
IMSALANCE, and QPT, assure the reactor will operate within
the fuel design criteria. The Required Actions in these
LCOs assure that deviations from the alignment limits will
either be corrected or that THERMAL POWER will be adjusted
so that excessive local. LHRs will not~ occur, and that the
requiremerts on SDH and ejected rod worth are preserved.

! The limit for individual CONTROL R0D misalignment is 6.5%
(9 inches) deviation from the group average; position. This
value is established based on the distance between reed
switches, with additional allowances for uncertainty in the
absolute position indicator amplifiers, group maximum or
minimum synthesizer, and asymmetric alarm or fault detector
outputs. The position of an inoperable rod is not included

. in the calculation of the rod group average position.
1

CONTROL RODS are OPERABLE when they can meet the
surveillance requirements of this LCO and can be inserted
and withdrawn to meet the alignment limits, sequence and
overlap withdrawal requirements, rod drop times, and
position. indication requirements.

[For this facility, an OPERABLE Relative Position Indicator
System and Absolute Position Indicator System constitute the
following:]

(continued)

(continued)
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CONTROL R0D Alignment Limits
B 3.1.4

BASES (continued) :

LC0 [For this facility, the following support systems are
(continued) required to be OPERABLE to ensure rod OPERABILITY:)-

[For this facility, the required support systems, which upon
their failure do not declare the rod inoperable, and their-
justification are as follows:]'

Failure to meet the requirements of this LCO may produce |unacceptable power peaking factors'and LHRs, or unacceptab|e ;

= SOM or ejected rod worth, all of which may constitute 1

initial ~~ conditions inconsistent with the safety analysis. )
1

APPLICABILITY- The requirements on CONTROL R0D OPERABILITY and alignment
are< applicable'in MODES I and 2 because these are the only
MODES in which' neutron (or fission) power is generated, and
the OPERASILITY and alignment of rods has the potential to
affect the safety of the plant. In MODES 3, 4, 5, and 6,-

the alignment l_imitsido not apply because the CONTROL RODS
are bottomed and.the reactor,is shutdown and not producing
fission power. In the shutdown MODES, the OPERABILITY of
the safety and regulating rods has.the potential to affect

Q the required SDM,' but this effect can be compensated for by
an increase in the boron concentration of the RCS. See
LCO 3.1.1 for SDM in MODES 3, 4, andes, and LC0 3.9.1 for
boron concentration requirements duringsrefueling,

ACTIONS (Refer to Figure B 3.1.4-1)

Ad

If a CONTROL R0D is inoperable but trippable or misalignedi

| beyond the specified alignment limit, the first preference
' is usually to restore it to OPERABLE status within the
i alignment requirements. A misaligned CONTROL R0D can
| usually be moved and is still trippable. If the rod can be
| realigned within its limits within the 1-hour Completion
f Time, local xenon redistribution during this short interval
I will not be significant, and operation may proceed without

further restriction.
!

! (continued)
,

! (continued)
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CONTROL ROD Alignment Linits
B 3.1.4

BASES (continued)
_

ACTIONS M
(continued)

Alignment of the iaoperable or misaligned CONTROL ROD may be
accomplished by either moving the single CONTROL R00 to the
group average position or by moving the remainder of the
group to the position of the single inoperable or misa11gned
CONTROL ROD. Either action can be used to restore the
CONTROL ROOS to a radially symmetric pattern. However, this
must be done without violating the CONTROL ROD sequence,
overlap, and insertion limits of LC0 3.2.1 (* Regulating Rod
Insertion Limits") given in the COLR (Ref. 6). THERMAL

POWER must also be restricted, as necessary, to the value
allowed by the insertion limits of LC0 3.2.1. The required
Completion Time of I hour is acceptable because local xenon
redistribution during_this short interval will not cause
a significant increase ~in LHR. This required Completion
Time is more conservative than that required for restoration
of the regulating rods to within their limits given in
LC0 3.2.1. This option is not available if a safety rod is
misaligned, since the limits of LCO 3.1.5 would be violated.
It is acceptable to operate with one CONTROL R0D assembly in
the fully withdrawn position since this is consistent with
all safety analysis and core design calculations.

A.3.1.1

Compliance with Required Actions A 3.1.1 through A.3.5
allows for continued power operation with one CONTROL R0D
inoperable but trippable or misaligned from its grou)
average position. These Required Actions comprise tie
final alternate for Condition A.

If realignment 'of the CONTROL ROD to the Group average or
alignment of the group to the misaligned CONTROL R0D is not
completed within I hour (Required Actions A.1 or A.2 not
met), the rod should be considered inoperable. Since the
rod may be inserted farther than the group average insertion
for a long time, SOM must be evaluated. Assuring the SDM
meets the minimum requirement within 1. hour is adequate to
determine that further degradation of the SDM is not
occurring.

_(continued)

(continued)
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i CONTROL ROD Alignment Limits-- :
B 3.1.4-

,

1

,G BASES (continued)<

i ) -

! ACTIONS A.3.1.2
;

(continued)
Restoration of- the required SDM requires increasing the

| -RCS boron concentration, since the CONTROL ROD may remain
misaligned and not be providing its normal negative'

; reactivity on tripping. RCS boration must occur as
described in Section B 3.1.1.- The required Completion Time
of I hour to initiate boration-is reasonable based on the,

-

time required for potential xenon redistrioution, the low
i probability of an accident occurring, and the steps required-
i to complete the action. This allows the operator _ sufficient-.,
! - time to align the required valves and start the boric acid
i pumps. - Boration will continue until the required SDM .is

restored.
,
,

A.3.2

! Reduction of THERMAL POWER to s 60% of- the ALLOWABLE THERMAL
i POWER ensures that" local t LHR increases due to a misaligned

rod will not cause the core design criteria to be exceeded
; (Ref 7). The required Completion Time of 2 hours allows

the operator sufficient time to reduce THERMAL POWER.;

A.3.3

Reduction of th'e nuclear overpower. trip setpoint to _70%
, of ALLOWABLE THERMAL POWER after THERMAL-POWER has been
! reduced to 60% of ALLOWABLE THERMAL POWER maintains both-
| core protection and an operating margin at reduced power

~

'

similar to that at RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP) (Ref. 7).- '

The required Completion Time of 10 hours allows the operator.

8-additional hours after completion of.the THERMAL POWER-
reduction in Required Action.A.3.2. This allows adequate
tira to adjust the trip setpoint,,

f

j A 3.4
1

The existing CONTROL R0D configuration must not cause an
ejected rod to exceed the limit of 0.65 %Ak/k at RTP or-,

1.00 %Ak/k at zero power- (Ref. 8). -This evaluation may
,

require a computer calculation of the maximum ejected rod1

'

worth based on non-standard configurations of the CONTROL
R00 groups.. The evaluation must-determine the ejected rod
worth for the remainder of the fuel cycle to ensure -a valid

| evaluation, should fuel cycle conditions at'some. later time
,

(continued) !

5 p (continued)

,
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CONTROL R00 Alignment L10its
B 3.1.4

i

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS become more bounding than those at the time of the rod
1

(continued) misalignment. The required Completion Time of 73 hours is '

acceptable because LHRs are limited by the THERMAL POWER
reduction and sufficient time is provided to perform the
required evaluation.

A.3.5

Performance of SR 3.2.5.1 provides a determination of the
power peaking factors using the incore detector system.
Verification of the NUCLEAR HEAT FLUX HOT CHANNEL FACTOR
(F (Z)) and NUCLEAR ENTHALPY RISE HOT CHANNEL FACTOR (FL)fr,om an incore power distribution map is necessary ta ensure
that excessive local LHRs will not occur due to CON 1ROL R0D
nisalignment. This is necessary because the assumvt's that
all CONTROL RODS are aligned (used to determine the
regulating rod insertion, AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE, and QP1
limits), is not valid when the CONTROL RODS are not alig 1.
The required Completion Time of 73 hours is acceptable
because LHRs are limited by the THERMAL POWER reduction and
adequate time is allowed to' obtain an incore power
distribution map.

.n
The plant must be placed in a MODE'in which the LCO does
not apply if the Required Actions and associated Completion
Times for Condition A cannot be met. This is:done by
placing the plant in at least MODE 3 within 6 hours. The
6 hours allotted to reach MODE 3'is<a reasonable tile, based
on operating experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power in
an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

Cdd
.

More than one CONTROL R0D becoming inoperable or misaligned,
or both inoperable but trippable and misaligned from its
group average position, is not expected, and may violate the

| minimum SDM requirement. Therefore, SDM must be evaluated.
Assuring the SDM meets the minimum requirement within 1 haur
allows the operator adequate time to determine the SDM.

(continued)

(continued)
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CONTROL R0D Alignment Limits
B-3.1.4

BASES (continued)A
b

ACTIONS C.I.2
(continued)

Restoration of the required SDM requires increasing the
RCS boron concentration to provide negative reactivity.
RCS boration must occur as described in-Section B'3.1.1.
The required Completion Time of I hour to initiate boration
is reasonable based on the time required for potential-
xenon redistribution, the low probability'of an accident !

. occurring,-and the steps required to complete the action.
',This allows the operator sufficient time to align the

'

required valves and start the boric acid pumps - Boration -,

will, continue until the required SDM is restored.

:g *

i

IfmoreIhanioneCONTROLR0Disinoperablebuttrippable
or misaligned, continued operation of the reactor may cause j
the misalignment to increase, as the regulating rods insert ;
or withdraw to control-reactivity. If the CONTROL R0D j
misalignment increases, local power peaking may also '

increase, and loca1JLHRs will also increase if the reactor -
continues operationcat THERMAL POWER. The SDM is decreased
when one or more CONTROLRODS become inoperable at.a given
THERMAL POWER level, orcif; one or more' CONTROL RODS become;h,) misaligned by insertion from the group average position.

V
Therefore it-is prudent' to place _the ' reactor in MODE 3.
LC0 3.1.4 does not apply in MODE 3 since excessive power,

. peaking cannet occur and the minimum required _SDM is
assured. The Completion Time ~of 6 hours is contistent-
with Specification 3.0.3,

W and 04Ljl

When one or more rods are inoperable to the extent that
they-are immovable and untrfppable, there is a possibility-
that the required SDM may be adversely affected. Under
these conditions it is important to determine-the SD#, and
if it is less than the required value, initiate boration
until the required SDM is recovsred. The Completion Time-
of I hour is adequate to determine SDM and, if necessary,
to initiate emergency baration and rostore SDM.

-(continued)- ._

(continued)
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CONTROL ROD Alignment'Lirits-
B 3.1.4

BASES (continued)

G~

ACTIONS In this situation, SDM verification must include the worth
(continued) of the untrippable rod as well as a rod of maximum worth.

D.]

If the inoperable rod (s) cannot be restored to OPERABLE
status, the plant must be placed in a MODE or condition
in which the LC0 requirements are not applicable. This is
done by placing the plant in at least MODE 3 within 6 hours.

The allowed Completion Time is reasonable based on operating
experience to reach MODE 3 from full power operation in an
orderly manner and without challenging pint systems.

-.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.4.1
REQVIREMENTS

-

Verification that individual CONTROL R00 AXIAL POWER
IMBALANCE positions are within 6.E% of their group average
height limits at a 12-hour Frequency allows the operator
to detect a rod beginning to deviate from its expected
position. If the asymmetric CONTROL R0D alarm is
inoperable, a 4-hour Frequency is reasonable to prevent
large deviations in CONTROL R0D alignment from occurring )
without detection. The specified frequency. takes into
account other rod position information that is continuously
available to the operator in the control room so that during
actual rod motion, deviations can immediately be detected.
For this facility, each R00 AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE is
considered inoperable if it has [ ] individual reed switches
inoperable.

! SR 3.1.4 1

Exercising individual CONTROL RODS every 92 days allows the
oper ator to determine that all rods continue to be OPERABLE,
even :f they are not regularly moved. Moving each CONTROL
R0D by 3% will not cause radial or axial power tilts or
oscillasions to occur. The intent of this surveillance is
to move the rods an amount necessary to detect rod movement,
thus confirming their OPERABILITY but without exceeding the
alignment limit when only one rod is being moved.

(continued)

(continued)
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CONTROL ROD Alignment Liaits
B 3.1.4

#3ES gontinuer')

SURVEILLANCE _The 92-day Frequency takes into ,onsiderat.sn other
REQUIREMENTS information available to the operator in the control room

(continued) and other surveillances being performed more frequently
which add to the determination of OPERABILITY of the rods.

A Note is provided to indicate that CONTROL ROD movement in
,

accordance witn this SR does not violate the regulating rod
insertion limits or the safety rod insertion limits.

i

-$R 3.1.4 1

Verification of rod drop time allows the operator to
determine that she maximum rod drop time permitted is

;

consistant with the assumed rod drop time used in the safety
analysis. The M drop time given in the safety analysis-is
1.4 seconds to 0 insertion. Using the identical rod drop
curve gives a value of 1.66 seconds to [inscrtion. The |

latter value is used in the surveillance because the zone
reference lights .are located at 25% insertion intervals. i

The zone reference lights will activate at { insertion to |

give an indication of the rod drop time and rod location.
Measuring rod drop times prior to reactor criticality after
reactor vessel head removal and after CONTROL R00 drive

'

O system maintenance or modification assures that the reactor
internals and CONTROL ROD drive mechanism will not interfert,
with CONTROL R00 motion or rod drop time. Individual rods
whose drop times are greater than safety analysis !

assumptions are not OPERABLE. The 18-month Frequency was
developed because it was considered prudent that this
surveillance only be performed during a plant outage. This
is due to the plant conditions needed to perform tie SR and
the potential for an unplanned plant transient if the
surveillance is performed with the reactor at power.
Operating experience has shown that these components usually<

pass this surveillance when performed on the 18-month,

Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be
acceptable from.a reliability standpoint.

This testing is normally performed with all reactor coolant
pumps operating and average moderator temperature 2 525'F to

.s;culate a reactor trip under actual conditions. However,- )

if the rod drop times are determined with less than four
reactor coolant pumps operating, a Note allows power
o)eration to continue provided operation is restricted to

;

tie pump combination utilized during the rod drop time '

determination.
1

(continued)
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CONTROL ROD Alignment Liatts
B 3.1.4

BASES (continued)

,
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CONTROL ROD Alignment Liaits
B 3.1.4

O BASES (continued)

1
REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations Fart 50,

Appendix A, General Design Criterion 10, ' Reactor
Design,' General Design Criterion 26, ' Reactivity

1Limits.'
j

2. litle 10 Code of Federal Regulations Part 50.46,
" Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling

iSystems for Light Water Nuclear Power Reactors.'

3. [ Unit Name) FSAR, Section [15), *[ Accident Analysis).*

4. :[UnitName)FSAR,Section[),"(Title)."
.

's. - [ Unit Name) FSAR, Section ( ), "[ Title).*

6.--[t)nitName)CoreOperatingLimitsReport,'[ Title)."
|7. [ Unit.Name)FSAR.-Section[),"[ Title)."
|

8. [UnitName)FSAR,Section(),'[ Title)."
9. Draft HUREG-1366, " improvements to Technical

Specifications.'
.

..

I
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Safety Rod Insertion liait
B 3.1.5

0 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3.1.5 Safety Rod Insertion Limit

BASES

BACKGROUND The insertion limits of the safety and regulating rods are
initial assumptions in all safety analyses which assume rod
insertion upon reactor trip. The insertion limits directly-
(Nett-core power dittributions and assumptions of available

&(g4Rf1DOWI WJtGIN (SP;4), ejected rod worth, and initialpreactiyity insertion rate.
&

$7haMkicadecriteriaforthesereactivityandpower'

1 striauteen' design requirements are 10 CFR 50, Appandix A,
CDC 10.tattactor Design," GDC 26, ' Reactivity Limits'
(Reff!!. ), lend 10 CFR, Part 50.46, " Acceptance Criteria for
Emergency Core Ctioling Systems for Light Water Nuclear Pwer
Reactors"A Ref. 2). s& xQRb
Limitson'safetjfedtusertionhavebeenestablished,and
all rod pot,ition69a ' monitored and controlled during power
operation to enso that tWtreactivity limits, ejected rod

n worth, and SDM li 'sa{a' preserved.

The regulating ban tr $isi ecise reactivity control
of the reactor. The tositioet of regulating banks are
normally automatically controlled Rod Control System,
but they can also be manually co They are capable
of adding negative reactivity g quic ly (compared to
borating). The r% Jlating b must be maintained above
designed insertion limits and are typically near the fully
withdrawn position during normal operations. Hence, they
are not capable of adding a large amount of positive

-

reactivity. Boration_or dilution of the Reactor Coolant
System (RCS) compensates for the reactivity-changes
associated with large changes in RCS temperature.

The safety banks are used primarily to help ensure that
the required SDP. is maintained. The safety banks are
controlled manually by the control room operator. During4

normal full power operation, the safety banks are fully
withdrawn. TSe safety banks must be completely withdrawn-
from the core prior to withdrawing any--regulating banks
during an approach to criticality. The safety banks are
then left in this position until the reactor is shut down.

(continued)

| O (continued)
\
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Safety Rod Insertion Limit i
B 3.1.5 '

BASES (continued)
._.

BACKGROUND They add negative reactivity to shut down the reactor upon
(continued) receipt of a reactor trip signal.

APPLICABLE On a reactor tri), all rods (safety banks and regulating
SAFETY ANALYSES banks), except t1e most reactive rod, are assumed to insert

into the core. The safety banks shall be at their fully
withdrawi limits and available to insert the maximum amount
of negative' reactivity on a reactor trip signal. Thei

regulating banks may be partially inserted in the core as
allowed by L @ 3.2.1, " Regulating Rod Insertion Limits.'
Tho'safetybank is'sertion limit is established to ensure
that 'aisu TicientNamount of negative reactivity is available
to shut down.theirea'etor and maintain the required SDM ( >ee
LCO 3.1.1)cfel10 ping a reactor trip from full )ower. The
combinationr f regulating banks and safety bancs (less *.heo
most reactive rod phich is assumed to be fully withdrawn) is-

sufficient to take the.reactop from full power condiM:r.s at
rated temperature toftere# peter and to maintain the required
SDM at rated no-load' temperature (Ref. 3). The safety bank
insertion limit also limits'the .reettivity worth of an

d [4YQejected safety rod. /q
The acceptance criteria for7e& bajn %g$4fetyandregulatingddh T
rod bank insertion limits and inoperabil% or misalignment
are that: gA

AAff Q}
fp[V

-a. There be no violations of:

1. specified acceptable fueT design limits,

2. centerline fuel temperature,
,

3. RCS pressure boundary damage; and

b. The core must remain subcritical after accident
transients.

As such, the safety rod insertion limits affect safety
analysis involving core reactivity and SDM (Ref. 3).

The safety rod insertion limit preserves an initial
condition assumed in the safety analyses and, as such,
satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Interim Policy Statement.

(continued)
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Safety Rod insertion Limit
B 3.1.5

O
V BASES (continued)

LCO The safety banks must be fully withdrawn any time the
reactor is critical or approaching criticality. This
ensures that a sufficient amount of regative reactivity is
available to shut down the reactor and maintain the required
SDM following a reactor trip.

(For this facility an OPERABLE safety rod is verified as '

follows:)g;mm
glef bls facility, the following suppoit systems are

k(gifequirq$,0PERABLEtoensuresafetyrodinsertionlimitsaremet: [
h, ktst]]ginfhhlty,therequiredsupportsystemswhich,uponi

their fei h re,'de(not result in safety rods not meeting
thetFinsertion 1Jmits or in rod inoperability, and their
justificatien are as follows:)//c A

g y,,

APPLICABILITY The safety il h[ witkintheirinsertionlimitswiththe reactor in i and, he applicability in MODE 2
begins within 15 tes, , initial regulating bank,

'

withdrawal during "

sh t' iticality and continues
throughout MODE 2 u
inserted by scram or urin % gu rods are again fully*al

g snutdo This ensures that a
sufficient amount of negative rea is available to
shutdown the reactor and mainta ired SDM followinga reactor trip. The reactor cri ical or ap
criticality in MODE 3, 4, 5, , and, therefore,proachingthe
safety banks must be fully inserted.

This LCO has been modified by a-Note that sus) ends the LCO
requirement during SR 3.1.4.2 which assures tie freedom of
the rods to move. This SR requires the safety bank to move
below the LC0 limits, which would normally violate the LCO.

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

When one or more safety rod (s) is not fully withdrawn,
I hour is allowed to restore the safety rod (s) to within the
insertion limit. This is necessary because the

(continued)
n

(continued) '
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Safety Rod Insertion Limit
B 3.1.5

BASES (continued)
_

ACTIONS available SDM may be significantly reduced with one or more
(continued) of the safety rods not within their insertion limits.

Also, initiation of boration within 15 minutes is required
since the SDM in MODES 1 and 2 is normally ensured by
adhering to the regulating and safety rod insertion limits
(see LCO 3.1.1).

In the event that the safety rod's position indication
system?is found to be inoperable, the safety rod is
considered to be not within limits and Required Action A.2
and LC0 3.1.4ispply.

The $110wed to ist on Time of I hour provides an acceptable
time for evalu ing and repairing minor problems without
allowing the plant to/ remain in an unacceptable condition
for an extended period-of t e.

U '

, .
, ,

If the safety banks cannotfbe restored to within their
insertion limits withinnlihour, the only other acceptable
action is to place the unit in a MODE:where the LC0 is not
applicable. The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is
reasonable, based on operating experiencer to reach the
required MODE in an orderlyrmanner.and without challenging

j f, 5 . Ap
plant systems.

'y.

' *

SVRVEILLANCE SR 3.1.5.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verifical. ion that each safety rod is fully withdrawn assures
the rods are available to provide reactor shutdown
capability after criticality. Performing the surveillance
15 minutes prior to withdrawing the first regulating rod
group during an approach to criticality assures the safety
rods are withdrawn before they may be required for shutdown.
This also allows the operator adequate time to halt the
approach to criticality should a safety rod not be fully
withdrawn. Since the safety rods must be fully withdrawn
when MODE 2 is entered during a startup, it may be necessary
to perform this surveillance in MODE 3.

(continued)

(continued)
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Safety Rod Insertion Limit
B 3.1.5

O
BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE Verification that individual safety rod positions are fully
REQVIREMENTS withdrawn at a 12-hour Frecuency allows the operator to

(continued) detect a rod beginning to teviate from its expected
position. Also, the 12-hour Frequency takes into account
other information available to the operator in the control
room that monitor the status of the safety rods.

SR 3.1.5.1 is modified by a Note which allows exemption to
SR ' 3.0.4. SR 3.0.4 is not applicable before entering the

.aApplicability Condition of "within 15 minutes prior to
<|4nitial/ control bank withdrawal," because the surveillance

#G is specifically selected to be concurrent with the
N Applicobility.

n;;se y sth.
(for thisLfaciTity, an OPERABLE safety rod within limits is
vertfled'asMollows:]

s,m > , ..

*
*1 o a y

Title # 10, Cede"o(' Federal Regulations, Part 50REFERENCES 1.
Appendlu 'Ai * Nuclear Power Plants," General Design/

criterion 10,L *ReactortDesign," General Design

O Title 10, Cod'e 4(federal Rs'gelations, Part 50.46,

Criterion 26/ * Reactivity; Limits."
n1 / / y

2.
'

" Acceptance Criteria. for' Emergency Core Cooling
Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power Reactors."

;yA
3. [ Unit) FSAR, Section [ ]v!{ Title)."

%.
4. (Unit Name) Core Operating Limits Report, "[ Title)."

:

O'
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APSR Alignment limits
B 3.1.6

B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3.1.6 AXIAL POWER SHAPING ROD (APSR) Alfonment Limits

BASES

BACKGROUND The OPERABILITY of the APSRs and rod misalignment are
initial assumptions in the safety analysis which directly
affects core power distributions. The applicable criteria
forz eese power distribution design requirements are
30 CFR@, Appendix A, " General Design Criteria for Nuclear

M+fower Flints," GDC 10 " Reactor Design" (Ref.1), and
' W 10 CFR S .46 " Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core
%pCoo11WSynthysforLightWaterNuclearPowerReactors"

ytefP2)#395

Mechas e trical failures may cause an APSR to
become ino_ t or to become misaligned from its group.
APSR inoperWility o. isalignment may cause increased power
peaking duo'to t

~

tric reactivity distribution.

Therefore? AP
core operatier -

t and OPERABIllTY are related to
J n po r peaking limits.

O Limits on APSR a 'ent RABILITY have been\ established, and it are monitored and
controlled during 9 1 . ensure that the power
distribution limits fined th ign peaking limits are
preserved.

kCONTROL RODS are moved by the TROL' ROD drive mechanisms
(CRDHs). Each CRDM moves it . inch for one revolution
of the leadscrew at varyitig r tes epending on the signal
output from the Rod Control System.

The APSRs are arranged into rod groups that are radially
symmetric. Therefore, movement of the APSRs does not
introduce radial asymm.etries in the core power distribution.
The APSRs which control the axial power distribution are
positioned manually and do not trip.

The axial position of the APSRs is indicated by two separate
and independent systems, which are the relative position
indicators transducers, and the absolute position indicator
transducers (see LC0 3.1.7).

(continued)

(continued)

O
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APSR Alignment limits
B 3.1.6

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND The relative position indicator transducer is a
(continued) potentiometer that is driven by electrical pulses from the

Rod Control System that moves the rods. There is one
counter for each group of rods. Individual rods in a group
all receive the same signal to move and should, therefore,
all be at the same position indicated by the group counter
for that group. The Relative Position Indicator System is
confidered highly accurate (one rotation of the leadscrew
is i nch)'. If a rod does not move for each demand pulse,
the; counter will still count the pulse and incorrectly
reflect the position of the rod.

.

+ .
.

Thf Absoluti Positic.n Indicator System provides a highly
accurate 11ndication.of actual rod position, but at a lower
precision than the step counters. This system is based on
inductive analog signals from a series of reed switches
spaced along a tube.with a center-to-center distance of
[3.75 inches], which is [6 steps].

-~
~ ,,

APSR misalignment Ind inohrability are analyzed in theAPPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES safety analysis (Ref. 3) L The acceptance criteria for

addressing APSR inoperability:"or misalignment is that there
be no violations of: '(T %v. %g#

Specified acceptable fuel design limit'ss,a.

n"-

b. Canterlinefueltemperature;and)'
(/

c. Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pFessure boundary damage.

Two types of misalignment or inoperability are
distinguished. During movement of an APSR group, one rod
may stop moving while the other rods in the group continue.
This condition may cause excessive power peaking. The
second type of nilsalignment occurs when one rod drops
partially or fully into the reactor core. This event causes
an initial power reduction, followed by a return towards the
original power due to positive reactivity feedback from the
negative moderator temperature coefficient. Increased
peaking during the power increase may result in excessive
local linear heat rates (LHRs).

(continued)

(continued)

O
|
|
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; APSR Alignment limits
B 3.1.6'

} BASES (continued)

1 APPLICABLE The accident analysis and reload safety evaluations define
! SAFETY ANALYSES APSR insertion limits that ensure that if an APSR is stuck
j (continued) in or dropped in, the increase in local LHR is within the

design limits. The Required' Action statement in the LCO,

; provides a conservative ap3 roach to ensure that continued
j operation remains within tie bounds of the safety analysis
i (Ref. 4).

Cent $nued operation of the reactor with a misaligned APSR
; As allowed if AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE limits are preserved
i O (Ref. 5){
; e ;;

Y*powe.APSRgroUpalignmentlimitsaredirectlyrelatedtor peaking & Power peaking is a process variable thatThe
"

:
j satisfies CriteMon 2 of the NRC Interim Policy Statement,

since it' represents initial condition input to the plant4

j safety' analysis f
i i .*

,

N AWQ. _

-

LC0 The limits 6n C6HTROER00 group alignment, safety rod
insertion, and APSR'alignmenthtogether with the limits on

,

i regulating roc' insertion /APSR insertion, AXIAL POWER
N IMBALANCE, and OUADRANT; POWER TILT ensure the reactor will

! operate within the fuePdesign criteria. The Required
i Action in this LC0 ensures deviations from the alignment
; limits will be adjusted so that excessive local LHRs will
; not occur, 6 fi ]p
! .g. #,

j The limit for individual APSR misalignment is 6.5%
1 (9 inches) deviation from the' group average position. This

value is established based on the distance between reed'

] switches, with additional allowances for uncertainty in the
absolute position indicator amplifiers, group maximum or

,

minimum synthesizer, and asymmetric alarm or fault detector
outputs. The position of an inoperable rod is not included
in the calculation of the rod group's average. position,

APSRs are OPERABLE when they can meet the SR of this LCO and
can be inserted and withdrawn to meet the alignment-limits,.

sequence and overlap withdrawal requirements, and positiona

indication requirements.-

| (continued)

(continued);

0
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APSR Align = nt Licits
B 3.1.6

BASES (continued)

LC0 (For this facility, an OPERABLE APSR is verified as
(continued) follows:]

[For this facility, the following support systems are
required OPERABLE to ensure APSR alignment limits are met:
[ List] )
[For this. facility, the required support systems which, upon
their failure, do not result in the APSR not meeting their
alignment' limits or in rod inoperability, and their

justificatiop;are as follows:)% ,g ? ,

failure _to meet theWequirements of this LCO may produce
unacceptable' power'1senking factors, and LHRs, which may
constituteinitislcyjtionsinconsistentwiththesafety
analysis,e;jpTij it

e

@ , ,.rNg
APPLICABILITY The requirements''oneAPSR OPARABILITY and alignment are

applicable in H0 DES 11'ahd it ecause these are the only MODESb
in which neutron (or fissten) powerMs generated, and the
OPERABILITY and alignmentMf rodsihastthe potential to
affect the safety of thbslast1Nn MES 3, 4, 5, and 6,
thealignmentlimitsdonoftppikbecausepthe CONTROL RODS
are bottomed and the reactor is shW down k d not producing
fission power. 4%

dqV%%j
QY

ACTIONS TheactionsdescribedbelowarereqbiredifoneAPSRis
inoperable. The plant is not allowed to operate with more

| than one inoperable APSR. This would require the reactor to -

| be shut down in accordance with LC0 3.0.3.

M
If an APSR is inoperable or misaligned, or both inoperable
and misaligned beyond.the specified alignment limit, the

,

first preference is usually to restore it to OPERABLE status
within the alignmant requirements. When a misaligned APSR
occurs, it can usually be moved. If the rod can be

| realigned withir, the requirement within 2 hours, local xenon

(continued)
|

(continued)
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APSR Alignment Linits |

B 3.1.6
,

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS redistribution during this short interval will not be
(continued) significant, and operation may proceed without further

restriction (Ref. 6).

Mt
An alternate to realigning a single misaligned APSR to the
group average position is to align the remainder of the APSR

Sto the position of the misa11gned or inoperable APSR
g le ellntaining APSR insertion in accordance with thes *

*t{g$gimitsistheCOREOPERATINGLIMITSREPORT(COLR)(Ref.7),
i

This ' or the alignment requirements. Deviations up to
%2, - wi t cause significant xenon redistribution to

%couv." Action A.2 assumes the APSR group movement
does na4ycause limits of LCO 3.2.2 ('APSR Insertion
only4@ractica11 r instances where small movements of the
Limi4 Wbe eeded. For this reason, Action A.2 is

APSR group (are suffi ignt to re-establish APSR alignment.

h'
The reactor may ue - i *, ration with the APSR

pi misaligned if the. It > :3.2.3 (" AXIAL POWER ,

IMBALANCE Operati L LCO 3.2.2 (*APSR insertion(d Limits") are not ex tur ovement of the APSR
,

group is prohibited tha Me mi gnment does not
increase and cause the limits on 0WER IMBALANCE to be
exceeded. The required Complett f up to 2 hours
will not cause significant x ,#bdis ibution to occur.

Ikl
The )lant must be in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply
if tie Required Actions and associated Completion Times
cannot be met. This is done by placing the plant in at
least MODE 3 within 6 hours. The 6 hours allotted to reach
MODE 3 is a reasonable time, based on operating experience,
to reach MODE 3 from RATED THERMAL POWER in an orderly
manner and without challenging plant systems. In MODE 3,
APSR group alignment limits are not required, because the
reactor is not generating THERMAL POWER and excessive local
LHRs cannot occur from APSR misalignment.

(continued)

i
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APSR Alignment licits
B 3.1.6

| BASES (continued)

SVRVEILLANCE SR 3.1.6.1
REQUIREMENTS Verification that individual APSR positions are within 6.5%

of the group average height limits at a 12-hour Frequency
allows the operator to detect an APSR beginning to deviate
from its expected position. If the asymmetric CONTROL R00
alarm is inoperable, a 4-hour Frequency is reasonable to
prevent large deviations in APSR alignment from occurring
without detection, in addition, APSR position is
continuously.available to the operator in the control room
so that during > actual rod motion, deviations can immediately
be detected.. ,

--
. . , . ,

'L*I-.

REFFRENCES 1. Titiv10,' Csde of federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix A. General Design Criterion 10, " Reactor
Design,' and General Detign Criterion 26, " Reactivity
Limits." (~f j,(Q, y

sn , s o
Title 10,Co3 eof [Fe$r$r1 Regulations, Part 50.46,2.
" Acceptance Criteria;for Emergency Core Cooling

SystemsforLightVaterNucleav'J+FowerReactors."%; Ay
(Unit Name) FSAR, Section,@Rh,"[ Title)."

,

3.
v y n

(Unit Name) FSAR Section [ ), "[Titiejg4.
4, w

5. [Vnit Name) FSAR, Section [ ),/{ Title)."
(Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ )% J*"(Title)."

;

l 6. ,

7. [ Unit Name] Core Operating Limits Report, "[ Title)."

|

9
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Position Indicator Channels J

B 3.1.7

B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL |

B 3.1.7 Position Indicator Channels
,

BASES
,

BACKGROUND Per GDC 13 (Ref. 1), instrumentation to monitor variables
and systems over their operating ranges during normal<

operation, anticipated operatinnal occurrences, and accident '

conditions must be OPERABLE. LC0 3.1.7 is required to
Jensure.0PERABILITY of the CONTROL ROD and AXIAL POWER

S $HAPING ROD (APSR) position indicators to determine CONTROL-
U ~ ROD and APSR positions, and thereby ensure compliance with

%the-CONTROL}RODandAPSRalignmentandinsertionlimits.
%W Ana

The OPERASILITRincluding position indication, of the
safetyeand Iregulating-rods are initial assumptions in all
safety analyses *that assume rod insertion upon reactor trip.
Maximum red misalignmaa.t for the saf ety, regulating, and
APSR are(initia]Iy assmed in the safety analysis which
directly affect:eere< er distributions and assumptions of .

Iavailable SMimMRhi, IN(SQM).W 4A
Mechanical or eledtpical deO Wes may cause a CONTROL ROD or

O APSRtobecomemisaligeALfromitsgroup. CONTROL ROD or
APSR misalignment m g enust!iner ' d power peaking due to
theasymmetricreactYhitydistrib~ and a reduction in
the total available rod worth for. . or shutdown.
Therefore, CONTROL R0D and APSR, ndet are related to
core operation within design peker peaking limits and the
core design requirement of a W nimum SDM. Rod position
indication is needed to assest rod OPERABILITY and
alignment.

Limits on CONTROL ROD alignment, APSR alignment, and safety
rod position have been established, and all rod positions
are monitored and controlled during power operation to
ensure that the power distribution and reactivity limits
defined by the design power peaking and SDM limits are
preserved.

Two methods of CONTROL R00 and APSR position indication are
provided in the CONTROL R0D Drive Control System. The two

(continued)'

(continued)

O
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Position Indicator Channels ,

B 3.1.7 I

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND means are by absolute position indicator and relative
(continued) position indicator transducers. The absolute position

indicator transducer consists of a series of magnetically
operated reed switches
mounted in a tube parallel to the CONTROL ROD Drive
Mechanism (CRDM) motor tube extension. Switch contacts
close when a permanent magnet mounted on the upper end of
the CONTROL R0D assembly (CRA) leadscrew extension comes
near. As the leadscrew and CRA move, the switches operate
sequeatta11$ producing an analog voltage proportional to
position. Otk r reed switches included in the same tube
with the posttion , indicator matrix provide full-in and full-
out%)tatt laticat h s, and absolute position indications at
0%, 29EnM%, JWrand 100% travel (called zone reference
indicators),4 7he relative position indicator transducer is
a potentiaastertiven6by a step motor that produces a
signal proportionalite" CONTROL R00 aosition based on the
electrical pulse' steps that,4 rive 11e CRDM.

Q , gym
Two absolute posities'6adhor channel designs may be used
in the unit, type W abeelWtp posit < ion indicators and type A-

R4C absolute position la$ttators.d Deltage divider circuit
P Ihe type A absolute

position indicator transducer tef
made up of 48 resistorsgef equahvaltetconnected in series.
One end of 48 reed switchg4|h bennecttitat a junction
between each of the resisteps, soNthat ht
ontheleadscrewmoves,eitheroneortg|themagnetmounted~ d switches are
closed in the vicinity of the magnet m e A-R4C
(redundant four channel) absolute position in icator
transducer has two parallel sets of
made up of 36 resistors each, connel;Witage divider circuitsted in series (channels
A and B). One end of 36 reed switches is connected at a
junction between each of the resistors of the two parallel
circuits. The reed switches making up each circuit are
offset such that the switches for channel A are staggered
with the switches for channel B. The ty>e A-R4C is designed
such that either two or three reed switcies are closed in
the vicinity of the magnet. By its design, the type A-R4C
absolute position indicator provides redundancy with the:

two-three sequence of pickup and drop out of reed switches,

' to enable a continuity of position signal when a single reed
switch fails to close.

CONTROL R00 position-indicating readout devices located in
the control room consist of single CRA position meters on a

(continued)
. ...

(continued)
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Position Indicator Channels
B 3.1.7

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND wall-mounted position indication panel and four group
(continued) average position meters on the console. A selector switch

)ermits either relative or absolute position indication to
)e displayed on all of the single rod meters. Indicator
lights are provided on the single CRA meter panel to
indicate when each CRA_is fully withdrawn, fully inserted,
enabled, or transferred, and whether a CRA position
asymmetry alarm condition is present. Indicators on the

le show full insertion, full withdrawal, and er.abled

/e mop on for each CONTROL ROD group, Identical
%p!Mnstr ' ~ tation and devices exist for the APSR group.The

conse ce ,of continued operation with an inoperable

%@4 hemiel
. reased reliability in determining CONTROL

abg e ion indicator or relative position indicator
t
ROD p _ f n. refore, the potential for operation in
violettoriieftdes9gn peaking factors or SHUTDOWN MARGIN is
increased. p W

SO A,

Y s tCh$*jfG#e
APPLICABLE CONTROL ROD thd # Slitosition accuracy is essential during
SAFETY ANALYSES power operation.%Rewer peeMag, ejected rod worth, or SDMO limits may be violated Wth6Levent of a Design BasisV

Accident (DBA) (Ref. W Q witt@ # ected.
CONTROL RODS or APSRs

operatingoutsidot$tF1hmt,su~r Regulating rod,
safety rod, and APSR'tositiefis must known in order to
verify the core is operating withi$ ' group sequence,
overlap, design peaking limits, Alett% rod worth, and with
minimumSDM(LC03.1.5,"SafeypedInsertionLimits,"
LCO 3.2.1, " Regulating Rod Imipertion Limits," tnd LCO 3.2.2,
"APSR Insertion Limits"). The rod positions must also be
known in order to verify the alignment limits are preserved
(LCO 3.1.4, * CONTROL ROD Group Ali
LC0 3.1.6, 'APSR Alignment Limits'gnment Limits,'' and). CONTROL ROD and APSR
positions are continuously monitored to provide operators
with information that assures the plant is operating within
the bounds of the accident analysis assumptions. The
CONTROL ROD position indicator channels satisfy Criterion 2
of the NRC Interim Policy Statement, The CONTROL R0D
position indicators monitor CONTROL R00 position, which is.
an accident initial condition.

(continued)
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Position Indicator Channels
B 3.1.7

BASES (continued)

LCO LCO 3.1.7 specifies that one absolute position indicator
channel and one relative position indicator channel be
OPERABLE for each CONTROL R0D and APSR. OPERABILITY for the
CONTROL ROD position indicators has the following meanings

a. The absolute position indicator channels (either type
A or type A-R40) have passed a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
CHECK within the prescribed interval;

b. For the type A Absolute Position Indicator System,
' there are;no failed reed switches. Specific

surveillance of reed switches for OPERABILITY during'

operation is not required with the type A System.
This-is because of the following:

1. .a reed swithh' failed closed results in a large
indication:of asymmetry unless the CONTROL RW is
near the failed glosed reed switch,

a fatied 0pon NNNwitch results in a large2.
indication ofn asymmetry when the CONTROL ROD is
near the failed epen reed switch;

M A+
For the type A-R4C Absolute' PoShion Indicator System,c.
either there are no failed Teed switches in one of the
two channels or, with'both channel hin operation, two
failed reed switches are not in sequerh . Specific
surveillance of reed switches for TPulA$RITY during
operation is not required with,the" type A-R4C System.
This is because of the followipg:

1. a reed switch failed closed results in a large
absolute position indicator indication of
asymmetry unless the CONTROL R00 is near the
failed closed reed switch,

2. two failed open reed switches in sequence result
in a large indication of asymmetry when the
CONTROL R0D is near the two failed open reed
switches,

Alternating failed open reed switches or one of the
two type A-R4C channels disconnected is assumed in the
analysis; and

(continued)

(continued)
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Position Indicator Channels,

i B 3.1.7
.

1

BASES (continued)
,

| LCO d. The relative position indicator channels have been
(continued) calibrated either in the fully inserted position or to

!

the absolute position indicator channels. The4

agreement between the relative position indicator
channel and the absolute position indicator channels
is within the limit given in the CORE OPERATING LIMITS

| REPORT (COLR), indicating that relative position
indicators are adequately calibrated for measurement

A,aof CONTROL ROD group position. A deviation of less
49 than the allowable limit given in the COLR in position f

Mr ihdication for a single CONTROL ROD or APSR ensures
h confidence that the position uncertainty of the

% $ b ithin the> assumed values used in the analysis that
,

tcerrespondingCONTROLRODgrouporAPSRgroupis
M 4

Kffies'CDNTROL ROD group and APSR insertion limits,
g, % e

k[For this feeddy, the following support systems are
.

required to be operahle to ensure the position indicator I

channels 4 re operaMotJ11st))4
,

. en# sq ;

|for this faci {ityJtWe required support systems, which upon

Shoir failure do'estiresulti;h the inoperability of the
.

than s end the justification are as !

position indicat(V JG
.

follows:)I

These requirements vide 'quaktfassurancethatCONTROL
ROD position indication during po q | eration and PHYSICS
TESTSisaccurate,andthatdestgal tions are not
challenged. OPERABILITY of thpposition indicator channois
ensures that inoperable, mistlegned, or mispositioned
CONTROL RODS or APSRs can be detected. Therefore, power ;

peaking and SDM can be controlled within acceptable limits. <

The action statements required when the limits of LCO 3.1.7
are not met are diagrammed in Figure B 3.1.7-1,

_

APPLICABILITY In MODES I and 2, OPERABILITY of position indicator channels
is required, since the reactor is, or is capable of,
generating THERMAL POWER in these MODES. In MODES 3, 4, S,
and 6, Applicability is not required, because the reactor is
shut down with the required minimum SDM and is not
generating THERMAL POWERe

(continued)
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Position Indicator Channels
B 3.1.7

BASES (continued)
_

ACTIONS Ad

If one relative position indicator channel is inoperable for
one or more rods, the position of the rod (s) is still
monitored by the absolute position indicator channel for
each affected rod. The absolute position indicator channel
may be used if it is determined to be OPERABLE, The
required Completion Time of 8 hours is reasonable to provide
adequati time for the operator to determine position
indicator channel status. Continuing the verification every
8, hours ther$4fter in the applicable condition is acceptable
bheed on the fact that during normal power operation
excessive 'apvem9nhof the banks is not required. Also, if
the ro his'outfefiosition during this 8-hour period, the
simultaneous 0phyrrehpe,ofaneventsensitivetotherod
position ha6 4 sealig probability.

wev

kM ,%
99 sy bysy

If one absolute positt e cator channel is inoperable for
oneormorerods,'thepe_sitonoftherod(s)ismonitoredby
the relative position ledic'ator abannel for each affected
rod. However, the relgtNe posittoep ndicator channel is
not as reliable a methd(?ofAenhori jyodpositionasthe
absolute position indicatadecMuqa i 4pnts electrical
pulse steps driving the CR$ motohtathcW[than actuating a
switch located at a known elevation. Ttegi re, the
affected rod's position can be determ$at P,w more
certainty by actuating one of its zgna;feference indicator
switches located at discrete elevaMens. The required
Completion Time of 8 hours provides'the operator adequate
time to adjust the affected rod's position to an appropriate
zone reference indicator location. And if the rod is out of
position during this 8-hour period, the simultaneous
occurrence of an event sensitive to the rod position has a
small probability.

RM
To allow continued operation, the rods with inoperable
absolute position indicator channels are maintained at ths
zone reference indicator position, in addition, the
affected rods are maintained within the limits of LC0 3.1.5
(when the affected rod is a safety rod), LCO 3.2.1

(continued)

(continued)
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Position Indicator Channels
B 3.1.7

.

1

BASES (continued)

I
!
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Figure B 3.1.7-1
Position Indicator Channel Action Flow Chart

!

) (continued),

|
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Position Indicator Channels
B 3.1.7

BASES (continued)
_

ACTIONS (whentheaffectedrodisaregulatingrod),orLCO3.2.2
(continued) (when the affected rod is an APSR). This Required Action

ensures safety rods remain fully withdrawn, and that
regulating rods and APSRs remain aligned within their
insertion limits. The required Completion Time of 8 hours
is reasonable to allow the operator adequate time to
determine the affected rods are in compliance with these
LCOs. Continuing to verify the rod positions every 8 hours
thereafter is reasonable for providing assurance that rod
alignment and insertion are not changing, and provides the
operator adequate time to correct any deviation thtt may
occur. The required Completion Time of 8 hours is
reasonable to' provide adequate time for the operator to
determine position indicator channel status Continuing the
verification every 8 hours thereafter in the applicable
condition,is acceptable based on the fact that during normal
power operation excessive movement of the banks is not
required. Also, if the rod is out of position during this
8-hour period, the simultaneous occurrence of an emnt
sensitive to the rod' position has a small probability.

#L1 / ,y

" noperable for one oriftheabsolutepositionindidator i
more rods, the position of?the rod can"be nonitored by the
zone reference indicator switchesN If the' zone reference
indicator switches are also inoperable, the position of the
rod is not known with certainty since the' rglative position
indicator is a less reliable method of monitoking rod
position. Therefore, the rod mustibe declared ino)erable.
The required Completion Time of 8 hours is reasonaale to
allow the operator adequate time to determine if the
affected rods are in compliance with these LCOs.

L.1

If both the absolute position indicator channel and relative
position indicator channel are inoperable for one or more
rods, the position of the rod (s) is not known with
certainty. Therefore, each affected rod must be declared
inoperable, and the limits of LC0 3.1.4 or LC0 3.1.6 apply.
The required Completion Time to declare the rod (s)
inoperable is immediately. Therefore LC0 3.1.4 or 3.1.6 is
entered immediately, and the required Completion Times for
the appropriate Required Actions in those LCOs apply without
del ay.

|
(continued)

i

i
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| Position Indicator Channels |
| B 3.1,T

1

|

BASES (continued)
_

SVRVEILLANCE SR 3.1.7.1
RE0VIREMENTS

Verification that the relative position indicator agree with
the absolute position indicator within 2% steps over the
full . indicated range of the regulating rods and safety rods
provides assurance that the relative position indicator is
operating correctly.
/

The<18-month Frequency was developed considering it was
gyrudentthatmanysurveillancesonlybeperformedduringa

4L This was due to the plant conditions needed
%.planteutage.to perform the SR and the potential for unnecessary plant

transients if tthe SR is performed with the reactor at power.
*0perating experience has shown these components virtually ,

always'passthel.5Rwhenperformedonthe18-monthFrequency.
,

ThereforeVthe-Frecuency was concluded to be acceptable from
a reliability stan(point.'

.% 4
,, .f''

Performance of a CHAlefEL FUNCTIONAL TEST to verify thet

absolute positiorKindicatorLehannels are OPERABLE provides
assurance that eack absolute position indicator channel-is

O functioning properly #Thesrequired frequency of 18 months
is sufficient to detect' problems"with the instrumentation.

v m' 'x
[; %$p.

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Re{iulatEons, Part 50,
Appendix A, General Design Criterion 13
" Instrumentation and Control."

2. (Unit Name), FSAR, Docket 50-302, Flor'.da Power
Corporation,

a. Section(14.1.2.2),"[StartupAccident).'
.

b. Section (14.1.2.3), "(Rod Withdrawal Accident at |

Rated Power Operation).' j
:

c. Section (14.1.2.6), "(Loss of Coolant Flow).*

d. Section(14.1.2.7],"(Stuck-Out, Stuck-In,or
Dropped Control Rod Accident)."

(continued)-

(continued)
OO
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Position Indicator Channels |
B 3.1.7 i

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES e. Section(14.2.2.4],'[RodEjectionAccident)."
(continued)

f. Section {l4.2.2.5). "(Loss-of-Coolant Accident
(LOCA)).
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MODE 1 Physics Tests Exceptions
l B 3.1.8
,

- - ,

) B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
m

B 3.1.8 MODE 1 PHYSI (j TESTS Exceptions

BASES
_ _ _ _ , _ m

BACKGROUND The purpose of this MODE 1 LCO is to permit PHYSICS TESTS to
be conducted by providing exemptions from the requirements
of ot.her LCOs. Establishment of a test program to verify
that structures, systems, and components will perform
satisfactorily in service is required by Section XI of
10 CFR 50, Appendix B (Ref.1). Testing is required as an
integral part of the design, fabrication, construction, and
operation of the power plant. All functions necessary to

' ensure. thdt specified design conditions are not violated
during normal operation and anticipated operational
occurrences must be tested. Requirements for notification
of the NRC for the purpose of conducting tests and
experiments are specified in 1.0 CFR 50.59 (Ref. 2).

The key objectives of a test program are to (Ref. 3):

_ a. Provide assurance that the facility has been,,
/ ) adequately designed;

b. Validate the analytica1Lmodel's used in the design and
''~

analysis; "

c. Verify the assumptions used to predict unit response;

d. Provide assurance that installation of equipment in
the facility has been accorcplished in accordance with
the design; and

e. Verify that the operating and emergeucy procedures are
adequate.

To accomplish these objectives, testing is performed prior
to initial criticality; during startup, low power
operations, and power ascension; at high powers; and after
each fueling. The PHYSICS TEST requirements for reload
fuel cycles assure that the operating characteristics of the
core are consistent witn the design predictions and that the
core can be operated as designed (Ref, a).

(continued)
.

(continued)
,,

|
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MODE 1 Physics Tests Exceptions
B 3.1.8

BASES (continued) __

BACKGROUND PHYSICS ltSTS aroceduros are written and c> proved in
(continued) accordance wit; established guidelines. Tie procedures

include all information necessary to permit a detailed
execution of testing required to ensure the design intent is
met. PHYSICS TESTS are 'perforrrsd in accordance with th(se
procedurcs, and test results are approved prior to contitiued
power escalation ani long-tera power operation.

Examples of PHYSICS TESlS include determination of critical
baron concentration, CONTROL ROD grodp worth *, roactivity
coefficients, flux symnetry, and core power disttibution.

.

APPLICABLE It is acceptable to suspend tertain LCOs for P;1YSICS TESls
SAFETY ANALYSES because reactor protection criteria are preserved by the

LCOs still in effect and by the SRs. Even if an accident
occurs during FHYSICS TESTS with one or nore 1.COs suspended,
fuel damage criteria are preserved because the limits on
nuclear het channel factors and shutdown captbility are
maintained during the P4YSICS TESTS.

Reference 5 defines tvguirements for initici testing of the
facility, weluding PHYSICS TESTS. Tables 13-3 and 13-4
(Ref. 6) summarize the zero, low pcwer, and power tests.
Requirements for reload fuel cycle PHYSICS TESTS are given
in Table 1 ANf f /ANS-19.6.2-198S (Ref. 4). Although thrse
PHYSICS TESTS are generally acenmplished within the limits
of all LCOs, one or more LCOs must sometimes be suspended to
make completion of PHYSirs TESTS possible or practica.l.

This is acceptable as icng as the fusi design criteria are i

not violated. When one or more of the limits specified in i

'(C0 3.1.4 " Control Rod Group Alignment limits,"
LC0 3.1.5 " Safety Rod Insertion Limits,"
LCO 3.1.6 " AX1AL POWEk SHAPING ROD (APSR) Alignae it ;

Limits,"

1.00 3.2.1 * Regulating Rod insertion Limits,"
LC0 3.2.3 "AX1AL POWER IMBALANCE Operating Limits,"

or
LC0 3.2.4 " Quadrant Power Tilt (QPT)"

are susper.ded for PHYSICS TESTS, the fuel design criteria
are preserved by maintaining the nuclear hot channel factors>

(continued)
-

(continued)
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10DE 1 Physics Tests Exceptions
B 3.1.8

g
( ) BASES (continued)

..; w , _-

APPLICABLE (in MFDE 1 PHYSICS TESTS) within their l?.m?ts and by
SAFETY ANALYSES 'imit.ng maximum THERMAL POWER. Therefore surveillance of

(continued) tN '40 CLEAR HEAT FLUX HOT CHANNEL FACTOR (f (7)) and the
m!CIIAR ENTHALPY RISE HOT CHANNEL FACTOR (f ,,) S required
tt vi M fy that their limits are not exceede , tne limits
foi tm nuclear hot channel factors are specified in the
CORE C EPATN LIMITS REPORT (COLR) (Ref. 7). Refer to the
Basis in LCO 3.2.5 for a complete discussion of F (Z) and
FL. 6, ring PHYSICS TESTS, one or more of the LCOS that
normad ' pro.erve the f (Z) and FL limits and shutdown
npatp ty may be suspehded. However, the res'/ ts of the1

safet', analysis are not adversely impacted if w ification
tnat F (Z) and f",, are within their limits is obmd while
oneormoreoftheLCOsissuspended. Therefore, W tren

placed on f (Z) and FN, during MODE 1 PHYSICS TES!S N
verifythatthosefackorsremainwithintheirlimittq

Por.P Mc verification of these f actors allows PHYSICS 7.STS
ce be c/mincted while continuing to maintain the design
c..it tria, Since the requirements to monitor F (Z) and FL
an ;uilt ttothisspecification,itisnotnScesswyto
enter sped ication 3.2.5 to perform these survei%ances.
In addition the actions required when f (Z) and fb excealo

/_3 their limit , are also built into the Required Actions of
( ) this spectiication. Therefore, the operr. tor does not need

to enter Specification 3.2.5 when MODE i PHYSICS TESTS are"

conducted.

PHYSICS TESTS include sacasurement of core nuclear parameters
or exercise of control components that affect process
veioles. Among the pre 'ss variables involved are API and

i QP) , W eh represent init I condition input (power peaking)
for ut accident analysis, Also involved are the movable
control c 'mponent.h 1.e., the ragulating rod and the APSJ,
which affee power pn king and are required for shutdown of

| the reactor. The limits for these variables are specified
for eash fue. <xdo in the COLR (Ref. 7).|

PHYSICS TESTS moet .he criteria for inclusion in Technical
Specifications since the component and process variable LCOs
suspended during MYSJS TESTS treet criteria 1, 2, and 3 of
the NRC Interim Po1M Statement.

!

- :

| LCO This LC0 perd t indiv. dual CONTROL RODS h be positioned
| outside of their specified group alignment e nd withdrawal

(continuccip; --
6|

w/ (,M tinued)
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MODE 1 c'hysics Tests Exceptions
B 3.1.8

BASES (continued)

LC0 limits and to be assigned to other than specified CONTROL
(continued) RGD grou)s, and permits API and QPT limits to h exceeded

during tie performance of PHYSICS TESTS. In rJdition, this
LC0 permits verification of the fundamen.el core
characteristics and nuclear instrumentation oJeration.

The requirements of LC0 3.1.4, LC0 3.1.5, LC0 3.1.6,
LC0 3.2.1, LC0 3.2.3, and LCO 3.2.4 may be suspended during
the porformance of PHYSICS TESTS provided:

a. -THERMAL POWER is maintained s 8b% RTP;

b. = Nuclear overpower trip setpoint is s 10% RTP higher
than tho ' THERMAL POWER at which the test is perforned,

' with a maximum setting of 90% RTP; and

th(e )COLR.and FL are maintained within limits specified in
F Zc.

Operation with THERMAL POWER s 85% of RTP during PHYSICS
TESTS provides an acceptable thermal margin when one or more
of the applicable LCOs is out of specification.

[For tinis facility, the following support systems are
required to be OPFRABLE to ensure that the LCO and SR
conditions are mnt: [ List]] 9

[Forthisfacility,therequiredsupportsyst$ms,whichuponi

their failure do not result in the Conditions of this LC0 to
not be met, and their justification are as follows: [ List]]

.

APPLICABILITY This LCO is applicable in MODE 1 when the reactor has
completed low power testing and is in power ascension or
during pcNer operation with THERMAL POWER greater than 5% of
RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP) but no greater than 85% of RTP.
This LC0 is applicable for power ascension testing as
defined by Regulatory Guide 1.68 (Ref. 3). In MODE 2,
Applicability of this LC0 is not required because LC0 3.1.9
addresses PHYSICS TESTS exceptions in MODE 2. In MODES 3,
4, 5, and 6, Applicability is not required because physics

' testing is not performed in these MODES.

(continued)

O
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MODE 1 Physics Tests Exceptions
B 3.1.8'

;

'
1

F; BASES (continued)
\v|

ACTIONS M
If THERMAL POWER exceeds 85% of RTP, then THERMAL POWER must
be reduced to restore the additional thermal margir. provided
by the reduced power level. The required Completion Time of
1 hour gives the operator adequate time to restore THERMAL
POWER to within specification.-- This required Completion
Time.is consistent with, or more conservative than, those
specified for the individual LCOs addressed by PHYSICS TESTS
, Exceptions.

A
'

M,

Ih Tl!ERMAL POWER exceeds 85% of RTP, then 1 hour is allowed
for the operator?to complete an orderly suspension of
P..YSICS TESTSzExceptions. Suspension of PHYSICS TESTS
Exceptions requires restoration of each of the applicable
individual LCOs to.within specification. This required
Completion Time:is consistent with, or more conservstive
than, those specified for the individual LCOs addressed by
PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions.

M
, -)g The nuclear overpower trip setpbint must be no more than 10%( t

of RTP higher than the PHYSICS TESTS' power level to maintain
both core protection and an operating margin at the reduced
power level similar to that at RTP.' The nuclear overpower
trip setpoint must also be no more than 90% of RTP if
PHYSICS TESTS are performed'at a THERMAL POWER between 80%
and 85% of RTP. If either of these conditions is not met,
then 1 hour is allowed to restore the nuclear overpower trip

; setpoint to within limits. The required Completion Time of
' I hour to restore the nuclear overpower trip setpoint to

within limits is reasonable, based on operating experience,
for adjusting this setpoint and is consistent with that of
Required Action A.I.

M
If the nuclear overpower trip setpoint is not within the
specified limits, then 1 hour is allowed for the operator to
complete an orderly suspension of PHYSICS TESTS exceptions.
Suspension of PHYSICS TESTS exceptions requires restoration
of each of the applicable individual LCOs to within

(continued)

(~'N, (continued)
Q)
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f*' MODE 1 Physics Tests Exceptions
B 3,1.8,<

/ BASES (continued)f .
-

ACTIONS specification. This required Com
(continued) with, or more conservative than, pletion Time is consistentthose specified for the

individual LCOs addressed by these PHYSICS TESTS exceptions,

SVRVEILLANCE SR 3.1.8.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verification that THERMAL POWER is s 85% of RTP ensures thatthe required additional thermal mar
prior to and during PHYSICS TESTS. gin has been establishedThe required frequency
of once per hour allows the operator adequate time to
determine any degradation of the established thermal marginduring PHYSICS TESTS.

SR 3.1.8.2

Verification that F Z and F1 are within their limitsensures that core 1%(ca)l' linear, heat rate and departure from!

nucleate boiling ratio will remain within their limits while
one or more of the LCOs that normally control these design
limits are out of specification. The required Frequency of
2 hours allows the o)erator adequate time to collect a flux
map and to perform tie hot channel factor verifications
based on operating experience. This Frequency is more
conservative that the Completion Time for restoration of the
individual LCOs that preserve the F (Z) and, Fign limits.
SR 3.1.8.3

Verification that the nuclear overpower trip setpoint ;;;
within the limit specified for each Physics Test ensures
that core protection at the reduced power level is
established and will remain in place during the PHYSICSTESTS. Perforrning the verification once every 8 hours
allows the operator adequate time to determine any
degradation of the established trip setpoint margin before
and during PHYSICS TESTS and to adjust the nuclear overpowertrip setpoint.

(continued)

,
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iMODE 1 Physics Tests Exceptions

B 3.1.8
I

I
i

(v ;- BASES (continued),

!

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
- Appendix B, Section XI: (Test Control), " Quality
Assurance-Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel
Reprocessing Plants.."-

L

2.- Title 10, code 'of. Federal Regulations, Part 50.53, '
'

" Changes Tests, and Experiments."
.

3.: 2 Regulatory Guide 1.68, Revision 2, " Initial Test
Programs for Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants," U.S. ,

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, August 1978, r
.

"I j

X 14.: J ANSI /ANS-19.6.1-1985, " Reload Startup PHYSICS TESTS
~

for Pressurized Water Reactors," American National
Standards. Institute, December 13, 1985.

FSAR, Section (13.4.8], "(Post criticality
(UnitName]i

5.
Testing)." <

-+.

6. Unit Name: FSAR, Section [13.4.8), (Tables 13-3 and~
L3-4, Am. 49, September 30,1976).

.1-.

7. (Unit Name) Core Operating 7|.imits Report, "[ Title]."
.

D =

,

;u-

,

.

!
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MODE 2 PHYSICS _ TEST Exceptions
B.3.1.9

b B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL
v

B 3.1.9 MODE 2 PHYSICS TEST Exceptions

BASES
|

BACKGROUND The purpose of this MODE 2 LC0=is to permit PHYSICS TESTS to I
be conducted by providing exemptions from the requirements 1
of;other LCOs. Establishment of a test. program to verify
that: structures, systems,.and components will perform- = '

satisfactorily in service-is *,'equired by 10 CFR 50,
f " Appendix B- (Ref.1).: Testing is required as an integral'
% ., part,ofvthe design,-fabrication, construction, and operation
' lofdhe' power" plant. - All functions necessary to ensure that-

"specifiedfdesign conditions are not violated during normal
operationi:and anticipated operational: occurrences (A00s)
must be testedC (Requirements' for notification ofL the NRCJ
for the purpose' of conducting tests and experiments are 4

specifiedfin'10 CFR 50.59 (Ref. 2).

ThekeyobjectNes"ofia'testprogramareto-(Ref.3):
A .

a. ProvideassuraNhe.thatI.the facility has been
~

O adequately designed;7..
gV, ,

.

b. Validate the analytical'neodels used in the design and-s
analysis; g

ums
c. Verify the assumptions usedito predict unit-response;

Provide assurance- that i$tallation' of equipment -ind.
the facility has.been accomplished iniaccordance with-
the design; and

e. Verify.that the operating and emergency procedures are
adequate'. -

To accomplish these objectives, testing.is performed prior
to initial criticality; during _startup, low-power
operations, and power ascension;'at high-powers; and after

";each refueling. The PHYSICS TEST requirement: for reload
fuel cycles assure that.-the operating. characteristics of the-
core are consistent with the design predictions and that the
core can be operated as designed (Ref.-4).

(continued)

(continued)

~iv
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MODE 2 PHYSICS TEST Exceptions
B 3.1.9

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND PHYSICS TEST procedures are written and approved in
(continued) accordance with established guidelines. The procedures

include all information necessary to permit a detailed
execution of testing required to ensure that the design
intent is met. PHYSICS TESTS are performed in accordance
with these procedures, and test results are approved prior
to continued power escalation and long-term power operation.

Examples of PHYSICS TESTS include-determination of critical
boron concentration, CONTROL R0D group worth, reactivity
coefficients, flux symmetry, and core power distribution.

APPLICABLE It is acceptable to suspend certain LCOs for PHYSICS TESTS
SAFETY ANALYSES because reactor protection criteria are preserved by the

ICOs still maintained and by the SRs. .Even if an accident
occurs during PHYSICS TESTS with one or more LCOs suspended,
fuel damage criteria are preserved because the limits on
nuclear hot channel factors and shutdown capability are
maintained during the PHYSICS TESTS.

Reference 5 defines requirements' for initial testing of the
facility, including PHYSICS TESTS. Tables 13-3 and 13-4
(Ref 6) summarize the zero, low power,'and power tests.
Requirements for reload fuel cycle PHYSICS TESTS are given
in Table 1 of ANSI /ANS - 19.6.1-1985 (Ref.~ 4). Although
these PHYSICS TESTS are generally accomplished within the
limits of all LCOs, conditions may occur when one or more of
tne LCOs must be suspended to make completions of PHYSICS
TESTS possible or practical.

This is acceptable as long as the fuel design criteria are
| not violated. When one or more of the limits specified-in

LC0 3.1.3, " Moderator Temperature Coefficient,"
LC0 3.1.4, " CONTROL R00 Group Alignment Limits,"
LC0 3.1.5, " Safety Rod Insertion Limits,"
LC0 3.1.6, " AXIAL POWER SHAPING R00 (APSR) Alignment

,

| Limits,"

|
LC0 3.2.1, " Regulating Rod Insertion Limits," and

' LC0 3.4.2, " Minimum Temperature for Criticality (MTC)"

(continued)

(continued)
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MODE 2 PHYSICS TEST Exceptions
B 3.1.9

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE are suspended for PHYSICS TESTS, the fuel design criteria
SAFETY ANALYSES are preserved by maintaining the nuciear hot channel factors

|

(continued) (in MODE 1 PHYSICS TESTS) within their limits and by
limiting maximum THERMAL POWER. .Therefore, surveillance of |

:
the NUCLEAR HEAT FLUX HOT CHANNEL FACTOR (Z)) and the

is required-NUCLEAR ENTHALPY RISE HOT CHANNEL FACTOR- ,) The limits ;

Ito verify-that their limits are not excee .
'

for the nuclear hot channel factors-are specified in the
_ CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (COLR) (Pef. 7). Refer to the
; Bases for LCO-3.2.S for a complete discussion of F (Z) andn

4 ' FL . ,

,

" Shutdown capability is preserved by limiting maximum -
' obtainable THERMAL POWER when in HODE 2 PHYSICS TESTS. In
MODE 2, the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) temperature must be
within the narrow-range instrumentation for plant control.
The narrow-range temperature instrumentation goes on scale
at S20'F. Therefore,rit is considered safe to allow the-
minimum RCS tem)erature'to decrease to S20'F during MODE 2
PHYSICS TESTS, sased on the low probability of an accident !

occurring and on; prior operating experience.

PHYSICS TESTS include measurement of core nuclear parameters
or exercise of control components that affect process,

N. variables. Among the process variables involved are AXIAL
POWER IMBALANCE (API) and QUALRANT' POWER TILT.(QPT), which
represent initial condition inpute(power peaking) to the
accident analysis. Also involvedfare the movable control
components (i.e., the regulating rod and the AXIAL POWER
SHAPING R00 (APSR), which affect power peaking and are
required for shutdown of the reactor. The limits for these
variables are specified for e'ach fuel cycle in the COLR
(Ref.7).

PHYSICS TESTS meet the criteria for inclusion in Technical
Specifications since the component and process variable LCOs
suspended during PHYSICS TESTS meet criteria 1, 2i and 3 of-
the NRC Interim Policy. Statement.

LC0 This LCO permits individual CONTROL RODS to be positioned
outside of their specified group alignment and withdrawal ,

limits and to be assigned to other than specified CONTROL

(continued)

(continued) l
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MODE 2 PHYSICS TEST Exceptions
B 3.1.9 i

BASES (continued)
_

LCO ROD grou)s, and permits API and QPT limits to be exceeded-
(continued) during tie performance of PHYSICS TESTS. In addition, this

,LC0 permits verification of the fundamental core
characteristics and nuclear instrumentation operation.

This LCO also allows suspension of LCO 3.1.3, LCO 3.1,4,
LC0 3.1.5, LCO 3.1.6, LCO 3.2.1, and LC0 3.4.2 provided:

a. THERMAL POWER is s 5% RATED THERMAL * POWER (RTP);

b.: LReactor;tri) setpoints on the OPERABLE nuclear
overpower ciannels are set to 1 25% RTP; and

c. Nuclear instrumentation source range and intermediate
range.high startup rate CONTROL ROD withdrawal inhibit
are OPERABLE. 4

The limits of LCO 3.2.3 and:LCO 3.2.4 do not apply in
MODE 2. Inhibiting CONTROL ROD withdrawal based on startup
rate also limits =1ocal linear heat rate (LHR), departure
from nucleate boiling--ratio (DNBR), and peak RCS pressure
during accidents initiated from low power.

[For this facility, the''follbwing support systems are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that the LCO and SR
conditions are met: [ List]] '9
[Forthisfacility,therequiredsupportsyshms,whichuponi

their failure do not result in the conditions of this LCO to
not be met, and their justificationLare as follows: [ list]]

APPLICABILITY This LCO is applicable in MODE 2 when the reactor is either
not critical or when THERMAL POWER is s 5% RTP, This LCO is
applicable for initial criticality or low power testing as
defined by Regulatory Guide 1.68 (Ref 3). In MODE 1,
Applicability of this LC0 is not required because LCO 3.1.0
addresses PHYSICS TEST Exceptions in MODE 1. In MODES 3, 4,
5, and 6, Applicability is not required because physics
testing is not performed in these MODES.

-

(continued)
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MODE 2 PHYSICS. TEST Exceptions-
.B 3.1.9

O)'
V BASES (continued)

ACTIONS L1 j

If THERMAL POWER exceeds 5% RTP, a positive reactivity- |

addition could be occurring and a nuclear- excursion could
result. To ensure that local LHR, DNBR, and RCS
limits are not violated, the reactor is tripped. pressureThe |

necessary prompt action requires manual- '

operator action without attempts to reduce _ THERMAL POWER by
, actuating the control system (i.e., CONTROL ROD-insertion or '

j JCSboration).
7

.

fv''
~

if the nuclear ' overpower trip- setpoint is greater than 25%
RTP,.a3 reactivity addition could result in a greater DNBR
decrease or.:RCS pressure increase than would be allowed
under normal conditions. The required Completion Time of
1 hour to1 restore thes-nuclear overpower trip setpoint to
within the specified limits is reasonable based on-operating
experience,:the Llow probability of an accident occurring,
and tne time required to complete the action without

r challengingsafetyjsystems'
(])

,
,

j '5,'

y ,

f,

If the nuclear overpower tr'ip setpsnt is greater than 25%
RTP, then I hour is allowed for theioperator to complete an
orderly suspension of PHYSICS TEST Exceptions.= Suspension
of PHYSICS TEST Exceptions requires restoration of each of
the applicable individual LCOs ~to within specification in
order to ensure that continuity of reactor operation is-
within initial condition limits. This: required Completion
Time is consistent with, or more conservative than, those
specified for the individual LCOs addressed by-PHYSICS -TEST
Exceptions.

f_d

The nuclear-instrumentation source'and intermediate-range,
high startup rate, CONTROL R00 withdrawal inhibit functions
prevent an uncontrolled CONTROL R0D withdrawal (such as
during a startup accident) from contributing to an
undesirable reactivity addition. If these functions are

(continued)

(continued)

v)| 1
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MODE 2 PHYSICS TEST Exceptions
B 3.1.9

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS ino)erable, restoring these functions to OPERABLE status
(continued) witlin I hour is a reasonable amount of time for the

operator to resolve any system problems that have rendered
them inoperable.

C.s1

If the nuclear instrumentation source and
intermediate-range, high startup rate, CONTROL R00
withdrawal inhibit functions are inoperable, then I hour is
allowed for the operator to complete an orderly suspension
of PHYSICS TEST Exceptions. Suspension of PHYSICS TEST
Exceptions requires restoration of each of the applicable
individual LCOs to within specification. This required
Completion Time is consistent with, or more conservative
than, those specified for the individual LCOs addressed by
PHYSICS TEST Exceptions.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.9.1
REQUIREMENTS -

Performing a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each nuclear
instrumentation source and intermediate-range and nuclear
overpower channel ensures that the instrumentation required
to detect a channel ensures that the instrumentation
required to detect deviation from THERMAL POWER or to detect
a high startup rate is OPERABLE. Performing the test once
within 24 hours prior to initiating PHYSICS TESTS ensures
that the instrumentation is OPERABLE shortly before PHYSICS
TESTS begin and allows the operator to correct any
instrumentation problems.

SR 3.1.9.2

Verification that THERMAL POWER is s 5% RTP ensures that an
adequate margin is maintained between the THERMAL POWER
level and the nuclear overpower trip setpoint. Hourly
verification is adequate for the operator to determine any
change in core conditions, such as xenon redistribution
occurring after a THERMAL POWER reduction, that could cause
THERMAL POWER to exceed the specified limit.

(continued)

(continued)
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MODE 2'PHYSICSfTEST Exceptions
B 3.1.9-

- BASES.(continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.9.3 1

REQUIREMENTS

-(continued) Verification that the nuclear overpower trip setpoint is
within the limit specified for PHYSICS TESTS ensures that
core protection at the reduced power level is established-
and will remain-in place during PHYSICS -TESTS. Performing -
the verification once per 8 hours: allows'the operator
adequate time to determine!any degradation of the

; established trip setpoint margin before and during PHYSICS
TESTS and to adjust theLnuclear overpower trip setpoint.

#

REFERENCES l ',' Title'10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,-

Appendix B. Section XI (Test Control), " Quality
Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel
Reprocessing Plants."

2. Title 10,- Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.59.
" Changes _ Tests, and Experiments.''-

3. Regulatory Guide 1.68, Revision 2, " Initial- Test
Programs for Water-Cooled (Nuclear Power Plants," .U.S.-

'

. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, August -1978.
i -

4. ANSI /ANS-19.6.',-1985,:" Reload Startup Physics Tests-
: for Pressurized Water Reactors," American National
j Standards Institute, December 13,"1985.

I 5. (Unit Name] FSAR,.Section.[13.4.8],."[ Post Criticality
Testing]."

6. (Unit Name]' FSAR,' Section (13.4.8],. (Table 13-3,,

; " Title," and Table 13-4, " Title]."
;

[ 7. (Unit Name] Core Operating Limits Report, "[ Title]."

,

i

e

i
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Regulating . Rod Insertion Limits
B 3.2.1-

B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

B 3.2.1 Reculatino Rod Insertion Limits

BASES
, - - - - - - - - - - . . . - . - - - -

BACKGROUND The insertion limits of the regulating rods are initial .
assumptions used in all scfety analyses which assume rod
insertion upon reactor trip. The~. insertion limits directly
affect the core power distributions, the assumptions of
available SHUTDOWN MRGIN (SDM), and the initial reactivity
insertion rate.

The:ap)licable criteria for these reactivity and power -
distri)ution design requirements are 10 CFR 50, Appendix A,
GDC 10, ' Reactor Design," GDC 26, " Reactivity Limits"
(Ref.'l), and 10 CFR 50.46, " Acceptance Criteria for
Emergency Core Cooling Systems-for. Light Water Nuclear Power

' Plants" (Ref. 2) .

The limits on regulating rod insertion have been
established; and)all rod positions are monitored and
controlled during power. operation to_ ensure that the powerh distribution and reactivity limits defined-by the design-V power peaking and'SDM limits.are not violated.

Theregulatingrodghoups-operatewithapredetermined
amount of position overlap in-order to approximate a linear
relation between rod worth and. rod position-(integral rod '

worth). To achieve this linear relationship, the regulating
t - rod groups are withdrawn and' operated in a' predetermined-
! sequence. The automatic control system controls _ reactivity

by moving the regulating rod groups in sequence within
analyzed ranges. The group sequence and overlap limits are
specified in the CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (COLR).

The regulating rods are used for precise' reactivity control
of the reactor. The positions of the regulating rods are

y normally controlled automatically -by the automatic Control
L System but can also be manually controlled. They are-

capable of adding reactivity very quickly compared to|

i borating or diluting the Reactor Coolant- System (RCS).
.

The power density at any point in the core must be limited
to maintain specified acceptable fuel design -limits,
including limits which assure.that the criteria specified in

.

(continued)

(continued)
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Regulating Rod Insertion Limits
B 3.2.1 ;

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND 10 CFR 50.46 (Ref. 2) are not violated. Together,
i

(continued) LC0 3.2.1, LC0 3.2.2, LCO 3.2.3, and LC0 3.2.4 provide'

limits on control component operation and on monitored
process variables to ensure that the core operates within
the limits for the NUCLEAR HEAT FLUX HOT CHANNE!. FACTOR
(F (Z)) and the NUCLEAR ENTHALPY RISE HOT CHANNEL FACTORi

| (F ) limits in the COLR, Reference 3. Operation within
th ,F (Z) limits given in the COLR prever.ts power peaks that

nwould exceed the loss- of-coolant accident (LOCA) limits
derived from the analysis of the Emergency Core Cooling

Operation within the F"a limits, given in
Sfstem(ECCS).t e COLR, prevents Departure from Nucleate Boiling (DNB)
during a loss-of- forced-reactor-coolant-flow accident, in
addition to the F (Z) and FL limits, certain reactivity

nlimits are met by regulating rod insertion limits. The
regulating rod insertion limits also restrict the ejected
CONTROL R00 worth to the values assumed in the safety
analysis and maintain the minimum required-SDM in MODES 1
and 2.

The regulating rod insertion and alignment limits, AXIAL
POWER IMBALANCE, QUADRANT POWER TILT-(QPT), and AXIAL POWER
SHAPING R0D (APSR) position are process variables which
together characterize and control the three-dimensional
power distribution of the reactor core. Additionally, the
safety and regulating bank insertion limits control the
reactivity which could be added in the event of a rod
ejection accident, and the shutdown and regulating bank
insertion limits assure that the required SDM is maintained.

Operation within the limits of this LCO will prevent fuel-
cladding failures wiiich would breach the primary fission
product barrier and re! ease fission products into the
reactor coolant in the (vent c' a LOCA, loss-of-flow,

j ejected rod, or other p stulat , r.ccidents r%uiring
| termination by a Reactor Trip System (RTS) trip function.

APPLICABLE The fuel cladding must not sustain damage as a result of
SAFETY ANALYSES normal operation (Condition 1) and anticipated operational

occurrences (Condition 2). The LC0 governing regulating rod
insertion, APSR position, AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE, and QPT

(continued)

(continued)
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Regulating-Rod Insertion Limits
B 3.2.1

O BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE preclude core power distributions from occ'urring which would ,

; SAFETY ANALYSES violate the-following fuel design criteria:
i (continued)
i a. During a large-break LOCA, the peak cladding

temperature must not exceed a limit of 2200'E'

j (Ref. 2).
'

4

i b. During a loss-of-forced-reactor-coolant-flow accident,- i

| there must be at least a 95% probability at a 95%
confidence level that the hot fuel rod in the core'

does not experience a ONB condition (Ref. 1). This is,

{ -referred to hereafter as the 95/95 DNB criterion.

| c. _During an ejected rod accident, the fission energy
i input to-the fuel must.not exceed 280 cal /gm
! (Ref. (b).
I
t d. The CONTROL RODS must be capable of shutting down the
i reactor with a minimum required SDM with the highest
; worth CONTROL R00. stuck fully withdrawn (Ref.1).

I Fuel cladding damage does not occur when the core is
operated outside these LCOs during normal operation.

However, fuel-claddinfe simultaneous violation of one or
damage could result should in"

| accident occur with.t
more of the LCOs limiting the regulating rod position,. the

,

APSR position, the AXIAL POWER IM8ALANCE and the QPT. This.
3

potential for fuel-cladding damage exists becausr danges in
3 the power distribution can cause increased power peaking and
! corresponding increased local linear heat rates,
i
i The SDM requirement is assured by limiting the regulating

and safety rod insertion limits so that the allowable:
1 inserted worth of the rods'is such that sufficient
- reactivity is available in the rods to- shut down the reactor

'

j to hot zero power-with a reactivity margin which assumes
that the maximum worth rod. remains fully withdrawn upon trip-

i (Ref. 5).
i Operation at the. regulating rod insertion limits and/or the
j AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE limits _may cause the core power to-

approach the maxiMm linear heat generation rate' or 3eaking ;

factor with the allowed -QPT present. Operation at tie
regulating rod insertion 1imit may also indicate that the

(continued) ,;

( (continued) i
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Regulating Rod Insertion Limits
B 3.2.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE maximum ejected rod worth could be equal to the limiting
SAFETY ANALYSES value in fuel cycles which have sufficiently high ejected

(continued) rod worths.

The regulating and safety rod insertion limits ensure that
the safety analyses assumptions for SOM, ejected rod worth,
and power distribution peaking factors remain valid.
(Ref. 4).

The regulating rod insertion limits satisfy Criterion 2 of
the NRC Interim Policy Statement, in that they are initial
conditions assumed in the safety analysis.

LC0 The limits on the safety and regulating rod sequences,
including their overlap and insertion positions as defined
in the COLR (Ref 3), must be maintained because they ensure
that the resulting power distribution will be within the
range of analyzed power distributions, ensure that the SDM
is maintained, ensure that the ejected rod worth is
maintained, and ensures that there will be adequate negative
reactivity inserted by a reactor trip.

The overlap between regulating banks arovides more uniform
rates of reactivity insertion and witidrawal and is imposed
to maintain acceptable power peaking during. regulating rod
motion.

Error-adjusted maximum allowable setpoints for regulating
rod insertion and APSR insertion positions are provided in
the COLR. The setpoints are derived by an adjustment of the
measurement system-independent limits given in the COLR to
allow for THERMAL POWER level uncertainty and rod position
errors.

Actual alarm setpoints implemented in the unit may be more
restrictive than the maximum allowable setpoint values to
provide additional conservatism between the actual alarm
setpoint and the measurement system-independent limit.

(For this facility, an OPERABLE regulating rod insertion
alarm and an OPERABLE regulating rod group constitute the
following:]

(continued)

(continued)
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-Regulating Rod It.4ertion Limits
B 3.2.1

|

BASES (continued)

LCO (For this facility, the following support systems are
(continued) required to be OPERABLE to ensure regulating rod insertion

alarm and regulating rod group OPERABILITY:]

[For this facility, the required. support systems, which upon
their failure do not result in the inoperability of the
regulating rod insertion alarm and the regulating- rod group, ;

and'the justifications > are as follows:]

APPLICABILITY , The regulating rod sequence, overlap and physical insertion
. limits shall be maintained with the reactor in MODES 1
and 2. =These--limits must be maintained since-they maintain

-

the validity of the assumed power distribution, ejected rod
worth, SDM, and reactivity rate insertion assumptions used
in the safety analyses. Applicability in MODES.3, 4, and 5
is not required, since neither the' power distribution nor
ejected rod worth assumptions ~would be. exceeded in these
MODES.

This LC0 has been modified by a Note which states that this
LCO is not applicable during the performance of SR 3.1.4.2.

O, This surveillance requires that-the rods be moved at ,least
every 92_ days to verify their OPERABILITY. The individual-
rods are moved at'least 3% of the core height and then- <

returned to their original position'.' "

4

ACTIONS General
'

The regulating rod insertion alarm setpoints provided in the-
'COLR (Ref.- 3) are based on both'the initial conditions
assumed in the-accident analyses and on the SDN.:
Specifically, separate insertion 1_imits -are specified to
determine whether the unit is operating in violation of the
initial conditions (e.g.,.the range of power distributions)
assumed in the-accident analyses.or whether the unit is in
violation of the SDN. Separate: insertion limits are;

! provided because different Required Actions'and Completion
| Times apply, depending on which insertion: limit has been
L violated. The area between the boundaries of acceptable

operation and unacceptable operation, illustrated on the
-

regulating rod insertion limit figures in the COLR,-is

(continued)

-p (continued)
D
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Regulating Rod Insertion Limits
B 3.2.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS called the restricted region. The actions required when
(continued) operation in the restricted region occurs are described

under Condition A. The actions required when operation in
the unacceptable region occurs are described under
Condition C.

Ad

Operation with the regulating rods in the restricted region
shown on the regulating rod insertion figures in the COLR or
with any group sequence or overlap outside the limits of
this LC0 potentially violates ,the LOCA linear heat rate
limits (F (Z) limits), loss-of-flow accident DNB peaking
limits (h limits), or ejected rod worth: limits. The
design calculations assume no deviation in nominal overlap
between regulating rod banks.- However, deviations of 5% of
the core height above or below the nominal overlap may be
typical and will not cause significant differences in core
reactivity, in power distribution, or in rod worth, relative
to the design calculations. . The group sequence must be
maintained because design calculations assume the regulating,

i

rods withdraw and inser'. in a pre-determined order.

To verify that F (Z) and Ff, are within their limits,
nSR 3.2.5.1 is performed using the Incore Detector System to

obtain a three-dimensional power distribution map.
Verification that F (Z)- and F "n are within their limits
ensures that operation with the regulating rotis inserted
into the restricted region does not violate the ECCS or DNB
criteria (Ref. 6). The required Completion Time of 2 hours
is acceptable in that it allows the operator sufficient time
to obtain a power distribution map and to verify the power
peaking factors. Repeating SR 3.2.5.1 every 2 hours is
acceptable because it ensures that continued verification of

,

the power peaking factors is performed as core conditions
(primarily regulating rod insertion and induced xenon
redistribution) change.

Monitoring the power peaking factors F (Z) and Ff, does not
provideverificationthatthereactivikyinsertionrateon
the rod trip or the ejected rod worth limit is maintained,
since worth is a reactivity parameter rather than a power
peaking parameter. However, if the COLR figures do not show
a rod insertion limit labelled as ejected rod worth limited,
then the ejected rod worth is no more limiting than the SDM

(continued)

(continued)
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1Regulating Rod ~ 1nsertion Limitt
. B 3.2 .1- 1

,

j BASES (continued)
- >

ACTIONS based rod insertion limit in the core design (Ref. 7).
(continued) Ejected rod worth = limits are independently maintained by-the

Required Actions of Condition C.
*

.
. .

[For this facility, the regulating rods.can be restored .to
within acceptable operating limits by the following
actions:)

L2
'

Indefinite operation with the regulating rods inserted .in '
.the restricted region, or in violation of the group sequence-
or overla) limits is not prudent because [ ) . - Even if .
power-peating monitoring per Required Act1on A.1 is .

continued, reactivity limits.may not be met and the abnormal
'regulating rod insertion-or-group configuration may cause an

adverse' xenon. redistribution, may cause the limits on AXIAL -

POWER IMBALANCE to be exceeded, or may adversely. affect the'
long-term fuel depletion pattern. Therefore, power peaking s

monitoring is allowed for up to' 4 hours after discovery of-
~

failure to meet the requirements of this LCO. This required
Completion Time is reasonable based on the-low probability -

of an event occurring simultaneously with- the limit out of
gO specification in this relatively short time' period. In- '

addition, it precludes long-term depletion with abnormal-
group insertions or configurations, thereby. limiting the

; potential for an adverse Xenon redistribution.i

1L1-
'

If-the regulating rods cannot be restored within the-
acceptable operating limits shown- on the figures in the COLR-

"within the required _ Completion. Time-(i.e., Required
' Action.A.2 not met), then the limits can be restored by;

reducing the THERMAL POWER to a value allowed by the
regulating rod insertion limits .in the COLR. The required

.
Completion Time of 2 hours is sufficient to : allow the-
operator to complete the power reduction in an. orderlyE ,

: manner and without challenging the plant: systems. _0peration
-for.up to 2 more hours in.the restricted region shown in the"

COLR is acceptable based on--the low probability' of an event-
occurring simultaneously with.the-limit ~out of specification
in this relatively short time period. In addition, it

-

precludes long-term depletion with abnormal group insertions

(continued),

|
(continued)
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Regulating Rod Insertion Limits
B 3.2.1

BASES (continued) |

ACTIONS or configurations, and limits the potential for an adverse
(continued) xenon redistribution.

L.1

0)eration in the unacceptable region shown on the figures in
i

tie COLR corresponds to power operation with an SDM less
than tne minimum required value. Restoration of the
required SDM requires increasing the RCS boron concentration
because the regulating rods may be inserted too far to
provide sufficient negative reactivity insertion following a-
scram. The RCS boration must occur as described in
Section B 3.1.1. The required Completion Time of 15 minutes
to initiate boration is reasonable based on limiting the
potential xenon redistribution, the low probability of an
accident occurring in this relatively short timo period and
the number of steps required to complete this ACTION. This
allows the operator sufficient time to align the required
valves and to start the boric acid pumps. Boration will
continue until the regulating rod group positions are
restored to at least within the restricted operational
region, which restores the minimum SDM capability.

M '

The required Completion Time of 2 hours from initial
discovery of a regulating rod group in the' unacceptable
region until its restoration to within the restricted
operating region shown on the figures in the COLR allows
sufficient time for borated water to enter the RCS from the
chemical addition and makeup systems, thereby allowing the
regulating rods to be withdrawn to the restricted region.
Operation in the restricted region for up to an additional
2 hours is reasonable based on limiting the potential for an
adverse xenon redistribution, the low probability of an
accident occurring in this relatively short time period, and
the number of steps required to complete this ACTION.

In the event that the regulating rods position indication
system is found to be inoperable the regulating rod is
considered to be not within limits and Required Action C.2
and LCO 3.1.4 apply.i

(continued)

(continued) |
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Regulating Rod Insertion' Limits
B 3.2.1

[) BASES (continued) |
V

ACTIONS Ed
(continued)

If the regulating rods cannot be restored to within the
acceptable operating limits for the original 1HERMAL POWER,
or if the power reduction cannot be completed within the
required Completion Time, then the reactor is placed in
MODE 3, in which this LCO does not apply. This ACTION
ensures that the reactor does not continue operating in
violation of the peaking limits, the ejected rod worth, the
reactivity insertion rate assumed as initial conditions in
the accident analyses, or the required minimum SDM assumed
in the accident analyses. The required Completion Time of
6 hours is reasonable based on operating experience
regarding the amount of time required to reach MODE 3 from
RATED THERMAL POWER without challenging the plant systems.

>

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2.1.1
REQUIREMENTS

When the regulating rod banks are maintained within their
insertion limits as verified by SR 3.2.1.2 as specified in

n the COLR, it is unlikely that their sequence and overlap

(V) will not be in accordance with their required limits in the
COLR. Nevertheless, this surveillance provides the
necessary assurance that the sequence and overlap limits are
not violated. A surveillance Frequency of 12 hours or
4 hours depending on whether the CONTROL R0D drive sequence
alarm is OPERABLE or not, is acceptable because [ ]. Also,
the frequency takes into account other information available
to the operator in the control room that monitors the status
of the regulating rods.

This surveillance is modified by a Note which states that
SR 3.0.4 is not applicable since the unit must be in the
applicable MODES in order to perform surveillances which
demonstrate that the limits of this LC0 are met.

SR 3.2.1.2

With an OPERABLE regulating rod insertion limit alarm,
verification of the regulat.ing rod insertion limits as
specified in the COLR at a Frequency of 12-hours is
sufficient to ensure the OPERABILITY of the regulating rod
insertion limit alarm and to detect regulating rod banks

(continued)

/S (continued)
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Regulating Rod Insertion Limits
B 3.2.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE that may be approaching the bank insertion limits since very- !
'

REQUIREMENTS little rod motion occurs in 12 hours due to fuel burnup. If

(continued) the insertion limit alarm becomes inoperable, verification
of the regulating rod bank position at a Frequency of
4 hours is sufficient to detect whether the regulating rod
banks may be approaching or exceeding the regulating rod
banks insertion limit because [ Also, the frequency.-

takes into account other informat< on available to the
operator in the control room that monitor the status of the
regulating rods.

SR 3.2.1.2 is modified by a Note which states that SR 3.0.4
is not applicable since the unit must be in the applicable
MODES in order to perform surveillances which demonstrate
the LC0 limits are met,

c

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50
Appendix A " General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power
Plants," GDC 10. " Reactor Design," and GDC 26,
" Reactivity Control System Redundancy and Capability."

2. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.46,
" Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling -

Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power Reactors."

3. [ Unit Name) Core Operating Limits Report, "[ Title)."

4. [ Unit Name) FSAR,
,

a. Section [ ], " Rod Ejection Accident, Accident
Bases."

b. Section [ ), " Rod Ejection Accident, Fuel Rod
Damage."

c. Section [ ], " Thermal and Hydraulic Limits."

5. [ Unit Name) FSAR, Section [ ), "[ Title]."

6. tunit Name) FSAR, Section { ], "[ Title)."

(continued)

(continued)
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Regulating Rod: Insertion Limits
B 3.2.1 ,

gO BASES (continued)
G

RE ERE ES 7. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Section ( ), "[ Title]."
!
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APSR Insertion Limits
B 3.2.2 1

B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMIT

B 3.2.2 MJAL POWER SHAPING R00 (APSR) Insertion Limits

|

. - - . . . . . . - . . - . . - . . . . - -.

BACKGROUND The insertion ~ limits of. the. APSRs are initial assumptions in
all safety analyses which are affected by core power
distributions. The applicable criteria for these power i
distribution design requirements are'10 CFR 50, Appendix A,.

'rGDC 10 " Reactor Design" (Ref. 1), and 10 CFR Part 50.46,
" Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling Systems for
Light Water Nuclear Power Plants"-(Ref.-2).

-Limits on the APSRs rod insertion have been established, and
all rod positions are monitored and-controlled-during power
operation to ensure that the power distribution defined by
the design power peaking limits are maintained.

The power density at any point in the core must be limited
to maintain specified acceptable fuel design-limits,
including limits that meet the criteria specified in
10 CFR 50.46 (Ref. 2).. Together, LCO. 3.2.1, LC0 3.2.2,O LC0 3.2.3, and LCO.3.2.4-provide limits on control component
operation and on monitored-process variables to ensure that
the core operates within the Nuclear _ Heat Flux Hot

. .

Channel Factor (F (Z)) and the Nuclear Enthalpy Rise Hot
Channel Factor (F w) limits in the CORE OPERATING LIMITS
REPORT (COLR) (Re . 3). Operation'within the F Z) 1imits
given in the-COLR prevents power peaks that wo!a(ld exceed the
loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) limits derived from the
analysis of the EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM ~(ECCS).
Operation within the FN limits given in the COLR preventsN

Departure from Nucleate Boiling-(DNB) during a=
'loss-of-forced-reactor-coolant-flow accident. In addition
.

to the F Z) and F"maintain 0(d by regui"ating rod insertion limits. limits, certain reactivity limits-areThe 1

regulating rod insertion limits also restrict the ejected
rod worth to the values assumed in the safety ' analysis and
preserve the minimum required SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) in MODES
1 and 2. The- APSRs are not required for reactivity
insertion rate on trip or SDM and, therefore, they do not'

i trip on scram.

(continued)

j (continued) ;
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APSR Insertion Limits |
B 3.2.2

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND The regulating rod insertion and alignment limits, AXIAL
(continued) POWER IMBALANCE, QUADRANT POWER TILT (QPT), and APSR

position are )rocess variables that together characterize
and control tle three-dimensional power distribution of the
reactor core. Additionally, the safety and regulating rod
insertion limits control the reactivity that could be added
in the event of a rod ejection accident, and assure that the
required SDM is maintained.

Operation within the subject LCO limits will prevent fuel-
cladding failures that would breach the primary fission
product barrier and release fission products to the reactor -
coolant in the event of a LOCA, loss-of-flow, ejected rod,
or other postulated accident requiring termination by a
Reactor Trip System (RTS) trip function.

APPLICABLE The fuel cladding must not sustain damage as a result of
SAFETY ANALYSES normal operation (Condition 1) and anticipated operational

occurrences (A00s) (condition 2). The acceptance criteria
for the safety and regulating rod insertion, APSR position,
AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE, and QPT LCOs preclude core power
distributions from occurring which would violate the
following fuel design criteria:

a. During a large-break LOCA, the peak cladding
temperature must not exceed a limit of 2200'F
(10 CFR 50.46, Ref. 2);

b. During a loss-of-furced-reactor-coolant-flow accident,
there must be at least a 95% probability at a 95%-
confidence level that the hot fuel rod in the core

; does not experience a DNB condition. This is referred
| to hereafter as the-95/95 DNB criterion;

c. During an ejected rod accident, the fission energy
input to the fuel must not exceed 280 cal /gm
(Ref. 4b); and

d. The control rods must be capable of shutting down the
reactor with a minimum required SDM with the highest-
worth control rod stuck fully withdrawn (GDC 26, Ref.1).

(continued)

(continued)
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APSR-Insertion Limits
B 3.2.2

'

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE Fuel-cladding damage.does not occur when the core is
SAFETY ANALYSES operated outside these LCOs during normal operation.

(continued) However, fuel-claddina damage could' result should en !
accident occur with slmultaneous violation of one or more pf
these LCOs. This potential for fuel-cladding damage exists
because changes in the power distribution can cause
increased power- peaking and corresponding ior.reased local
linear heat rates.

10peration at the APSR Insertion limits or AXIAL-POWER
' IMBALANCE limits may approach the maximum allowable linear-

heat generation rate or )eaking. factor with_ the allowed QPT'

present. Operation at tie insertion limit may also indicate
that the maximum ejected rod worth could be equal to the
limiting value in fuel cycles that have sufficiently high
ejected rod worths.

The APSR insertion limits satisfy Criterion 2 of the NRC
Interim Policy Statement, in that they are initial

'conditions assumed.in the safety analysis,
'

s

LC0 The-limits on APSR physical insertion as defined in the COLR
(Ref. 3) must be maintained ~because,they serve the- function -

of maintaining the_ power distribution within an acceptable
range.

I Error-adjusted maximum allowable setpoints for APSR:
i insertion are provided in the COLR. The setpotnts are
| derived by adjustment of the measurement system-independent
| limits given in- the COLR to allow fer THERMAlf POWER level
|- uncertainty and rod position errors.
1
| Actual alarm setpoints implemented in the ' unit may- be more '

i restrictive than the maximum allowable setpoint values to
allow for additional conservatism between the actual alarm
setpoint and the measurement systemmlndependent limit'.i

,

' [For this- facility, an-0PERABLE APSR insertion alarm and an.
OPERABLE APSR constitute the following:]

' [For this facility, the following suoport systems are
'

required to be OPERABLE to ensure APSR insertion alarm and 1

APSROPERABILITY:]
;

(continued)

(continued)
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.APSR Insertion limits
B 3.2.2

BASES (continued)
_ _

LCO [For this facility, the required support systems, which upon
(continued) their failure do not result in the inoperability of the APS)1

insertion alarm and APSR inoperability, and the
justifications are as follows:),

__ ._ , __ __ , _

APPtlCABILITY The APSR physicci insertion limits shall be nwintained wit.h
the reactor in MODES I and 2. These limits must be
maintained since they maintain the power dis'tribution within
the range assumed.in The accident analyses. In MODE 1, the '

limits on APSR insertion specified by this Lc.0 must be
maintained to maintain the axial fuel burnup design
conditions assumed in the reload safety evaluat. ion malysis..
The fuel cycle design assumes APSR withdrawal at the
effectivez full power day (EFPD) burnup window specit'ied to

,

the COLR. Prior to this window, the APSRs cannot be
: maintained fully withdrawc in st<tady-state operation. After

this window, the APSRs are not allowed 'to be reinserted for
the remainder of the fuel cycle. In MODt 2, a)plicability
is required since the reactor can be in a slig1tly
subcritical condition (i.e., K > 0.99). Applicability in

. MODES 3,4,and5isnotrequiYed,sinceneitherthepower 8
! distribution nor ejected rod worth assum)tions in the W

accident analyses would be exceeded in 'tiese H00ES.

j .-

| ACTIONS .A_d

To verify thht both the core parameters F (Z) and F1 are
withintheirlimits,SR3.2.5.1isperformedusingthen

Incore Detector System to obtain a three-dimensional power
distribution map. Successful verification that F Z) and Finare within their limits ensures that operation wik(h the
APSRs inserted or withdrawn in violation of the times
specified in the COLR do not violate eithur tre ECCS or DNB
criteria (Ref. 5). The required Completion Time of
2 hours is reasonable to allow.the operator to obtain a
power distribution map and to verify the power peaking
factors Repeating SR 3.2.5.1 every 2 hours is reasonable
to ensure that continued verification of the power peaking
factors is obtained as core conditions (primarily the

(continued)

(continued)
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APSR' Insertion Limits
B 3.2.2

BASES (coattnued) -

!~

ACTIONS regulating- rod insertion and induced xenon redistribution) )
( (continued) chenge.

| It the esent that the APSR position indication system is

within limits and tequired.APSR is considered to be not
fow,d- to be inoperable the ,

Actions A.1,=A.2 and LCO 3.1.4
app'!y.

| .bd '

t Indefinite op9 ration with the ApSRs insseted or wiihd?&wn'in-
violation t) .he times specified in the C0!It is not prudent.,m

Even if power peaking monitoring per required Action L1 1s
' coinued, the abnormal, APSR insertion'or withdraM aay,

. cause anidverse xonon redistribution, or may cause the
i limits on' AXIAL POWER' IMBALANCE to be exceeded or may
.

affect the:long-term fuel-depletion pattern. Therefore
; gwer peating monitoring is allowed for up to ( haurs. ,This

required t.omrietion Time is retsonable based.on the low
| probability of an event.0ccupring simultanee siy with the

APSR If91t out ofapecification. In addition, it precludes.

! leng-term depletion:with.the AMh in positions which have,h not been analyzed thereby . limiting the' potential for ani
! V adverse xenon redistribution.- This time limit also ensures
i that a significant unintended burnup di-stribution does:not

devilop, and allows-the. operator sufficient time to-

,

-repositiontheAPSRstocorrect:theirippsition.-

y v
[ Since the APSits area not operatN by ihe' automatic control.
! system, manual' action by thcoperator 'is required to restore
7

the APSRs,tc the.po!,ition specified in the COLR.
.

i
'
; Ed
!

! If the APSRs cannot,be restored t.o their-intended position
| uithin the required completion Time of 4 hours, then the

-

l' reactor mur,t be placed-fr.tiODE 3, in which this LC0 does not
i apply. This ACTION ensu eszthat the fuel does not continue

to lpe depleud in:an- uni stended burnup distribution. The-
required Courgletion" lim of 6 hours is reasonable based on'

' operetting experience rrgarding the time required to reach
: MODE 3 from 'RAYE0 THERMAL POWER in an -orderly manner and
,

without' challenging plant systems.
.

I;.
.-

___

(continued)-
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APSR Insertion Licits
B 3.2.2

BASES (continued)

SURVElLLANCE SR 3.2.2 1
RFQUIREMENTS

When the plant computer is OPERABLE, the operator will
receive a computer alarm if the APSRs in.1rt after that time
in core life when the APSR withdrawal occurs. Verification
that the APSRs are within their insertion limits at a ,

12-hour Frequency is sufficient to ensure that the APSRs
insertion limits are preservad and the computer alarm
remains OPERABLE because ( ). Also, the frequency takes
into account other informution available to the operator in
the control room that monitors the status of the regulating
rods.

This surveillance is modified by a Note which states that
SR 3.0.4 is not applicatie since the unit must be in the
applicable MODES in order to perform surveillances which
demonstrate that the limits of this LC0 are met.

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix A. " General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power
Plants," GDC 10, ' Reactor Design," GDC 26, " Reactivity
Control System Reduridancy and Capability."

2. Title 10 Code of Federrl Regulations, Part 50.46,
.

" Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling '

Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power Reactors."
.

3. (Unit Name] Core Operating Limits Report [ Title].

4. [L' nit Name) FSAR,

a. Section ( ), "[ Rod Ejection Accident, Accident
Bases)."

b. Section [ ), "[ Rod Ejection Accident, Fuel Rod
Damage]."

c. Section [ ), "[ Thermal and Hydraulic limits]."
9 5. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ], "[ Title) . '

.-

.

O
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AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE Operating Limits
B 3.2.3

n(/ B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LlHITS

B 3.2.3 AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE Operatina limits

BASES
,

BACKGROUND The surpose of these MODE 1 power dis'ribution limits is to
esta)11sh any LCO which l uits the coro power distribution
based on accident initial condition criteria.

The power density at any point in the core must be limited
to maintain specified acceptable fuel design limits,
including limits that satisfy the criteria specified in
10 CFR 50.46 (Ref. 1). This LC0 provides limits on control
component operation and on monitored process variables to
ensure the core operates within the NUCLEAR HEAT FLUX HOT
CHANNEL FACTOR (f (Z)) and the NUCLEAR ENTHALPY RISE HOT
CHANNEL FACTOR (F u) limits in the CORE OPERATING LIMITS
REPORT (COLR) (Re . 2). Operation within the Fo(Z) limits
given in the COLR prevents power peaks that would exceed the
loss-of-coolant m ident (LOCA) limits derived from the
analysis of the EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM (ECCS).
Operation within the F"n limits given in the COLR prevents

hw) Departure from Nucleate Boiling (DNB) during a
v loss-of-forced-reactor-coolant-flow accident, in addition

to the Fo(Z) and FN limits, certain reactivity limits are
preserved by regula" ting rod insertion limits. The
regulating rod insertion limits also restrict the ejected
CONTROL R0D worth to the values assumed in the safety
analysis and preserve the minimum-required SHUTDOWN MARGIN
(SDM) in MODES 1 and 2.

This LCO is required to limit fuel-cladding failures that
would breach the primary fission product barrier and release
fission products into the reactor coolant in the event of a
LOCA, loss-of-forced-reactor-coolant-flow, ejected control
rod, or other postulated accident requiring termination by a
Reactor Protection Systems (RPS) trip function. This LCO
limits the amount of damage to the fuel cidding during an
accident by maintaining the validity of t;,c assumptions in

i the safety analyses related to the initial power
| distribution and reactivity.

Fuel-cladding failure during a )ostulated LOCA is limited by '

restricting the maximum linear leat generation rate so that
the peak cladding temperature does not exceed 2200'F

(continued),

( _-

i (continued)
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AXIAL POWER IMSALANCE Operating Licits |

B 3.2.3 I

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND (Ref. 1). Peak cladding temperatures greater than 2200'F
(continued) would cause severe cladding failure by oxidation due to a

Zircaloy-water reaction.

Proximity to the DNB condition is expressed by the Departure
from Nucleate Boiling Ratio (DNBR), defined as the ratio of
the cladding surface heat flux required to cause DNB to the
actual cladding surface heat flux. The minimum DNBR value
during both normal operation and anticipated transients is
limited to the DNBR correlation limit for the particular
fuel design in use and is accepted as an appropriate margin
to DNB. The DNB correlation limit ensures that there is a
95% probability at a 95% confidence level that the hot fuel
rod in the core does not experience DNB.

Fuel failure during a postulated ejected control rod
accident is limited by restricting the maximum possible
worth of a potential ejected rod to 0.65% Ak/k at hot full
power and 1.00% Ak/k at hot zero )ower (Ref. 3a). If the
ejected rod worth is limited to tiese values, the fission
energy input during the accident will not exceed 280 cal /gm
(Ref. 3b). Below 280 cal /gm, the fuel rods can be expected
to remain intact; above this value, fuel fragmentation may
occur.

The measurement system-independent limits-on AXIAL POWER
IMBALANCE are determined directly by the reload safety
evaluation analysis without any adjustment for measurement
system error and uncertainty. Operation beyond these limits
could invalidete the assumptions used in the accident
analysos regarding the core power distribution. The error-
adjusted maximum allowable alarm setpoints (measuremont
system-dependent limits) for the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE are
specified in the COLR.

__

APPLICABLE The fuel cladding must not sustain damage as a result of
SAFETY ANALYSES normal operation (Condition 1) and anticipated operational

ocesrrecces (A00s) (Condition 2). This LCO precludes core
power distributions from occurring which would violate the
following fuel design criteria:

(continued)
, _

(continued)
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AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE Operating Liaits
B 3.2.3

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE a. During a large-break LOCA, the peak cledCing
SATETY ANAL.YSES temperature must not exceed a limit of 2200'F

(continued) (Ref. 1);

b. During a loss-of-forced-reactor-coolant-flow accident,
there must be at least a 95% probability at a 95%
confidence level that the hot fuel rod in the core
does not experit:nce a DNB condition. This is referred
to hereafter ss the 95/95 DNB criterion;

'c. During an ejected-rod accident, the fission-energye

input to the fuel must not exceed 280 cal /gm (Ref.
3b); and

d. The' CON 1ROL RODS must be capable of shutting down the
reactor with a minimum required SDM with the highest
worth CONTROL ROD stuck fully withdrawn (Ref. 4).

The regulating rod positions, the AXIAL POWER SHAPING ROD
(APSR) positions, the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE, and the
QUADRANT POWER TILT. (QPT) are arocess variables which
characterize and control the twee-dimensional power

p\ distribution of the reactor core.
i
( ,/ Fuel-cladding damage does not occur when the core is

operated outside this LC0 during normal operation. However,
fuel-cladding damage could resuit should an accident occur
with sialtaneous violation of one or more of the LCOs
governing the four process variables cited above. This
potential for fuel-cladding damage exists because changes in
the power distribution can cause increased power peaking and
corresponding increased local linear heat rates (LHRs).

The regulating rod insertion, the APSR positions, the AXIAL
POWERIMBALANEE,andtheQPTaremonitoredandcontrolled
during power o)eration to ensure thi.t the power distribution
is within the sounds set by the safety analyses. The axial
power distribution is mainta' ad primarily by the AXIAL
POWER IMBALANCE and the APSR position limits, and the radial
power distribution is maintained primarily by the QPT
limits. The regulatin
radial and axial powr g rod insertion limits affect both thedistribution.

(continued)

(continued)

O
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AX1AL POWER IMBALANCE Operating Limits i
B 3.2.3

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE The dependence of the core power distribution on burnup,
SAFETY ANALYSES regulating rod insertion, APSR position, and spatial xenon

(continued) distribution are taken into account when performing the
reload safety evaluation analysis. APSR position limits are
not imposed for operation with gray (Inconel) APSRs, except,

for compliance with APSR withdrawals that may designed into
the fuel cycle.

Operation at the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE or the rod insertion
limits must be interpreted as operating the core at the
maximum allowable Fe(Z) or FL peaking factors assumed as
initial conditions for the accident analyses with the
allowed QPT present.

The limits on the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE satisfy criterion 2
of the NRC Interim Policy Statement because they reflect
changes in power peaking, which is input as an initial
condition in the ECCS analysis and the plant safety
analysis. The limits for each cycle are contained in the
COLR.

LCO The power distribution LCO limits have been established
based on correlations between )ower peaking and easily
measured process variables: tie regulating rod position,
the APSR positions, the AXIAL POWER INBALANCE and the QPT.
The regulating rod insertion limits and the AXIAL POWER
IMBALANCE, boundaries contained in the COLR represent the
measurement system-independent limits at which the core
power distribution would either exceed the LOCA LHR limits
or cause a reduction in the DNBR below the Safety Limit
during the loss-of-flow accident with the allowable QPT
present and with the APSR positions consistent with the
limitations on APSR withdrawal determined by the fuel cycle
design and specified by LC0 3.2.2.

Operation beyond the power distribution-based LC0 limits for
the corresponding allowable THERMAL POWER and simultaneous
occurrence of either the LOCA, loss-of-forced-reactor-
coolant-flow accident, or ejected rod accident has an
acceptably low probability. Therefore, if the LC0 limits
are violated, a short time is allowed for corrective action
before a significant power reduction is required.

(continued)

(continued)
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AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE Operating Limits
i B 3.2.3
,

BASES (continued)

LCO The AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE maximum allowable setpoints
:

| (continued) (measurement system-dependent limits) applicable for the
| full incore detector system, the minimum incore detector

system, and the excore detector system are provided in the'

!
COLR.

Actual. alarm setpoints implemented in the unit may be more
restrictive than the maximum allowable setpoint values to |

provide additional conservatism between the actual alarm !

setpoints and the measurement system-independent limit.

(for this facility, OPERABLE incore and excore detector
systems constitute the followings)

|(For this-facility, the following support systems are
recuired to be OPERABLE to ensure OPERABILITY of the incore (
and excore detector systems, and to ensure that AXIAL POWER {
IMBALANCE operatino limits are met:) 1

!

(For this facility, the required support systems which, upon
their failure,: do not result in the incore or excore
detector systems being iAperable, or in the AXIAL POWER
IMBALANCE operating limits not being met, and the

O
,

justifications are as follows:)-g

APPLICABILITY In MODE 1, the limits on AX1AL POWER IMBALANCE must be !

maintained when THERMAL POWER is > 40% of RATED THERMAL
POWER (RTP) in order to preclude the core power distribution
from exceeding the LOCA and icss-of-flow assumptions-used in-
the accident analyses. Applicability of these limits below
40% of RTP in MODE 1 is not required. This is acce) table |
because the combination of the AX1AL POWER-IMBALANCE with j

the maximum ALLOWABLE THERMAL POWER level will not result in i

LHRs sufficiently large so as to violate the fuel design
limits. In MODES 2, 3, 4, 5,'and 6, this LC0 is not i'
applicable because the reactor is not generating sufficient
THERMAL POWER which could lead to fuel damage.

In MODE 1, it may.be necessary to suspend the-AXIAL POWER
IMBALANCE limits during PHYSICS TESTS per LC0 3.1.8.

- ,

Suspension of these limits is permissible because the '

reactor protection criteria are maintained by the-

(continued)

(continued)
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AX1AL POWER IMBALANCE Operating Limits
B 3.2.3

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY remaining LCOs governing the three-dimensional )ower
(continued) distribution and by the surveillances required )y LC0 3.1.8

and LC0 3.1.9.
,

ACTIONS M |

The AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE operating limits that maintain the
validity of the assumptions regarding the power
distributions in the accident analyses of the LOCA and the
loss-of-flow accident are provided in the COLR. 0)eration
within the AXIAL POWER IMOALANCE limits given in tie COLR is
labeled as the acceptable region of operation. Operation in
violation of the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE limits given in the
COLR is labeled as the restricted region of operation.

Operation with AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE in the restricted
region shown on the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE figures in the
COLR potentially violates the LOCA LHR limits (Fo(Z) limits)
or the loss-of-flow accident DNB peaking limits (F",), or
both. To verify that F,(Z) and F1 are within theIr
specified limits, SR 3.2.5.1 is pe,rformed using the Incore
Detector System to obtain a three-dimensional power
distribution map. Verification that F,(Z) and F1, are
within their specified limits ensures that operation with
the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE in the restricted region does not
violate the ECCS or DNB criteria. The required Completion
Time of 2 hours is a reasonable anc.unt of time to allow the
operator to obtain a power distribution map and to determine,

i and verify that the power peaking factors are within their
specified limits. The 2-hour Frequency is a reasonable
amount of time to ensure that continued verification of the

| power peaking factors is obtained as core conditions
(primarily regulating rod insertion and induced xeaon
redistribution) change because [ ).

M
Indefinite operation with the AX1AL POWER IMBALANCE in the
restricted region is not prudent. Even if power peaking
monitoring per required Action A.1 is continued, excessive
AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE over an extended period of time may
cause an adverse xenon redistribution to occur. Therefore,

(continued)

(continued)
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AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE Operating Limits
B 3.2.3

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS power peaking monitoring is only allowed for a maximum of
(continued) 4 hours. This required Completion Time is reasonable based

on the low probability of a limiting event occurring
simultaneously with the AX1AL POWER IMBALANCE outside the
limits of this LCO. In addition, this limited Completion
Time precludes long-term depletion of the reactor fuel with
excessive AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE, thereby limiting the
potential for an adverse xenon redistribution. ;for this,

facility, AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE is restored to wqthin limits
by the following actions:)

The 4-hour Completion Time for restoring AX1AL POWER
IMBALANCE within acceptable limits gives the operator
sufficient time to reposition the APSRs or re
to the reduce AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE because (gulating rods).
L.1

If the Required Actions and their associated Completion
Times of Condition A cannot be met, or if AX1AL POWER
IMBALANCE cannot be determined due to sup) ort system (i.e.,
Incore or Excore Detector System) inoperaaility, the AXIAL
POWER IMBALANCE may exceed its snecified limits and theO reactor may !)e operatin
distribution mismatch. g with a global axial powerContinued operation in this
configuration may induce an axial xenon oscillation and may
result in increand linear heat generation when the xenon
redistributes. Reducing THERMAL POWER to be at most 40% of
RTP will reduce the maximum LHR to a value which will not
exceed the fo(Z) and FL initial condition limits assumed inthe accident analyses. The required Completion Time of
2 hours is reasonable based on limiting a potentially
adverse xcnon redistribution, the low probability of an
accident occurring in this relatively short time period, and
the number of steps required to complete this ACTION.

__

SURVEILLANCE General
REQUIREMENTS

The AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE can be monitored by both the
Incore and Excore Detector Syr,tems. The AX1AL POWER
IMBALANCE maximum allowable setpoints are derived from their
corresponding measurement system-independent limits by
adjusting for both the system observability errors and

(continued)

(continued)
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AX1AL POWER IMBALANCE Operating Limits
B 3.2.3

BASES (continued)

SURVElLLANCE instrumentation errors. Although they may be based on the
| REQUIREMENTS same measurement system-independent limits, the setpoints
| (continued) for the different systems are not identical because of

differences in the errors applicable for each of these
systems. The uncertainty analysis which defines the
required error adjustment to convert the measuremer.t system-
independen'. limits to alarm setpoints assuma that 75% of
the detectors in each quadrant are OFERABLE. Detectors
located on the core major axes are assumed to contribute
one-half of their output to each quadrant, and detectors in
the center assembly are assumed to contribute one-quarter of
their output to each quadrant. For AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE
measurements using the incore Detector System, the Minimum
Incore Detector System consists of OPERABLE detectors
configured as followst

a. Nine detectors shall be arranged such that there are
three dr'?ctors in each of three strings anJ there are
three detectors lying in the same axial planc, with
one plane at the core midplane and one plane in each
axial core half;

b. The axial planes in each core half shall be
symmetrical about the core midplane; and

c. The detector strings shall not have radial symmetry,

Figure B 3.2.3-1 depicts an example of this configuration
(Minimum Incore System for AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE
Measurement). This arrangement is chosen to reduce the
uncertainty in the measurement of the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE
with the Minimum incore Detector System. For example, the
requirement for placing one detector of each of the three
strings at the core midplane puts three detectors in the
central region of the core where the neutron flux tends ta
be higher, it also helps prevent measuring axial offsett
that are excessively large when the reactor is operating at
low THERMAL p0WER levels. The third requirement for
placement of detectors (i.e., radial asymmetry) reduces
uncertainty by measuring the neutron flux at core locations
which are not radially symmetric.

(continued)
_

(continued)
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AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE Operating Limits
B 3.2.3

BASES (continued)
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Minimum Incore System for AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE Measurement
j
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AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE Operating Limits
B 3.2.3

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2.3.1
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Should the plant computer become inoperable, then the Excore
System or Minimum incore Detector System may be used to
monitor the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE. Since there systems do
not provido a direct calculatic., and display of the AX1AL
POWER IMBALANCE, performing the calculations at a 1-hour
Frequency is a reasonable amount of time between
calculations to detect any trends in the AXIAL POWER
IMBALANCE which may exceed its alarm setpoint, and to
provide the operator with sufficient time to undertake
corrective. action (s).

When the full:Incore Detector System is OPERABLE, the
operator will receive an alarm if the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE
increases to its alarm setpoint. When the AX1AL POWER

"IMBALANCE is less then the alarm setpoint, verification'of
the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE indication every 12 Lours ensures
that the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE limits are not violated and
verifies that the alarm system is OPERABLE. This
surveillance Frequency is acceptable because the mechanisms
that can cause AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE, such as xenon
redistribution or CONTROL R00 drive mechanism malfunctions
which cause slow AX1AL POWF4 IMBALANCE increases, will be
discovered by the operator efore the specified limits are
violated.

4

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.46,
; " Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling

Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power Reactors."

2. (Unit Name] Core Operating Limits Report, "[ Title)."

3. (Unit Name) FSAR,
1

a. Section [ ], " Rod Ejection Accident, Accident'

Bases."

l b. Section ( ), " Rod Ejection Accident,
j Fuel Rod Damage."

| c. Section [ ], " Thermal and Hydraulic
Limits.'

| (continued)
|

(continued)
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AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE Operating Limits
B 3.2.3

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 4. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, part 50,
(continued) Appendix A, GDC 26, " Reactivity Control System

Redundancy and Capability."
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QPT
B'3.2.4

B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMJTS

B 3.2.4 OUADRANT POWER TILT (OPT)

e

BASES
-

,

BACKGROUND This LCO is required to limit the core power distribution
based on accident initial condition criteria.

The power density at any point in'the core must be limited
- to maintain specified acceptable fuel design limits,
including limits.that preserve the criteria specified in

.10 CFR 50.46 (Ref. la).. Together,3LCO 3.2.1, LCO 3.2.2,
'LCO 3.2.3,nLC0 3.2.4, and this LCO provide-a limit on

'

control component operation and on monitored process
vartal'les to ensure the-core operates within the NUCLEAR
HEAT FLUX HOT CHANNEL FACTOR (F-(Z)) .and the NUCLEAR
ENTHAL9YRISEHOTCHANNELFACT0k(Fh)limitsinthe. CORE- '

OPERATING LIMITS REPORT.(COLR) (Ref. 2). Operation within
the F (Z)' limits given in the COLR prevents power'. peaks that

4

woul6 exceed the loss of-coolant-accident (LOCA limits:
derived by Emergency Core Cooling Systems-(ECCS analysis.
Op'eration within the F" limits given_in the C0 R prevents

(V = Departure from Nucleate, Boiling-(DNB) during a
-

",,T -

| less-of-forced-reactor coolant-flow -accident. In' addition
to the F limits, certain reactivity limits'are
preserve 0(Z) and F"by regulYting rod insertion limits. The

.

-

regula!ing rod-insertion limits'also restrict the ejected
-

CONTROL 900 worth to the values assumed in-the safety -
analysis Ond preserve the minimum required SHUTOOWN MARGIN
(SDM) in MODES 1 and 2.

The regulating rod groups operate'with a predetermined
amount of position overlatin order to a,9 proximate a lineari
relation between rod wort 1 and rod position (integral rod
worth). :The regulating rod groups are withdrawn and operate!

,

in'a predetermined sequence. The automatic control system
controls reactivity by moving'the: regulating rod groups-in. -

sequence within analyzed ' ranges. The group sequence-and
overlap limits are specified in the COLR.

,

This_QPT LCO is required to limit fuel-cladding;failurcs-
that would breach the primary fission product barrier and
release fission products to the reactor coolant .in the event

.of a LOCA, loss-of-forced-reactor-coolant-flow, ejected
CONTROL ROD, or other accident requiring termination by a

, (continued)

(continued)
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QPT
B 3.2.4

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND Reactor Protection System (RPS) trip function. This LCO
(continued) limits the amount of damage to the fuel cladding during an

accident by maintaining the validity of the assumptions used i

in the safety analysis related to the initial power
distribution and reactivity. These are called accident
initial condition assumptions.

Fuel-cladding failure during a postulated LOCA is limited by I
restricting the maximum LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RAlt (LHGR)
so that the Seak cladding temperature does not exceed 2200*f

!(Ref. la). Peak cladding temperatures greater than 2200*f
would cause severe cladding failure by oxidation due to a
Zircaloy-water reaction.

y

proximity to the DNB condition is expressed by the departure
from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR), defined as the ratio of
the cladding surface heat flux required to cause DNB to the
actual cladding surface heat flux. The minimum DNBR value
during both normal operation and anticipated transients is
limited to the DNBR correlation limit for the particular
fuel design in use, and is accepted as an ap3ropriate margin
to DNB. The DNB correlation limit ensures t1at there is a
95% probability at a 95% confidence level that the hot fuel
rod in the core does not experience DNB.

fuel failure during a postulated ejected CONTROL ROD
'|

accident is limited by restricting the maximum possible
worth of a potential ejected rod to 0.65% Ak/k at hot full
power (1.00% Ak/k at hot zero power) (Ref. 3a), if the
ejected rod worth is limited to this a the fission
energy input during the accident will :xceed 280 cal /gm
(Ref, 3b). Below 280 cal /gm, the fuei .s can be expected
to remain intact; above this value, fue fragmentation may
occur.

The SDM requirement is assured by limiting the allowable
inserted worth of the regulating CONTROL RODS so that
sufficient reactivity is available in the rods to shut down
the reactor to hot zero yower with the minimum required
reactivity margin with tie maximum worth CONTROL R00
assembly stuck fully withdrawn.

The measurement system-independent limits on QPT are
determined directly by the reload safety evaluation analysis
without adjustment for measurement system error and

(continued)

(continued)
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i QPT |

B 3.2.4
!

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND uncertainty. Operation beyond these limits could violate
; (continued) the core power distribution during an accident. The error !

'adjusted maximum allowable alarm setpoints (measurement
system-dependent limits) for the QPT are specified in the

^

COLR. ;

APPLICABLE
The fuel cladding (must not sustain damage as a result ofCondition 1) and anticipated operationalSAFETY ANALYSES normal operation
occurrences (Condition 2). This LCO precludes core power
distributions from occurring that would violate the ,

following fuel design criteria:

a. During a large-break LOCA, the peak cladding
' temperature must not exceed a limit of 2200'F.

(10 CFR 50.46 Ref, la),

b. During a loss-of-forced-reactor-coolant-flow accident,
there must be at least a 95% probability at a 95%
confidence level' that the hot fuel rod in the core

,

does not experience a DNB condition. This is referred
to hereafter as the 95/95 DNB criterion.

c. During an ejected rod accident, the fission energy.'

input to the fuel must not exceed ?80 cal /gm
(Ref. 3b).

d. The CONTROL RODS must be capable of shutting down the
reactor with a minimum required SDM with the highest
worth CONTROL R00 stuck fully withdrawn (GDC 26, Ref.
Ib).

The regulating rod position, AXIAL POWER SHAPING R00 (APSR)
position, AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE, and QPT are process
variables that together characterize and control the three-
dimensional power distribution of- the reactor core.

Fuel-cladding damage does not occur when the core is
operated outside this LC0 during normal operation. However,
fuel-cladding damage could result should an accident occur

; with simultaneous violation of one or more of the LCOs

(continued)

(continued)-

|O
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QPT
B 3.2.4

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE governing the four )rocess variables cited above. Changes

SAFETY ANALYSES in the power distri)ution can cause increased power peaking
(continued) and corresponding increased local linear heat rates (LHRs).

Regulating rod insertion, APSR position, AX1AL POWER
IMBALANCE, and QPT are monitored and controlled during power
operation to ensure that the )ower distribution and
reactivity remain within the )ounds set by the safety
analysis. The axial power distribution is maintained
primarily by the AX1AL POWER IMBALANCE and the APSR position
limits, and the radial power distribution is maintained
primarily by the QPT limits. The regulating rod insertion
limits affect both the radial and axial power distribution.

The dependence of the core power distribution on burnup,
regulating. rod insertion, APSR position, and spatial xenon
distribution are taken into account during the reload safety
evaluation analysis. An allowance for QPT is accommodated
in the analysis and resultant LC0 limits. The increase in
peaking taken for QPT is developed from a database of full-
core power distribution calculations (Ref. 4). The
calculations consist of simulations of many power
distributionr, with tilt-causing mechanisms (e.g., dropped
CONTROL RODS, misaligned CONTROL RODS, broken APSR fingers
fully iiseried, misloaded assemblies, and burnup gradients).
An increase of less than 2% )eak power per 1% QPT is
supported by the analysis, tierefore a value of 2% peak
power increase per 1% QPT is used to bound peak power
increases due to QPT.

Operation at the AX1AL POWER IMBALANCE or rod insertion
limits must be interpreted as operating the core at the

.

maximum allowable F (Z) or F1 peaking factor for accident'

initialconditionswiththeallowedQPTpresent. Operationn

at the rod insertion imit may also indicate the maximum
ejected rod worth could be equal to the limiting value, in
fuel cycles which have sufficiently high ejected rod worths.
Operation with the regulating rod position at the SDM
insertion limit indicates the SDM is equal to the minimum
required value, and is assumed to decrease below the minimum
required value if the regulating rods insert further.

(continued)

(continued)
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QPT
I
.

B 3.2.4

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE The limits on QPT satisfy the requirements of Criterion 2
SAFETY ANALYSES the NRC Interim Policy Statement because they reflect

(continued) changes in power peaking, which are initial condition inputs
to the ECCS analysis and plant safety analysis. The limits

,

for each cycle are contained in the COLR. |,

1

LCO The power distribution LCO limits have.been established
-based on correlations between power peaking and easily
measured process variables: regulating rod )osition, APSR
position, AXIAL-POWER IMBALANCE, and QPT.- T1e regulating
rod insertion limits and the AX1AL POWER IMBALANCE

~ boundaries contained in the COLR represent the measurement
,

system-independent limits at which the core power
distribution would either exceed the LOCA LHR limits or
cause a reduction in DNBR below the safety limit during the
loss-of-flow accident with the allewable QPT present and
with an APSR position consistent with the limitations on
APSR withdrawal determined by the fuel cycle design and.
specified by LCO 3.2.2.

O Operation beyond the power distribution-based LC0 limits:for
the corresponding allowable THERMAL POWER and simultaneousi

occurrence of-either the LOCA, loss-of-forced-reactor-
coolant-flow accident, or ejected rod accident has an
acceptably low probability.- Therefore, if these LCO limits
are violated, a short time is allowed for corrective action
before a significant power reduction is required.

The maximum allowable setpoints for steady state,' transient,.
and maximum limits for QPT applicable for the full
symmetrical incore detector system, minimum incore detector

| system, and excore detector system are provided;-the
i setpoints are given in the COLR.: The setpoints for the
|- three systems are derived by. adjustment of the measurement-
| system-independent QPT limits given in the COLR to allow for-
|. system observability and instrumentation errors. -Figure B

' '

3.2.4-1 on page B 3.2-36 diagrams-the action statements
required when QPT exceeds the allowable setpoints.

(continued)
,

(continued)
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QPT
B 3.2.4

BASES (continued)
_
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Figure B 3.2.4-1
QUADRANT POWER TILT Action Flow Chart

(continued)
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QPT
B 3.2.4

BASES (continued)
'

LCO Actual alarm setpoints implemented in the plant may be more
(continued) restrictive than the maximum allowable setpoint values to

allow for additional conservatism between the actual alarm
setpoint and the measurement system-independent limit.

It is desirable to retain the ability to operate the reactor
when a QPT exists. In certain instances, operation of the
reactor with a QPT may be helpful or necessary to discover
the cause of the QPT. The crabination of power level
restriction with QPT in each Required Action statement

,

restricts the local LHR to a safe level. This allows
movement through the specifiod applicability conditions in

Lthe exception to Specification 3.0.3.

(For this facility, OPERABLE Incore and Excore Detectnr
Syst6ms constitute the following:)

[For this facility, the following support systems are'

required to be OPERABLE to ensure OPERABILITY of the incore
and Excore Detector Systems, and to ensure that QPT limits
are met:)

,

r (For this facility, the required support systems which, upon
! their failure, do not result in the incore or Excore
d Detector Systems being inoperable, or in the QPT limits not

being met, and the justifications arc as follows:)

APPLICABILITY In MODE 1, the limits on QPT must be maintained when THERMAL
POWER is greater than 20% of RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP) in
order to preclude the core power distribution from exceeding
the design limits. The minimum power level of 20% nf RTP is
large enough to obtain meaningful QPT indications without
compromising safety. Operation at or below 20% of RTP with
QPT up to 20% is acceptable because the resulting maximum
LHR is not high enough to cause violation of the LOCA LHR
limit (F Z) limit) or the initial condition DNB allowablepeaking l(imit (FL limit) during accidents initiated from
this power level. In MODE 2, the combination of QPT with
maximum ALLOWABLE THERMAL POWER level will not result in

(continued)

(continued)

;

O
b
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QPT
B 3.2.4

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY LHRs sufficiently large to violate the fuel design limits,
(continued) and therefore, applicability in this mode is not required.

Although not specifically addressed, QPTs greater that 20%
in MODE 1 with THERMAL POWER less than 20% of RTP are
allowed for the same reason.

In MODES 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, this LCO is not Applicable,
since the reactor is not generating TP(RMAL POWER and QPT is
indeteminate.

In MODE 1, it may be necessary to suspend the QPT limits
during PHYSICS TESTS per LCO 3.1.8. Suspension of these
limits is permissible because the reactor protection
criteria are maintained by the remaining LCOs governing the
three-dimensional power distribution and by the
surveillancer, required by LCO 3.1.8 and LCO 3.1.9.

ACTIONS Aul

The steady-state limits specified in the COLR provide an
allowance for QPT that may be expected to occur during
normal operation. A peaking increase to accommodate QPTs up
to the steady-state limit is allowed by the regulating rod
insertion limits of LCO 3.2.1 and the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE
limits of LC0 3.2.3.

Operation with a QPT greater than the steady-state limit
specified in the COLR potentially violates the LOCA LHR
limits (F (Z) limits), or loss-of-flow accident DNB peaking
limits (Fgarewithi$nlimits),orboth. To verify that F

their specified limits, SR 3.1.5.2 iS(Z) and F",performe8
using the Incore Detector System to obtain a three-
dimensional power distribution map. Verification that F Z)I

are within their limits ensures that operation wi(tnand FN n

QPT in the restricted region does not violate the ECCS or'

| DNB criteria. The required Completion Time of 2 hours is a
reasonable amount of time to allow the operator to obtain a
power distribution map and to verify the power peaking
factors. Repeattog SR 3.2.5.1 every 2 hours is reasonable
frequency with which to ensure that continued verification
of the power peaking factors is obtained as core conditions
that influence QPT change.

(continued)

(continued)
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;

i
1 QPT

| - B 3.2.4
,

BASES (continued)

! ACTIONS AJt
(continued)

d

i Indefinite operation with QPT in the restricted region is
; not prudent. Even if power peaking monitoring per required
i Action A.1 is continued, excessive QPT may cause radial |

i
xenon redistribution to occur. Therefore, )ower peaking

! monitoring is. allowed for up to 4 hours.: 111s requir2d ;

! Completion Time is reasonable based on the low probability
| of an infrequent or limiting event occurring simultaneously
4 with the limit on.QPT out of specification. In addition,-it

precludes long-term depletion with excessive QPT, and limits
the potential for radial xenon redistribution.- [For this, '

_

>

;
" facility, QPT is restored to within limits by the following -'

' = actionst).

| The 4-hout Completion Time for restoring QPT within
acceptable limits gives operator sufficient time to correct;

i the QPT mechanism.. including repositioning a dropped or
i misaligned CONTROL R00.
1

: AJLd
,

. .. -

i The safety analysis.has shown'that a conservative corrective
action is to reduce THERMAL. POWER by 2% or more of RTP from4

!
the ALLOWABLE THERMAL POWER for each 1% of. QPT in excess of
the steady-state. limit. This ACTION: limits the local. LHGR
to a value corresponding to steady-state operation, thereby
reducing it to a value within the assumed accident initial

! condition limits. The required; Completion Time of 2 hours
is reasonable based on limiting the potential for xenon
redistribution, the low probability of an accident . '

occurring, and the steps required to complete the action.

| If QPT can-be reduced to less:than-or equal to the steady--

- state limit .in less than_2 hours, the reactor may return- to
i normal operation without undergoing a power reduction.-
i Significant radial. xenon redistribution-would.not occur

within this amount of time.

| (continued)

(continued)
|.

.

i

j.

._
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QPT s
0 3.2.4 (

BASPs (continued)

ACTIONS /LL2
(continued)

Power operation is allowed to continue if THERMAL POWER is
reduced in accordance with Required Action A.3.1. The same
reduction (i.e., 2% or more of RTP) is also applicable to
the nuclear overpower trip setpoint and the nuclear
overpower based on Reactor Coolant System (RCS) flow a d
AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE trip setpoint, for each 1% of QI( in
excess of the steady-state limit. This reduction maintains
both core protection and an OPERABILITY margin at the
reduced THERMAL POWER level similar to that at RTP. The
required Completion Time of 8 hours is reasonable based on
limiting the potential xenon redistribution, the low
probability of an accident occurring while operating out of
specification, and the number of steps required to complete
the action,

j

A.3.3 1
Missing -24 hours to restore QPT with a

A.3.3.2.1 reduction in power is acceptable (reason).

A.3.3.2.2

M

If QPT exceeds the transient limit but is equal to or less
than the maximum limit due to a misaligned CONTROL R00 or
APSR, then power operation is allowed to continue if the
THERMAL POWER is reduced 2% or more of RTP from the
All0WABLE THERMAL POWER for each 1% of QPT in excess of thesteady-state limit. Thus, the transient limit is the upper
bound within which the 2% for 1% power reduction rule may be
applied, but only for QPTs caused by CONTROL ROD or APSR
misalignment. The required Completion Time of 30 minutes
ensures that the operator will complete the THERMAL POWER
reduction before significant xenon redistribution occurs.

M
When a misaligned CONTROL R0D or APSR occurs, a local xenon
redistribution may occur. The required Completion Time of

(continued)

(continued)
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QPT
B 3.2.4

,

,

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS 2 hours allows the operator sufficient time to relatch
(continued) and/or realign a CONTROL ROD or APSR, but is short enough to

limit xenon redistribution so that large increases in the !
local LHR will not occur due to a xenon redistribution '

resulting from the power tilt, l

M

' If the QUADRANT POWER TILT cermot be reduced below the
- required limit within 2 heers (i.e., Required Action A.2 or
B.2 not met), a further pwer reduction is required. Pcwer
reduction to < 60% of RTP provides conservative protectson

. from incretsed peaking due to xenon redistribution. The
required Completion Time of 4 hours is reasonable to allow
the operator to reduce THERMAL POWER to < 60% of ALLOWABLE
THERMAL POWER without challenging plant systems, after the
Completion Time for Required Action A.2 or B.2 expires.

M
Reduction of the nuclear overaower trip setpoint to 65.5% or
less of ALLOWABLE THERMAL POWER after THERMAL POWER has been

O'
reduced to < 60% of ALLOWABLE THERMAL POWER maintains both
core protection and an OPERABILITY margin at reduced power,

similar to that at full power. The required
Completion Time of 8 hours allows the. operator
sufficient time to reset the trip setpoint and is reasonable
based on operating experience. This Completion. Time does
not start after that for Requi'ed Action C.1 expires.

M

Power reduction to 60% of the ALLOWABLE THERMAL POWER is a
conservative method of limiting the maximum core LHGR for

; QPTs up to 20%. Although the power reduction is based on.
i the correlation used in Required Actions A.1 and B.1, the
'

database for a power peaking increase as a function of QPT
is less extensive for tilt mechanisms other than misaligned
CONTROL RODS and APSRS.. Since greater uncertainty in the
potent _ial' power peaking increase exists with the less
extensive database, a more conservative actica is taken.when
the tilt is caused by a mechanism other than a misaligned

icontinued)

(continued)
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QPT 1

B 3.2.4

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS CONTROL ROD or APSR. The required Completion Time of
(continued) 2 hours allows the operator to reduce THERMAL POWER to less

than 60% of the ALLOWABLE THERMAL POWER without challenging
plant systems.

D1

Reduction of the nuclear overpower trip setpoint to 65.5% or
less of the ALLOWABLE THERMAL POWER after THERMAL POWER has
been reduced to less than 60% of the ALLOWABLE THERMAL POWER
maintains both core protection and an OPERABILITY niargin at
reduced power similar to that at full power. The required
Completion Time of 6 hours allows the operator sufficient
time to reset the trip setpoint and is reasonable based on
operating experience. The start of this Completion Time is
simultaneous with that of Required Action D.l.

Ed

if the Required Actions for Condition C or 0 cannot be met ,

within the required Completion Time, then the reactor will
continue in power operation with a significant QPT. Either
the power level has not been reduced to comply with the
Required Action or the nuclear overpower trip setpoint has
not been reduced within the required Cowoletion Time. To
preclude risk of fuel daus;;c in any of tiese conditions,
THERMAL POWER is reduced further. Specification 3.0.3 would
normally require a shutdown to MODE 3. However, operation
at 20% of RTP would allow the operator to investigate the
cause of the QPT and to correct it. Local LHRs with a large
QPT will not violate the fuel design limits at or below 20%
of RTP. The recuired Completion Tiiae of 2 hours is
acceptable basec on limiting the potential increase in local
LHRs that could occur due to xenon redistribution with the
QPT out of specification,

if the power reduction to s 20% of RTP is required due to a
delay in resetting the nuclear overpower trip setpoint, then
THERMAL POWER may be increased to 60% of RTP after the trip
setpoint has been adjusted. (This increase in THERMAL POWER-
is NOT in LC01 Revise either Cases or LC0.]

(continued)

(continued)
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QPT
B 3.2.4

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS. f_J
(continued)

The maximum limit of 20% QPT is set as the up)er bound
within which power reduction to 60% of ALLOWA3LE THERMAL

~

POWER or the 2% for 1% power reduction (mis 311gned CONTROL 1

RODSonly) applies (Ref.4].

The maximum limit of 20% QPT is consistent with allowing
,

power operation up to 60% of ALLOWABLE THERHAL POWER when i

QPT setpoints are exceeded. QPT that cannot be determined-,

due to support system (i.e., incore or excore detector)
inoperability or are in excess of the maximum limit can be'

an indication.of a severe power distribution anomaly, and a
potter reduction to at most 20% of RTP ensures local LHGRs
will not exceed allowable limits while the cause es
determined and corrected.

The required Completion Time of 2 hours is acceptable
because ( ).

_

SURVEILLANCE General

O- The QPT can be monitored by both the Incore and Excore
Detector Systems. The QPT setpoints are derived from their
corresponding measurement system-indepen_ dent limits by
adjustment for system observability errors and
instrumentation errors. Although they may be based on the
same measurement system-independent limit, the setpoints for
the different systems are not identical because of
differences in the ~ errors applicable for these systems. .For
the QPT measurements using the Incore Detector System, the
Minimum Incore Detector System consists of OPERABLE
detectors configured as follows:

a. Two sets of four detectors shall lie in each core
half. Each set of detectors shall lie in the same
axial plane. The two sets in the same core half may
lie in the same axial plane,-

b. Detectors in the same plane shall have quarter-core
radial symmetry,

(continued)!

(continued);
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QPT
'

S 3.2.4

|
'

BASES (continued)
_

SURVEILLANCE Figure B 3.2.4-2 on page B 3.2-45 depicts an example of this
REQUIREMENTS configuration (Minimum incore System for QPT Measurement).

(continued) The symmetric incore system for QPT uses the incore Detector
System as described above and is configured such that at
least 75% of the detectors in each core quadrant are
OPERABLE.

SR 3.2.4.1

Should the plant computer become inoperable, then the Excore
System or Minimum Incore Detector System may be used ta
monitor the QPT. Since these systems do not provide a
direct calculation and display of the QPT, performing the
calculations at a 12-hour Frequency is sufficient to follovt
any chan es in the QPT that may approach the set)oint
because ). This Frequency will also provide tie operator
with suf icient time to undertake corrective action (s)
should the QPT be found to approach the setpoints.

When tb full symmetrical Incore Detector System is in use,
the operator will receive an alarm, should the QPT increase
to the alarm setpoint. When the QPT is less than the alarm
setpoint, checking the QPT indication every 7 days ensures
that the operator will determine whether the plant computer
software and Incore Detector System inputs for monitoring
QPT are functioning properly, and that the monitoring and
alarm system remains OPERABLE. This allows the QPT
mechanisms such as xenon redistributien, burnep gradients,
or CONTROL R00 drive mechanism malfunctions that can ceuse
slow development of a QPT, to be detected. Operating
experience has confirmed the acceptability of a surveillance
Frequency of / days.

Following restoration of the QPT to within the steady-state
| limit, operation at or above 95% of RTP may proceed provided

the QPT is determined to *emain within the steady-state'

limit at the increased THERMAL POWER level, in the case
where QPT has exceeded the steady-state limit for more than

| 24 hours or has exceeded the transient limit (Conditions A,
| B, or D), the potential for xenon redistribution is, greater.

(continued)

(continued)
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BASES (continued) |
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Figure B 3.2.4-2 (Page 1 of 1)
Minimum incore System for QUADRANT POWER tit.T Heasurement
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t (continued)(O
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tjPT l

B 3.2.4

BASES (Continued)
_ __

SURVEILLANCE Therefore, the QPT is monitored for 12 consecutive hourly
REQUIREMENTS intervals to determine whether the period of any oscilla-

(continued) tion due to xenon redistribution will cause the QPT to
exceed the steac.-state limit again.

REFERENCES la. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.46,
" Acceptance criteria for Emergency Core Cooling
Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power Reactors." 1

Ib. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix A, GDC 26, " Reactivity Control System
Redundancy and Capability."

2. Core Operating Limits Report, (Unit Name).

3. (Unit Name] FSAR,

a. Section(),"RodEjectioi. Accident, Accident
6dse$."

b. Section ( ), " Rod Ejection Accident,
Fuel Rod Damage."

c. Section [ ], " Thermal and Hydraulic Limits."

4a. Title 10, code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix A, GDC 10 " Reactor Design.'

4b. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix A, GDC 28, " Reactivity Limits."

S. ANSI N18.2-1973, * Nuclear Safety Criteria for the
Design of Stationary Pressurized Water Reactor
Plants," American National Standards Inatitute,
August 6, 1973.

1
~

m _
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Powei Peaking Factors
B 3.2.5

B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

B 3.2.5 Epwer Peakino Factors

BASES |

, - . - . . . . - . - . . - - . - . - - -

BACKGROUND The purpose of this MODE 1 LCO is to establish limits which l
will-constrain the core power distribution within design
limits during normal operation Condition 1) and anticirsted
operational occurrences (A00s) r ndition 2) such that'o
accident initial cor11 tion protection criteria are {- preserved. The accident initial condition criteria are' i
preserved by bounding operation at THERMAL' POWER within
specified acceptable fuel design limits.

|
The NUCLEAR HEAT FLUX HOT CHANNEL FACTOR, F (Z), is a l..yspecifiedjcceptable fuel design limit that preserves- the

.

initial conditions for-the Er.;ergency Core Cooling System =I
(ECCS) analysis. F (Z) is defined as the maximum local fuel q
rod linear power defisity divided by the average fuel rod '

linear power density, assuming nominal fuel pellet and rod
dimensions.t Since F Z) is a ratio of local power

.densities, it is relS(ted -to the total ' local power density in
'

a fuel rod. Operation within the F (Z) limits given in the
,O CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (COLR) (Ref. 1), prevents' power
' p aking that would emmi the loss-of-coolant accident-

(LOCA) linear-hett rate (LHR) limits-derived from the
analysis of the ECCS.

,

The NUCLEAR ENTHALP" 1156 HOT CHANNEL ^4CTOR (Fin) limit is
-a specified acceptable fLal design. limit that preserves the
initial conditions for the limiting loss-of-flow transient, i

F"n is defined as the ratio of the integral of linear _ power- -

aiong-the fuel rod on which the minimum Departure from
Nucleate Boiling-Ratio (DNBR) occurs-to the average-

integrated rod power. SinceFi is _a ratio of integrated
powers, it is related to the ra!lial power density in a fuel
red. Operation within the F"a limits given in the COLR
prevents De;,arture from Nucleate Boiling (DNB) during a
postulated loss-of-forced-reactor-coolant-flow accident.

Measurement of the core power peaking factors using the-

Incore Detector _ System to obtain a_three-dimensional-power
-distribution map provides direct confirmation that-F (Z) and

n

(continued)

(continued)-

-4
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Power Peaking Factors
B 3.2.5

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND F", are within their limits, and may be used to verify that
(continued) t$epower-peakingfactorsremainboundedwhenoneormoreof

the normal operating parameters exceeds its limit.

APPLICABLE The limits on F (Z) are determined by the ECCS analysis inn
SAFETY ANALYSES order to limit peak cladding temperatures to 2200*F during a

LOCA. The maximum acceptable cladding temperature is
speciited by 10 CFR 50.46 (Ref. 2). Higher cladding
temperatures could cause severe cladding failure by
oxidation due to a Zircaloy-water reaction. F(Z) limitsnassumed in the LOCA analyses are limiting (i.e., lower)
relative to the F (Z) assumed in the safety analyses for
other postulated Sccidents, including loss-of-flow accident
(Ref.3). Therefore, this LC0 provides conservative limits
for other postulated accidents.

The limits on F"" flow transient. limiting loss- d provide protection from DNB during aProximity to the DNB
condition is expressed by the DNBR, defined as the ratio of
the cladding surface heat flux required to cause DNB to the
actual cladding surface heat flux. The minimum DNBR value
during both normal operation and anticipated transients is .

limited to the DNBR correlation limit for the particular
fuel design in use, and is accepted as an appropriate margin
to DNB. The DNB correlation limit ensures there is a 95%
probability at a 95% confidence level that the hot fuel rod
in the core does not experience DNB.

This LC0 precludes core power distributions from occurring
that would violate the following fuei design criteria:

a. During a large-break LOCA, the peak cladding
temperature must not exceed a limit of 2200'F
(Ref. 2).

b. During a loss-of-forced-reactor-coolant-flow accident,
there must be at least a 95% probability, at a 95%
confidence level, that the hot fuel rod in the core
does not experience a DNB condition.

| (continued)
'

(continued)

|
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Power Peaking Factors--
B 3,2,5-

BASES (continued)- l
_

APPLICABLE c. During an ejected rod accident, the fission energy-
SAFETY ANALYSES input to the fuel must not exceed 280 cal /gm

(continued) (Ref.4),

d. =The CONTROL ROOS must be capable of shutting down the 4

reactor with a-minimum required-SHUTDOWN MARGIN with I

the highest worth CONTROL ROD stuck fully withdrawn
1

(GDC 26 Ref. 4). j
.The reload safety evaluation analysis determines limits on j

~ global core parameters that characterize the-core power '

,

distribution. The primary parameters used to monitor and~c
E'

-

control the core power distribution are the regulating rod
'ijposition,1the AXIAL POWER SHAPING ROD'(APSR) position, the-

,

"

" AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE, and the QUADRANT POWrR TILT (QPT). i

These parameters are normally used to monitor and control !

the' core power' distribution because:their measurements are i

continuously observable.-, Limits are placed on these i.

-

parametersjto ensure that the core power peaking factors
remain bounded-during operation in MODE 1. Nuclear-design ;

model calculational uncertainty, manufacturing tolerances
(e.g.,- the engineering hot channel factor), effects of fuel

q densification and rod bow,/and modeling. simplifications
.

(such as treatment'of the spacer grid effects) are-
accommodated- through;the'use:ofdpeaking augmentation factors
in the reload safety evaluation analysis.

F (Z) and FL satisfy Criterion 2if f.he NRC Interim Policy
Skatement because they are initial" condition inputs to the
ECCS analyses and plant safety. analyses. The-limits-for- i

each are contained in the COLR.-

LC0 This-LC0 for the power peaking factors F (Z and FN ensures ,

-that the core vperates within the bounds as)sumed fo*r then #

:ECCS and thermal-hydraulic analyses,= Verification that
F (Z) and F",-are.within the' limits of this LC0 specified in
theCOLkaliows-continuedoperationsat' THERMAL ~POWERwhen
the Required Actions of LC0 3.1.4,LControl Rod Group-
Alignment' Limits,-LCO 3.2.1, Regulating Rod Insertion
Limits, LC0 3.2.2,-AXIAL POWER SHAPING R00. Insertion Limits,
LCO 3.2.3, AXIAL-POWER IMBALANCE-Operating Limits, and
LC0 3.~2.4, QUADRANT POWER TILT,:are entered. Conservative

(continued)

(continued)O
b
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Power Peaking Factors
B 3.2.5

BASES (continued)

LC0 THERMAL POWER reductions are required if the limits on F (Z)
n(continued) andFin are exceeded.

Measurement uncertainties are applied when F (Z) and Fin are
determined using the Incore Detector System.n The measure-
ment uncertainties applied to the measured values of F (Z)

nand Fi, account for uncertainties in observability and
instrument string signal processing.

[For this facility, an OPERABLE Incore Detector System
constitutes the following:]

[For this facility, the following-support systems are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure OPERABILITY of the incore
Detector System, and to ensure that power peaking factor
limits are met:)

[For this facility, the required support systems which, upon
their failure, do not result in the Incore Detector System
being declared inoperable, or in the power peaking factor
limits not being met, and the justifications are as
follows:]

O
APPLICABILITY In MODE 1, the limits on F (Z andFin must be maintained in

order to preclude the core po)wer distribution from exceedingn

the limits assumed in the analyses of the LOCA and loss-of-
flow accidents. In MODES 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, this LC0 is not
applicable because the reactor has insufficient stored
energy in the fuel or energy being transferred to the
coolant to require a limit on the distribution of core
power. The values of F in these MODES is,
therefore, not importank(.Z) and Fin

The a;)plicability of this LC0 is modified by a Note which
states that the Completion Times are on a Condition basis.

ACTIONS General

Care must be taken in interpreting the relationship of the
power peaking factors F (Z) and F", to their limits. The
limiting values of F (Zf and Fin intheCOLRmaybe

nexpressed

(continued)

(continued)
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Power Peaking Factors
~

B 3.2.5-

O BASES (continued)
'

O
ACTIONS in either LHR units or in peaking units.- Since F (Z) and

F1, THERMAL POW.R is. reduced thereby allowing power peakingarepower)eakingfactors,aconstantLHRisSaintained(continued)
as
to be increased in. inverse proportion to THERMAL POWER.

-

There? ore, the F (2) andFX (limits-increase as THERMALPOWER decreases.kassuming h Z) and FN are expressed in
peakingunits)sothatacobstantLHRNimitismaintained.

U
is determined not to be within its :specified

'

When F (Z) determined by a three-dimensional; powerlimitSs -

-distribution map, a THERMAL POWER reduction is taken to-
reduce the maximum LHR in the core. Design calculations.
have verified that-a conservative THERMAL POWER reduction is
1% or more of RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP) for each 1% by which
FZ exceeds its limit. (Ref. [ ]). The. required Completion
Ti(me)of 15 minutes-is reasonable to take the actions
necessary to reduce unit power demand,-based on [ ].

M
Power operation is allowed to continue by Required Action,

A.1 if THERMAL POWER is reduced by 1% or more of RTP from' s

the ALLOWABLE THERMAL POWER for each 1%-by which. F (Z)
exceeds its limit. Thesame'reductionin'thenucl0ar-
overpower trip setpoint and the nuclear overpower based on
the Reactor Coolant System (RCS)- flow and the -AXIAL POWER

excess of- its limit. These reductions maintaib(2) is -in
IMBALANCE trip setpoint for each 1% by which F

| both core
protection and an OPERABILITY margin at'the reduced THERMAL
POWER. The required Completion Time of 8 hours is
reasonable based on the low probability of an accident
occurring in this relatively short time period (Ref. [ ])
and the number of steps. required to complete the action.

M
Continued o)eration with _F (Z) exceeding its limit is not

'

permitted, )ecause the:inik.ial conditions assumed in the
-

accident analyses are no longer valit. The required !

Completion Time of. 24 hours to restore F (Z) within its
limits-atthereduced-THERMALPOWERlevelisreasonable
based on the low probability of Ja limiting event occurring -

(continued)

O- (continued)
h ,
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Power Peaking Factors
B 3.2.5

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS simultaneously with F (Z) exceeding its limit -(Ref. [ ]).U

(continued) In addition, it prec1udes long-term depletion with local
LHRs higher than the limiting values, and limits the
potential for induring an adverse perturbation in the axial
xenon distribution. ?For this facility, F Z
to within its limit by the following actiob(s:)] is restored

M

When F[Nu is determined not to be within its acceptable limitas de ermined by a three-dimensional power distribution map,
a THERMAL POWER reduction is taken to reduce the maximum LHR
in the core. Design calculations have verified that a
conservative THERMAL POWER reduction is 3.3% or more of RTP
for each'1% by whichF" exceeds its limit. The required
Completion. Time of 15In"linutes is reasonable to take the
ACTIONS necessary to reduce the unit power.

M
Power operation is allowed to continue by Required
Action B.1 if THERMAL POWER is reduced by 3.3% or more of
RTP for each 1% by whichF.!, exceeds its limit. The same
reduction in the nuclear overpower trip setpoint and the
nuclear overpower based 'on RCS flow and the AXIAL POWER
IMBALANCE trip setpoint for each=1% by which FN is in
excess of its limit, maintains both core proteN. ion and an
OPERABILITY margin at the reduced THERHAL. POWER. The
required Completion Time of 8 hours is reasonable based on
the low probability of an accident occurring in this
relatively short time period and the number of steps
required to cumplete this ACTION.

M
Continued operation with FN exceeding its limit is not
permitted, because the inidal conditions assumed in the
accident analyses are no longer valid. The required
Completion Time of 24 hours to restore Fin within its limit
at the reduced THERMAL POWER level is reasonable based on
the low probability of a limiting event occurring
simultaneously with Flu exceeding its limit. In addition,
this Completion Time precludes long-term depletion with an

(continued)
_

(continued)
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Power Peaking Factors
B 3.2.5

BASES (continued)OG <

ACTIONS unacceptably high local power and limits the potential
(continued) for ind1cing an adverse perturbation in the radial: xenon

distribution. [For this facility, FN -is-
within-itslimitbythefollowingacdons:restoredto]-

Cd

If a THERMAL POWER reduction is not sufficient-to restore
F (Z) or F'", within its: limit (i.e., the Required Actions
aSd associated Completion Times for either condition A or B
not met) or if the power peaking factors (F (Z) and Fin)

e" cannot'bedetermined(i.e.,-duetoIncoreDItectorSystem
inoperability),-then THERMAL POWER operation should cease.

' The reactor <is_ placed in MODE 2 where this LCO_ does not-

_

' apply. tThe required Completion-Time of 2 hours is a
reasonable; amount of time for the operator to reduce THERMAL
POWER in an orderly manner and without- challenging plant >

systems.
,

.

,

SURVEILLANCE SIL 3.2.5.1
RLQUIREMENTS

.
-

Since the limits on F (Z).and F1, are preserved when the
_

O parameters specified by LCO 3.1.4, LCO 3.2.'1, LC0 3.2.2,
LC0 3.2.3, and LC0 3.2.4 are within.their-limits,-a Note is
provided to indicate that monitoring of-the' power-peaking
factors is required only when complying with the Required
Actions of these LCOs. ~

Frequencies for monitoring of the power peaking factors are
specified in the Action Statements of the individual LCOs
cited above. These Frequencies are reasonable based on _ the
low probability of a limiting event occurring simultaneously
with either F (Z) or Fig exceeding-its limit (Ref. -[ ]), and
providesuffibienttimeforthe'operatortoobtainapower
distribution map-from the Incore Detector Systemi
Indefinite THERMAL POWER operation in a Required Action of
LCO 3.1.4, LCO 3.2.1, LC0_3.2.2, Lf0 3.2.3, or LCO 3.2.4 is
not permitted, in order to limit the potential for exceeding
both the power peaking factors assumed in-the accident.
analyses due to operation with unanalyzed core: power
distributions and spatial xenon-distributi_ons beyond their
analyzed ranges.

(continued)-

(continued)
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Power Peaking Factors
B 3.2.5

BASES (continued) l

SURVEILLANCE Core monitoring is performed using the Incore Detector
REWIREMENTS System to obtain a three-dimensional power distribution map.

(continued) Maximum values of F (Z) and Fin obtained from this map maynthen be compared to the F (Z) and Fin limits in the COLR tonverify that the limits have not been exceeded. Measurement
of the core power peaking factors in this manner may be

used to verify that the measured values of F (Z) and F""theremainwiththeirspecifiedlimitswhenonebrmoreof#
limits specified by LCO 3.1.4 (Control Rod Group Alignment
limits), LCO 3.2.1 (Regulating Rod insertion Limits),
LCO 3.2.2 (AXIAL POWER SHAPING R0D Insertion Limits),
LCO 3.2.3 AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE Operating Limits), or
LC0 3.2.4 QUADRANT POWER TILT) is exceeded. If F (Z) andn
Fin remain within their limits when one or more of these
parameters exceeds its limit, operation at THERMAL POWER
may continue because the true initial conditions (the power
peaking factors) remain within their specified limits.

REFERENCES 1. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Core Operating Limits Report,
"[ Title]."

2. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.46,
" Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling
Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power Reactors."

n.
3. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ],"[ Title]."

4. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix A, GDC 26, " Reactivity Control System
Redundancy and Capability."8

O
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RPS-Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

O B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION
O

B 3.3.1 Reactor Protection System (RPS) Instrumentatica

BASES

BACKGROUND The RPS initiates a reactor trip to protect against
violating the core fuel design limits and the Reactor' ,

Coolant System (RCS) pressure boundary during anticipated-
oper4tional occurrences (A00s), and to assist the Engineered

g$afetygeature(ESf)Systemsinmitigatingaccidents.
The p ection and monitoring systems have been designed to

%assur& safe? operation of the reactor. This is achieved by
tspecifyintilimiting safety system settings (LSSS) in terms

of parameters'directly monitored by the RPS, as well as the
LCOs9en"other retetor. system parameters and equipment
perfeFmance f
The LSSS[N fined >|inithis specification as the ALLOWABLE

VALUE,in# conjunction"Ivesystemactiontopreventexceeding
With the LCOs, establishes the

threshold fo~ prot.during Desjgn Basis Accidents (DBAs).
ect

acceptable limitsi
m /@y mm

i During A00s, whtW areyth6se events expected to occur. One orsd more times during the; plant',s life, the acceptable limit is:v x- p
1. The departure from nucleate b6111pg ratio (DNBR) shall

be maintained above the Saf y tteht'(SL) value;

2. Fuel centerline melt sh ot. occur; and

3. The RCS pressure SL of (2750] psia'shall not be '
exceeded.

Maintaining the SLs within the above values assures that the
offsite dose will be within the 10 CFR 50 and 10-CFR 100-
criteria during A00s.-

Accidents are events that are analyzed even though they are
not expected to occur during the plant's life. The
acceptable:1imit during accidents is that the offsite dose
shall be maintained within an acceptable fraction of"

10 CFR 100 limits. Different accident categories are
allowed a different fraction of these limits, based on!

probability of occurrence. Meeting .the acceptable doset

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
'

B 3.3.1

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND limit for an accident category is considered having
(continued) acceptable consequences for that event.

RPS Overview

The RPS consists of four separate redundant protection
channels that receive inputs of neutron flux, RCS pressure,

,

RCS flow,nRCS temperature, pressurizer level, RCS pump
status 6 reactor building (RB) pressure, main feedwater, pump
status randiturbine status instrumentation channels.pr ;p
Figure B 3.33-1 shows the arrangement of a typical RPS
protection'channelF A protection channel is composed
of measu*ement" channels, a manual trip channel, a reactor
trip modulc<(RTM), and CONTROL R0D drive (CRD) trip
devices. 4 00 3.3 4 ,f" Reactor Protection System (RPS)
Instrumentation,"Lprovides requirements for the individual
measurement channels. Theseschannels encompass all
equipment and electronics (from the point at which the
measured parameterJis sensed through the bistable relay
contacts in the tH p string. LC0n3.3.2, " Reactor Protection

System (RPS) Manual Reactor Tripdrip! Module (RTM)," and
Mt.C0 3.3.3, " Reactor

Protection System (RPS)lReactor

LC03.3.4,"CONTROLROD1DriveMCRD) Trip %
Devices," discuss

the remaining RPS elementsi N'"

.s e ~%
TheRPSinstrumentationmeasurescriticalpplantparameters
and compares these to predetermined setpointsi- (For this
facility, RPS channels are maintained; independent from
control system functions as followst] If the setpoint is'

exceeded, a channel trip signal is generated. The
generation of any two trip signals in any of the four RPS
channels will result in the trip of the reactor.

Figure B 3.3.1-2 shows a simplified diagram of the RPS. The
RPS contains multiple CRD trip devices, two AC trip
breakers, and two DC trip breaker pairs that provide a path
for power to the CRD System. Additionally, the power for
most of the CRDs passes through silicon controlled rectifier
(SCR) relays. The system has two separate paths (or
channels), with each path having either two breakers or a

(continued)

(continued)
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Figure B 3.3.1-1 (page 1. of 1)
Reactor Protection System Protection Channel

(continued).
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BASES (continued)
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Figure B 3.3.1-2 (page 1 of 1)
Simplified Reactor Protection System Diagram
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RPS Instrumentation-
B 3.3.1

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND breaker and an SCR relay in series. Each')ath provides-
(continued) independent power to the:CRDs. Either pati can provide

sufficient power to operate all CRDs.-

To trip the reactor, AC power to the CRDs must be removed.
This requires opening a trip device in each path. Loss of
power causes the CRD mechanisms to release the CONTROL RODS,
which then fall by gravity into the core., '

,:& ,
4TWo sep,arate power paths to the CR0s ensure that a single-

gffffailure;thatopensonepathwillnotcauseanunwanted

9[g$Yhhb b
reactor trip.

c sts of four. independent protection channels,
each containingian RTM. The RTM receives signals from its
owncmeasurement; channels that indicate a protection channel
trip /is required. The RTH transmits this signal to'its own
two-out-of-four trip logic ~ and to the two-out-of-four logic-
-of the RTMs'in the ether three RPS channels. Whenever any
two RPS channelsitrnsmit channel trip signals, the RTM
logic in each;chymys)f actuates to remove 120 Vac power from

'
its associated CRidHE yk.or.

gppehiscircuitbreakersthat-
, h) The reactor is t ed
! U interrupt the powe g upp S to t W CRDs. .Six' breakers are

installed to increase re iatdlitfW allow testing of-the

A one-out-of4Wo'ta$p%w)
trip system. t ice-, logic is used to

ef?interrupt power to the rods,

The RPS'has two by) asses: d kdown bypass and='a channel
bypass. Shutdown )ypass alWs the withdrawal of safety-
rods for SHUTOOWN MARGIN ara 41 ability during plant cooldowns

-

or heatups. Channel bypasst is used for maintenance and
testing. Test circuits indhe trip str_ings allow complete
testing of all RPS-trip functions.

_

All four protection channels are necessary to~ meet the
redundancy and testability of.the GDC in 10 CFR 50,
Appendix A (Ref. 1)- Bypass of a single protection channel.

is allowed for a short period. [For this facility, the
basis for allowing bypass of a single RPS channel is as
follows:]

,

(continued)--

(continued)-

O)sv
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-RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES (continued)

i

BACKGROUND RPS Instrumentation
(continued)

The RPS o>erates from the instrumentation channels discussed
below. Tie specific relationship between measurement
channels and protection channels differs from parameter to
parameter. Three basic configurations are used:

1. Four completely redundant measurements (e.g., reactor
coolant. flow) with one channel input to each

,, protection channel;
fr > W

Zi Four channels that provide similar, but not identical,
,9nstrument'atio(e.g. , power range. nuclear. measurements:

'

n:.where each RPS channel monitors of a
different quant' ant), with one channel input to eachr
protection 4hannel; and

- g,y
3. Redundant men'surements with combinational trip logic

outside of;the protection channels and the combined
output providedito>each protection channel (e.g., main
turbine triti^ instrumentation).

2;' j{
These arrangements anddhe relatio$ hip of instrumentation
channels to trip funct' ions,are discussed below to assist in
understanding the overall<|effect(o[ instrumentation channel
failure, v %

PowerRanoeNuclearIr.strumentat_ inn >'h)
S

dA.

A::
Power range nuclear instrument'ation channels provide
inputs to the following trip functions:

1.a. Nuclear Overpower-High Setpoint;

1.b. Nuclear Overpower--Low Sctpoint;
.

7. Reactor Coolant Pump-to-Power;

8. Nuclear Overpower Reactor Coolant System
Flow and Measured Axial Power Imbalance.
(Power-Imbalance-Flow);

(continued)

(continued)

O
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RPS Instrumentation I

B 3.3.1

d BASES (continued)

.

BACKGROUND -9. Main Turbine Trip (control oil pressure); and- !"

(continued) 1

10. Loss of Main feedwater Pumps (control oil
| pressure).

; The power range instrumentation has four linear level
"

channels, one for each core quadrant. Each channel
feeds one RPS protection channel. Each channelm

gd[W>'uncompensatedionchambers.Theionchambersareoriginates in a detector assembly containing twoi>

fR%[V
positioned to-represent the top half and bottom half '

4 ofsthe, core. The individual- currents from the
%n_Mb" chambers are fed to individual linear -amplifiers. The

suonation;of the top and bottom is the total reactor-<

power. The
%eneutronsign;differenceofthe.topminusthe-bottomal is!the measured Axial Power Imbalance

of thefreactor core.&f
B. Reactor Coolantivvstem Outlet Temoerature

'sfRW py'.

The RCStoutletiTemperature provides input to the
following finctions:SX, s

d{N hature;-and2. RCS Hi Out

RCS VariabT@e low (pyPres %5. sure(
Ahh

The RCS Outlet TemperatureMmeasured by .twoi

, resistance elements in e4Miloop,"for a total of four.
;

Onetemperaturedetectopisassociatedwitheachprotection channel.

: C. Reactor Coolant System Pressure

The RCS Pressure provides input to the following-.

functions:

3. RCS High Pressure;

{ 4. RCS Low Pressure;

5. RCS Variable Low Pressure;. and.- .

.

.(continued)

(continued)

'O
s

.
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RPS Instrumentation ,

B 3.3.1

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND 11. Shutdown Bypass RCS High Pressure.
(continued)

The RPS inputs of reactor coolant pressure are
provided by two pressure transmitters in each loop,
for a total of four. One sensor is associated with
each protection channel.

D. Reactor Buildina Pressure
n.

cThe RB Pressure measurements provide input only to the

"3
Reactor Building High Pressure trip, Function 6.
There are four RB high pressure sensors, one
associated w th each protection channel.

E. Reactor ~ Coolant'Pumo Power Monitorina

ReacYor coolant;' pump (RCP) power monitors are inputs
to the Reactor Coolant Pump-to-Power trip, Function 7.
Each RCP,4 operating current and voltage is measured by
four current transformers and four potential
transformers' driving'four overpower and four
underpower relays. L Each power monitoring channel
consists of an overpower: relay and an underpower
relay. One channel for each pump >is associated with
each protection channel; *

w,
F. Reactor Coolant System Flpw wQ,..gp e,

The RCS Flow measurements are ansinput to the Nuclear
Overpower RCS Flow and Measured' Axial Power Imbalance
trip, function 8. The reactor coolant flow inputs to
the RPS are provided by eight high-accuracy
differential pressure transmitters, four on each loop,
which measure flow through calibrated flow tubes. One
flow input in each loop is associated with each

| protection channel,
l

G. Main Turbine Automatic Sto9_011 Pressure

Main Turbine Automatic Stop 011 Pressure is an input
|

! to the Main Turbine Trip reactor trip, Function 9.
Each of the four protection channels receives turbine
status information from the same four pressure
switches monitoring main turbine automatic stop oil

(continued)

(continued)
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- RPS Instrumentation-

B 3.3.1

x . BASES (continued)

BACKGR0VND pressure. An open indication will be provided to the:
(continued) RPS on a turbine trip. Contact buffers in each

protection channel continuously monitor the statusiof
the contact inputs and-initiate an'RPS trip when a
-turbine trip-is= indicated.

H. Feedwater Pumo Control Oil Pressure

4 4 Feedwater Pump Control Oil Pressure is-an.ihput to the
4 9 " Loss of Main feedwater Pumps: trip Function 10.

AF Control. oil' pressure is measured by' four switches on
$ each feedwater pump. One switch on each pump is '

%) p w g y w ;with each protection channel,
yLassociated

RPS B nantes R
y!i ' KL. . MY.

The'RPS isT' designed with two types of' bypasses: channel- |
bypass andishutdown bypass. '

Y 4%Q . .

.

Channel' bypass proV! des a method of placing all functions in -a

one RPS protection; channel _in a bypassed condition, and-
shutdown bypass"provides acaethod of leaving the safety rods !

.,

O withdrawn during,cooldown!an'd.depressurization of the RCS,d Eachbypassisdiscussed:below6'

' $7 \p 4 t

Channel 8voass - v q;t"

in
A channel bypass provision is providdM)o allow for

. maintenance and testing of the!RPS. The use of Channel
| Bypass keeps the protectiontchannel trip relay energized

regardless of the status of the instrumentation: channel ofI

the bistable relay. contacts.--To place a protection channel
in channel. bypass, the-other three channels.-must not be in-
channel bypass. This.is-ensured-by contacts from the other
channels being in series with the channel bypass relay. If
any contact is open, then the second' channel cannot be
bypassed.- The second condition is the closing-of-the key
switch. When the bypass relay is energized,,the bypass
contact closes, maintaining the channel-trip relay in an
energized condition. All RPS trips are reduced to a
two-out-of-three logic. in channel bypass.

(continued)
-

,

(continued)
1

/ '
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RPS' Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND Shutdown Bypass

(continued)
During plant cooldown, it is desirable to leave the safety
rods withdrawn to provide shutdown capabilities in the event
of unusual positive reactivity additions (moderator
dilution,etc.).

However, the plant is also depressurized as coolant
temperature.is decreased. If the safety rods are withdrawn
and coolant-pressure is decreased, an RCS Low Pressure trip
wills occur ath[1800] psig and the- rods will fall into the
core'. To avoid this, the protection system allows the
operator to bypass)the low pressure trip and maintain
shutdown capabilities. During the cooldown and
depressurization, the safety rods are inserted prior to the
low pressure tri.p [1800] psig. The'RCS pressure is
decreased'to lesstthan [1720] psig, then each RPS channel is
placed in shutdown bypass.gt

Q s %Lmr
In shutdown bypassda normally closed contact opens and the
operator closes the" shutdown bypass key switch. This action
bypasses the RCS low pressure triph Nuclear Overpower RCS
Flow and measured AxiaFPbwerg1mbalance trip, Reactor

Coolant Pump-to-power tFip,lnew Mgh Pressure RCS,dandithe RCS Variable Low
Pressure trip and insertsfa
[1850] psig trip. The opdrator can now' withdraw the safety
rods for additional SHUTDOWN MARGIN. g4

py 9
The insertion of the new high pressure' trip performs two
functions. First, with a trip setpoint of [1850] psig, the
bistable prevents operation at normal system pressure,
[ ] psig, with a portion of the RPS bypassed. The second
function is to ensure that the bypass is removed prior to
normal operation. When the RCS pressure is increased during
a plant heatup, the safety rods are inserted prior to
reaching [ ] psig. The shutdown bypass is removed, which
returns the RPS to normal, and system pressure is increased
to greater than [ ] psig. The safety rods are then
withdrawn and remain at the full out condition for the rest
of the heatup.

In addition to the Shutdown Bypass RCS High Pressure trip,
the high flux trip setpoint is administrative 1y reduced to
5% RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP) while the RPS is in shutdown
bypass. This provides a backup to the Shutdown Bypass

(continued)

(continued)
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Rc5 Instrumentation |
B 3.3.1 1

BASES (continued)
_

BACKGROUND RCS High Pressure trip, and allows low temperature physics
(continued) testing while preventing the generation of any significant

amount of power. .i

Module Interluk and Test Trio Rela.y

Each channel and each trip module is capable of being
individually tested, When a module is placed into the test
mode,ijt causes the test trip relay to open and to indicate

den RPS channel trip. Under normal conditions, the channel
gito be tested is placed in bypass before a module is tested.

$1rinIbool$1s/ ALLOWABLE'VALUE
%w gyy g

The triplietpoints are-the normal values at which the
bistablescare, set.. Any bistable is considered to be
prope'rly adjusted when the "as left" value is within the
band for CHANNEL CALIBRATION accuracy, i.e., ( rack
calibration + comparator setting accuracy).

" s % .P ;Q
The trip s$tp61nts deed in the bistables are based on the;

analytical limits! stated .intteference 2. The selection of/m\ these trip setpoints is/suchithat adequate protection is
provided when C10epseMand processing time delays are
taken into account.ffe' allow fogsalibration tolerances,
instrumentation uncertainties, instrument-drift, and severe-

environment errors for those RPS chamacis that must function
in harsh environments as defined
the ALLOWABLE VALUES specified9 (W 10%,FR 50.49 (Ref. 3),Tabid 3.3.1-1 are
conservatively adjusted withWe)spect to the analytical
limits. A detailed description of the methodo' logy used to
calculate the trip setpoints, including their explicit>

uncertainties, is provided in Reference 4. The actual,
nominal trip setpoint entered into the bistable is more
conservative than that specified by the ALLOWABLE VALUE, to
account for changes in random measurement errors detectable
by a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. One example of such a change
in measurement error is drift during the Surveillance
Frequency. If the measured setpoint does not exceed the
ALLOWABLE VALUE, the bistable is considered OPERABLE.

'

Setpoints in accordance with the ALLOWABLE VALUE ensure that
the limits of Specification 2.0, " Safety Limits" are not
violated during A00s, and the consequences of DBAs will=be

(continued)

(continued),

v
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND acceptable, providing the-plant is operated from within the
(continued) LCOs at the onset of the A00 or DBA and the equipment

functions as designed.

Note that in LCO-3.3.1, " Reactor Protection System (RPS)
Instrumentatior,," the ALLOWABLE VALUES of Table 3.3.1-1 are
the LSSS. This ALLOWA3LE VALUE is established to prevent
violation of the SLs during normal plant operation and A00s.

; :i

Each c!hannel,can be tested online to verify that the signal
and setpointyaccuracy is within the specified allowance
requirements |of Reference 5. Once a designated channel is
taken out of ~ service for testing, a simulated signal is
injected ~ in place of1the field instrument signal. The
process equipment fo~r the channel in test is then tested,
verified,c and calibrated. Surveillances for the channels
are specified in;the SR section.

The ALLOWABLE' VALUES listdin Table 3.3.1-1 are based on
the methodology described in/ Reference 4, which incorporates
all of the known uncertainties applicable for each channel.
The magnitudes of these uncertainties are factored into the
determination of each trip setpoint', , All field sensors and
signal processing equipmentofor~ these channels are assumed
to operate within the allowances of these uncertainty

~'

%magnitudes.
/u

~

vf
APPLICABLE Each of the analyzed accidents anditransients can be
SAFETY ANALYSES detected by one or more RPS functions. The accident

analysis contained in Reference 2 takes credit for most RPS
trip functions. Functions not specifically. credited in the
accident analysis were qualitatively credited in the safety
analysis and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)

l staff-approved licensing basis for the plant. These
|

functions may provide protection for conditions that do not
require dynamic transient analysis to demonstrate function'

performance. These functions also serve as backups to
functions that were credited in the safety analysis.

|
The safety analyses applicable to each RPS function are
discussed below.

(continued)

(continued)

O
|
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RPS. Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES (continued)

-

- - 1
APPLICABLE 1.a. Nuclear Overoower--Hiah Setooint i

SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) The Nuclear Overpower--High trip:provides protection
for the design thermal overpower condition based'on

1

- the measured out-of-core fast neutron leakage flux._
The trip initiates a reactor trip-when the neutron
power reaches-a pre-defined setpoint at the design

. overpower limit. Because thermal power 1ags-the
,-neutron power, tripping when the neutron power reaches

_0 "the design overpower will limit thermal power to a

Q@ maximum value of the design overpower.- Thus, the-;

Nuclear Overpower--High Trip protects against-
V ,. m iviolation-of the DNBR and centerline fuel melt SLs.

Wd9 However ithe RCS Variable Low Pressure and_ Nuclear
OverpoweKRCS Flow and measured Axial: Power Imbalance

d provide mero direct' protection. The role of the. !

% Nuclear Overpower--High trip is to limit reactor
thermai power below the highest power at which the

othertwo,fWtrips ,are known to-provide protection.' Q
The'N0dlear;0verpower-High'tripalsoprovides
transient protection,ifor positive reactivity
excursions during powersoperations.: These eventss

include the< rod withdrawalfaccident, the rod ejection az

-accident (REA),-and the steam line break (SLB) ;1

accident. By providing"a tripiduring these events,
the Nuclear Overpower--High tripdprotects the plant
from excessive power levelssond ilso serves to reduce
reactor power to prevent,violatio'n' of the RCS pressure
SL. qy

.

Rod withdrawal accident analyses cover a large
spectrum of reactivity insertion rates (rod worths)
which exhibit slow and rapid rates;of power increases.
At high-reactivity insertion rates, the . Nuclear
0verpower-High trip provides the primary protection.
At low reactivity insertion rates, the high pressure
trip provides primary protection.

1.b.= Nuclear Overoower--Low Setooint -

While in shutdown bypass, with the Shutdown Bypass RCS
High Pressure trip OPERABLE, the Nuclear Overpower--
Low Setpoint trip must be reduced to < 5%'RTP.

(continued)

(continued)O
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1-

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE The low-power setpoint, in conjunction with the lower
SAFETY ANALYSES Shutdown Bypass RCS High Pressure setpoint, ensure

(continued) that plant is protected from excessive power
conditions when other RPS trips are bypassed.

2. RCS Hiah Outlet Temoerature

The,RCS High Outlet Temperature trip, in conjunction
with the RCS Low Pressure-and RCS Variablo i.ow

sfressbre trips, provide protection for the DNBR SL. A,

dh|| trip isMnitiated whenever the reactor vessel outlettemperatsre approaches the conditions necessary for
% departure from; nucleate boiling (DNB). Each RCS High

'' Outlet Tesipstiture channel encompasses the modules
from the % sistance temperature detectors (RTDs)
thros Mhe, bistable contact. Portions of each RCS
HighH utlettTemperature trip channel are common with
the RCS Vadable Higtt Pressure trip. The RCS High
Outlet Temperature,tet Fprovides steady-state
protection" for:n%erDNS PSL.

WNAAg s
The RCS High Outlirt3emperature trip limits the
maximum RCS temperature td@elow the highest value for
which DNB protect' ten bytthe VaHAble Low Pressure trip
is ensured. Above*the;,high] temperature trip, the
variable low pressurs? trip i7eed not/p' rovide
protection, because the plant wouldfhave tripped
already. (f)

3. RCS Hiah Pressure

The RCS High Pressure trip works in conjunction with
the pressurizer and main steam safety valves (MSSVs)
to prevent RCS overpressurization, thereby protecting
the RCS high pressure SL.

The RCS High Pressure trip has been credited in the
accident analysis calculations for rod withdrawal
accidents, moderator dilution accidents, and loss of
feedwater accidents. The rod withdrawal accidents
cover a large spectrum of reactivity insertion rates
and rod worths that exhibit slow and rapid rates of
power increases. At high reactivity insertion rates,
the Nuclear Overpower--High trip provides the primary

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

b(3
BASES (continued)

'

| APPLICABLE protection.- At low reactivity insertion rates, the
SAFETY ANALYSES RCS High Pressure trip provides the primary

(continued) protection.

4. RCS Low Pressure

The RCS Low Pressure trip, in conjunction with the-
'

f!)s RCS High Outlet Temperature and Variable Low Pressure
p%itiated whenever the system pressure approaches the
trips, provides protection for the DNBR SL. A trip is

gj#y%Fs' conditions necessary for DNB. The RCS Low Pressure
4|it tejp provides DNB low pressure limit for the RCS

% gU de?tCS Los Pressure trip-also provides transient'Q w , yariablextow Pressure trip.4W%
T

,f,The RCS! Low Pressure trip was also credited in theprotectiodifor primary system depressurization events.
9

safetyjanalyses._,4uring small break loss-of-coolant
LOCAs !haccidents ( V p)t&'

5. RCS V5<Hab IMPressure
%' jky>g

The RCS Varidle Lew#ressure trip, in conjunction-g) withtheRCSjHi 70uO et'Tamperature-and Low Pressure-,
\s_/ trips provide ecWn fonfthe DNBR SL. A trip is

initiated when er thedystein! parameters of pressure
and temperature approach the,ceeditions necessary for
DNB. The RCS Variable Lowfressury trip provides 'a
floating low pressure tr4 based-on the RCS High
Outlet Temperature withWthe range specified by the
High Temperature and. low Pressure trips.

6. Reactor Buildina Hiah Pressure

The RB High Pressure trip'provides an early indication
of a-high energy line break (HELB) inside the RB. By

.

detecting changes in the RB pressure, the RPS can
provide a reactor trip before the other system .

parameters have varied significantly. Thus, this trip
acts to minimize accident' consequences. It also
provides a backup for RPS trip. instruments' exposed to-
an RB HELB environment'.

(cont'inued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation

'

B 3.3.1

BASES (continued)
_

APPLICABLE 7. Reactor Coolant Pumo-to-Power
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) The Reactor Coolant Pump-to-Power trip provides
protection for changes in the reactor coolant flow due
to the loss of multiple RCPs. The trip senses a loss
of an RCP by measuring the power supplied to the pump.
Because the flow reduction lags loss of power
indications due to the inertia of the RCPs, the trip
initiates protective action earlier than a trip based

j on a meas _ured flow signal.
'

4g[The trip?also prevents operation with both pumps in ,i
~,

s'either. coolant loop tripped. Under these conditions,s

core flow?andicore fluid mixing are insufficient for
adequate heat trar.sfer. Thus, the Reactor Coolant
Pump'to-Power, trip functions to protect the DNBR and
fuel centerli.ntmelt SLs.

The Reacthr colantfPkFto-Power tr4 has been
credited in the3 accident analysis %culations for the
loss of fourLRCPsh .The trip.also provides the primary
protection for thalloss of,aTpump or pumps, which
would result in both'pumpsEinlagingle SG loop being
tripped. V p

8. Nuclear Overnower RCSilow 'and HeaMred Axial Power
Imbalance y;fqm
The Nuclear Overpower RCS Flomand) Meas &ured Axialfr

Power Imbalance trip provideshst'eady-state protection
for the power-imbalance SLs. "A reactor trip is

1

initiated when the core power, axial power peaking and
reactor cociant flow conditions indicate an approach
to DNB or fuel centerline melt limits. By measuring
reactor coolant flow, and tripping only when
conditions approach an SL, the plant can operate with
the loss of one pump from a four pump initial
condition.

This trip also provides transient protection, through
the power-to-flow ratio, for loss of reactor coolant
flow events. The power-to-flow ratio provides input
for an acceptable protection from DNB for the loss of
a single RCP and for locked RCP rotor accidents.

(continued)

(continued)
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;RPS Instrumentation-

B 3.3.I'

O -BASES--(continued)
-

b +

APPLICABLE The imbalanca portion of the trip is used for steady-
SAFETY ANALYSES state protection only.-

! (continued)
! -The power-toflow ratio of the Nuclear Overpower RCS

Flow-and Measured Auial Power. Imbalance _ trip also.
provides steady-state 1rotection to prevent reactor '

power from exceeding- tle_. allowable power-for-flow -
n. rates less than full four-pump flow. Thus, the power--

i'dQto-flow ratio prevents overpower conditions-similar.to.

the Nuclear Overpower trip. This protection ensures-J
that during reduced flow conditions, the core power ise 4

it . maintained below that required to begin DNB.
%g

NjaiNT0hMne Trio (Control Oil Pressure)
g *

N97, '

.se w
$Thle* Main 3TurbineTripfunctiontrips.thereactorwhen
Othe m'ainttu'rbine is. lost at high power levels. The

MaipsTurbine Trjp. function provides -an early reactor
tripJin anticipation of the loss of heat sink ,

asso'ciatediwithinFturbine trip. The Main Turbine trip
Function'was added to the B&W designed plants in

.

accordance'with"NUREW W37
Three Mile Island Unit"tPacc(Ref. 5) following the-ident. The: trip 1owers'

the probability,of/ ARCS; power operated relief valve,V (PORV) actuationsfoNturbinettrip cases. This trip is- .

iactivated at higher power lewis, -thereby limiting the
range through which the -Integrtted' Control System must
provide an automatic runb cg,6ti"tyturbine trip.3nW'

10. Loss _of Main FeedwaterrNmos-(Control Oil Pressure)

The Loss of Main Feedwater Pump 6 tr_ip'provides a
reactor trip at high power levels when both main
feedwater pumps are_ lost. The trip provides an early

.

reactor trip in anticipation of the loss.of heat sink
associated with the : loss of main feedwater.. . This . trip _ |

was added'.in accordance with NilREG-0737 (Ref. 5) I
!

following the Three Mile-' Island Unit:2 accident. This
trip provides a reactor trip at high power levels for
a' loss of main feedwater to minimize challenges to the- |

PORVs.

(continued)-

(continued)

'

.
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RPS lastrum:ntation
B 3.3.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE 11. Shutdown Bvoass RCS Hiah Pressure
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) The RPS Shutdown Bypass RCS High Pressure is provided
to allow for withdrawing the CONTROL RODS prior to
reaching the normal RCS Low Pressure trip setpoint.
The shutdown bypass provides trip protection during
deboration and RCS heatup by allowing the aperatur to
withdraw the safety groups of CONTR0t. RODS. This
ntakes their negative reactivity available to terminate

A nadvertent teactivity excursions. Use of the
Mithutdown;bypasstriprequiresthattheneutronpower

*iy'4This Torcesta trip to occur whenever the plant
trip setpoint be reduced to 5% of full power or less.

swl.tchesdrom power operation to shutdown bypass oru

vice voiS 6 This ensures that the CONTROL F 'S are
all Joserted- and the flux distribution is known before
powerJoperation can begin. The operator is required
to remove .the shutdown bypass, reset the Nuclear
Overpower--High Power-trip setpoint, and again
withdraw the-safety' rod groups before proceeding with
startup. V ' " /, _ m .

g,

AccidentsanalyzehintheiFSAR(Ref.2)donot
describe events that _ occur during> shutdown bypass
operation, because-thel; consequence $s f these eventso

areenvelopedbytheevents"presentgintheFSAR.
y%

The RPS satisfies Criterion 3 ofdh'e ftRCrInterim
Policy Statement. M "

Q

LC0 The LC0 requires all instrumentation performing an RPS
function to be OPERABLE. Failure of any instrument renders
the affected channel (s) inoperable and reduces the
reliability of the affected functions. The specific
criteria for determining channel OPERABILITY differ slightly

, between functions. These criteria are discussed on a
| function by function basis below.
1

The four channels of each function of the RPS shall be
OPERABLE at all times the reactor is critical to ensure that
a reactor trip will be actuated if needed. The trip <

(continued)
.

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation!

'

B 3.3.1

BASES (continued)
g , - - -

LC0 function channels specified in T6ble 3.3.1-1 are considered
| (continued) OPERABLE when the applicable criteria below are met: *

| 1. All channel components .necenary to nrovide a reactor
trip Tre functional andlo service;

1

2. Channel measursment uncertniid a .nd trip setpoints
e are known via test, analysis, or design information

gOwi, thin the assumptions of the'setpoint analysis;
91 n

N<ffh 3, Required surveillaace testing is current and has
' , demonstrated performance within each surveillance

#

%}sbd test'ssjecceptance criteria; anel9 ~g g
4. .Associatedfoperational bypasses are not enabled except

#*under,Tthe| conditions specified by the LCO
applicability statement for the functioc.

m
The follkihg Bases [fNheach trip function identify which of
the above'itensiere
OPERABILITYP%ypapplicable to the establishedM

/s4
n Required Actionstallow maintenance ()rotection channol)
{ bypN of f ndividual channels,tbtit tie bypasc activates
b interlocks that prayent' opptiagkith a second channel in

the same function-bypassed.V 0peration in this condition is
restricted to 48 hours before restoris the function to four
channel operation (',wo-out-of-fourAogic), or placing the
channel in trip- (one-out-of-three' logic). Bypass
effectively places the plantM' n a two-out-of-three logic
configuration.

Only the ALLOWABLE VALUES are specified for each RPS trip
function in the LCO. Nominal trip setpoints are specified
in the plant-specific setpoint calculations. The nominal .

'

setpoints are selected to ensure that the setpoint measured
by CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS does not exceed the ALLOWABLE
VALUE if the bistable is performing-as required. Operation
with a-trip setpoint'less conservative than the nominal trip
setpoint, but within its ALLOWABLE VALVE, is acceptable
provided that operation and testing ~is consistent with the

.

| assumptions of the plant-specific setpoint calculations.
Each ALLOWABLE VALUE specified is more conservative than the-
analytical limit assumed in the safety analyses to account-

-(continued)

(continued)
t j
V
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES (continued)
_

1

LC0 for instrument uncertainties appropriate to the trip '

(continued) function. These uncertainties are defined in the
plant-specific setpoint analysis (Ref. 4).

For most RPS functions, the trip setpoint ALLOWABLE VALUE is
to ensure that the DNB or RCS pressure SLs are not
challenged. Figure B 3.3.1-3 illustrates the relationsMp
between these RPS trips and the.SLs. The Nuclear Overpower
RCS flowrand AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE trip setpoint ALLOWABLE
VAltfEt are selected to protect the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE SLs
assillustrited by Figure B 3.3.1-4. The two figures are-
11)ustrativeo'ly, Cycle specific figures for use during-n
operation are contained in the CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORTS
(COLR).OCertain:RPSetrips functlon to indirectly protect
the SLs by detM. ting 4pecific conditions that do not
immediately'challengeuls but will eventually lead to
challenge'if no action is taken. These trips function to
minimize the plant' transients caused by the specific
conditions. The-ALLOWABLE 1VALUE fer these functions is

~

selected at the'mininovdeviation from normal values that
will indicate the condition't without risking spurious trips
due to normal fluctuations-in the measured parameter,

my g vQ
BasesfortheindividuAFfunctionrbquirementsareas
follows: dp % 4

-

32 A
1.a. Nuclear Overoower--Hiah Setooint [K_ pg y n

The Nuclear Overpower--High Setpoint trip provides
protection for overpower conditions based on the
measured, out-of-core, fast neutron leakage flux.
Each channel instrumentation encompasses the moduleI

from the uncomponsated lon chambers through the
bistable contacts. Portions of each channel are
connon w'Ith the Reactor Coolant Pump-to-Power, Nuclear

| Overpower RCS Flow and Measured Axial Power Imbalance,
Turbine Trip, and Loss of Nain Feedwater Pumps trips.
Nuclear Overpower--High Setpoint trip channels are
OPERABLE when OPCRABILITY criteria 1 through 3 above
are met.

The ALLOWABLE VALUE specified is selected to ensure
that a trip occurs before reactor power exceeds the
highest point at which the Variable Low Pressure and
the Nuclear Overpower RCS Flow and Measured Axial

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES (continued)(
't
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Figure B 3.3.1-3 (page 1 of 1)
Relationship of Reactor Protect'on System Trips to Departure from
Nuciene Boiling and Reactor Coolant System Pressure Safety Limits

(continued)

(~s. (continued)
'
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RPS lastrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES (continued)

Typical Figure
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Figure B 3,3.1-4 (page 1 of 1)
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(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation !
B 3.3.1

BASES (continued)

LCO Power Imbalance trip > .'e analyzed to provide
(continued) protection against DNB J fuel centerline melt. The i

ALLOWABLE VALUE is also selected to ensure a trip !
occurs before an overpower condition causes RCS
pressure to exceed the RCS pressure SL.- The

,

function's setpoint ALLOWABLE VALUE does not account I

for harsh environment, induced errors, because the
s3 trip will actuate prior to degraded environmental

!
,

f ? conditions being reached.

/k.b. lear Overoower--Low setooini !% p

b u #y M 116' k shutdown bypass-with the Shutdown Bypass RCS
,

'

% Hi Pressure trip OPERABLE, the Nuclear Overpower
itr 'setpoint must be reduced to less than 5% RTP. ;

/ D Mucle W Over)ower--Low Setpoint, in conjunctioni
%ith theMower Swtdown Bypass RCS High Pressure !setpetwt, ensure 4that the plant'is protected from 4

excessive pomericonditions when other RPS trips are
bypisped%Thelsetpoint ALLOWABLE VALUE was chosen to
be as'lewiss-proctical and still l'e within the ranget

O of the out-of-core insthimentation. Nuclear
Overpower--Law setppint" trip channels are OPERABLE
when OPERABIL11Y7trMeria%through 3 above are met.

RCSHiohOutletiemn%Sf reQte k
t Kg i

2. e

og
TheRCSHighOutletTemperathNkip,inconjunction
with the Low Pressure and Variable Low Pressure trips,
provides protection for[the DNBR SL. A trip is
initiated whenever the reactor vessel outlet*

temperature approaches the conditions necessary for
DNB. Portions of each RCS High Outlet Tem)erature
trip channel are common with the RCS Varia)1e Low
Pressure trip. Each RCS High Outlel Temperature trip
channel encompasses the modules from the resistance
temperature detectors (RTDs) through the bistable _
contact and the reactor trip modules. RCS High Outlet
Temperature trip channels are OPERABLE when
OPERABILITY criteria 1 through 3 above are met.

(continued)

(continued)

I
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RPS Instrutntation
B 3.3.1

BASES (continued)

LCO The trip setpoint ALLOWABLE VALVE is selected to
(continued) ensure that a trip occurs before hot leg temperatures

reach the point beyond which the RCS Low Pressure and
Variable low Pressure trips are analyzed. The
setpoint ALLOWABLE VALVE does not reflect errors
induced by harsh environmental conditions the
equipment is expected to experience because the trip
is not required to mitigate accidents that create
harsh conditions in the RB.
t ,s

3f280.SHich' Pressuref
'

k The RdS high Pressure tri setpoint providesT

'protectiot forathe RCS high pressure SL. The high
pressure' trip works in conjunction with the
pressurizerJsafety valves and main steam safety valves
to prevent RCS'overpressurization. Each RCS High
Pressure trip channel.encom asses equipment from the
RCS pressure ta >s.throt:gh tie bistable contacts.
Portions of eac1 High Pressure trip channel are common
with the RCS Lot. Pressure and Variable Low Pressure
trips. RCS High Pressure trip channels are OPERABLE
when OPERABILITY criterjail-through 3 above are met.

? - :_.

ThesetpointALLOWABLEV(.UEisselectedtoensure
that the RCS high pressure Stfis notichal % nged during
steady-state operation or slow power' transients. The
setpoint ALLOWABLE VALVE does notireflect errors
induced by harsh environmental, conditions, because the-

equipment is not required to mitigate accidents that
create harsh conditions in the RB.

j

|

| 4. RCLLow Pressura

The RCS Low Pressure trip, in conjunction with the
RC High Outlet Temperature and Variable Low Pressure
trips, provide protection for the DNBR SL. Each low
pressure instrumentation channel encompasses the
modules from the pressure taps through the bistable
contacts. Portions of the: chaanels are common with
the RCS High Pressure and Variable Low Pressure trips.

(continued)

(continued)

O
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! RPS Instrumentation I
'

; B 3.3.1
1

BASES (continued)
_

4

LCO The RCS Low Pressure trip channels are OPERABLE
"

1 (continued) when OPERABILITY criteria 1 through 4 are met.

J The RCS Low Pressure setpoint ALLOWABLE VALUE is )
selected to_ ensure that a reactor trip occurs before

.

RCS pressure reduced below the lowest point at which"

the Variable _ Low Pressure trip is analyzed. The
RCS Low Pressure trip has been credited in the

4 maccident analysis calculations for small break LOCAs. :

Mc%
' Consequently, harsh RB conditions created by small

1

break LOCAs can affect performance of the RCS pressure*

k sensors and transmitters. Therefore, degraded.
N b 4 environmental conditions are considered in the

-

M V ALLWABLE3YALUE determination,
i :m -.

35. ;"BCS Variable Low pressure
v w .i

The RCS Variable < Low Pressure trip,-in conjunction
with-the RCS;HighsTemperature and Low Pressure tri)s,
provide *protectnen for the DNBR SL. The RCS Varia)1e-

'

Low Pressure. trip provides a floating low pressure
trip based oh:the RCS High Outlet Temperature within

O the range specified'by the high temocrature and low-
RCS pressure) trips d Each RCS Variable low Pressure
trip channel encompasses equipment from the RCS
3ressure taps and the outlet' temperature RTOs to the
sistable contacts. Portionstofrthese channels are
common with the RCS High and Low Pressure functions
and the RCS High Outlet Temperature function. RCS
Variable Low Pressure trip channels are OPERABLE when
OPERABILITY criteria 1 through 4 above are met,

i The RCS Variable low Pressure setpoint ALLOWABLE VALVE
is selected to ensure that a tri) occurs when
temperature and pressure approac1 the conditions

i necessary for DNB while operating in a temperature-
)ressure region constrained _by the low pressure and
ligh temperature trips. The RCS Variable Low Pressure
trip is not assumed for transient protection in-the
plant safety analysis; therefore, determination of the
setpoint ALLOWABLE VALVE-does not need to account for
errors induced by a harsh RB environment.

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES (continued)

LCO 6. Reactor Buildina Hiah Pressure
(continued)

The RB High Pressure trip provides an early indication
of a HELB inside the RB. Each trip channel
encompasses the modules from RB pressure taps through
the bistable contacts. RB High Pressure trip channels
are considered OPERABLE when OPERABILITY criteria 1
through 3 above t.re met.
& .

is set
.,N;TheAlt0WABLEVALUEforRBHighPressuretripat the lowest value consistent with avoiding spurious
i trips during. normal 03eration. The electronic

N' component 0 of the RB ligh Pressure trip [are located
in,an' area that?is not exposed to high temperature
steam environments during LOCA/HELB transients). The
componentstare emposed to high radiation conditions.
Therefore, the' determination of setpoint ALLOWABLE
VALUE accounts for errors induced by the high
radiation.+ A f

spSP ps

7. Reactor CooIlant*Puesto-Power.

The Reactor Coolant [ ump-N b r trip providts
' protection for chuges|in the Rt5;ficw due to the loss

of multiple RCS pumps,y'The; trip'also prevents
operation during conditions in' which -core flow and
core fluid mixing are insufficient. forbadequate heat
transfer. A " Np

Each of the function's instr tion channels
encompasses equipment from the' uncompensated ion
chambers and the individual pump status indicators to
the channel bistable contact. Portions of each
channel are common with the Nuclear Overpower, Nuclear
Overpower RCS Flow and Measured Axial Power Imbalance,|

Turbine Trip, and Loss of Main Feedwater Pump trips.
Reactor Coolant Pump-to-Power trip channels are
considered OPERABLE when OPERABILITY criteria 1
through 4 above are met.

The ALLOWABLE VALUE for the Reactor Coolant
Pump-to-Power trip setpoint is selected to prevent
normal power operation unler .t least three RCPs are
operating. RCP status is mot ;ored by power relays on
each pump. These relays trip on overpower with

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES (continued)

LC0 an ALLOWABLE VALUE of A (14,400 kW and on underpower

with an ALLOWABLE VALVE of s [1],752]d low enough to(continued) kW. The
overpower ALLOWABLE VALUE is selecte
detect locked rotor conditions, but high enough to
avoid a spurious trip on the in-rush current when the ,

pumps start. The underpower ALLOWABLE VALUE-is
selected to reliably trip on loss of voltage to the
RCPs. Neither the reactor power nor the pump power

',r ALLOWABLE VALUE ac ount for instrumentation errors
i can ad by harsh environments because the trip function

V is.not required to respond to events that could createfy harsh environments in the RB or any other plant
. a_ 7,, location.s: ,

q~

l O oar Overoower RCS flow and Measured Axial powerl8.
c m>a'anceLo

+ , >

The Nuclear Overpower RCS Flow and Axial Power-

Imbalance tripkprovides ste.a-state protection forthe' power-imba ance SLs. The Power-Imbalance-Flow
trip encompasses'the modules from the sensed points to
the bistable' contacts for total power, measured AxialO Power Imbalance, and RCS: flow measurement. The triph setpoint, determined fromuthe flow and imbalance
measurements,'is compared to the total power
measurement for' trip determthetion. Portions of each
channel are common with the Nuclear Overpower,
RCS Pump-to-Power, Turbine trip, sand Loss of Main
Feedwater Pump trips. The ALLOWABLE VALUE for this
function is given in the_ facility COLR because the
cycle-specific changes affect the ALLOWABLE VALUE,

l
Nuclear Overpower RCS Flow and Measured Axial Power
Imbalance trip channels are considered OPERABLE when
OPERABILITY criteria 1 through 4 above are met.

The function's setpoint ALLOWABLE VALVE is selected tc
ensure that a trip occurs when the core power, axial
power peaking, and reactor coolant flow conditions
indicate an approach to DNB or fuel centerline melt
limits. ,

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES (continued)

|

LC0 9. Main Turbine Trio (Control Oil Pressure)
(continued)

The Main Turbine Trip RPS function provides an early
reactor trip when the main turbine is lost at high
power levels.

The turbine status is based on the control oil
pressure of the main turbine. Each channel includes
the,. instrumentation, from the oil, pressure sensing

j point'at,the turbine through the trip channel bistable
e <contactsk Turbine trip channels are considered
i OPERABLE'when OPERABILITY criteria 1 through 4 above

' are met? Each of the four turbine oil pressure.

' switches feedsiall four protection channels through
buffers that continuously monitor the status of the
contacts. .Therefore, failure of any pressure switch
renders all? protection channels inoperable.

. . ,n
for the main turbineLeontrol oil pressure bistable,
theALLOWABLEVALUEofn[45)psigisselectedto
provide a trip'Whenever feedwater pump control oil
pressure drops below the normal operating range. To
ensure that the trip is automatically enabled as
required by the LCO, the reactor power bypass is set
with an ALLOWABLE VALUE'of (1)% RTP.

,

The Turbine Trip is not required to protect against
events that can create a harsh onvironnent.
Therefore, errors induced by harsh environments are
not included in the determination of the setpoint
ALLOWABLE VALVE.

10. Loss of Main Feedwater Pumos (Control Oil Pressure)

The Loss of Main Feedwater Pumps trip provides an
early reactor trip at high power levels when both main
feedwater pumps are lost.

The MFW pump status is determined by the oil pressure
of the MFW pum) turbines. Each channel includes the
modules from tie oil, pressure sensing point through
the bistable contacts. The Loss of Main feedwater
Pumps trip channels are OPERABLE when OPERABILITY

|
criteria 1 through 4 above are met.

! (continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

|4
3

i

BASES (continued) |

1
.

For the feedwater aump control oil, pressure bistable,!
LCO

theALLOWABLEVALUEof(55 psig is selected to
provide a trip whenever fee)dwater pump control oil(continued)

pressure drops below the normal operating range. To
,

ensure that the trip is automatically enabled as ;

required by the LCO the reactor power bypass is set |

with an ALLOWABLE YklVE of [ )% RTP.The Loss of Main
,t feedwater Pumps trip is not required to protect

i s t;ainst events that can create a harsh environment in
4 Therefore, errors caused by *

h 't W turbine building.
harsh environments are not included in the

k * h, determination of the setpoint ALLOWABLE VALUE.$ huWe Evoass RCS Hioh pressure
sn .. m,

.nihe $hutdoep Bypass RPS High Pressure is provided toi#

W a11oe withdrawing the CONTROL RODS prior to reaching'

the, normal RCS Lew Pressure trip setpoint. Euch
,

channel includet.the modules from the RCS pressure'

taps' threegh %elbistable contacts. Portions of each
channel'arsicommon with the RCS High Pressure. Low
Pressure. and Variable Low Pressure trips. The

3 Shutdown Bypass RCS High, Pressure trip channels are[Vi

considered OPERABLEtwhen'0PERABILITY criteria 1-
1

through 3 above ere met. [Atsthis facility, the4

Shutdown Bypass'RCS High Pressure function's ALLOWABLE
VALVE is selected to ensure a trip occurs before:) ,

,

[Forthisfacility,thefollowingbupkrtsystemsare
required to be OPERABLE to ensure RPS instrumentation
OPERABILITY:)

(for this facility, those required support systems which,
i upon their failure, do not result in the RPS instrumentation

being declared inoperable and their justification are as-;

| follows:)

! (Forthisfacility,thesupportedsystemsimpactedbythe
inoperability of the RPS instrumentation and the
justification of whether or not each supported system is

| declared inoperable are as follows:) It should be noted

(continued)

(continued)
i
;

.

i- .(
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES (continued)

LCO
that LCO 3.3.1, ' Reactor Protection System (RPS) dditional(continued) Instrumentation,' may need to be augmented with a
Conditions if it is determined that the RPS provides support
to other systems in the Standard Technical Specifications.

APPLICABILITY In MODES L and 2, the following trips shall be OPERABLE
because the reactor is critical in these MODES. These trias
are. designed ^to take the reactor suberitical to maintain tie
SLtiduring A00s, and to assist the ESFAS in providing

,

acceptable consequences during accidents. |
.

~; s+ 1

1.%dEleh[Dverposer--HighSetreint; I

Nb
2. RCSHihOutlet] Temperature;

e 1. sr
3. RCSHighPrissure; f

RCS Low Piepersp# u,
%

PiM4.
v g /7 ,

5. RCS Variable Low"PMiure;,.3
!d/ AFh

6.
Reactor Building MighJ$essurehy;Q.AV g

7. Reactor Coolant PumpTo-Power; anb 4

d|h
8. Nuclear Overpower RCS Flow and Meistrett,')xial Power

Imbalance, ofP
functions 1,4,5,7and8abovemkfhebypassedinMODE2
when RCS pressure is below (1720] psig, provided the
Shutdown Bypass RCS High Pressure and the Nuclear Overpower
low setpoint trip are placed in operation. Under these
conditions, the Shutdown Bypass RCS High Pressure trip and
the Nuclear Overpower low Setpoint trips act to prevent
plant conditions from reaching a point where actuation of
these functions is necessary.

Two other functions are required to be OPERABLE durirg
portions of H0DE 1. These are the Main Turbine Trip and the
Loss of Main feedwater Pumps trip. These functions are
required to be OPERABLE above (45]% RTP and (15]% RTP,
respectively. Analyses presented in Reference 7 have shown

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABillTY that for operation below these power levels, these trips are
(continued) not necessary to minimize challenges to the PORVs as

required by NUREG-0737 (Ref. 5).

Because the only safety function of the RPS is to trip the '

CONTROL RODS, the RPS is not required to be OPERABLE in
MODE 3, 4 or S if % reactor trip breakers are open, or
the CONTROL ROD Drive (CRD) Syst' e is incapable cf rod
wt awal. Similarly, th * t required to be

4 . in H0DE 6 when f aus are decoupled from

[qMHlowever,jeSh00E3,4,or5,theShutdownBypassRCSHigh
$the C ,

jg;. '

WPressur##ndfuelear Overpower low Setpoint trips are
recuired to bei ERABLE if the CRD trip breakers are closed
anc ath( m is capable of rod withdrawal. Under
these'cond the Shutdown Bypus RCS High Pressure and,

Nuclear Overpower LorSetpoint trips are sufficient to
prevent y app pachitofconditions that could challenge SLs.

n w nw
ForthisLbf14thisbeenaddedintheAPPLICABILITYto9
clarify that each: function;apecified in Table 3.3.1-1 shall

O be treated as angledependentientity with an independent

& Completion Time. V # @ Q" g,
A %

ft
ACTIONS Conditions A, B, C, and D are ba$etoallRPS

protection functions. A pro ion function channel is
inoperable when it does not $atisfy the OPERABILITY criteria
for the function's channels. ' These criteria are outlined
for each function in the LC0 section of the Bases. All
affected functions provided by an inoperable channel must be
declared inoperable, and the plant must enter Condition A,B, or C. The most common causes of channel inoperability is
outright failure or drift of the bistable or process module
sufficient to exceed the tolerance allowed by the plant-
s)ecific setpoint analysis. Typically the drift is small,
witch would result in a delay of actuation rather than a
total loss of function. This determination is made during
the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST when the
process instrument is set up for adjustment to bring it
within specification. If the trip setpoint is not
consistent with the ALLOWABLE VALUE in Table 3.3.1-1, the
channel must be declared inoperable immediately.

(continued)

(continued)
G
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| RPS Instrumentation i
'

B 3.3.1 ;

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS When the number of inoperable channels in a trip function i

t (continued) 2xceed those s)ecified in one or more related Conditions
associated wit 1 a trip function, then the plant is outsidet

the safety analysis. Therefore, LC0 3.0.3 must be
immediately entered, if applicable in the current H0DE of ;

operation.

If a facility is to take credit for topical reports as the
basis for justifying Completion Times, the reports must be
supportr d by an NRC staff Safety Evaluation Report (SER)e

!that establishes the acceptability of each topical report
for +, bat facility,

ConditionA
'

Condition A''abplies.to:each one of the RPS functions
presented ta Table 3.3.1-1.

Condition A appl s if one;or more functions in one
protective chanhel become ino)erable. Required '

Action A.1 requires' placinf tie affected protection channel
in bypass or trip. This p aces all.RPS functions in a
two-out-of-three logic configuration' and prevents bypass of
any other channel. In'this configuration, the RPS can still
perform its safety functionlin the presence of a random
failure of any single channel. Alternatively, the
inoperable channel can be placed in trip, < Tripping the
affected protection channel places all:RP$ fpctions in a
one-out-of-three configuration.

Oper w.cn in the one-out-of-three c'onfiguration may continue
indefinitely. In this configuration, the RPS is capable of
performing its trip function in the presence of any single
random failure. A second channel may be bypassed
temporarily for surveillance testing while maintaining the
RPS capability to withstand a random failure of a single
channel. The 1-hour Completion Time is sufficient to
perform the Required Action.

Per Required Action A.2.1 or Required Action A.2.2, if the ;

inoperable channel is bypassed, it must either be restored 8

to OPERABLE status or tripped within 48 hours. This action !

is necessary because the RPS was accepted by the NRC as a
four channel design. Required Action A.2.1 is preferred
because it restores the full functional capability of the

1

(continued)

(continued) ,
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RPS Instrumentation
F 3.3,1 !

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS RPS. Action A.2.2 places the RPS in a one-out-of-three
(continued) configuration as discussed above. The 48-hour Completion

Time is based on the NRC SER of Reference B.

(.gndition B

Condition B applies to each of the RPS functions presented
in Table 3.3.1-1.
MF ,

s, protection channels become inoperable.pp,dtendittenBappliesifoneormorefunctionsintwo
i
'

.in

hihat$HibirefActionB.1andRequiredActionB.2)laceoneof
%twe< inoperable >rotection channels in trip and tie other in

bypass &These tequired Actions ple < 111 RPS functions in a
one-out4twollegic configuration < s prevent bypass of a
second channelk In this configuration, the RPS can still
perform itetsafety functions in the presence of a random
failure efeany.singleLehannel. The 1-hour Completion Time-
is sufficient';ttee pe; perform the Required Actions.

RequiredActionMNisnece$sarfanneldesign.because the RPS was

O accepted by the NRC as a1fourLc Restoring one
channel to OPERABLE status auts the RPS into Condition As

which allows the system t's be ihts one-out-of-three
configuration. The (B-houestompletion-Time is based on the
NRC SER of Reference 7.

/ >#;q;/"Q'
A

Condition C '

k
Condition C applies to each one of the RPS functions
presented in Table 3.3.1-1,

Condition C applies if the Required Actions of Condition A
or B cannot be completed within the allowed Completion Time.

Required Action C.1 and Required Action C.2 place the plant
in a MODE in which the RPS is not required to be OPERABLE.
The 6 hours allowed for completion is a reasonable time,
based on operating experience, to reach MODE 3 from full
power in an orderly manner and without challenging plant
systems.

,

(continued)

(continued)

\

!
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS [ondition D
(continued)

Condition D applies to each one of the RPS functions
presented in Table 3.3.1-1.

Required Action D.) verifies that all required support or
supported features associated with the other redundant

The spec (s) are OPERABLE within a Completion Time of 1 hour.
channel

tfled Completion Time is sufficient for plant
operations' personnel to make this determination. if
verif,fcatiori determines loss of functional chpability,
Lt0 3.0.3 nest be.immediately entered. However, if the
support or supported feature LCO or RPS LCO take into
consideratiorpthe loss of function situation then LCO 3.0.3
may not net:d to be entered.

,

SURVEILLANCE The SRs are modified by'two Notes. The first Note directs
REQUIREMENTS the reader to Table-3;3f1-1<to determine the correct SRs to

perform for each trip function. Nott functions are subject
to CHANNEL CHECK, CHANNE(TUNCTIOWA IEST, and CHANNEL
CAllBRAT10N.

The second Note defines aghannaPas being OPERABLE for up
to 8 hours while bypassed for surveillance testing. The
Note allows channel bypass for testing without defining it
as inoperable although during this time ported it cannot
actuate a reactor trip. This allowance is based on the RPS
reliability analysis (Ref 8) assumption that 8 hours is the
average time required to perform channel surveillance: Tho
analysis demonstrated that the 8-hour testing allowance) does,

i not significantly reduce the probability that the RPS will
| trip when necessary, it is not acceptable to routinely
| remove channels from service for more than 8 hours to;

perform required surveillance testing. Such a practice
would be contrary to the assumptions of the reliebility
analysis that justified the LCO's Completion Times.

If a facility is to take credit fer topical reports for the
basis for justifying Surveillance Frequencies, the topical
reports should be supported by an NRC staff SER that
establishes the acceptability of each topical report for
that facility.

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

O BASL (continued)
-

$URVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.1
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures
,that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A -!

CHANNEL CHECK is a comparison of the parameter indicated on 1
<

one channel to a similar parameter on other channels, it is
based on the assumption t1at instrument channels monitoring
the-same parameter should read approximately the same value.
54gnificant deviations between two instrument channels could

A be aniindication of excessive instrument drift in one of the
f%thannels or something more serious. CHANNEL CHECK will
% detect gross channel failure, thus, it is the key to

byerifying that the instrumentation continues to operate
%properirketiseen each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Mt b % '

Agreemen'ticriterjaaredeterminedbytheplantstaffbased
~

' on a# combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,;

including.lsolation, indication, and readability. If a
. channel toutsidotthe piatch criteria, it may be an-
indicatioh
equipment d.that the W ansmitter or the signal3rocessing

eifted,octs'1de its 1imit. If the clannels 'are
within the matchtcriteria,11t is an indication that the

O
s

channels are OPEMBLE.;;5erve111ance is required, theIfzthe channels are normally off
scale during times'when*

CHANNEL CHECK will en1f verify that they are off secle in
the same direction.*0ff-scale low current-loop channels are
verified to be reading at the bottes,ef the range and not
failed downscale. ' ' " = Vt#

The Surveillance Frequency.naboht once overy shift, is based
i on operating experience that demonstrates the rarity of

channel failure, lhus, performance of the CHANNEL CHECK'

guarantees that undetected, overt channel failure is limited
to 12 hours. Because the probability of two random failures
in redundant channels in any 12-hour period is extremely

-low, the CHANNEL CHECK minimizes the chance of loss of
protective function due to failure of redundant channels.
The CHANNEL CHECK supplements less formal, but more frequent

.

I

checks of channel OPERABILITY- during normal operational use
of the displays associated with the LCOs required channels. !

In the case of functions that trip on a combination of
several measurements, such as the Nuclear Overpower RCS flow l

and Measured Axial Power Imbalance function.-the CHANNEL
CHECK must be performed on each input.

_ . (continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES (continued)

SVRVEILLANCE This places all RPS functions in a two-out-of-three logic
REQUIREMENTS configuration.

(continued)

This SR is the performance of a HEAT BALANCE CAllBRATION for
the p er range channels every 24 hours when greater than
15% of RTP. The outputs of the puer range channels are
normaltred to the calorimetric. The HEAT BALANCE
CAI.lBRATION censists of a comparison of the results of the
calorimetric with the power range channel output. A Note
clarifies that this Surveillance is required only if reactor
power is > 15% of RTP. At lower power levels, calorimetric
data'are, inaccurate t

The power, range channel's output shall be adjusted
consistent >with the calorimetric results if the calorimetric
is t 102% of the power range channel's output. The value of
2% is adequatef.because.this:value is assumed in the safety
analyses of Refe):ence 9. ,ihese checks, and if necessary the
adjustment of thetrowers range channels ensure that channel
accuracy is maintained within ths analyzed error margins.
The 24-hour rrequency is 6dequate, based plant operating
experience, which demonstrates!the change in the difference
between the power range indication and the calorimetric
results rarely excends a small fractiori of. 2% in any 24-hour
period. Furthermore, the control room operators monitor
redundant indications and alarms to detect' deviations in
channel outputs.

,

''

v'f
111 3 .3 .1. 3

A comparison of power range nuclear instrumentation channels
against incore detectors shall be performed at a 31-day
Frequency when greater than 15% RTP. CHANNEL CALIBRATION
that adjusts the measured imbelance to agree with the incere
measurements is necessary when the out-of-core Measured
Axial Power Imbalance minus the incore imbalance is
2 2% imbalance. The calculation of the ALLOWABLE VALVE
envelope assumes a difference in out-of-core to incore
measurements of 2.5%. Additional inaccuracies beyond those
that are measured are also included in the satpoint envelope
calculation. The 31-day Frequency is adequate, considering
that long-term drift of the excore linear amplifiers is

(continued)

(continued)
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i

I RpS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE small and burnup of the detectors is slow. Also, the excore
REQUIREMENTS readings are a strong function of the power produced in the !

(continued) peripheral fuel bundles, and do not represent an integrated ;

reading across the core. The slow changes in neutron flux '

during the fuel cycle can also be detected at this interval.

SR 3.3.1.4 i

A!CNNNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST verifles the function of the trip,
deaterlock, and alarm functions of the channel. In the test,

k<$ua simulated or actual signal is inserted as close to thesensoras practicable to verify required trips, ir.terlocks,
%4nd:alarmtfonction when the input is beyond the trip

N eotpoint E n ore the design has made provisions for
includin(sensorsintheCHANNELFUNCTIONALTEST,thetest
signales sell be>1nserted at that point. "As found" and "as
left*" values-for bistable trip setpoints are recorded.
Bistable.setpoints must be found within the ALLOWABLE VALVE
specifiediin the-LC0.JIhe difference between the current

within the'and the htw ious "as left" setpoints must be"as found"
eriftrallowance used in the setpoint analysis.

Recalibration of"the bistable setpoint restores the
OPERABILITY of ap 20themise: functional component that does

O not meet these criterit. diowever, repeated failures of the
same channel over acasalliaumber of test intervals should be
evaluated as potentially indicatin~gla deterministic failure
that cannot be corrected by recalibration,

yg
The setpoint and . ' ve accuracy of each channel's
equipment locates ,_ de the'. reactor building shall be
verified every (45] da/s on a' STAGGERED TEST BASIS (i.e.,

. Channel A at (45] days after initial startup, Channel B at
(9 ) days, Channel C at 135) days, Channel D at.[180) days,

I an then Channel A again . Calculations have shown that the
45-day frequency maintains a high level of reliability of
the RPS (Ref, 8).

| SR 3.3.1.5

This SR is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION every*

(92) days. This CHANNEL CALIBRATION normalizes the power,
range channel output to the calorimetric coincident, with
the imbalance output being normalized to the imbalance,

condition predicted by the incore neutron detector-system.

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE The calibration for both imbalance and total power is
REQUIREMENTS integrated in the power imbalance detector calibration

(continued) procedure. The (92]-day Surveillance Frequency specified
for the Nuclear Overpower trip string is consistent with the
drift assumptions made in the plant-specific setpoint
analysis (Ref. 4). Furthermore, operating experience shows
the reliability of the trip string is acceptable when
calibrated on this interval. A Note clarifies that the
neutron' detectors are not required to be tested as part of
the CHANNEL' CALIBRATION. There is no adjustment that can be
made to the detectors. Furthermore, adjustment of the
detectors is4 unnecessary because they are passive devices,
with minimal # drift. Slow changes in detector sensitivity
are compensated forThy performing the daily calorimetric
calibration:and.,the monthly axial channel calibration.

SR 3 . 3 . l'.f ' ', '

.

ThisSRistheherformancNf>aCHANNELCALIBRATIONevery
(18] months. CMNNEldtAll8 RATION is a complete check of the
instrument channel;' including the. detector. The test
verifies that the channeltrespondsrto the measured parameter
with the necessary rangetind. accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION
leaves the channel adjusted toiaccountefor instrument drift
between successive tests.to" ens'ure thattthe instrument|

channel remains operational with'the setpoint within the
assumptions of the plant-specific setpoint< analysis.
Transmitter "as found" and "as left" values:are recorded and

; used to verify drift assumptions. For:0PERABLE channels,
CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall find that measurement errors and
bistable setpoint errors are within the assumptions of the

~

plant-specific setpoint analysis. Measurement and setpoint
error determination and readjustment must be performed
consistent with the assumptions of the plant-specific
setpoint analysis.

Recalibration restores OPERABILITY of an otherwise
functional component found to have errors larger than those
assumed by the setpoint analysis. However, repeated
failures of the same channel over a relatively small number
of test intervals must be considered as potentially
indicating a deterministic failure that cannot be corrected
by recalibration.

(continued)

(continued)

O
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES (continued)

SVRVEILLANCE Field transmitters may be calibrated in place, removed and
REQUIREMENTS calibrated in a laboratory, or replaced with an equivalent,

(continued) laboratory calibrated unit. RTD ch nnels may be calibrated
in place using cross-calibration techniques, or in a test,

bat 1 after removal from piping. For_ cross calibration, at
least one RTD should be replaced with a newly- calibrated RTD
during each refueling cycle to ensure accurate RTD cross
calibration. This replacament RTD must be the same model as

,

W remaining RTDs. 'Jsing a newly calibrated RTD as a
'eeferente ensures that RTD signal. drift contines to remain
Tandorrteather than systematic, and is within ti.; limits-

i specjned in. the plant-specific setpoint analysis. The

brp# isfdomenstrated that, over the extended interval, thehnement(interval may be extended to alternate refuelingMW
RTDs dN ft is random rather than-systematic, and is bounded
by ,theV lant-specific setpoint analyses assumptions. Thisp

determinationimay use results of statistical analysis of
o3eratingesed calibration data from similar plants, using
tie sameydel ofrRfDJin the same environmental conditions.

1@tm y
The SurveiflancahFs]quency is based on the assumption of an

'

[18)-month calibration iriterval in the determination of the'

magnitude of equ nt ft yn he setpoint analysis.
SR 3.3.1.7

.

'

: This SR ensures that the channel actuation response times
are less than or equal to the masjaunityalues assumed in the
accident analysis. Individua14emponerit response times are
not modeled in the analysestbThe analyses model thei

overall, or total, elapsed time from the point at which the
parameter exceeds the analytical limit at the sensor to the
point of rod insertion. The acceptable response times of: the relevant trip channels are included in Reference 10.'

The response times include contributions from the sensor,'

the RPS processing equipment, the RTMs, the CRD breakers,
i and-the CRD mechanism release. This test may be performed'

in one measurement or in overlapping segments, with
verification that all components are tested.a

:

A Note to the Surveillance indicates that neutron detectors
may be excluded from RPS RESPONSE TIME testing. This Note
is necessary because of the difficulty in generating an
appropriate detector input. signal. Excluding the detectors

$ (continued) '
1

/;

(continued)
k
.
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

| BASES (continued)

! SURVEILLANCE is acceptable because the princip1(s of detector operation
REQUIREMENTS together with the calibrations egainst heat balance

(continued) calculations and incore detectors, ensure a virtually
instantaneous response.

18)-monthResponse time tests are conducted on a (he interval betweenSTAGGERED TEST BASIS. This results in t
successive tests of a given channel of n times (18) months,
where n'is,the number of channels in the function. Testing
of the' final ' actuation devices, which make up the bulk of
the responso' time, is included in the testing of each
channel. Therefore, staggered testing results in response
time' verification of these devices every (18) months. The
(18)-month test frequency is based on plant operating

which shows that random failures of
experience, tion components causing serious response timeinstrumerita
degradation, but-not channel failure, are infrequent
occurrences. Response times cannot be determined at power,
becauseequipmentoperationjsrequired.

. , +
^

_

Title 10 Code of Federalh ulaticns, Part 50,REFERENCES 1. -

Appendix A " General Design, Criteria for Nuclear Power
Pl ant s . " g'W 'X

(Unit Name] FSAR, Section (lb), "(kccident Analysis)."2. yy
3. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.49,

" Environmental Qualification of Electric Equipment
Important to Safety for Nuclear Power Plants."

4. (Unit Name), "[ Plant-specific Setpoint Methodology)."

5. NUREG-0737, " Clarification of TMI Action Plan
Requirements,* November 1980.

!

f 6. (Unit Name) FSAR, Section ( ), "[ Title)."

7. Letter from A.C. Thadani (USNRC) to C.W. Smythe (B&W
Owners Group), "NRC Evaluation of BWOG Topical Report,
BAW 10167'' and Supplement 1, " Justification for
increasing the Reactor Trip System On-Line Test
Interval,' dated December 5, 1988.

,

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

b BASES (continued)
\

,

|

REFERENCES 8. BAW-10167, " Justification for increasing the Reactor I

(continued) Trip System On-Line Test Intervals," May 1986. )
|
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RPS Manual Re,ctor Trip
B 3.3.2

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION,

B 3.3.2 Reactor Protection System (RPS) Manual Reactor T.rd.2

BASES
_

BACKGROUND The Reactor Protection System (RPS) Manual Reactor Trip
,provides the o)erator with the capability to trip the

reactor from tie control room in the absence of any other
tripLcondition. Manual tri) is provided by a trip push

/ button on the main control aoard. This trip is-independent

y,d?ofthefactomatictri)system. As shown in Figure B 3.3.1-1,
power $ r the CONTRO ROD drive (CRD) breaker undervoltage

Q* modules.(RTMs)K The manual tri) coils: and-contactor coils comes-from the reactor tripswitches are located
between the RTM output and the areaker undervoltage coils.
Opening of theisWitches o) ens the lines to the breakers,
tripping them.7 The switcles also energize the breaker shunt
trip mechanisms. There is a separate switch in series with
the output'of each'of the four RTMs. All switches are
actuated threska' mechanical linkage from a single push
button for eachtrafn! ,,g

-% ;M>

.[ 4
APPLICABLE The Manual Reactor Tr,1p chdures k, t the control room
SAFETY ANALYSES operator can initiat'e a reactor tripwat any time. The

Manual Reactor Trip function is regutted as a backup to the
automatic trip functions, and to"allowherators to shut
down the reactor whenever ang perameter is rapidly trending
toward its trip setpoint. *yr
The Manual Reactor Trip function satisfies Criterion 3 of
the NRC Interim Policy Statement.

LCO The LCO on the Manual Reactor Trip requires that the trip
shall be operable whenever the reactor is critical or any
time the CONTROL ROD breakers are closed and rods are
capable of being withdrawn, including shutdown bypass. This
enables the operator to terminate any reactivity excursion
that in the operator's judgment requires protective action,
even if no automatic trip condition exists.

(continued)

(continued)

,
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RPS Manual Reactor Trip
B 3.3.2

BASES (continued)

LCO Manual Reactor Trip functions are considered OPERABLE when:
(continued)

a. All components in each protection channel that are
necessary to provide a manual trip are functional and
in service; and

b. Required surveillance testing is current and has
demonstrated performance within each surveillance
test's acceptance criteria.

(for tiiis facility, the following support features are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure RPS Manual Reactor Trip
OPERABILITY:] . . .

.- fG
(forthisfacility,thoserequiredsupportfeatureswhich
upon their. failure do not result in the RPS Manual Reactor
Trip channel being declared inoperable and their
justification are as follows;)

(Forthisfacilitygitkosupportedfeaturesim)actedbythe
inoperability of an RPS Manual Reactor Trip clannel and the
justification of whether or not each supported system is
declared inoperable are as follows!) nit should be noted
that LC0 3.3.2 may need to be augmented with additional
conditions if it is determined that the"RPS manual reactor
tri) provides support to other systems in'the Standard
Tecinical Specifications. j gq

9<4

_

APPLICABILITY The Manual Reactor Trip function is required to be OPERABLE
in MODES 1 and 2. It is also applicable in MODES 3, 4, and
5 if the CRD trip breakers are closed and the CRD System is
capable of rod withdrawal. Because the only safety function
of the RPS is to trip the CONiiiOL RODS, the Manual R9 actor
Trip function is not needed in MODE 3, 4, or 5 if the
reactor trip breakers are open or the CRD System is
incapable of rod withdrawal. Similarly, the RPS Manual
Reactor Trip is not needed in MODE 6 when the CONTROL RODS
are decoupled from the CRDs.

|
_

(continued)

O
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RPS Manual Reactor Trip
B 3.3.2

(3'

() BASES (continued)4

ACTIONS The Manual Reactor Trip channel is inoperable wnen it does.

not satisfy the OPERABILITY criteria for the channel's,

! function. These criteria are outlined in the LCO section of
the Bases."

Condition A
.

'

Condition A applies when one or more Manual Reactor Trip i

channels are found inoperable. One hour is allowed to I'

ofresto m, channels to OPERABLE status. The automatic
eIlfunctions and various alternative inanual trip methods, suchi

j W as removing power to the RTMs, are still available. The
i N A -hour Compietion Time is sufficient time to correct minor
; % problems W 9/9

k)@*gJR
Condititm A

up!
,

With one or more Manual Reactor Trip channels inoperable and'

unable to be retwispt te OPERABLE status within one hour,;

the plant'(nustite p aged in a MODE in which manual trip is'

not required,' Required Action 0.1 and Required Action B.2;

alace the plant in#et least h0.0E 3 with the CRD trip(q areakers open within 6 hours a The 6 hours allotted is a
,

;
3 V reasonable time,*4asedfon operating experience, to reachr

MODE 3 fro;a full power #in an, orderly manner and without ..

j challenging plant systems. *- 4
'

; rp , .

Condition C p# $'

A.

Condition C is applicable tolthe RPS Manual Reactor Tripi

channel s. Required Action C.~1 verifies that all required
! support features associated with the other redundant
| channel (s)-are OPERABLE within a Completion Time of 1 hour.
: The specified Completion Time is sufficien* for plant

.

} operations personnel to make this determination, if

! verification determines loss of functional capability,
j LC0 3.0.3 must be immediately entered. However,-if the
: support feature LCO or RPS manual reactor trip LCO takes
i into consideration the.10ss of function situation, then

LC0 3.0.3 may not need to be entered.

5 (continued)
.

i

f
-t

.
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RPS Manual Reactor Trip
B 3.3.2

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.2.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR requires the perfornance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST of the Manual Reactor Trip function. This test

| verifies the OPERABILITY of the Manual Reactor Trip by
| actuation of the end devices, the CR0 trip breakers. The
, Frequency, prior to each startu) if not performed within the
( preceding 7 days, ensures the 0)ERABILITY of the manual trip

function prior to achieving criticality. The frequency wast

developed considering it was prudent that these
surveillances:only be performed during a plant outage. This
Was due to the plant conditions needed to perform the
surveillance and the potential for unplanned plant
transients ~if the serveillance is performed with the reactor
at power. , Operating = experience has shown these components
usually pass the survalliance when performed prior to each
startup. N i:e

** ...,A
_

'.,a @ 0 % )N
REFERENCES None. W W4 g 5h\ t|

V,fkg} qg W
%f % QW

),
p

of

i

O
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RPS-RTM
i

B 3.3.3

8 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION
"

B 3.3.3 Reactor Protection System (RPS)-Reactor Trio Module (RTM)_

|
BASES

'

<

BACKGROUND The RPS consists of four independent protection channels,
esch containing an RTM. Figure B 3.3.1 1 shows a typical
RPS protection channel and the relationship of the RTH to

4 S instrumentation, mahual trip, and control rod drive.

DX ip devices. The RTM receives bistable trip signals
h' rom functions in it: own channel, as well as channel

alt from the other three RPS-RTMs. The RYM
[ trip tW signals to its own two-out-of-four trip

two-og# Dregiapits its own channel trip signal to the
a

-foueM ogic of the RTMs in the other three RPS
chapists'.? WhedeWer any two RPS channels transmit channel
triptsignaleM&B RTM logic in each channel actuates to
remove 1 ac pow om its associated CRD trip device.

The RPS tr Msists of series contacts that are
operated b . l g Durjng normal plant operations, all
enntacts are el AndtheiRTMchanneltriprelayremains

p\ energized. Howe ' if Tipparameterexceedsits,

setpoint, its as i contact opens, which de-energizesgd the channel trip r
,

,"yh.

v v N
When the RTM channel trip relay drenargizes, several things

#$occur:

1. The KA relay de-energizesothe four (4) output logic
| relays. Each of these Pelays " informs" its associated
' RPS channel that a reactor trip signal has occurred in

RPS Channel A;

2. The KAl contacts in the trip device circuitry powered
by RPS Cnannel A open, but the trip device remains

; energized through the closed KB1, kcl, and KD1 ,
'

contacts. This condition exists in each RPS-RTM.
Each RPS RTM controls power to a trip device; and '

,

3. The KA contact in )arallel with the channel reset
switch opens and tie trip is sealed in. The channel
reset : witch must be depressed, after the trip,

condition has cleared, to re-energize the channel trip
relay.

(continued)

,O (continued)
b
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RPS-RTM
B 3.3.3

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND While the infore.$ tion presented pertains only to RPS
j (continued) Channel A, it is ;pplicable to any RPS channel.

When the second RPS channel senses a reactor cio condition,
the following occurs:

,

| 1. The channel trip relay for that channel de-energizes;

2. The output logic relays for the second channel
-de-energize and open contacts that supply power to the

- . trip devices; and

3[ With con'tacti opened by two separate RPS channels,
power to the trip devices is interrupted, and the
controrrods fall,into the core.

Note, a minimum offt'wo out of four RTMs must sense a trip
condition to c ese a reactor trip. Also, since the bistable
relay contacts for each function are in series with the
channel trip releysi"twe'chennel trips caused by different
trip functions can resultgn a rea,ctor trip.

yy ,n
~

4i dw Mt

APPLICABLE Accident analyses rely bnJheichr tMfor protection
SAFETY ANALYSES of reactor core integrity,Vreact W coolent. pressure boundary

integrity, and reactor building OPERABILITYd A reactor trip
must occur when needed to prevent accident'tonditions from
exceeding those calculated in the accident analyses. More
detailed descriptions of the a>plicable accident analyses
are found in the bases fo: eac1 of'the RPS trip functians in
LC0 3.3.1, " Reactor Protection System (RPS)
Instrumentation."

RTM r?sponse time is included in the overall required
response time for each RPS trip and is not specified
separately,

The RTMs satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC In+ i "olicy
i

Statement.

t _.

i (continued)

O
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RPS-RTH
B 3.3.3

O BASES (continued) i

-L
I

LCO The RTM LCO requires all four RTMs to be OPERADLE. Failure-

of any RTH renders a portion of the RPS inoperable and
reduces-the reliability of the affected functions. RTMs are j

>

considered OPERABLE when: 1
1

All channel components necessary to provide a reactor.

trip are functional and in-service: and
.o.

eff/jRequired Surveillance testing is current and has
4V ilosonstrated performance within each Surveillance

#? tiest's acceptance criteria.

Q(' four'RTMsca$all be OPERABLE to ensure that a reactor trip!
gy

'Nueeld occur Wsneeded any time the reactor is critical.
OPERASILITY If4 defined as-the RTH being able to receive and
inter + ret'tripkignals from its own channel and from other
RPS'clannels and to open its associated trip device,

~

.

M & ;

Requirinhfour channel #> to be OPERABLE ensures that a ;

minimum of,tutf4M"Mennels will remain OPERABLE if a single
failure hasteceerredjin one, channel and a second channel has
been bypassed fopfar/rveillante or maintenance. This
two-out-of-four Art logic 4 ales ensures that a single RPS

O)( channel failure M1 asticause & unwanted reactor trip.'

V Violation of this feouitresbite,in a trip signal not -

causing a reactor trip whedifteeded !w

(Forthisfacility,thefollowjdh t' features are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure'RTH PERABILITY:] t

- 4y
[For this facility, those required sup1 ort features which,
upon their failure, do not result in tie RTH being declared -
inoperable and their justification are as follows:)

.

[For this facility, the supported features impacted by the
~

inoperability of an RTH and the justification for whether or
not each supported system is declared inoperable are as
follows:) It :hould D0.noted that LCO 3.3.3 may need to be
augmenteJ with additional Conditions if it is determined ,

that the RTM provides support to other systems in the
Standard Technical Specifications.

| ._ ;

(continued)

m
:,d
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RPS-RTM
B 3.3.3

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY The RTMs are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 hird 2 and
whenever the reactor CONTROL RODS are, or can be, withdrawn.
Rod withdrawal can occur in MODES 3, 4, and 5 whenever the
CRD trip breakers are closed and the CRDs are capable of rod
withdrawal. The RTMs are designed to ensure a reactor trip
would occur if needed any time the reactor is critical, i

Since this condition can exist in all of these MODES, the
RTMs mustibe OPERABLE.

4f @
g,1y' Qi

I:,TIONS An RTM is in' operable when it draes not satisfy the
OPERABILITY, criteria for the channel's function. These
criteria are p tlined in the LC0 section. )AK %
When more than one RTM! channel is inoperable, fau,,ty
operation'is notjallowed to continue. Therefore, LC0 3.0.3

imust be immediately enteredgif applicable in the current
mode of operatjon. ,;,g g y

NkCondition A
f,

VW 4<
4Condition A applies whe4 ne RTM b'acoqes inoperable.

y A+ gz.

When an RTM is inoperable [the 'associi'ted CRD breaker must
then be placed in a condition.that'is equiyalent to a
tripped condition for the RTM. Required Action A.l.1 or
Required Action A.1, ' require this eithW b$ ripping the
CRD breaker or removing power to theLtrip device. Tripping
one RTH or renoving power opens oneyset of CRD trip devices.
Power to hold up control rods is still provided via the
parallel CRD trip device (s). Therefore, a reactor trip willt not occur unti a second protection channel trips.

To ensure the trip signal is registered in the other
channels, Required Action A.2 requires that the inoperable

-

RTM be removed from the cabinet. This action causes the
electrical interlocks to indicate a trippad channel in the
iemaining three RTMs. Operation in this condition is
ellowed indefinitely because the actions put the RPS into a

3 one-out-of-three configuration. The 1-hour Completion Time
) is sufficient time to perform the Required Actions.

(continued)

(continued)

O
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RPS-RTM
B 3.3.3-

; BASES-(continued)m

ACTIONS Condition B
(continued) '

Condition B applies if the Requ' ired Actions of Condition A
~

are not met within the required Completion Time; in this
case, the plant must be placed in a MODE in which- the-LCO
does not apply. This is done by placing the plant-in at-
least MODE 3, with all CRD trip breakers osen or with all
power to the CRD System removed, within 6 1ours. The
Etieurs allotted is reasonable, based on operating

.

'

/ experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power in an orderly
M# manner #4nd without challenging plant systems.

-

M Me )% M it' ion Q- j%ew ggl
|Condition:y^q%..C applies when one RTM is. inoperable.

69 %fReqdfbdAbije,pitifn'C.1 verifies that all required support '

featur %
OPERABLdw;isecciated with the other redundant RTMs areithin A . letion Time of l hour. The specified
Completi6n Tiss"4s* icient for plant operations personnel
to make this' deteretsetion. If verification determines loss
of functional capaM11tyn4C0.3.0.3 must be immediatelyQ entered.- However,Qif tMisupp~ott feature LC0 or RPS-RTM LC0

( takes into consi'deraticalthe less-of-function situation,
i

then LCO 3.0.3 may met'neC','to be entered,n
v ' '

34
,pffNih

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.3.1 di?
REQUIREMENTS 434E

The SRs include performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST
every [45]-days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS. ' This test shall
include verification of the OPERABILITY of the RTM and its
ability to receive and properly respond to channel trip and
reactor trip signals.

[For this facility, a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST includes the
following:]

[For this facility, the justification for the Frequency is
as follows:]

'

REFERENCES None.

i
t

?
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CRD Trip Devices j'
B 3.3.4

,

[9 B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.4 CONTROL R00 Drive (CRDI Trio Devices !

BASES '
- .__.

BACKGROUND The Reactor Protection System-(RPS) contains multiple CRD
trip devices: 2 AC trip breakers, 2 DC trip breaker ) airs, !

and J6 silicon controlled rectif ter (SCR) relays. T1e
- .

system has two-separate paths (or channels), with each path-
Davingtone AC in series with a pair of.DC- breakers or 8 SCR-
/relaysd n parallel. Each path provides independent power to-

I theCabs. .Either path can provide sufficient power to

ht & '#
Figuref|913.3 42

'
'

devices.N To,tri;. illustrates the configuration of CR0 trip-'
p the reactor

rem 6ved.-. l.ossdof power causes, power -to. the CRDs must be-the CRD's mechanisms to
release,theTcontrol, rods, which then fall:by gravity into

!thecoreyV ogDQ
PowertoCRDs%p p

,g w
s lied from two separate plant sources

thrcugh the AC tM . ircuttJbreakers. These breakers are
designated A andf andsthe'i(m)' coilsarepowereWby,RPS;c_ha(nnelsAandB..respectively.undervoltage and shunt trip

s./ FromthecircuitbrthekersQtheCIO,pewertravelsthrough
voltage regulators and stepdown tPasformers, :These devices
in turn supply redundant ' buses thatWe
supplies and the regulating rod jeger;gd the DC powersupplies.

M
TheDC-powersuppliesrectiffitheACinputandsupplypower I
to hold the safety rods in t1eir fully withdrawn position.
One-of the redundant power sources _ supplies phase A-and the-
other phase C. Either phase being energized is sufficient

-

to hold the rod. Two breakers-are located on the output of
each power supply. 'Each breaker controls power to one-of
the four safety rod groups. The undervoltage_and shunt trip
coils on the'two circuit breakers on the output of one of
the power supplies is controlled by RPS channel C, and the
other two-breakers are controlled by;RPS channel D.

:n addition to the DC aower supplies, the redundant ~ buses-
also supply power to tle regulating and auxiliary power
supplies. These power supplies consist of SCRs that are
gated on by-programming-lamps.' Programming lamp power is;
controlled by contactors (E-and F), which are controlled by

(continued)
/7 (continued)%)
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CR0 Trip Devices-
B 3.3.4

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND RPS power. One of the redundart programming lamp supplies
(continued) is controlled by RPS channel C, and the other supply is

controlled by RPS channel D.

The AC breaker and DC breakers are in series in one of the'

power supplies and the redundant AC breaker and DC breakers
are in series in the other power supply to the CONTROL RODS.
The logic required to cause a reactor trip is the opening of
a circuit breaker in each of the redundant power supplies.
(The<ppirofeDCcircuitbreakersontheoutputofthepower
supply are treated as one breaker.) This is known as a one-4

6ut-of-two,taken t,wice logic. The following examples
illustratethe op"eration of the reactor trip circuit
breakers. P,

IfthshhACicircditbreakeropens:'
l.

m ng,e
a. The , input power to associated DC power supply is

N pMh

TheSCR4 supply $ ,/ :} gh
,fr6m the associated power sourceb.

is lost. Q .

M
2. If the D DC circuit'brea, (s) %jd F contactors open:

y;f % %
The output of tM redulrMl' ant DCipower supply isa.
lost and the safety rods de-enegize; and
WhentheFcontactoropens%progr$

Ap
afnming lampb.

power is lost and the regulating rods will be
de-energized.

3. The combination of 1 and 2 causes a reactor trip.
,

Any other combination of at least one circuit breaker
' opening in each power supply will cause a reactor trip.

In summary, tuo tripped RPS channels will cause a reactor
trip. For example, a reactor trip occurs if RPS channel B
senses a low Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure condition
and RPS channel C senses a variable low RCS pressure
condition. When the channel B bistable relay de-energizes,
the channel trip relay de-energizes and opens its associated
contacts. The same thing occurs in channel C, except the
variable lower pressure bistable relay de-energizes the C

(continuod)

(continued)
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i CRD' Trip Devices
B 3.3.4

Oh BASES (continued)

.

|

J
1'

BACKGROUND channel trip relay. When the output logic relays-
(continued) de-energize, the 3 and C contacts in the undervoltage and E4

;and F contacts de-energize, all circuit breakers open and a
| programming lamp power is removed. All rods fall into the

core, resulting in a reactor trip,,
.

.

32
j-

i

As6bnt analyses rely on a reactor trip-for protection! APPLICABLE

SAFETY ANALYSES def' reactor core integrity, reactor coolant pressure boundary
k@ integrity, and reactor building OPERABILITY.

. A reactor tripj must occur when needed to prevent accident consequences from'

%@%CINTROL il0D#insertioexcesiding ,th6se calculated in the accident analyses. The-
. n' 'i t. 'nsure that adequate rod worth

i -is available Open react te to shut down the reactor to
i thedequired SHUIDOWN M/t Further,- OPERABILITY of the#

CRDbip devices" ensures that all CONTROL RODS (except
Group 8) wC1 trip when required. More detailed.

descriptions of the 4pplicable accident analyses are foundx

in the Bases,fn?oackof the individual RPS trip functions
; in LC0.3.3|F,W heactor Protection System (RPS)

Instrumentation.'h'/W' a jVih
3 - m &
i I

.
jfj d The CRD trip devices ,satt fy Criterion 3 of the NRC Interim

Policy Statement. gF' , '%
,

. . . .

LC0 The LC0 requires all of the Cd ices to be OPERABLE.
,

i Failure of any CRD trip devise # enders a portion of the RPS:

inoperable and reduces the rdliability of the affected
functions.

The-LC0 on the CRD trip device ensures that trip devices are
OPERABLE. CRD trip devices are considered OPERABLE when:,

i All channel components necessary to provide reactor*

' trip are functional and in service.
.

Required surveillance testing is current and has
;, .

demcnstrated performance within each surveillance
test's acceptance criteria.

(continued)
<

(continued)

O:

V
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CRD Trip Devices |

B 3.3.4

BASES (continued)

LC0 Without reliable CRD reactor trip circuit breakers and
(continued) associated support circuitry, a reactor trip cannot occur

when initiated either automatically or manually.

All CRD trip devices shall be OPERABLE to ensure that the
reactor remains capable of being tripped any time it is
critical. OPERABILITY is defined as the CRD trip device
being able to receive a reactor trip signal and to respond
to this' trip signal by interrupting AC power to the CRDs.
Bothsof the AC breaker's trip devices and the breaker must
be, functioning. properly in order for the AC breaker to be
OPERABLE. ,'

Regbir ngkil.tMedkers and SCR relays to be OPERABLE ensures
that at least one device in each of the two power paths to
the CRDs will remain-OPERABLE even with a single failure.
Requiring all devices OPERABLE also ensures that a single
failure will not~ cause an. unwanted reactor trip.

# 3

[For this facil'ity,Jt$'following support systems are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure CRD trip device
OPERABILITY:] ; 9

c :,

[For this facility, those required sup> ort systems which,
upon their failure, do not*resulttin tie:CRD trip devices
being declared inoperable and their~ justification are as
follows:] jq
[Forthisfacility,thesupportedsyikemsimpactedbythe
inoperability of the CRD trip devices and the justification
of whether or not each supported system is declared
inoperable are as follows:] It should be noted that
LC0 3.3.4 may need to be augmented with additional
Conditions if it is determined that the CRD trip devices
provide support to other systems in the Standard Technical
Specifications.'

._

APPLICABILITY The CRD trip devices shall be OPERABLE in MODES I and 2, and
in MODES 3, 4, and 5 when the CRD breakers are in the closed
position and the CRD system is capable of rod withdrawal.

The CRD trip devices are designed to ensure that a reactor
trip would occur if needed any time the reactor is critical.

(continued)

(continued)
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CRD Trip Devices
B 3.3.4-

| BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY Since this condition' can exist'in all of these MODES, the
(continued) CRD trip devices shall be OPERABLE.

'

.

ACTIONS A CRD tria device channel is inoperable when it does not' 1

satisfy tie OPERABILITY criteria for the channel's' function, j
These criteria are outlined in the LCO section above.,

hn~kh number-of inoperable |CRD trip device combinations-j
4Fstateddn Condition' A or B'are exceeded, then facility

% operation is~ not allowed to continue in this degraded
%:1 condition CTherefore, LCO 3.0.3 shall be immediately - '

Montered,df Applicable in the current MODE of operation.
A

CondttIon'h ,,;gy
~

sgv

Conditiond0 rep, resents >reducedredundancyintheCRDtrip
functiong' Condition;Afappliesif:

'

, . ,. . , QVP g
One SCR relay isIinoperable' or* ;

MW A;m

[Q One' diverse Mip- furictioni(undervoltage or shunt- trips\ *

device) is inoperablegin'any CRD trip breaker; or
ak w 4

One-diverse. triji function isinoperable in both DC*

trip breakers-associated with'one protection channel.x

In this case, the-inoperableitrip: function does not
need to be the same for both' breakers.

Condition A does not apply .if'a combination of one SCR relay
and one CRD trip breaker [or breaker pair]' diverse-trip
functions are inoperable.

A.I. A.2. and A.3

If one SCR relay or one of the diverse trip functions on a
trip breaker (or pair] becomes inoperable, the preferred
action is-to restore the inopercble device to OPERABLE-
status. If a CRD' trip device cannot be repaired, actions
must be taken to preclude the inoperable CRD trip _ device
from preventing'a reactor trip when needed. This is done by-
manually triaping the inoperable CRD trip device or removing
power from tie channel containing the inoaerable CRD' trip-
device. Either of these actions places tle affected CRDs

'

(continued)

(continued)
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CRD Trip Devices
B 3.3.4

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS into a one-out-of-two trip configuration, which precludes a
(continued) single failure, which in turn could preverc tripping of the

reactor. [For this facility, the justif' cation of the
48-hour Completion Time is as follows:]

Condition B

Condition 8 represents a loss of redundancy for the CRD trip

functi.on.( %
Condition B applies when:

#w
.MMore thanione SCR relay is inoperable in the same
% protegtton channel; or

% ,,2CRD trip breaker will not function on either
'e q*

"One.

undervoltage or shunt trip, (or trip breaker pair); or
,.; ;; >

Both"(divers,i$6iifunctionsareinoperableinoneor-

both DC tri breakers associated with one protection
channel.(p# _egif y

.o . gy

Condition B doeslobspplfNo a combination of inoperable
SCRrelaysandCRDtripbreakerstg
RequiredAction8.1an$ qui c $nB.2arethesameas
Required Action A.2 and Required'ActionJA.3, but the
Completion Time is shortened. The'l-holtMCompletion Time
allotted to trip or remove power to the4CA01 device allows
the operator to take all the appropriateract4ns for the

the risk' involved is
inoperable device'and still ensuresy/acceptable. q

Condition C

! If the Required Actions of Condition A or B are not met
| within the required Completion Time, the plant must be
! placed in a MODE in which the LC0 does not apply. This is
| done by placing the plant in at least MODE 3, with all CRD
| trip breakers open or with all power to the CRD system
i removed, within 6 hours. The 6 hours allotted to reach

MODE 3 is a reasonable time, based on operating experience,
' ' to reach MODE 3 from full power in an orderly manner and

without challenging plant systems.

(continued)

(continued)
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CRD Trip Devices
B 3.3.4

Oig BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Condition D
(continued)

Condition D applies when one CRD trip device is inoperable.

Required Action D,1 verifies that all recuired support
features associated with the other reduncant CR0 trip
devices are OPERABLE within a Completion Time of 1 hour,

16 s cified Completion Time is sufficient for plant
fopera ns personnel to make this determination.

47 %i
C If verification determines loss'of functional capability,

%'*LC0f3J.3ishall be immediately entered. However, if the-
seppo"rt<featus LCO or CRD trip-devices LC0 takes into
considdetjon'theloss-of-functionsituation,thenLC03.0.3
maygaet'nged to'ipe entered.

sV y@
4%

3.3.4Y1rdg [hD|%hSVRVEILLANCE SR a
bREQUIREMENTS W%f r .

SR 3.3.4.1 is to' perform afCHANNEL FUh:TIONAL TEST every
[] 31 days. . This tett verif%s the OPERAdlLITY of-the trip# u

(j devices by actuat16n ofythe erie |Wevices. This test also
includes independent $writteatidm%f the .undcrvoltage and
shunt trip mechanisnif of the*AC bNekers. The Surveillance
frequency of 31 days is based on opgiptting experience, which
has demonstrated-that failure ofsprs%an one channel of a
given function in any 31-daygaterval s a rare event.

*gv

REFERENCES None.,

|
|

t

||

/ \#

.| I-
U
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ESFAS' Instrumentation
t B 3.3.5

B 3.3 INSIRUMENTATION -i

B 3.3.5 Enoineered Safety Feature Actuation System (ESFAS) Instrumentation

BASES
,

BACKGROUND The ESFAS initiates necessary safety systems,' based upon the-
values of selected unit' parameters, to protect against
violating core. design limits and reactor: coolant pressure-

boundary,^and to mitigate accidents.-
4? Mg

g[5ESFAS sctuates the following-~ systems:-

I?M hjessure, injection (HPI);
. M Low? pre'ssure injection (LPI);-

.. Reactor bteildin
(jnB spray;4 7

g (RB) cooling;-+

+

RB isolation; and+

Emergency diesebgenerator '(EDG): start. I+

47 s . ..

ESFAS als6,provMe@s'phsa! signal to the Emergency Feedwater
Isolation- and'Cohtrol/(EFIC)(System.- This signal initiates :
emergency feedwater:f(EFW)awhen_HPI is initiated.

{O
_

g gg %
TheESFASoperat4hin,faidistrib0tedmanner-toinitiatethe
appropriate systems 6AThe'ESFAS does this by determining the-

need for actuation -itin each of three3 channels monitoring each
actuation parameter. Once-the:.need h actuation is:!

-

determined, the condition is transmitted to' automatic
-

,

-

actuation logics, which perfons;the two'-out-of-three logic
todeterminetheactuationLoWeachenddevice.: Each end
device has its.own.' automatic actuation-logic, although all-
automatic actuation logics take their signals from the same--

point in each channel for each parameter.

Four parameters are used for actuation:

- Low Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pr. essure;*

Low Low RCS pressure;+

High RB. pressure;-and+

High High RB pressure.*
,

LCO 3.3.5, " Engineered Safety Feature-Actuation System
(ESFAS) Instrumentation," covers only the instrumentation
char. iels that measure-these parameters. These channels
include all intervening equipment necessary to produce

-(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND actuation before the measured process parameter exceeds the
(continued) limits assumed by the accident analysis. This includes

sensors, bistable devices, operational bypass circuitry,
block timers, and output relays. LC0 3.3.6, " Engineered
Safety Feature Actuation System (ESFAS) Hanual Initiation,"
and LCO 3.3.7, " Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System
(ESFAS) Automatic Actuation Logic," provide requirements on
the manual. initiation and automatic actuation logic
functions.A LCO 3.3.11, " Emergency Feedwater Initiation and

Controli-(EFIC)W initiation logic. Instrumentation," contains the requirementsfod the HPI EF
A . .y .

ThFESFAS ionsistslof six protection channels divided into
two trains >ofethreelchannels each. Each protection channel
includes bistable inputs from one in;trumentation channel of
RCS low pressurehRCS;10w low pressure, RB high pressure,
andRBhigh'high'phssbre. Specific combinations of
bistable trips for/these parameters cause a protection

channel trip forfeach,$entation channel trips combine to
ESFAS System. Figure B 3.3.5-1

illustrates how' instr
causeprotectionbhangel,trfps.
combine the three protection ch.anAutomatic actuation logicsael trips in each train to
actuate the individual agineedsafety feature (ESF)
components needed to ihitiatele

Tht RCS pressure sensors av/ acp ESE?Systera.
-

d W %
e commsrito both, trains and to

both the high and high high pressure functions. Isolation
is provided via separate bistables forfeach%ain. Separate
RB pressure sensors are used for theIhtgh and'high high
pressure functions in each train, $' separate sensors are
used for each train.

The matrix below identifies the measurement channels and the
function actuated by each.

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation.
B 3.3.5

,

rn
( ) BASES (continued)
V

RC
Proesure

Low

RC
P sseure !

/ ,

Low Low I

d $'

$$f
Re W

pmpo EL -! Ah
High % gF +

hl
!' -g

RB
P:sseurs r
High High d# .

, ('

!-(
|h$hf ,

~

f %, '

,

O, O CD W
'

y% $a .

_jjf%
vf CD

Signale from other N#
' ' ' 'two channels -

'

2/3 2/3 2/3 2/3 2/3

__

LPl HPl RB RB Cooling lealetion2

& Spray & R8 leoletion - of s!!
; EDG -. for Systeme - automstle

''

'

Start not needed RB leolation
for R8 cooling - . yetyee
or Res heet -

removal

Figure B 3.3.5-1
Simplified Engineered Safety Feature Actuation' System Logic

.

(continued)

,F) (continued)
\_)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND Function Low RCS Low Low RCS High RB High High
(continued) Pressure Pressure Pressure RB Pressure

HPI X X X

LPI X X

RB Cooling X X X

RB Spray ** ** ** **

RB Isolation * X X X

EDG, Start .X X X

Control Room 1,

% Isolation |1X X X

g - m

'Only i'solates' systems not required for RB or RCS heat*

removah - .

Actu'+3s on'HPlJinitiation coincident with RB**

high .lgh pressure,

(Engineeredsafeguards,busIeundervoltage will also sequence
on the HPI loads, started'by the HPI block timers. However,
HPI will not occur unlessithe ESFAS HPI Signal is also
present.) LC0 3.3.8, " Emergency | Diesel Generator (EDG) Loss
of Power Start (LOPS),Mcontains1thelrequirements for the
undervoltage channels.N Ad$ %

6FThe ESF equipment is dividtid be% Mtweenthdkworedundant
actuation trains A and B. Thedivisionjef[theequipment
between the two actuation trains is based on.the equipment
redundancy and function and is accomplished in such a manner
that the failure of one of the actuation channels and the
related safeguards equipment will n'ot inhibit the overall
ESF functions. Where a motor-operated or a solenoid-
operated valve is driven by ed her of two matrices, one is
from actuation channel A and one from actuation channel B.
Redundant ESF pumps are controlled from separate and
independent c.ctuation channels.

The actuation of ESF equipment is also available by manual
actuation switches located on the control room console.

The ESFAS, in conjunction with the actuated equipment,
provides protective functions or sary to mitigate Design
Basis Accidents, specifically ' _ loss-of-coolant accident
(LOCA) and steam line break (SLB) events. The ESFAS relies

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation R

8 3.3.5

BASES (continued) |

x - !

BACKGROUND on the OPERABILITY of the automatic actuation logic for each
(continued) component'to perform the actuation of the selected systems

of LCO 3.3.7, " Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System
(ESFAS) Automatic Actuation ~ Logic."

Enaineered Safety Feature Actuation System Bvoassen

No, provisions are made for maintenance bypass of ESFAS
in'strumentation channels. Operational bypass of certain

g(chantielt,is necessary to allow accident recovery actions to i

f Econtinue;and, for some channels, to-allow reactor shutdown
k withoutispurjous ESFAS actuation.

kgehAS kpressureinstrumentationchannelsinclude |
permissi_ve bistables that' allow manual bypass when reactor.

'

pressure %below the point at which the low and low low
pressure tripsiare required to be OPERABLE. Once permissive ,

conditionslate sensed gthe RCS pressure trips may be
manuallylbipassedag8ypesses are automatically-removed when
bypass permissive c~onditions are exceeded.c

W%& u

Each RB high pressure channel may be manually bypassed after3

O theothertwochannelsinktheifunctionhavetripped. The

Q manual bypass allows storsMe take manual control: of ESF
functions after .initia ionito allow. recovery actions._ The-

-

bypass may be manually remo've~d andd4. automatically removed
when RB pressure returns to below theltrip point..c

4'7 %
Enaineered Safety Feature Actustion System Instrumentatiorl

yy
Reactor Coolant System Pressure

The RCS pressure is monitored by'three-independent pressure
transmitters located in the RB. These transmitters are-
separate from the transmitters that : feed the-Reactor
Protection-System (RPS). Each of the pressure signals
generated by these transmitters is monitored by four
bistables to provide two trip signa'is, at [1500 psig) and at
[500 psig], and two' bypass permissive signals at [1700 psig]
and at_[900 psig].

The outputs 'of the three bistables associated with the low
RCS pressure [1500 psig] trip drive relays in two sets '

(actuations A and B) of identica' and: independent channels.
|

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5

BASES (contined)

BACKGROUND These two sets of HPI channels each employ three logic
(continued) channels used in two-out-of-three coincidence networks for

HPI actuation. The outputs of the three bistables
associated with the low low RCS pressure [500 psig) trip
drive relays in two sets (actuation A and B) of identical
and independent channels. These two sets of LPI channels
each employ three logic channels used in two-out-of-three
coincidence networks for LPI actuation. The out)uts of the
three Jewjlow RCS pressure bistables also trip tie drive
relaysiin tWcorresponding HPI actuation channel as
destyfbed abeve.
V' Ay .

Reactor Buildino h ssure
we g ge g

switches.s$ix'prm s s;/the ESFAS are provided by 12 pressureRB pressureringsts th
switches are used for the R8 high

pressure flinctionJand2six pressure switches are used for the
reactor building!high hig,h pressure function. Inputs to the
RPS are providWby fourtadditional transmitters.

+ g %yyiVp
The output contacts"ofJsiORB high pressure switches are
used in two sets of identical andjindependent actuation
trains. These two trains /eachiapployxthree logic channels.
The outputs of these channelsMpt usedpin two-out-of-three
coincidence networks. Thefoutput%ontac s of the six RB
pressure switches also tri' ~ the dhfve rd}Tays in the
corresponding HPI and LPI actuation channels 3as described
above. fly %&
TheoutputcontactsofsixRBhighkw@hpressureswitchesi
are used in two sets of identical and independent actuation
trains. These two trains each employ three logic channels
(RB4, RB5, and RB6). The outputs of these channels are used
in two-out-of-three coincident networks for RB spray
actuation. Each high high pressure train actuates one RB
spray train when the RB high high signal and the HPI signal
are coincident in that train.

Trio Setooints and ALLOWABLE VALUES

Trip setpoints are the nominal value at which the bistables
are set. Any bistable is considered to be properly adjusted
when the "as left" value is within the band for CHANNEL
CALIBRATION accuracy, i.e., (rack calibration and
comparator setting accuracy).

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5

r
i BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND The trip setpoints used in the'bistables are based on the
(continued) analytical limits stated in Reference 4. The selection of

these trip 'setpoints is such that adequate protection-is-
provided when all- sensor and processing time delays are
taken into account. These setpoints allow for calibration
tolerances, instrumentation uncertainties,-instrument drift,
and severe environment-induced errors for those ESFAS
channels which must function in harsh environments as
defined by 10 CFR 50.49-(Ref. 1). ALLOWABLE VALUES

A$gepecif.ied in Table 3.3.5-1 are conservatively adjusted with2tespectito the analytical limits. A detailed description of._
$ the methodology used to calculate the trip setpoints,

bincludingetheir explicit uncertainties, is provided in the
Npleet'-specific!s.etpoint analysis (Ref. 3). The-actual

nominalitrip setpoint entered into the bistable is more
conserva'two than that specified by the ALLOWABLE VALUE, to-
accottnt foRchanges in random measurement errors detectable
by a CHANNELc FUNCTIQNAL TEST.. One example of such a change
in measurement erreRipVdrift during the surveillance
interval.'Jf Wmdasured setpoint does not exceed the
ALLOWABLE VALUE,Vthef. bistable is considered OPERABLE.W _ @s .

/7 The ALLOWABLE VALUES listied % Table 3.3.5-1 are based upon
'

(~'/ the methodology describedtin Reference 3 which incorporates
.

all of the known uncsrt'inties a'ppljcable for each channel.a
The magnitudes of thhie uncertainties are factored into the
determinatio'n of each trip setpointil$All= field sensors .and
signal processing equipment for,#thes'e# channels are assumed
to operate within the allowancesNf the"se uncertainty
magnitudes. 7
Setpoints in accordance with the ALLOWABLE VALUES ensure
that the conse tuences of DBAs will be acceptable, providing
the plant is oierated froui within the_LCOs at the onset of
the DBA, and tie equipment functions as designed.

Each channel can be_ tested on line to verify that the
setpoint accuraty is wi6nin the specified allowance
requirements of ieference 5. Once a designated channel is

| taken out of service for testing, a simulated signal is
injected in place of the field instrument signal. The..

| process equipment for the channel in test.is then tested,'

verified, and calibrated.

(continued)
__. _

(continued)
/^
Q)T
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND The ESFAS LCOs in the BWOG Standard Technical Specifications
(continued) (STS) are based unen a system representative of the Crystal

River Unit 3 design. .As discussed above, this arrangement
involves measurement channels shared among all actuation
functions, with separate actuation logic channels for each
actuated component. In this arrangement, multiple'

components are affected by each instrumentation channel
failure, but a single automatic actuation logic failure
affects only one component. The organ'ization of BWOG STS

_

ESFAS'LCOs reflect the described logic arrangement by
identifying instrumentation requirements on an
instrumentation channel rather than protective function
basis.c This greatly simplifies delineation of ESFAS LCOs.
Furthennore, thealC0 requirements on instrumentation
channels, aut'omatic actuation logics, and manual initiation

~

are specified separately to reflect the significant
different impactLeach has upon ESFAS OPERABILITY.

The Crystal Ripbr Uni.t.3 EIFhs arrangement is not standard
for B&W plants. Indeedfno ESFAS design is typical of the
B&W plants. Thereforep fo6some B&W plants the WOG STS or
the CEOG STS may provide'a'more, meaningful starting point
for the development of, plant-. specific Technical
Specifications. '

y.

The following ESFASs have been assumed N $6'ction within
'

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES the accident analyses. /

'

L-"
Siah Pressure In.iection

The ESFAS actuation of HPI has been assumed for_ core cooling
in the LOCA analysis and is credited with boron addition in
the SLB analysis.

Lc- /ressure In.iection

The ESFAS actuation of LPI has been assumed for large-break
LOCAs.

Reactor Buildina Soray. Reactor Buildina Coolina. and

Reactor Buildina Isolation

The ESFAS actuation of the RB coolers and RB spray have been
credited in RB _ analysis for LOCAs, both for RB performance

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS-Instrumentation
B 3.3.5

BASES (continued)
L

APPLILABLE as well as for equipment environmental qualification j

SAFETY ANALYSES pressure-temperature envelope definition. Accident dose l

(continued) calculations have credited RB-isolation and RB spray, q

Emeroency Diesel Generator Start

The ESFAS. initiated EDG start has been assumed in the LOCA-
analysis to ensure that emergency power is available
,throughout.the limiting LOCA scenarios.

&
%f@&c,d The s ull- and large-break LOCA analyses assume a

conserva'tive 35-second delay time for the actuation of HPI
%*snd;LPI(Rafj36) .- This delay time includes allowances forEDG4ta,rtingkEDG loading, ECCS pump starts, and _ valve

spray,hav& Similarly, the RB cooling, RB ~ isolation, and RB
openings

e beeC analyzed with delays appropriate for the
entire systemianalyzed. Typical values used in the analysis
are 35 seconds for RBgooling, .60 seconds for RB isolation,
and 58 seconds forJR8jspray.

* pydy jg
ControlRoo1 FIN 1ation fWy Mhi
[For this facilityithe applicable safety; analyses for the

Accidentanalysesrel@ yon %ESFAS.controlroom'isolationfun#@M
ction are as follows:]'

61L
altfomati ESFAS actuation for-

protection of the-core temperaturefandscontainment pressure
limits, and for limiting off-site dosc4evels following an
accident. These include LOCAdSLB, and feedwater line break
events which result in RCS inventory reduction or severe
loss of RCS cooling.

The ESFAS channels satisfy Criterion.3 of the NRC. Interim
Policy Statement.

|
,

|

| LC0 The LC0 requires all channels of instrumentation for ESFAS
'

functions to be OPERABLE. Failure of any instrument renders
the affected channel (s) inoperable and reduces the
reliability of the affected functions. ESFAS

instrumentation channels are considered OPERABLE when:

All channel components necessary to provide an ESFAS*

actuation signal are functional and in service;
'

(continued) >

p (continued)
V
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5 |

BASES (continued)

Channel measurement uncertainties are known (via test,LC0 +

(continued) analysis, or design information) to be within the
assumptions of the setpoint calculations;

Required surveillance testing is current and hase

demonstrated performance within each surveillance
test's acceptance criteria; and

.

'

The, associated operational bypass is not enabled+

,eexcept dnder the conditions saecified by the LCO
flApplicab{litystatementfortiefunction.
% f&

TheNLC0 requiresf$11 channels to be OPERABLE to ensure
system >reliablijty;ttestability,andredundancy,

A as tt
Only the At.LOWABLE.VALUE is specified for each ESFAS-
function in the LCDMNominal trip setpoints are specified
in the plant-spesific setpoint calculations. The nominal
trip setpointsgefe selectedito ensure the setpoint measured
by CHANNEL FUNCTIONADTES]Sido not exceed the ALLOWABLE
VALVE if the bistableiisjefforming as required. Operation
with a trip setpoint less;conserstive than the nominal trip
setpoint, but within its; ALLOWABLE"VALUE, is acceptable
provided that operatioMianditesting Vwonsistent with the
assumptions of the plant-specificMetpoint calculations.
Each ALLOWABLE VALUE specified isMiore conservative than the
analytical limit assumed in the safety. analysis in order to
accountforinstrumentuncertaintiesapproprjatetothetrip
function. These uncertainties are defined in the plant-
specific setpoint methodology (Ref,y3).-

The ALLOWABLE VALUES for bypass removal functions are stated
in the Application column of Table 3.3.5-1.

Three ESFAS instrumentation channels shall be OPERABLE in
each ESFAS train to ensure that a single failure in one
channel will not result in loss of the ability to
automatically actuate the required safety systems.

The bases for the LC0 on ESFAS functions are:

Reactor Coolant System Pressure

Three channels each of RCS Pressure--Low and RCS Pressure--
Low Low are required OPERABLE in each train. Each channel

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5

OV BASES (continued)

LC0 includes a sensor, trip bistable, bypass' bistable, bypass -
(continued) relays, output relays, and block timers. The analog aortion

of each pressure channel is common to both trains of )oth jRCS pressure functions. Therefore, failure of one analog
channel renders one channel of the low pressure and low low
pressure functions in each train inoperable. The bistable-
portions of the channels are function and train specific.
Therefore, a bistable failure-renders only one function in >

enestrain inoperable. Failure of a bypass bistable or '

Mrpass
1Fdoesn/circuitrysuchthatatripchannel-cannotbebypassedot render the channel inoperable. Output relays and

$f_blockttmerrelaysaretrainspecific,butmaybeshareds
%4mongsfunctions. 1

Therefore, output or block timer relay
!% atture m eders,,all affected functions in one trainf ;

inoperab g. %
eac5 h b ant System Pressure--Low Setooint1.

PrpsehtowsetpointisbasedonHPIThe

actu'htionifer small-break LOCAs. The setpoint ensures
that theWLwill be actuated at a pressure greater

1

than or equal /10 thedalse assumed in accidentc
(d, \ analyses pigthe Mstfusent uncertainties. The

-maximum value asdeedtforsthe setpoint of the RCS low
pressure trip oCMPI%1n, safey analyses is
[1480] psig. Th~e setriefnt fWthe low RCS and
ALLOWABLE VALUE of (1600] ps t tpr the low pressure
function is selected to enstWa'etuation occurs when
actual RCS pressure is- abiwe'[1480] psig.- The RCS
pressureinstrumentati$mustfunctionwhilesubject
to the severe environment created by a LOCA.
Therefore, the trip setpoint ALLOWABLE VALUE must
account for severe environment-induced errors.

To ensure the RCS Pressure--Low trip-is not bypassed
when required to be OPERABLE by the safety analysis,
each channel's bypass removal bistable must be set
with an ALLOWABLE VALUE of s (1800] psig. 'The bypass j
removal does not-need to function for accidents
initiated from RCS pressures below the bypass removal
setpoint. - Therefore, the bypass removal setpoint-
ALLOWABLE VALUE need not account for severe '

environment-induced errors.

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5

BASES (continued)

LCO 2. Reactor Coolant System Pressure--Low low Setonint
(continued) The RCS Pressure--Low Low setpoint LPI actuation

occurs in sufficient time to ensure LPI flow prior to
the em) tying of the core flood tanks during a
large-areak LOCA. The ALLOWABLE VALUE of 1 (400] psig
ensures sufficient overlap of the core flood tank flow
and the LPI flow to keep the reactor vessel downcomer
fulUduring a large-break LOCA. The RCS pressure

ainstrumentation must function while subject to the
M severe environment created by a LOCA. Tnerefore, the

Q trip setpoint ALLOWABLE VALUE must account for severe
kenvironmen,t-indcederrors,
av ,n v
To ensupe~the RCS Pressure--Low Low trip is not3

bypassed when assumed OPERABLE by the safety analysis,
each 'channeUst bypass removal bistable must be set
with an ALLOWABLE VALUE of s (900] psig. The bypass
removal does'not needite function for accidents
initiated by<RCS0 pressure below the bypass removal
setpoint. Thereforebthe bypass removal setpoint
ALLOWABLE VALUE need:not account for severe
environment-inducedforrors

Reactor Buildina Pressuref '' ( 9;p
w x

Three channels each of RCS Pressure--Lowfa d RB
Pressure--High are required to be OPERABLE'inheach train.
Each channel includes a pressure switch,' bypass relays, and
output relays. The high pressure < channels also include
block timers. Each pressure switch is function and train
specific, so there are 12 pressure switches total.
Therefore, a pressure switch renders only one function in
one train inoperable. Output relays and block timer relays
are train specific, but may be shared among functions.

! Therefore, output or block timer relay failure renders all
affected functions in one train inoperable.

The RB pressure switches may be subjected to high radiation
conditions during the accidents which they are intended to
mitigate. The sensor portion of the switches are also
exposed to the steam environment present in the RB following

(continued)

-(ccntinued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation =
B 3.3.5

(O BASES (continued)J -

.

LCO a LOCA cr high energy line break. Therefore,-the trip !
(continued) setpoint ALLOWABLE VALUE must account for measurement errors !

induced by these environments.

3. Reactor Buildino Pressure -Hiah Setooint

The RB Pressure--High setpoint ALLOWABLE VALUE j

a 5 (5) psig was selected to be low enough: to detect a

M,# dr.ise;in RB pressure that would occur due to a small-y break LOCA, thus ensuring that the RB-high pressure-
ff actuation of the safety. systems will occur for a wide

99 , spectrum of break sizes. The trip setpoint also
% % d causesithe RB coolers-to shift to emergency mode ~to

% d # preventidamage to the cooler fans due;to-the increase
.irithe density of the air-steam mixture present in the

scoritainmentffollowing a LOCA.
y ; gp

4. React 6r Buildina Pressure--Hiah Hiah Setooint
, - 4

The1:30 ips@RB Pressure--High High setpoint
ALLOWABLE)VALUE was: chosen to be high enough to avoid
actuation during an SLB hbut also low enough to ensure
atimelyacWatiogduring}alarge-breakLOCA.,

(For.this-facilith,stbbblowiksupportsystemsare-
required to be OPERABLE to ensure'ESEAS instrumentation-
OPERABILITY:] 4g g %, wS
(for this facility, those required support systems which
upon their failure do not result 'in the ESFAS
instrumentation being declared inoperable and their
justification are as follows:]

'

(For this facility, the supported systems impacted by.the
inoperability of the ESFAS instrumentation and the;
justification of whether or not.each supported system is
declared inoperable are as follows:)-

.

-

1

APPLICABILITY Three channels of ESFAS-instrumentation for each function-
listed below shall be OPERABLE in each ESFAS train.

'
(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY 1. Reactor Coolant System Pressure--Low Setooint-
(continued)

[At this facility, the low RCS-pressure actuation
function shall be OPERABLE during operation above

Below(1800) psig for the following reasons:)d to avoid(1800) psig the function may be bypasse
actuation during normal plant cooldowns.

(At_this facility, the low RCS pressure function is
snot-'necessary to plant safety when RCS

g ipressurey (1800) psig for the following reasons:)
w ,

%In. hoses 5asds6,thereisadequatetimeforthe
'operatoq% evaluate plant conditions cnd respond by
manually >startingkindividual systems, pumps, and other
equipment to ritigate the consequences of an abnormal
condition ob accident. Plant pressure and temperature
are very lowjand many,ES.F components are
administrativelymiocked out or otherwise prevented-
from actuatingito! prevent inadvertent
ove rp re s s ur i z at i on s of/pl ant ,sy s tems .

>q c 3 ;m

2. Reactor Coolant-System Pressu M -Low low Setooint
'.oy gnaw. .

[Atthisfacility,theilow'lbwRCSfpressureactuation
function shall be OPERABLE during operation above

[900) psig for the following reasonsih@Below[900) psig the ESFAS function shallfbe' passed to
avoid LPI initiation during neraal' plant cooldowns.
Or, [At this facility, the low? low RCS pressure
function is not necessary to plant safety when RCS
pressure < [900] psig for the following reasons:)

In MODES 5 and 6, there is adequate time for the
operator to evaluate plant conditions and respond by
manually starting individual systems, pumps, and other
equipment to mitigate the consequences of an abnormal
condition or accident. Plant pressure and temperature
are very low and many ESF components are
administratively locked out or otherwise prevented
from actuating to prevent inadvertent
overpressurization of plant systems.

(continued)

(continued)

O
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3,5.

rh
( BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY 3, 4. Reactor _Buildina Pressure--Hiah and Reactor
(continued) lhli]f no Fressure--Hiah Hiah Setooints

The RB high an1 high high pressure actuation functions
of ESFAS shall be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 i

when the potential for a high energy line break
exists. In MODES 5 and 6, the plant conditions are

4 such that there is insufficient energy in the' primary
f od secondary systems to. raise the containment

gh7@'pressuretoeithertheRBhighorRBhighhigh
pr -pressure setpoints. Furthermore, in MODES 5 and 6,

%( % q,,planticanditions and respond by manually starting;f there js adequate time for the operator to evaluate

d individusk systems, pumps, and other equipment to
mitigate the consequences of an abnormal condition or

sg[. accident ? Plant pressure and temperature are very low
5and many MSF components are administratively locked

out;orfotherwise prevented from actuating to prevent
inadvertegtovegressurizationofplantsystems.t

A Nott has in tt). Applicability to provide
clarification th'attfor thiskCO, each function specified in

A Table 3.3.5-1 shaW be treated 4as an independent entity withtj an independent Cbepletig%ime$
%$ %. &

ACTIONS Required _ Action A Required Act hadRequiredActionC
ap)1y to all ESFAS instrumen hn functions listed in
Ta)le 3.3.5-1.

.

ESFAS is inoperable when it does not' satisfy the OPERABILITY
criteria for the channel's function. These criteria are
outlined for each function in the LCO section of the Bases.
The most common cause. of channel inoperability is outright
failure or drift of the bistable or process module
sufficient to exceed the tolerance allowed by the plant-
specific setpoint analysis. Typically, the drift is found
to be small and results in a delay of actuation rather than
a total' loss of function. Determir.ation of setpoint drift.
is generally made during the performance of a CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST whei; the proccss instrument.is set up for
ad,)ostment to bring it within saecification. If the trip

|. setpoint is less conservative tlan the' ALLOWABLE VALUE in
|- Table 3.3.5-1, the channel shall be declared inoperable

| (continued)

[hv) .- (continued)
r,

|
,
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ESFAS instrumentation
B 3.3.5

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS immediately, and the appropria+,e Conditions from
(continued) Table 3.3.5-1 shall be entered immediately.

In the event a channel's trip setpoint is found
non-conservative with respect to the ALLOWABLE VALVE, or the
transmitter, instrument loop, signal processing electronics,
or ESFAS bistable is found inoperable, then all affected
functions provided by that channel should be declared
inoperable.and the plant must enter the Conditions for the
particular protection function affected.
4, E,

When the number of inoperable channels in a trip function.
exceed those specified, then the olant is outside the safety
analysis? Therefo're, LC0 3.0.3 s1all be immediately entered
if applicable 11n. thodurrent MODE of operation,

qv u
-s

Conditions A. B.>and-C

These conditions are applicable to all ESFAS protection
functions. *f<,

,

Condition A -

RequiredActionA.1aphes#1 one channel becomes
inoperable. If one ESFASLchanneliis inoperable, placing it
in a tripped condition leaves the systemlin a one-out-of-two
condition for actuation. Thus, if another> channel were to
fail, the ESFAS instrumentation could stilltperform its
actuation functions. This action is completed when all of

,

I the affected output relays and block timers are tripped.
This can normally be accomplished by tripping the affected.
bistables or tripping the individual output relays and block
timers. [At this facility, the specific output relays
associated with each ESFAS instrumentation channel are
listed in the following document:)

The 1-hour Completion Time is sufficient time to perform the
Required Action.

Condition B

Required Action B.1 and Required Action B.2 apply if the
Required Action A.1 is not met within the required
Completion Time. The plant shall be placed in a MODE in
which the LCO does not apply. This is done by placing the

(continued)

(continued)

'
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5

Q BASES (continued) ;
'

3-

!

ACTIONS plant in at-least MODE 3 within 6 hours and in MODE 5 within
(continued) 36 hours. The 6 hours and 36 hours. are reasonable times,

based on operating experience, to reach MODE 3 and MODE 5
res)ectively, from full power in an orderly manner and
wit 1out challenging-plant systems.

Condition C-

ition C is -applicable to each one of the ESFAS functions
presented in Table 3.3.5-1.

5 Requi Action C.1 verifies that the Required Actions have

MrbaaH'erable<because of the inoperability of-the supportnitiated for those sunported systems declared
N4 asp

'

. wit %n a Completion Time of I hour. The
channel (s) Completion Time is sufficient for plant operationsspecifiedL
personnel toimake this determination.

Required ion.C;l shres that-those identified Required
Actions ~ associated with supported systems impacted by the
inoperability'ofichannel(s) associated with each ESFAS-
function have beenfinitiated h This can be accomplished byg

; j entering the supported systemskLCOs independently or as a
v group of Required 3Actionsithat;need to be initiated every

time Condition C istenteredb, [Forethis facility, the
identified supported' systems' Reqdited Actions associated
with each ESFAS. function are as follows:)

,4 y g
Required Action C.2 verifies,that'all required support or
supported features associatedjwith the other redundant
channel (s) are OPERABLE within a Completion Time of I hour. -

The specified Completion Time is sufficient for plant
operations personnel to make this determination. If
verification determines loss of functional capability,
LCO 3.0.3 shall be immediately entered. --However, if the

i support or supported feature LCO takes into consideration
; the loss of function situation, then LCO 3.0.3 may not need
! to be entered. ]

1

SURVEILLANCE All ESFAS functions listed in Table 3.3.5-1 cre subject to
REQUIREMENTS CHANNEL CHECK, CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, CHANNEL CALIBRATION,

and response time testing. The operational bypasses
associated with each ESFAS instrumentation channel are also

(continued)

) (continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE subject to these SRs to ensure OPERABILITY of the ESFAS
REQUIREMENTS instrumentation channel.

(continued)
SR 3.3.5.1

SR 3.3.5.1 is the performance of a CHANNEL CHECK.
Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK every 12 hours ensures that
a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A
CHANNEL CHECK is a comparison of the parameter indicated on
one.channelato a similar parameter on other channels. It is
based on thetassumption that instrument channels monitoring
thE'same parameter should read a) proximately the same value.
Significant1 deviations between tie two instrument channels
could<be an indication of excessive instrument drift in one
of the channels;or something more serious. CHANNEL CHECK
wili istect' gross chantiel failure; thus, it is the key to
verifying the instrumentation continues to operate properly
between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

A m:p
Agreement crite la;aMNefesiined by the plant staff, based
on a combination of'the cheinnel instrument uncertainties,s

including isolation, indication.fand readability. If a
channel is outside the match crithMa, it m3y be an
indication that the tr'avismitkor thesignal-arocessing
equipment has drifted out.sW itgQimf th If tie channels
are within the match criter'ia, itM s an % dication that the
channels are OPERABLE. If the channelsAreboormally off
scale during times when surveillance,ikpecjuired, the
CHANNEL CHECK will only verify thatethy are'off scale in
the same direction. Off-scale lo(cerrent loop channels are
verified to be reading at the bottom of the range and not
failed downscale.

The Surveillance Frequency, about once every shift, is based,

'

on operating experience that demonstrates the rarity of
channel failure. Thus, performance of the CHANNEL CHECK
ensures that undetected overt channel failure is limited to
12 hours. Since the probability of two random failures in
redundant channels in any 12-hnur period is extremely low,
the CHANNEL CHECK minimizes the chance of 1 css of protective
function dae to failure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL
CHECX supplements less formal, but more frequent checks of
channel operability during normal operational use of the
displays usociated with the LC0 required channels.

(continued)
--.

(continued)
|
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ESFAS| Instrumentation
B 3.3.5

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.5.2
i

REQUIREMENTS 1
(continued) SR 3.3.5.2 is the performance of a CHANNEL h NCTIONAL TEST

4

every 31 days.- A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST verifies the |
function of the trip, interlock, and alarm: functions of the .'

channel. The test inserts a sih.alated or actual signal as
close to the sensor as practicable and verifies-requirr*
tr,ip, bypass removal interlocks, and clarms function wi,.r.
thedaput is beyond the trip point. Where the design has

Nfvadeyrevisionsfor_includingsensorsintheCHANNELf
fpFUNCTIolmL TEST,.the test signal shal19e inserted at that

b(Daetmirits,th recorded.point #"As.found" and "as left' values int bistable trip
Bistable setpoints shall be found

Mwit tin ,tWM.l0WABLE VALUE specified in the 'LCO. (Note that
for bypass. rem 00al functions the ALLOWABLE VALUES are given
interus'ofdimitsontheassociatedtripfunction
App 1k:abilttydri Table 3.3.5-1.) The difference between the
current "asyfound" and,the previous "as left" setpoints-
shall b6withi ,th(drift allowance used in the setpoint
analysis.'., ht6 tion of the bistable setpoint restores
the OPERABIll @f Wotherwise functional component that
does act meet thesenriterlah However, repeated failures of

n the same channeljev6r 'a smallinumber of test intervalsc
[ J should be evalua'tedLashotentially indicating a
v deterministic failurthlichjcannot be corrected by3recalibration. V V 44

The Surveillance Frequency of 31/da 5 based on plant
operating experience with regardito chinnel OPERABILITY and s

drift which demonstrates thatisfailure of more than one
channel of a given function in any 31-day interval is a rare
event.

SR 3.3.5.'l

SR 3.3.5.3 is the performance of a-CHANNEL CALIBRATION every
[18] months. CHANNEL-CALIBRATION it- a complete check of the
instrument channel, including the detector. The test
verifies that the channel respon/.s to a measured parameter
with the necessary range and acturacy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION
leaves the channel-adjusted to account for instrument drift
between successive tests, to easure that the instrument
channel remains operational with the setpoint within the
assumptions of the plant-specific setpoint analysis.
Transmitter "as found" and "as left" values are recorded and

(continued)

O (continued),

.
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ESFAS Inst m ,ntation
B 3.3.5 .

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE used to verify drift assumptions. For OPERABLE channels,
REQUIREMENT $ CHANNEL CAllBRATION shall find that measurement errors and

(continued) bistable setpoint errors are within the assumptions of the
plant-specific setpoint afialysis. Measurement and setpoint
error determination and readjustment shall be performed
consistent with the assumptions of the plant-specific
setpoint analysis.

Recalibration restores OPERABILITY of an otherwise
furettenal camponent found to have errors larger than
assteed by the setpoint analy'.ts. However, repeated
failures of,/*he same channel over relatively small number of

test |intervah '/dilure that cannot be corrected by411 be considered as potentially indicatinga deteminist1c
recalibratign 6 M

;. v
Field transn.1ttefs may:be calibrated in place, removed and
calibratad in a<1aboratory,,pr replaced with an equivalent,
l aboratory-c Alib. ratet unit.'.a9. :x 1

This Surveillance # FrSquen[is based upon the assumption of
an (18)-month calibration ointervel'in the deterniination of
the magnitude of equipment drift in;the setpoint analysis.

%; 2 6
&v "7,3N;h..%SR 3.3.5.4

? Q
SR 3.3.5.4 ensures that the ESFAS actutM W hannel response
times are verified on a STAGGERED TEST 1tASIS The response
time vilues are the maximuni values. assumed i the safety
analyses. Individual component rekponse times are nota

4 modeled in the analyses. The analyses model the overall or
total elaased time, from the point at which the parameter
exceeds t,e actuation setpoint value at the sensor, to the
point at which the end device is actuated. Thus, this SR
encompasses the automatic actuation logic components coveredo

by LCO 3.3.7, " Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System
(ESFAS) Automatic Actuation Logic," and the operation of the
mechanical ESF components. This Surveillance also
encompasses the EFW initiation function of HPl.

Each function's response shall be verified for one channel
in each train every :18; months on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS
(i.e., r.hannel A at 18D months after initial startup,
channel B at [36) months, channel C at [54] months, and then
channel A again). Thus, for ESFAS the maxsmum interval

(continued)

(continued)<
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ESFAS Instrumentation )i

B 3,3,5

; ..

BASES (continued);

SURVEILLANCE between response time testing of the same channel is
REQUIREMENTS [54J months.. The test may be serformed in one measurement

(continued) or <n overlapping segments witi verification that all
components are measured. Testing of the final actuation
dev'.ces, which make up the buik of the response time, is ;,

included in the testing of each channel. Therefore,
.,

staggered testing results in response time verification of'

these devices every (18) months. The(18)-monthFrequency
is, based upon plant operating experience, which shows that

Jrandom failures of instrumentation components causing
g![# serious; response time degradation, but not channel failure, ,

% are infrequent occurrences. Response times cannot be
% determined.at power since equipment operation is requiM d.
wy y%

'

1. g {'s103 Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.49,. Si,

bTitleREFERENCES
' Environmental Qualification of Electric Equipment
Important to Safety for Nuclear Power Plants."

Title 10;";, y >gCodefef Federal Regulations, Part 50,
,- cq.

2.
A pendix A,N'eneralgOesign Criteria for Nuclear Power

] P ants." f,. y
? [ Unit Name). 't(Ma'nt-Specific 3 etpoint Methodology)."S

y g,

(UnitName)FSAR,Section(15).@r.ib.{ Accident Analysis)."
4.>

;
My

5. (Unit Name) FSAR, Section"[7), "(Instrumentation and
Control)." @,

j 6. BAW-10103A, Rev. 3, "ECCS Analysis of B&W's 177-FA
! Lowered loops NSS,' July 1977.

, .--

i

!

:
.

;

;
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ESFAS Manual Initiation
B 3.3.6

8 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.6 Enaineered Safety Feature Actuation System (ESFAS) Manual Initiation ;,

BASES i

BACKGROUND The ESFAS Manual initiation capability allows the operator
to actuate ESFAS tunctions from the main control room in the
absence.of any other initiation condition. Manually
actuated functions include Hi h Pressure Injection, low

a fWessere Injection, Reactor B ildin (RD) pray, Reactor
d@$uil<lingCooling,andReactorBuildng1soation. This

I;H function is provided in the event the operator determines
4thatianESFA5functionisneededandhasnotbeenCastomaticallyinctuated.: Furthermore, the Manual Initiation,

functioniallowstoperators to rapidly initiate en ineered'

safety'FeaturesC ESF) functions if the trend of lant
parametersjindida(tes that ESF actuation will.be needed.

<

^ gn ,,

This LC05 covers..only;the system level manual in.itiation of
these functions W LC0 3.3.S. " Engineered Safety Fcature

i Actuation Systemt E$FAS)-Instrumentation," and LCO 3.3.7,
-

" Engineered Safet iFeaturefActuation System (ESFAS)
Automatic Actuation Logic F provide requirements on thei

~

portions of the E$fAS/that, automatically initiate the above
functions, &? %gr n fuv g
The ESFAS Manual Initiation functiori[ Miles on the
OPERABILITY of the automatic' actuatioRiogic (LCO 3.3.7,
'' Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System (ESFAS)
Automatic Actuation Logic")<for each component to perform
the actuation of the systems; A manual trip push button is
provided on the ESF panel of the control room console for
each of the levels of protection for each actuation.
Operation of the push button energizo relays whose contacts
perform a logical "QB" function with-the matrices of the
automatic actuation, except for the matrices which are part-
of the ESF buses loading sequence Manual actuation of the
ESF buses loading sequence is made by de-energizing the
timed output relays. The power supply for the manual h ip
relays is taken from the station batteries.- Different
batteries are used for the two actJ8tions.

The Manual Initiation channel is defined as the
| instrumentation between the console switch and the automatic

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Manual Initiation
| B 3.3.6

BASES (continued)

|

BACKGROUND actuation logic, which actuates the end devices. Other
(continued) means of manual initiation, such as controls for individual

ESF devices, may be available in the control room and other
slant locations. These alternative means are not required
ay this LCO, nor may they be credited to fulfill the
requirements of this LCO.

APPLICABLE TheEGFks,inconjunctionwiththeactuatedequipment.
SAFETY ANALYSES prov).ks protective functions necessary to mitigate Design

Basis Accidents, specifically the loss-of-coolant accident
end. steam.1.ine break events.

The d kS 14nual Iriitiation ensures that the control room
operator can rapidly initiate Esf functions at any time.
The Manual. Initiation trip function is required as a backup

~

to automatic trir functions and to allow operators to
initiate ESFAS wienever any parameter is rapidly trending
toward its trip setpoints furthermore, the Manual
Initiation may be;specified in operating procedures for
verification that ESF systems are'r,unning.

>a,
The ESFAS Manual Initiatthn functions; satisfy Criterion 3 of
the NRC Interim Policy Statement'.s %

% N. %
,

. uA
LCO Two Manual Initiation channels of each ESFA$; function shall

be OPERABLE whenever conditions exist that could require ESF
protection of the reactor or RB "Two OPERABLE channels
ensure that no single random failure will prevent system
level Manual Initiation of any ESFAS function. The Manual
Initiation function allows the operator to initiate
protective action prior to automatic initiation or in the

r

i event the automatic initiation does not occur.
,

'

The ESFAS Manual Initiation channels are considered OPERABLE
when:

a. All channel components necessary to provide an ESFAS
actuation are functional and in service; and

,

b. Required surveillance testing is current and has
demonstrated performance within each surveillance
test's acceptance criteria.

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Manual Initiation
B 3.3.6

BASES (continued),

LCO [For this facility, the following support features systems
(continued) are required to be OPERABLE to ensure ESFAS Manual

InitiationOPERABILITY:)

(For this facility, those required feature support systems !
which upon their failure do not result in the ESFAS Manual l

Initiation circuitry being declared inoperable and their |
justification are as follows:) ]

/agh ;

4@/ ffor t is facility, the su) ported features systems impacted
i

ty thejinoperability of ESTAS Manual Initiation circuitry
andtheijustificationofwhetherornoteachsupported

*s;pw s"is declared inoperable are as followst)systa
,ggny

g'yf 4 A
APPLICABilliY The ESFAS Miil" Initiation functions shall be OPERAD.i in

MODES 1, E tnd 3, and,,in MODE 4 when the associated
engineered / safe g equipment is required to be OPERABLE.
The Manuallaittetion channels are required because ESF
functions are de64gned to provide protection in these MODES.
In MODES 5 and 6pt.he systeestinitiated by ESFAS are either
reconfigured or dipabled;fer' shutdown cooling operation.O Accidents in these MODES'ere slow to develop. Adequate timeV is available to evahete pfesit coquittions and to respond by
manually operating the ESF components if required.
Accidents in these MODES are slow (t % velop and would be
mitigated by manual operation of~jnliVpual components.

e,
ANotehasbeenaddedinApp11E$~bilitytoprovide
clarification that for this LCO, each function specified
shall be treated as an independent entity with an
independent Completion Time.

ACTIONS A Manual Initiation channel is inoperable when it does not
satisfy the OPERABILITY criteria for the channel's function.
These criteria are outlined in the LCO section of the Bases.

When both ESFAS Manual Initiation channels are inoperable in
any function (s), facility operation is not allowed to

(continued)

(continued).
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ESFAS Manual Initiation
B 3.3.6

BASES (continued)

ADIONS continue in this degraded condition. Therefore, LCO 3.0.3
(continued) must be immediately entered, if applicable in the current

MODE of operation.

Condition A

Condition A applies when one Manual Initiation channel of
one or more ESFAS functions becomes inoperable. Required
Actio0A.1 must be taken to restore the channel to OPERABLE

72) hours. The Completion Time of
statusjithin,thenext[lantoperatingexperienceand(72Nhoursisbasedonp
ads nistrative controls, which provide alternative means of
ESFAS function initiation via individual component controls.
The [72)ehourcCom>14 tion Time is consistent with the allowed
outage timeeffrg ie safety systems actuated by ESFAS.

gm e
',J;[gnditign_B i

$3 A
Required Action B.1 and| Required Action B.2 apply if the
Required Action' A,t~cannottbe met within the required
Completion Time. \The plant'must be placed in a MODE D
which the requirement'does"not apply. This is done by
placing the plant in atjleastsNDDE 3 within 6 hours and in
MODE 5 within 36 hours # The Ceapletion, Times are
reasonable, based on operating euperience, to reach the
required MODES from full power inxan orderly manner and
without challenging plant systems, p
Condition ( AFw
Condition C applies when one ESFAS kanual Initiation channel
of one or more ESFAS functions becomes inoperable. Required
Action C.1 verifies that the Required Actions have been
initiated for those su) ported systems declared inoperable
because of the inopera)ility of the su) port chanrel(s)
within a Completion Time of I hour. T1e specified
Completion Time is sufficient for plant operations personnel
to make this determination.

Required Action C.1 ansures that those identified Required
,

| Actions associated with supported systems impacted by the
| inoperability of channel (s) associated with each ESFAS
| Manual Initiation function have been initiated. This can be
i accomplished by entering the supported systems' LCOs or

(continued)

(continued)
'

@
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ESFAS Manual Initiation
B 3.3.6

(
\ BASES (continued)

ACTIONS independently as a group of Required Actions needed to be
(continued) initiated every time Condition C is entered.

facility, the identified supported systems' Req (For this i

uired Actions
associated with each ESFAS Manual Initiation function are as
follows:)

Required Action C.2 verifies that all required support or-
supported features associated with the other redundant
peneel

gee spec (s) cre OPfRABLE within a Completion Time of 1_ hour,ified Complet1on Time is sufficient for plant
g#operathns personnel to make this determination. If
e vorification determines loss of functional capability, LCO
t(*ic.3.0Amustleimmediatelyentered. However, if the support

er9eupported'fsature system LCO takes into consideration thei

loss .ef>hnction< situation, then LCO 3.0.3 may not need to

be shtered.( WM
;

v G
Q' 4%3.3.6(i d % # N ySVRVEILLANCE SR

REQVIREMENTS W"O /fl#

SR3.3.6.1isthe!p$erforman,ce,_of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONtl TEST
every [18) monthsWThis!testfverifies that the initiating
circuitry is OPEMBLEfesid"willuistuate the end device (i.e.,
pump, valves, etc.)@The%4st Alta includes trip devices
that would normally actuatsvthe e@4evice. The(18]-month
Frequency was developed consideri
these surveillances only be perile$gMwas prudent that

'

mod $ ring a plant outage.
This was due to the plant co d 440ns n'eded to perform the6
surveillance and the potent %Pfor unplanned plant
transients if the surveillance is performed with the reactor
at power. Operating experience has shown these components
usually pass the surveillance when )erformed on the-
[18)-month Frequency. Therefore, tie Frequency was
concluded to be acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

REFERENCES None.

(
1
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ESFAS Automatic Actuation Logic
B 3.3.7

O
B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

! B 3.3.7 Enaineered Safety Feature Attuation System (ESFAS) Automatic
Actuation logia

BASES

BACKGROVND The automatic actuation logic channels of ESFAS are defined
as the logic between the buffers of the sensing channels and
the' controllers *vhich actuate ESFAS equipment. Each of the

i components actuated by the ESFAS functions has an associated
,c automatic actuation logic channel. I f two-out-of-three
s ESFAS: thstrumentation channels indicate a trip, t,r system

level Manual'' Initiation occurs, the automatic actuation"
,

M logic is' activated and the associated component is actuated.
The purpose of requiring OPERABILITY of the ESFAS automatic
actuation logic is to ensure that the functions of ESFAS can
be automatically initiated in the event of an accident.
Automatic actuation of some functions is necessary to
prevent the plant from' exceeding the Emergency Core Cooling
Systems (ECCS) limits-(Ref.1). It should be noted that
OPERABLE automatic actuation logic channels alone will not
ensure that each> function-can be activated; the

(3 instrumentation channelsfand actuated equipment associated
') with each function must:also be OPERABLE to ensure that thet

functions can be automatically initiated during an accident.

This LCO covers only the automatic' actuation logic that
initiates these functions LCO 313.5,;' Engineered Safety
feature Actuation System (ESFAS) Instrumentation," and
LC0 3.3.6, " Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System
(ESFAS) Manual Initiation,'' provide requirements on the
instrumentation and manual initiation channels that input to
the automatic actuation logic.

The ESFAS, in conjunction with the actuated equipment,
provides protective functions necessary to mitigate Design
Basis Accidents, specifically the loss-of-coolant accident
(LOCA) and steam line break (SLB) events. The ESFAS relies
on the operability of the automatic actuation logic for each
component to perform the actuation of the selected systems.

The small- and large-break LOCA analyses assume a
conservstive 35-cecond delay time for the actuation of high
pressure injection (HPI) and low pressure injection (LPI)

(continued)

(continued)

Lj
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ESFAS Automatic Actuation Logic i

8 3.3.7 |

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND (Ref. 2). This delay time includes allowances for emergency
(continued) diesel generator (EDG) starts, EDG loading, ECCS pum)

starts, and valve openings. Similarly, the reactor )uilding
(RB) cooling, reactor building isolation, and reactor
building spray have been analyzed with delays appropriate
for the entire system.

Typical values used in the analysis are (35] seconds for
reactorcbuilding cooling, [60] seconds for reactor beilding
isolation,'and [58) seconds for reactor building spray.

A to
The CSFAS automatic initiation of engineered safety features
(ESF functions.to mitigate accident conditions is assumed
in t)e DBA"analys15'and is required to ensure thath
consequences of analyzed events do not exceed the accident
analysis )redictionspAutomatically actuated features
include H'!; Lpli reactor building cooling, reactor building
spray, and reactor. building,1 solation.

, . < n ..

The ESFAS LCOsin the BWOG| Standard Technical S)ecifications
(STS) are based onf a systeaFrepresentative of tie Crystal
River Unit 3 design. "As discuss 4 above, this arrangement
involves measurement channels, shared.among all actuation'

functions, with separate actuation ' logic channels for each
actuated component. In*thissarrangement, multiple ESF
components are affected by,a' measurement > channel failure,
but a single automatic actuation logic failure affects only
one component. The organization of BWQG ST54 SFAS LCOs
reflect the described looic arrangementatiy Ikking actions
forautomaticactuationlogicfailuresdirectlytothe
actions for the affected ESF component. The overall
philosophy is that if an automatic actuation logic fails,
the affected component is put into its engineered safeguard
configuration. This action eliminates the need for the
automatic actuation logic. If the affected component cannot
be placed in its engineered safeguard configuration, actions
arc taken to address the inoperability of the supported
system component. This greatly simplifies delineation of
ESFAS LCOs. Furthermore, the LCO requirements on
instrumentation channels, automatic actuation logics, and
manual initiation are specified se)arately to rehect the

| significant different impact each ins upon ESFAS
operability.

The Crystal River Unit 3 ESFAS arrangement is not standard
| for B&W plants. Indeed, ESFAS designs vary significantly

(continued)

(continued)
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1 ESFAS Automatic Actuation Logic :"

B 3.3.7 )
.

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND among the B&W plants. Therefore, for some B&W plants the
(continued) WOG STS or the CEOG STS may provide a more meaningful

starting point for the development of plant-specific
Technical Specifications.

,

APPLICABLE Accident analyses rely on automatic ESFAS actuation
SAFETY ANALYSES for, protection of the core temperature and reactor building

jfpressure limits, and for limiting off-site dose levels-
f?o followleg an accident. These include LOCA~ SLB, and,

% feedwater line break, events which result in Reactor Coolant
QuSptem'(RC tinventory reduction or severe loss of RCS
' cooling 6 efautomatic actuation logic is an integral part

~

of the N AS. 4
dis' % y

TheESFASstd,emeticactuationlogicssatisfyCriterion3of
the NRC Interim Policy (Statement,

y Ap jf .

%>Q Rf ,

LCO The automatic actiation Mth,.for each component actuated by
] the ESFAS is regatred tov OPERABLE whenever conditions

(V
,

exist which could#equifg{enginsnred safety features
protection of the te ctor W heJ eactor building. This
ensures automatic irdtiation 'of theis.ngineered safety
features required to mitigate thquesteequences of accidents.

fy
The automatic actuation logi siconsi ered OPEPABLE when:

a. All channel components necessary to provide an ESFAS
actuation are functional-and in service; and

b. Required surveillance testing is current and has
demonstrated performance within each surveillance
test's acceptance criteria.

(For this facility, the _ following support systems are
required to be OPERABLE to ensuro ESFAS automatic actuation -;

,

logic instrumentation OPERABILITY:] l
1

(For this facility, those required support systems which ;
upon their failure do not result in the ESFAS automatic
actuation logic instrumentation being declared inoperable !and their justification are-as follows:] '

1

_

(continued)
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ESFAS Automatic Actuation Logic
B 3.3.7

BASES (continued)
:

APPLICABILITY [For this facility, the supported systems impacted by the I
inoperability of the ESFAS automatic actuation logic |
instrumentation and the justification of whether or not each '

supported system is declared inopersble are as follows:)

Automatic actuation logic function shall be OPERABLE in
MODES 1, 2, and 3, and in MODE 4 when the associated ESFAS
equipment is required, because ESF functions are designed to
provide! Protection in these MODES. Automatic actuation in
M000 5 or 6 sis not required because the systems initiated by
ESFA5>are either reconfigured or disabled for shutdown
cooling operation, Accidents in these MODES are slow to
develop and would be attigated by manual operation of
individual component's, Adequate time is available to
evaluate plant; conditions 6nd respond by manually operating
the ESF components if required.

3 . .,

A Note has beenindded in Applicability to provide
clarification that for,this LCO, each function specified is
treatedasanindependent;entitywithanindependent
Completion Time.

,

i l'

O
ACTICX An automatic actuation loNc channel is: inoperable when it

does not satisfy the OPERABILITY criteria for the channel's
function. These criteria are outlined for each function in
the LCO section of the Bases, R''d

(pndition A ' '

When one or more automatic actuation logic matrices are
inoperable, the plant must enter Condition A. Required
Action A.1 requires the automatic actuation logic be
restored to OPERABLE status. This is preferred as it
completely restores. ESFAS OPERABILITY.

If the inoperable automatic actuation logic cannot be
repaired, the associated component can be placed in its
engineered safeguard configuration. Required Action A.2 is
equivalent to the automatic actuation logic performing its
safety function ahead of time. In some cases, placing the
component in its engineered safeguard configuration would
violate plant safety or operational considerations, in

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Automatic Actuation Logic
B 3.3.7

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS these cases the component status should not be changed, but
(continued) the supported system component must be declared inoperable.

Conditions which would preclude the placing of a component 4

Iin its engineered safeguard configuration include, but are
not limited to,-violation of system sesaration, activation
of fluid systems which could lead to t1ermal shock,'or'
isolation of fluid systems which are normally functioning. )
(Attthis facility, the following documentation is used to
detemine if the affected component may be placed in the

M[r[engineeredsafeguardconfigurationandidentifies_therengineered safeguard configuration:) The Completion Time of
1 hour is based on operating experience and reflects the

9 pi.componentM %urgenc'' associated with the inoperability of a safety system
>y

d %
Required Action?A.3 requires entry into the Required Actions
of the affected ' supported systems, since the true effect of
automaticractuation logic failure is inoperability of the
supported, system.% The Completion Time of I hour is based on
operating experienterend reflects the urgency associated
with the inoperabilt,ty of a$ safety system component.

h[p;;Mh&'O
Condition B

9 7
Condition B applissihen one or'aere automatic actuation
logic matrices becomes inopefable W

Required Action B.1 verifies that Required Actions
have been initiated for those sup)orted systems declared
inoperable because of the inopera)ility of the support ESf"-
automatic actuation logics within a Completion Time of
I hour. The specified Completion Time is sufficient for
plant operations personnel to make this determination.

; . Required Action B.1 ensures that those identified' Required
| Actions associated with supported systems impacted by the
; inoperability of the ESFAS automatic' actuation logic have
' been initiated. This can be accomplished by entering the-

supported systems' LCOs or independently as a group of
.

Required Actions needed to be initiated every time Condition
| B is entered.. [For this facility, the identified supported

systems' Required Actions associated with each ESFAS
automatic actuation logic are as follows:)

(continued)

(continued)'
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ESFAS Automatic Actuation Logic
B 3.3.7

BASES (continueri)

ACTIONS Required Action B.2 verifies that all required support or
(continued) supported features associated with tl. other redundant ESFAS

automatic actuation logic (s) are OPERABLE within a
Completion Time of I hour. The specified Completion Time is
sufficient for plant operations personnel to make this
determination. If vt.rification determines loss of
functional capability, LCO 3.0.3 must be immediately I

entered. M owever, if the support or supported feature LCO
|takes inte consideration the loss of function situation,

thentr/(3.0,3maynotneedtobeentered. '

fv L:;

% , #1 , 4
SURVEILLANCE SR 3 ? 3.'7il fg ''<.
REQUIREMENTS h; A

SR3.3.7.litslheperformanceofaCHANNELFUNCTIONALTEST
on a 31-day STAGGERED TEST BASIS. The test demonstrates
that every automatic actuation logic associated with one of
the two safetyksystett. rains:successfully perform the two-
out-of-three lo'tjic-combin'ations every 31 days. All
automatic actuatterlogics Lare thus retested every 62 days.
The test simulates the 7equired;9nerout-of-three inputs to
the logic circuit and MrificsMe1 successful operation of
the automatic actuatiohllogicNJhe Surveillance frequency
is based upon operating emperience thaMdemonstrates the
rarity of more than one channel failing within the same
31-day interval. Ap4Y y
Automatic actuation logic response,tise test ng is
incorporated into the response timettesting required by LCO
3.3.5, " Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System (LFAS) >

Instrumentation."

|

l
REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Reg 11ations, Part 50.46,

| " Acceptance Criteria for Emert,ency Core Cooling
Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power Plants."

2. BAW-10103A, Rev. 3, "ECS Analysis of B&W's 177-FA
| Lowered Loop NSS," July, 1977.

_

|

O
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EDG LOPS
B 3.3.8

,

i

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION!

g

B 3.3.8 Emeroency Diesel Generator (EDG) Loss of Power Start fl0PS1
,

BASES
_ _ _ . _ . . _ _ . . . _ _ . _ _ . . . . - . _ _ _ . . .

,
. . . . . . - . . _ . . . . . . . . . . _

h

BACKGROUND The EDGs provide a source of emergency power when offsite
power is either unavailable or is insufficiently stable to
allow safe plant operation. Undervoltage protection will
generete a LOPS in the event a loss of volta

$weltagescondition occurs in the switchyard. ge or degradedThere are two
LOPS gtions for each 4.16 kV vital bus.

. MIhreiNnderseltage relays with (inverse voltage time)
keheracteristles are )rovided on each 4.16 kV Class lE

^

instrW busWor tie purpose of detecting a sustained
undeivoltage candition or a loss of bus voltage. The relays
are combined W a two-out-of-three logic to generate a LOPS

for a long' time..TW, low 75% for a short time or below 90%
if the voltage is be

LOPS-initiated AC7 JNS are described in
the FSAR R ef51) T d{f4 K;, jh .

Trio Setooints and ALLOWAm stVALUE
4 gy yy

Oi The trip setpoin $ usedsta;thelbistables are based on the
^

analytical limits wesentehin accident analysis (Ref. 2).
The selection of tidse tripsietpotets is such that adequate
protection is provided when all senser and processing timexdelays are taken into account. Je?alhes for calibration
tolerances, instrumentation uncertaint' es, and instrument

.

drif t, ALLOWABLE VALUES spec'tfied in SR 3.3.8.3 are
conservatively adjusted with' respect to the analytical
limits. A detailed description of the methodology used to
calculate the trip setpoints, including their explicit
uncertainties, is prov',ded in the plant-specific setpoint
methodology (Ref. 5). The actual nominal trip setpoint
entered into the bistable is more conservative than that
required by the plant-specific setpoint calculations. If

!

| the measured setpoint does not exceed the documented
I surveillance test acceptance criteria, the bistable is

considered OPERABLE.

l Setpoints in accordance with the ALLOWABLE VALUE will assure-
that' limits of Specification 2.0, " Safety Limits," are.

(continued)

(continued)
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EDG LOPS
B 3.3.8

BASES (continued)

I
BACKGROUND not violated during anticipated operational occurrences

(continued) (A00s) and that the consequences of accidents will be
acceptable, providing the plant is operated from within the
LCOs at the onset of the A00 or accident, and the equipment
functions as designed.

The undervoltage protection scheme has been designed to
protect the plant from spurious trips caused by the offsite
power source. This is made possible by the .snverse voltage
time) characteristics of the relays used. A complete oss
ofc effsite power will result in approximately a (1]-second
delay in LOPS! actuation. The EDG starts and is available to
accept loads within a (10]-second time interval on
Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System (ESFAS) or LOPS.
Emergency power;is established within the maximum time delay
assurned for each event' analyzed in the accident analysis
(Ref. 2). ,

Sincetherearetbree,prodctivechannelsinatwo-out-of-
three trip logic for each division of the 4.16 kV power
supply, no single' failurofwill cause or prevent proteative
system actuation. Thisferrangement meets IEEE-279 .teria
(Ref. 4). my U<

y g
APPLICABLE The EDG LOPS is required for the engineered; safety features
SAFETY ANALYSES (ESFs) to function in any accident with a' loss of offsite

power. Its design basis is that ofethe ESFAS.
y

Accident analyses credit the loading of the EDG based on the
loss of offsite power during a loss-of-coolant accident
(LOCA). The actual EDG start has historically been
associated with the ESFAS actuation. The diesel loading has
been included in the delay time associated with each safety
system component requiring EDG supplied power following
a loss of offsite power. The analysis assumes a
nonmechanistic EDG loading, which does not explicitly
account for each individual component of the loss of power
detection and subsequent actions. The total actuation time
for the limiting systems, high pressure injection and low

(continued)

( (continued)
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'

EDG LOPS
8 3.3.8

,

BASES (continued)*

APPLICABLE pressure injection, is [35] seconds. This delay time-

SAFETY ANALYSES includes contributions " rom the EDG start, EDG loading and
(continued) safety injection system component actuation. The response ,

lof the EDG to a loss of power must be demonstrated to fall
within this analysis response time when including the
contributions of all portions of the delay.

The: required channels of LOPS, in conjunction with-the ESF'

aystems powered from the EDGs, provide plant protection in
A the event of any of the analyzed accidents discussed in

f& accident analysis (Ref. 2), in which a-loss of offsite power
%, is assmed.i LOPS channels are required to meet the

b redundancyfehd testability requirements of 10 CFR 50, i

4 ppendix AF SC 21 (Ref. 3).A

TheA1 time hssumedinthesafetyanalysisfortheESF !

equipment Mclude the [de'1-second EDG stact delay, and the-10
appropriate? sequencing ay if ap)11 cable. The response
of the EOS to a..lessachpower, must )e demonstrated to fall
within this,as41ysisiresponse-time. The reb,anse times for
ESFAS-actuated'equ puent-in LC0 3.3.5, " Engineered Safety.
Feature Actuation; stem (t$FAS) Instrumentation," include
the appropriate loading and.se i delay,

The EDG LOPS channe1{Aya
% quenc r.gO y

sjsathfy CHterion 3 of the NRC Interim
Policy Statement.- V %

dQhs,
,sp,9

LCO The LC0 for the LOPS requireNNkt three channels per bus of
each LOPS instrumentation fun'etion shall be OPERABLE in
MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 when the LOPS supports safety systems
associated with the ESFAS. In MODES 5 and 6, the thr~ee

channels must be OPERABLE whenever the associated EDG isi

required to be OPERABLE to ensure that the automatic start4

of the EDG is available when needed.

Loss of LOPS- function could result in the delay of safet;
systems initiation when required. This could lead ts the
violation of the Safety Limits during certain-CDs, or a

-

unacceptable consequences during accidents. L'aring the loss
of offsite power, which is: an A00, the EDG powers the motor-

' driven emcrgency feedwater pumps. Failure of these pumps te

(continued)-
i

(continued)-.

|O
,
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EDG LOPS
B 3.3.8

BASES (continued)

LCO start would leave caly the one turbine-driven pump,
(continued) as well as an increased potential for a loss of decay heat

removal through the secondary system.

Only ALLOWABLE VALUES are specified for each fenction in the
LCO. Nominal trip setpoints are specified in the plant-
specific setpoint calculations. The nominal setpoints are
selected to ensure that the setpoint measured by CHANNEL
FUNCT10 SL;IESTS does not exceed the ALLOWABLE VALVE if the
bistaMe 'is\ performing as required. Operation with a trip
setpoint less conservative than the nominal trip setpoint,
b'ut within,the ALLOWABLE VALUE, is acceptable provided that
opbrationtand tetting is consistent wit 1 the assumptions of
the plant-s'pecificNpetpoint calculation. Each ALLOWABLE
VALUE specified(is more conservative than the analytical
limit assmed intthettransient and accident analysis in
order to accountiforA nstrument uncertainties appropriate to
the trip function.' These uncertainties are defined in the
plant-specifichsetpoint autthodology.

1* ,p y gy
(For this facility,' relay' configuration is as follows:]

y: (p
(For this facility, the1 trip.m,etsXsingle-failure criterion
forsingle-phasingeventsas:followsQ.

ep 3 ;
[For this facility, the time-delay *setpMnt is controlled as
follows:] &gp4(pv
[For this facility, the basis for AllCl(ABLE VALVES is as
follows:] %f
[For this facility, the following support systems are

! required to be OPERABLE to ensure EDG LOPS instrumentation
'

OPERABILITY:)

[For this facility, those required su) pot': systems which
upon their failure do not result in tie Ebu LOPS
instrumentation being declared inoperable and their
justification are as follows:]

[For this facility, the supported systems impacted by the
inoperability of the EDG LOPS instrumentation and the
justification of whether or not each supported system is
declared inoperable are as follows:]

(continued)
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EDG LOPS
D 3.3.8

O BASES (continued)i

V
APPLICABILITY The EDG LOPS actuation function shall be OPERABLE in MODES >

1, 2, 3, and 4 because ESF functions are designed to provide
protection in these MODES. Actuation in MODE S or 6 is
required whenever the required EDG shall be OPERABLE, so
that it can perform its function on a loss of power or,

! degraded power to the vital bus.
:
' A Note has been added in Applicability to provide

clarification that for this LCO, each function is treated as
en"in andent entity with an independent Completion Time.

g .4%*CchannelWis@ operable when it does not satisfy theACTIONS

OPERANLITY criteria for the channel's function. These
criteMa'a're,ostlined in the LC0 LOPS section of the Bases.
The most ceumon*cause of channel inoperability is outright
failure orddrift of the bistable or process module
sufficientotoexceedthetoleranceallowedbytheplant-
specific tetpetet'analpsis. Typically, the drift is found
to be small*atidfesults in a. delay of actuation rather than
a total loss of function..c Determination of setpoint drift.

isgenerallymadeduring7the'performanceofaCHANNEL
l [s\
,

FUNCTIONAL TEST Wen theinstriennt is set up for adjustment|O to bring it within qpecif1ptiorf.%If the trip setpoint is
j

| 1ess conservative than the AL'LOWABLftVALUE, the channel
! shall be declared inoperable immediately and the appropriate
| Conditions shall be entered immediate1yr
; jy '

Intheeventachannel'strihWetpointisfound
non-conservative with respect to the ALLOWABLE VALUE, or the
channel is found inoperable, then the function that the
channel provides must be declared inoperable and the LCO
Condition entered for the particular protection function
affected. Since the required channels are specified on a
per EDG basis, the Condition may be entered separately for
each EDG.

Condition A

Condition A applies if one channel is inoperable for one or
more functions per EDG bus.

(continued)
i

(continued)
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EDG LOPS
B 3.3.8

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A.1. A.2.1. and LL2
(continued)

'

Required Action A.1 to restore chennel OPERABILITY is the
preferred action because it restores full functional
capability of the LOPS. The 1-hour Completion Time is
reasonable to evaluate and take action to correct a degraded
condition in an orderly manner and takes into account the
low probability of an event requiring LOPS occurring during
this interval .

w'

.,

Ifcthe chann'al cannot be restored to OPERABLE status in
compliance with Required Action A.1, Required Action A.2.1
requires-that the' channel be tripped within I hour. With a
channel 11n trip,;the LOPS channels are configured to provide
a one-out-ofatwo logic.to initiate a trip of the incoming
offsite power. '.In trip, one additional valid actuation will
cause a LOPS signal on the bus. The 1-hour Completion Time
is justified on the same basis as for Required Action A.I.

fRequired Action A.2.2 requires restoring the channel prior
to the next CHANNEL-FUNCTIONAL TEST, a time period which
could be as long as 31 days. Restoring the channel before
the next CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTashould allow ample time to
repair most failures. The LOPS -is still capable of -

performing its design funct, ion given an| additional failure.

Restoring one channel to OPERABILITY isjheipreferred
action. The 1-hour Completion Time should allow ample time
to repair most failures and takes into account the low
probability of an event requiring 1.0PS occurring during this
interval.

Conditiqn.]

Condition B applies if the Required Action of Condition A
and associated Completion Times are not met, or when two
undervoltage or two degraded voltage channels in a single
bus are inoperable.

Required Action B.1 ensures that the affected diesel
generator is declared inoperable and the actions specified
in LCO 3.8.1, "AC Sources-Operating," or LC0 3.8.2
"AC-Sources Shutdown," are required immediately.

(continued)
_

(continued)
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EDQ LOPS"

B 3.3.8

BASES (continued).

ACTIONS Also, other supported systems affected by LOPS channel
(continued) inoperability are declared inoperable and the corresponding

LCOs entered. [For this facility, the supported systems
impacted by LOPS channel inoperability are as followss)

Condition C
9

Condition C is applicable to each one of the EDG LOPS
functions.
NguiNActionC.1verifiesthattheRequiredActionshave

D beenJaitiated for those supported systems declared
%pinoperable because of the inoperability of the su) port

s ?within a Completion Time of 1 hour. T ie .
Nehennel(d) Completion Time is sufficient for plant operationsspecifie;

personnel to make this determination,
_

>

s t,
Required Adion C.1 ensures that those identified Required

6 Actions associated %1t@ supported systems impacted by the
inoperabilityW channel (s) associated with each EDG LOPS
function have been Anitiated. This can be accomplished by
entering the supported systems' LCOs or independently as a
group of Required Actions meided to be-initiated every time

O
ConditionCisentered,i[d%ctions,associatedwitheachEDG

For tW facility, the identified ' ,

( supported systems' RB4uire
LOPS function are as follows!). WC

RequiredActionC.2verifiesthath quired support or
supported features associated;with the other redundant
channel (s) are OPERABLE withtra Completion Time of I hour.
The specified Completion Time ~ is sufficient for plant
operations personnel to make this determination. If
verification determines loss of functional capability,
LCO 3.0.3 shall be immediately entered. However, if the
support or supported feature LCO takes =into consideration
the loss of function situation, then LCO 3.0.3 may not need.
to be entered.i

SVRVEILLANCE SR 3.3.8.1
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.8.1 is the performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once
every 12 hours to ensure that a gross failure of j

(continued)

| (continued) |
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EDG LOPS
B 3.3.8

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE instrumentation has not occurred. A CHANNEL CHECK is
REQUIREMENTS a comparison of the parameter indicated on one channel

(continued) to a similar parameter on other channels. It is based on
the assumption that instrument channels monitoring the same
parameter should read e sproximately the semo value.
Significant deviations aetween the two instrument channels
could be an indication of excessive instrument drift in one
of the channels or something more serious. CHANNEL CHECK
will d.etect; gross channel failure, thus it is key to
verifying theeinstrumentation continues to operate properly
between each"OiANNEL CAllBRATION.
% ;W .,

Agreement criteria"are determined by the plant staff based
on a' combination <ofLthe channel instrument uncertainties,
including isolation kindication, and readability, if a
channel isL,eutside_the. match criteria, it may be an
indicationethat the: transmitter or the signal )rocessing
equipment has drifted outside its limit. If t1e channels
are within the' match criterla; it is an indication that the
channels are OPERABLE.' ' Gv ,o ,

Thesurveillanceinterval[aboutinceeveryshift,isbased
on operating experience that demonstrates the rarity of
channel failure. Thush performence'ofithe CHANNEL CHECK
guarantees that undetected, overt <channehfailure is limited
to 12 hours. Since the probability of tOtrandom failu es
in redundant channels in any 12-hour periodLis low, the
CHANNELCHECKminimizesthechanceof,lesso$ protective
function due to failure of redundantichannels. The CHANNEL
CHECK supplements less formal, but more frequent checks of
channel OPERABILITY during normal operational use of the
displays associated with this LCO's required channels.

SR 3.3.8.2

l SR 3.3.8.2 is the performance of a CHANNEL F'JNCTIONAL TEST
every 31 days to ensure that the entire channel will perform'

its intended function when needed. [For this facility, the
31-day frequency is justified as follows:]

(continued)

(continued)

O
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EDG LOPS
B 3.3.8

,

BASES (continued)

SVRVEILLANCE This test checks trip devices that provide actuation
! REQUIREMENTS signals directly.

TEST constitutes the(For this facility, a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL(continued) following:)

SR 3.3.8.3

SR 3.3.8.3 is the performance of a CHANNEL CAllBRATION every
18, months. The CHANNEL CAllBRATION verifies the accuracy of
eeshicomponent within the instrument channel. This

/ calibration includes calibration of the undervoltage relays
s#

$;#anddesenstratesthattheequipmentfallswithinthespect(ted operating characteristics defined be "e
%eantencturwh for OPERABLE channels CHANNEL eLIBRATION
4e11 fladathet measurement errors and bistable setpoint-

errorsTere.with$m the assumptions of the plant-specific
setdint'enalysts. Recalibration restores OPERABILITY of an
otherwise functional component that does not meet these.
criteria,riNowever.,r eated failures of the same channel
over a relatively- ) number of test intervals must- be
consideredAs petsrit ly indicating a deterministic failure
that cannot1be4eorrested bygrecalibration. Completion of

<

this test resultsdn'the channel being. properly adjusted andp) expectedtoremalasith$thePasfound"toleranceassumed
(v by the setpoint 1salysl$! anti 1R$be next scheduled

surveillance. MeausgementAnd sehpoint error determination
,

andreadjustmentmust~beperforme5Mnsistentwiththe

assumptions of the plant-specific,delpg%
int analysis in

Reference 5. 79
Thesetpoints,aswellast$responsetoalossofvoltage
and a degraded voltage test,'shall include a single point
verification that the trip occurs within the required delay
time, as shown in Reference 1.
frequency is justified as follows(For this facility, the:)

REFERENCES 1. (Unit Name) FSAR, Section (8.3), "[0nsite Power
Systems)."

,

'

?. (Unit Name) FSAR, Section (15), "[ Accident Analysis)."

(continued)

(continued)' i
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EDG LOPS
B 3.3.8

BASES (continued)
_

Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50REFERENCES 3.
(continued) Appendix A, General Design Criterion 21, "[ Title)."

4. Institut* of Electrical and Electronic Engineers,
IEEE-279, "Criteiia for Protection Systems for Nuclear
Power Generating Stations."

5. (Unit Name), "(Plant-Specific Setpoint Methodology)."
-
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Source. Range Neutron Flux
| B 3.3.9 '

|

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.9 Source Ranae Neutron Flux Channels

BASES :
. .r . t

BACKGROUND The> source range neutron flux channels provide the operator a
with an indication of the approach to criticality at lower ->

power levels-than can'be seen on the-intermed16te range- t

neutron flux instrumentation. These channels also provide
gthe operator with a flux indication that reveals changes in

[Q maintain'ed.,
Freactivity.and helps-to verify that SHUTDOWN MARGIN is being

& py ;%y
% T W lourte tenge instrumentation hasitwo redundant count -j

rate, channels originating in two-high-sensitivity '

proportional;ceenters. Two source range detectors are i
externa 11ynotated on opposite sides of the core 180'. '!
These channels .re used over a counting range of- t

0.1 to.lE6Jcps and are displayed on the operator's control-
console in,tems9f, leg count rate. . The channels- also "

measure the'rateSof(change of the neutron flux level, which :
is displayed for1the' operator. in terms of: start-up rate from~ '

O(g
-0.5 to +5 decadesiper minute h An-interlock;is provided per-
minute- (i.e., a 'contro1wod withdraw " inhibit" on a high
startup rate of +2 #e pute in either channel).

4de hper mi.g gy
,

The proportional counters.of the ,searce range channels are
BF chambers. The detector highWolthee is automatically..3
turned off when the flux. level (18' approximately l' decade
above the useful operating range. Conversely, the high-
voltage is turned on automatically when the- flux level--
returns to within.approximately 1 decade of the detectors'
maximum useful range. High voltage will be automatically
turned off when the flux level is above IE-9. amps in both-

intermediate range channels, or 10% power in. power range
channels.

-
__

APPLICABLE The source range neutron-flux channels are necessary to
SAFETY ANALYSES monitor core reactivity. changes. It;is the primary means

for detecting and triggering operator actions to res>ond to
reactivity-transients initiated from conditions in w11ch

-(continued)-
'

(continued)

| V >
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Source Range Neutron Flux
B 3.3.9

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE the Reactor Protection System (RPS) is not required to be
SAFETY ANALYSES OPERABLE. It also triggers operator actions to anticipate

(continued) RPS actuation in the event of reactivity transients starting
from shutdown or low power conditions. The source range
neutron flux channels LCO requirements support compliance
with GDC 13 of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A (Ref. 1).

The source range neutron flux channels satisfy Criterion 2
of the<NRC,lnterim Policy Statement.

~

.

LCO Twbtsource range'sutron flux channels shall be OPERABLE
whenever.the controhruds are capable of being withdrawn to
provide tho eperator with redundant source range neutron
instrumentation.'.Th4 source range instrumentation is the
primary power indication at low power levels < IE-10 amps on
intermediate range instrumentation and must remain OPERABLE
fortheoperatortocontinuejincreasingpower.

SourcerangeneulNnflud$strumentationisconsideredT

OPERABLE when: v.A.

ssktoprovidesourceAll channel compo ts'n.

range indication and supplyLcontrol function inhibits
are functional and in'servicei '.,

'

g
Channel measurement uncertaintics< are known via test.

analysis or design information to-be within the
assumptions of the surveillance < acceptance criteria;

Required surveillance testing is c e rent and has*

demonstrated performance within each surveillance test
acceptance criteria; and

The control rod withdrawal " inhibit" on a high.

start-up rate of +2 decades per minute is OPERABLE.

(For this facility, the following support systems are,

required to be OPERABLE to ensure source range neutron fluxI

instrumentation OPERABILITY:]

[For this facility, those required sup) ort systems which,
upon their failure, do not result i tie source range
neutron flux instrumentation being veelared inoperable and
their justification are as follows:]

(continued)
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Source Range Neutron Flux
B 3.3.9-

j- BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY Two source range neutron flux instrumentation shall be
! OPERABLE in MODE 2 to provide redundant indication during an

approach to criticality.- Neutron flux level is sufficient
for monitoring on the intermediate range and power range4

instrumentation prior to entering MODE 1, therefore, source
range instrumentation is not required in MODE 1.

; - A Note has been added allowing detector high voltage to be
de-energized above IE-9 amps on the intermediate range

pinstrumentation. Above this point the source range
C instrumentation is no longer the primary power indicator.

9.1 As sucht the high voltage to the source range detectors may
hbeude-energised.
%sV MQ ,

In MODtt 3, 484md 5, source range neutron flux
instrurient,ation|shall be OPERABLE to provide the operator
with-a meansfof' monitoring changes in SHUTDOWN MARGIN and to
provide 6a'_ early indication of reactivity changes,

ty f wy ,

The requitcasets2 ohsource range neutron fluxf
instrumentation,durleg MODES 6 refueling operations are

addressedinLC049.2.d,NuclearInstrumentation."
"

O .'y S%.

G*

fbw pe o
w,.

ACTIONS Asourcerangeisiniporable"whenit.doesnotsatisfythe
OPERABILITY criteria for the channeP s1 function. These
criteria are outlined for each Nattlepin the 1.00 section
of the Bases, pv

[ondition A-

The Required Action for one channel of the source range,

neutron flux indication inoperable while < lE-9 amps on
intermediate range neutron instrumentation is to delay

| increasing reactor power until the channel is repaired and
restored to OPERABLE status. This limits power increases in

. the range where the operators rely solely on the source <

| range instrumentation for power indication. The Completion |
| Time ensures the source range is available )rior to further !
|- )ower increases. Furthermore, it ensures t1at power remains

)elow the point where the intermediate range channels

(continued)-

(continued) i
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Source Range Neutron Flux
B 3.3.9

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS provida primsry protection until both source range channels
(continued) are available to support the everlap verification required

by SR 3.3.9.4.
'

Condition B

B.l. B.2. B A ar,d 8.,4 |

'

With both source range neutron flux channels iroperable when
reactor power is < II.-9 arrps on the intermediate range
instrumentation, the operators must place the reactor in the
next lowest condition for which source range instrumentation
is not. required. !1his is donc by suspending positive
reactivity' additions;, inserting all control rods, and
opening the: cent.rol md drive trip breakt.rs. Periodic
SHUTOOWN MARG 1N'verificetton is then required to 3rovide a
means for detecting'the slow reactivity changes t1at coulJ
be caused by mechanisms other than control rod withdrawal or
operations involving posittye reactivity changes. Sinct the
source range instrumentation'provides the only reliable
direct indication of power in this condition, the operatorss
must continue to verify the SHUID0!!N FARGIN every 12 hours
until at least one channel of ethe source range
instrumentation is returned (to OPERA 94E status. The 1-hour
Completion Tirn for Required' Action B|3f and Required
Action 8.4 provides sufficitent time for' operators to
accomplish the actions. Required Action"Bil, Required
Action 8.2, and Required Action B.3 preclude. rapid positive
reactivity additions. The 12-hour Frequency'for repeating
SR 3.1.1.1 ensures the reactivity = changes possible with
control rods inserted are detected before LHUTDOWN MARGIN
limits are challenged.

C.qndition C

With reactor power above IE-9 amps on the intermediate range
instrumentation, continued operation is allowed with one or
more source range channels inoperable. The ability to
continue operation is justified since the instrumentation
does not provide a safety function during high power
operation. However, actions are initiated within I hour to
restore the channels to OPERABLE status such that the
channels are available in case they are needed in the
future. The Completion Time of I hour is sufficient to
initiate the actions. The actions must continue until
channels are restored to OPERABLE status.

(continued)
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Source Rat;e Neutron Flux
,

i B 3.3.9

| !

v BASES (continued)| '

|
.-

;

$URVE!LLANCE SR 3.3.9.1

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A
CHANNEL CHECK is a comparison of the indicated parameter on
one channel to a similar )arameter on other channels. It is
based on the assumption tiat instrument channels monitoring
the=same parameter should read a) proximately the same value.
Significant deviations between t1e two instrument channels

A could be an indication of excessive instrument drift in one-
4 9 of the' channels or something more serious. CHANNEL CHECK ,

W will detect gross channel failure, thLs it is the key to
%pverifying the, instrumentation continues to operate properly

M between3esch" CHANNEL CAllBRATION.
p %

Agreisenberiteria are determined by the plant staff, based
on a$ combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
includinm isolation sindication, and readability. If a
channel is'outside;the; match criteria, it may be an
indication that$the transmitter or the signal )rocessing
equipment has drifted outside its limit. If tie channels
are within the match" criteria. it is an indication that the

,__ channels are OPERABl.E. Alf>thei.annels are normally off
( scale during times'whenisurveillence is required, the

CHANNEL CHECK will only verify that,they are off scale v
the same direction. 'Off-scale low current-loop channels are
verified to be reading at the bottom of the range and nez

.

"

failed downscale. g'O
ay

The Surveillance frequency, about once every shift, is based
on operating experience that demonstrates the rarity of
channel failure. Thus, performance of the CHANNEL CHECK
guarantees that undetected overt channel failure is limited
to 12-hours. Since the probability of_two random failures
in redundant channels in any 12-hour period is extremely
low, the CHANNEL CHECK minimizes the chance of loss of

'

protective function due to failure of redundant channels.
The CHANNEL CHECK supplements less formal, but more frequent
checks of channel operability during normal operational use -

of the displays associated with the LC0 required channels.
When operating in Required Action A.1, CHAhNEL CHECK is
still required. However, in this condition a redundant.
source range _ is not available for comparison. CHANNEL CHECK
may- still be performed via comparison with intermediate
range detectors, if available, and verification that the

(continued)
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Source Range Neutron Flux
B 3.3.9

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLAkCE OPERABLE source range channel is energized and indicating
REQUIREMENTS a value consistent with current plant status.

(continued)
SR 3.3.9.2

SR 3.3.9.2 is the performance of a CHANNEL CAtlBRATION. A
CHANNEL CAllBRATION is performed every [18] months. The,

test is a complete check and readjustment of the channels,
from the; preamplifier input to the indicators. The test
verifles' the channel responds to measured parameter with the
necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CAllBRATION leaves
the channeldadjusted to account for instrument drift between
successiveltests'to ensure that the instt ument channel
remains: operational k For OPERABLE channels, CHANNEL
CALIBRATION shall find that measurement errors are
sufficiently'smal1 such that measurement and indication '

errors will not mislead operators into actions that would
challenge plantisafety limits.

@ ,. d;V e
'

Recalibration restoresv0PLAABILITY of an othemise
functional componentsthattdoes not meet tnese criteria.
However, repeated failures of tha7sa.ae channel over a
relatively small numberief tesOintervals must be considreed

cannot be corrected by reg *p%htehninistic failure whf.
as potentially indicattye

alibration.'#g
% g

The SR is modified by a Note-excluding asutron detectors
from the calibration. it is not necgssary % test the
detectors because generating a meantapful telt signal ise difficult, The aetectors are of M
anyfailuresinthedetectorswill'#:econstruction,andbe apparent as change in
char.r.el output.

The Surveillance Frequency of [18] months is based on
'

demonstrated instrument CHANNEL CALIBRATION reliability over
an (18]-month interval such that the instrument is not
adversely affected by drift.

SR 3.3.9.3
"

SR 3.3.9.3 is the performance of a CHANNEL FUNClIONAL TEST
within 7 days prior to reactor startup. This ensures thate

the source range instrumentation is font.tioning properly
prior to the operators using the source range neutron flux
power indications during startup.

(continued)

(continued)
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Source Range Neutron Flux
B 3.3.9

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST verifies the function of the trip,
REQUIREMENTS interlock, and alarm functions of the channel. The test

(continued) inserts a simulated or actual signal- as close to the' sensor
as practicable and verifies re@ ired trip, interlock, and
alarm functions when the in':at is beyond the trip point.
Where the-design has made provisions-for including sensors
in the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST,- the test signal shall be
inserted at that point. "As found" and "as left" values:for
htstable trip setpoints are recorded. The difference-

k.;,('h(betw easthe current "as found" and the previous "as left"setpoints must be within the drift allowance used in the
setpojat analysis. Recalibration c.' the bistaole setpoint

kgdensponedthtthdoesnotmeet-thesecriteria.r.cstores the10PERABILITY of an otherwise functional
However,

repeated |failuims of th same channel over a small number of
testdicteritalshhould be evaluated as potentially. indicative
of Pdeterministic failure which cannot be correcteo by
recalibration. #

# yth)
(At this faci 1N<yf f.hef test may be omitted if performed
within the 'p'revtousgdays,for the following reasons:]

[
*V 6[0k %;s

*
SR 3.3.9.4

V SR 3.3.9.4 is the veEific)ti$cn liffl decade of_ overlsp with
the intermediate range inst'rumentatiep within 7 days prior-
to startup. This ensures a continsousssource of power
indication during the approach .t6? criticality. Failure to
perform this surveillance leas 4Pthe plant in a safe, '

subcritical conditio: untiP4k verification can be made.
[At this facD 'ty, the test' niay be omitted.if performed
within the px ious 7 days for the following-reasons:]

[For this ,c.ility, the provisions,of SR 3.0.4 are not
applicable for the following reasons:]

,

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix A, General Design Criterion !?,.

" Instrumentation and Control."
4 .

J

*

:
1

/G
U:
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Intermediate. Range Neutron Flux
B 3.3.10

b) 8 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION(
B 3.3.10 Lntarmodiate Ranae Neu.tyon Flux

BASES
_-

_
-

BACKGROUND The intermediate range . neutron flux channels provide =the'
operator with an indication.of reactor power at higher power- ;

levels than the source range instrumentation and lower. power
, levels._ than the power range instrumentation. ,

f sv K .

!

#4The intermediate range instrumentation has. two log N - !

W channels originating in two electrically identical
N(jh;amma-compensatedionchambers.

Each channel provides
decadesief tflux level information in terms of the log of ,

ion chamber ciltrent from IE-10 to IE-2 amperes. The !

channelsXalso. measure.the rate of change'of the neutron-fiux
level, which 41s' displayed for the operator in terms of-
startup rate from .0.5 to +S decades per minute. A high

,

startup rate ofm+3Jdecades per minute in either channel will
initiate Lcontrol' rod? withdrawal inhibit.

v4,jp ,
The intermediate range compensated ion chambers are o'f thev

(^ electrically adjustable gamma-compensating type. Each

( detector has a separatejadjustable high-voltage power supply -

and an adjustable compensating foltage supply.'

's y gy
-

|f%b
APPLICABLE Intermediate range neutron fluxichannelt are necessary to
SAFETY ANALYSES monitorcorereactivitychanses'andistt, nrimary

indication to trigger operator. actions to ticipate Reactor
Protection-System actuation-in the event of 'eactivity
transients starting from low power conditi The<

intermediate range neutron flux: channels meet the -design
requirements of 10 LCFR-50, Appendix A (Ref.1);

The intermediate range neutron: flux channels satisfy
,

Criterion 2 of the NRr-Interim Policy' Statement..-

LC0 Two intermediate range "eutron flux instrumentation channels
shall be OPERABLE to pr vide the operator with redundant

,

(continued)
. __.

| (continued)
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Intermediate Range Neutron Flux
B 3.3.10

BASES (continued)

|
LC0 neutron flux indication. These enable operators to control

(continued) the increase in power and to detect neutron flux transients.
This indication is used until the power range
instrumentation is on scale. Violation of this requirement
could prevent the operator from detecting and controlling
neutron flux transients which could result in reactor trip
during power escalation.

IntermedkEte, range neutron flux instrumentation is
consider 6d OPERABLE when:
ACV .nQ

At) All chsanel components necessary to provide
Mintermediate7 range indication are functional and in

4service;ef$/h
AM w

ChannelFmeas,urement uncertainties are known (vie test,.

analysis, ortdesign information) to be within the
assumptions,of the surveillance-acceptance criteria;

Requiredsurveilianc:e[y
y 4

testing is current and has.

demonstratediperf6rmance within each surveillance test
acceptance critepia;fand f g

4||p .,

The high startup rate of;y+3sdecades per minute control| *

rod withdrawal inhibt,tjis OPERABLEhI

v g
[Forthisfacility,thefollowingsupport3ystemsare

| required to be OPERABLE to ensure intemediate range neutron
'

flux instrumentation OPERABILITY:]g@#
| V

[For this facility, those required ~ support systems which,
upon their fa;.ure, do not result in the intermediate range
neutron flux instrumentation being declared inoperable and
their justification are as follows:]

[0f the three intermediate range functions above-log
current display, startup rate display, and control rod
withdrawal inhibit-only the following are covered by
LC0 3.3.10, " Intermediate Range MWron f%x," at this
facility:]

-. _ -

| APPLICABILITY The intermediate range channels shall be OPERABLE in MODE 1

| when the reactor is critical and with THERMAL POWER-belaw

| (cortinued)
t
'

(continued)
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Intermediate Range Neutron Flux
B 3.3.10

1

BASES (continued)

.PPLICABILITY 10% RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP), or in MODE 2,-and in MODES 3,
(continued) 4, and 5 when the control rod drive (CRD) trip breakers are- i

closed and the CRD System is capable of rod withdrawal.

The intermediate range instrumentation is designed to detect
_ power changes during _ initial criticality and power 1

escalation when the power range and source range
instrumentation cannot provido reliable indications. Since
.the! conditions can exist'in all of these modes,-the

Aintermediate range instrumentation must be OPERABLE.

.,f? &
%,,d9 j%

ACTIONS %An11ntennedfate Range Neutron Flux channel is inoperable _
when.itidoes netssatisfy tha OPERABILITY criteria for the
channel's0 function. These: criteria are outlined for each
funat' ion inithe LC0 section of the Bases,

-

fy
,gg,AyCondition A

A.1andA.20}:
f y,,

e

p If one-intermediate rangsidfi$inel becomes inoperable when
the channels indicate (1h9,ampsnthe plant;is exposed.to
the possibility th:.tDa'sindle failure will disable all
neutron-monitoring Mstrumentatioh h To avoid;this,-the
inoperablechannelmustbe-repairedjop.powermustbereduced
to the poira. where source rangevilEnneb can provide neutron
flux indication. Completionnof; Required. Action A.2 places
the plant in this state, and;LCO 3.3.9, " Source Range
Neutron Flux," requires OPERABILITY of two source range ~

.

detectors once this state is rnched.- If the one-channel
failure occurs-when indicated pswer is < lE-9 amps, the
Required Action prahibits increases-in power above the

y source range capability.

The 2-hour Completion Time allows controlled reduction-of
power into the source range' and is. based on plant o)erating
experience that demonstrates the'. improbability of tie second
intermediate range channel failing during the allowed
interval.-

(continued)
_

(corttinued)

L O.
d
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Intermediate Range Neutron Flux
B 3.3.10

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Condition B
(continued)

B.1 and R.2

With two intermediate range neutron flux channels inoperable
when THERMAL POWER s 10% RTP,- the operators must place the
reactor in the next lowest condition for which the
intermediate c. Je instrumentation is not required. -The
Required _ Actions immediately suspend operations involving
positive reactivity changes and within I hour place the
reactor in a tripped condition with the CRD trip breakers
open where the source range instrumentation provides the
power , level indication. The Completion Times are based on
plant-operating experience and allow the operators
sufficient time,to manually insert the control rods prior to
opening the.CRD breakers.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.10.1
. ,

REQUIREMENTS I.s
SR 3.3.10.1 is the performance of:~a CHANNEL CHECK.

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK.once;every 12 hours ensures
that a gross failure of instrumentation |has not occurred. A
CHANNEL CHECK is a comparison of the parameter indicated on
one channel to a similar parameter on other chanreis. It is
basedontheassumptionthatinstrumentschannelsmonitoring
the same parameter should read approximate 1y'the same value.

-

Significant deviations between the;two instrument channels i

could be an indication of excessive instrument drift in one
of the channels or of something even tare striu. . CHANNEL
CHECK will detect gross channel failure; thus, it is the key
to verifying the instrumentation continues to operate
properly between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria is determined by the plant staff,. based
on a combination of the channel instw.aent uncertainties,
including isolation, indication, and readability. If a
channel is outside the match criuria, it may be an
indication that the transmitter or the signal-processing
equipment has drifted outside its limit. If the channels
are within the match criter'., it is an indication that the

(continued)
.-

(continued),
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Intermediate Range Neutron Flux
B 3.3.10

( BASES (continued)
V

SURVEILLANCE channels are OPERABLE. If the channels are normally
REQUIREMENTS off scale during times when surveillance is required, the

(continued) CHANNEL CHECK will only verify that they are off scale in
the same direction. Off-scale low current-loop channels are
verified to be reading at the bottom of the range and not
failed downscale.

The Surveillance Frequency, about once every shiit, is based
on operating experience that demonstrates the rarity of
channel failure. Thn, performance of the CHANNEL CHECK
' ensures .that undetected overt channel failure is limited to

.

12 Lours. Since the probability of two random failures in'

G sredundant channels in any.12-hour period is extremely low,
'1.the CHANNEU CHECK minimizes the chance of loss of protective-

function'due to. failure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL
CHECK-supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of
channel OPERABILITY during normal operational use of the
displays associated with the LC0 required channels.

When operatingfin' Required Action A.1 CHANNEL CHECK is still
required. However Min thistcondition a redundant
intermediate rangenis not= available for comparison. CHANNEL
CHECK may still belperformedLvia comparison with power oro) source range detectorsiif available, and verification that!

'V the OPERABLE intermediate 4 range channel is energized and
indicating a value consistent withtcurrent plant status,

an
SR 3.3.10.2 Q 4
SR3.3.10.2istheperformanh6faCHANNELCAlIBRATION
every (18] months. The test"is a complete check and
readjustment of the channels, from the preamp'tifier input to

| the indicators.- The test verifies the channal responds to
| the measured parameter with the necessary range and

accuracy. CHANNEL calibration leaves the channel adjusted
to account for instrument drift between .iuccessive tests to
ensure that the instrument channel remains operational. For
OPERABLE channels, CHANNEL calibration shall find that
measurement errors are sufficiW1y sma'l such that
measurement at4 indication err . 1ill not misl oa operators
into actions that would challen plant safety lunits.m

| Recalibration re : tores OPERABILITY of an otherwise
functional component that does not meet these criteria.

(continued)

(continued)

q,,f|\
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Intermediate Range Neutron Flux
B 3.3.10

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE However, repeated failures of the same channel over a
REQUIP.FMENTS relatively small number of test intervals must be considered

(continued) as potentially indicative of a deterninistic failure that
cannot be corrected by recalibration.

The SR is modified by a Note excluding neutron detectors
from the calibration. It is not ne;essary to test the
detectors;because generating a momiingful test signal is

difficult @Q.and any failures in th detectors will be
Jn addition, the detectors are of simple

constructio
apparent as'atchange in channel output.
% 4

Surve111snce ,requency of (18] renths is based onThh. f

demon'stratsd..? ' MrVals sue
inatrument CHANNEL CALIBkATION reliability over

an (18]-mong f by jirif t. %at .he in. w iment is not
adverselyfav .

nge
SR 3.3.101 gij,

SR 3.3.10.3 is'the phfnMAe of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST
within 7 days nrior"toireactor startup. This ensures that
the intermediatr rangesinstrumentation is functioning
properly prior to the _ operators usipg,the intermediate range
neutron flux power indicatjons@uringptartup,

dj w e
A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTNorifibi'the fdnction of the trip,
interlock, and alarm functions of the chinpel. The test
inserts a simulated or actual signal,a5jelo'se.to the sensor
as practicable and verifies required' trip, interlock, and
alarm functions when the input isibeyond the trip point.
Where the design has made provisions for including sensors
in the CHANNEL FUNCTION TEf T, the test signal shall be
inserted at that point. " As found" and "as left" values for
bistable trip setpoints are recorded. The difference
between the current "as f;und" and the previous "as left"
.apoints must be within the drift allowance used in the
. (point analysis. Recalibration of the bistable setpoint
utores the OPERABILITY of an otherwise functional

component that does not meet these criteria. However,
repeated failures of the same channel over a small number of
test intervals should be evaluated as potentially indicative
of a deterministic failure that cannot be corrected by
recalibration.

| (continued)

(continued)

! O
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Intermediate Rante Neutron Fluxj
B_3.3,10_

!

'()\ BASES (continued)
_

SURVEILLANCE (At this facility, the test may be omitted if- performed |
REQUIREMENTS within the previous 7 days for the following reasons:]

(continued)
. 3.3.10.4SR

SR 3.2.10.4 is the verification within 7 days prior.to
startup of 1- decade of overlap with- the power range
instrumentation. This ensures a' continuous source of. power-

Jndicationduringthe-approachtocriticality. Failure to-

%j$ protec,the intermediate range chann<:ls provide adequate |6perfore this surveillance leaves the- plant in 'a~ condition
s

Pwhere
tion until the verification can be made.-

kNS k s'k jity, the test may be omitted if performed
withifthe,hprevious 7 days- for the following reasons:)dy t &
(For<this 'faEility, the provisions of SR 3.0.4' are not
applicableifor the fol, lowing reasons:]

${? ,g8{$$$
%vn be

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, IMIf Fedehal-Regulations,-Part 50
[e ~s') Appendix A,f enera)1 Design, Criterion 13,G
V
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EFIC Instrumentation
B 3.3.11

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.11 Emeroency Feedwater Initiation and Control (EFIC)-Instrumentation
i

BASES
__

BACKGROUND' The EFIC System instrumentaticn is designed to provide
srfety-grade means of controlling the secondary system as a
heat sink for core decay heat -removal. In. order to ensure
the secondary system remains a heat sink, the EFIC System

f takes < action to initiate emergency feedwater (EFW) when the
#4@ primary source of. feedwater is lost and to isolate .
4 functional components from hydraulic faults within the

secondarygsystem. - These actions ensure that a source of
%vcool'ing,waterOis available to be fed to a steam generator

(SG) which hassa; controlled steam pressure, thereby fixing
thetheat sinLtemperature at the saturation temperature of
the ' s'econdary| system. The EFIC functi_ons that are. supported-

and the par _ameters that are needed for each.of these
functionstare described >below.

, giy }
The EFIC instrumentation contains devices And circuitry
which generate thetfollowingssignals when monitored

,O variables-reach levels;that alia indicative of conditions

, 5.j requiring protective,astions.
4m y, -

1. EFW initiation? Wgu,
2. EFW vector valve control;

,
. ,y n

3. Main steam line isolation; and

| 4. Main feedwater (MFW) isolation.
.

! EFW is initiated to restore a source of cool.ag water to the
secondary system when conditions indicate that the normal

i source of feedwater is insufficient to continue heat
! removel. The two indicaticns used for this are the loss of'

both nFW pumps and'a low level in the once-through steam
-

generator (OTSG). EFW is also initiated when action i.s,

being taken to isolate the MFW from the OTSG during-

conditions.of uncontrolled depressurizations. This is done'

by initiating EFW when steam pressure reaches the low OTSG
pressure setpoint for isolation of main steam and MFW, and
EFW vector valve control. Finally, EFW is initiated when
the primary system experiences a total-loss of forced

(continued) -

(continued)
,
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EFIC Instrumentation
B 3.3.11

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND circulation. This initiatten, on the loss of all reactor

(continued) coolant pumps tius) ensures the EFW is available to raise
SG levels to promote natural circulation cooling,
Additionally, this ensures that EFW is available under the
worst case, small-bresk loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA)
conditions when secondary system cooling with high SG water
levels is necessary.

A
The EFlC< System also isolates main steam and MFW to an SG
thate:has' lost $ pressure control. With the loss of pressure
control, the' heat sink temperature control is lost, and the
West removal? rate cannot be controlled. The main steam and
MFW areJsolated to an OTSG when the steam pressure reachest

a loV setpoint",na' condition which is. beyond the norr,s I
operating pointfof the, secondary system.

W' ,M
The EFIC System alsuperforms an EFW control function to
avoid deliveringlEFW to a depressurized SG when the other SG
remains pressurized. ,This" continues the function of
isolating funct'ional|com1onehts from an OTSG whose pressure
cannot be controllediiyJ rip function precludes the delivery
of fluid to a depressurbed SG sthereby avoiding an
uncontrolled cooling 'Md".tionhas 'long as the other SG
remains pressurized Wanghst4tof thevSGs are
depressurized, the EFlf logic p' rov.ideskEfW flow.to both- SGs
until a significant pressure diffefenceNbietween the two

OTSGsisdeveloped,whichensuresthat@ corp;Acooling ismaintained.
'

Trio Setooints ad ALLOWABLE VALUES |F"
Q *

The trip setpoints are the nominal value at which the
bistables are set. Any bistable is considered to be
properly adjusted when the "as left" value'is within the

i band for CHANNEL CALIBRATION accuracy, i.e., (rack
| calibration + comparator setting accuracy).
|
| The trip setpoints used in the bistables are based on the
'

analytical limits stated in Reference 5. The selection of
| these trip setpoints is such that adequate protection is

-orovided when all sensor and procesding time delays are
taken into account. The ALLOWABLE .ALUES specified in
Table 3.3.11-1 are conservatively adjusted with respect to

| the analytical limits, to allow for calibration tolerances,
' instrumer,tation uncertainties, instrument drift, and severe

(continued)

(continued) ,
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EFIC Instrumentation
B 3.3.11

i BASES (continued)
,

BACKGROUND environment errors for those EFIC channels that must
(continued) function _in harsh environments.as defined by!10 CFR 50.49

_ !
(Ref.4). A detailed description of the-methodology used to |calculate the trip setpoints, including their explicit i

uncertainties, is provided in plant-specific setpoint-
|methodology-(Ref. 3). .The actual nominal trip-setpoint '

entered into the bistable is more conservative than that 1
sp_ecified by the ALLOWABLE VALUE to account for changes-in
.rendom, measurement errors detectable by a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL

M@ATESTNfone example of such a change in measurement error-is
i

drift during the surveillance interval. If- the measured
setpoint' does not exceed the ALLOWABLE VALUE, the bistable

%pis< cons'idered,0PERABLE.
%BW g;)R )Setpointssjn scheidance with the ALLOWABLE VALUE ensure that '

thoicinsequencesilof Design Basis Accidents (DBAs) are
'

a:ceptableiproviding the plant is opeiated from within the
LCOs at thenonset o ,the DBA and that the equipment-
functionsjasde @

4 << g .

Each channE$ $ ibe kisted on line to verify that the
setpoint accuradyWwithisthe specified allowance
requirements of fne'' FSARj(Rsfh6). Once a' designated

v channel is takenToutsoNeayvide'ifor testing, a simulated
signal is injected 4tdaba Qf th(xfield Linstrument signal. .,

The process equipment' for tM chaheel in test -is then
tested, veified, and calibrated.dThis SRs for the channels - ;

arespecified-intheSRssectigp#'%{%
Au

The ALLOWABLE VA!.VI.S listed <$n9able 3.3.11-1 are based uponL

| the plant-specific setpoint niethodology (Ref. 3) which
incorporates all-of the known uncertainties an
each channel. The magnitudes of these uncert'plicable fori aisties are
factored into the determination of each trip setpoint. All
field sensors and signal processing equipment for these
channeis are assumed to operate within the allowances of
these uncertainty magnitudes.

Figure B 3.3.11-1 illustrates EFIC EFW initiation logic
operation.

Each EFIC train actuates on a one-out of-two taken twice
combination of trip signals-from the instrumentation
channels. Each EFTC chant.el can issue an initiate command, '

but an EFIC actuation:will take place only if at -least two,

-(continued)

t / continued) ,
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EFIC Instrumentation
B 3.3.11

BASES (continued)
_
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Figure G 3.3.11-1
| Er..ecgency Feedwater Initiation and Control Emergency
i Feedwater Initiation Logic

(continued)

(continued)
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EFIC Instrumentation-
B 3.3.11

-

'

) BASES (continued)(

| BACKGROUND channels issue initiate commands. The one-out-of-two logic ,

'

(continued) combinations are transposed between trains so that failure-
of two channels prevents-actuation of, at most, one train.

More detailed descriptions of the EFIC instrumentation are
-

provided below.

1.f EFW Initiation
Aqs.

~

AFigure78 3.3.11-2-illustrates one channel of the-EJIC EFW
f flinitiation chan 11. The indivi M 1:!nstrumentation channels-
W that., serve this function 'are uscussed below. ,

pd: &%
% dF1 sa/ M n s of MFW Pumos

>

%

(*I;hkloss both MFW pumps is-one of the four .

' parameters within the EFIC System that -
sautomatically initiates EFW. Loss of MFW ~ pumps

mis detecWd by MFW pump turbine control oil
pressuceT #The MFW pump status instrumentation is
aEpartrofithe Nuclear Instrumentation Systt:m
(NIS)'andfReacto6 Protection-System (RPS). Each7 RPS channel Teceivestan input' from two control.>

\ oil-pressure * switches'irone on'each pump.- If both-
switches einlOsingle checnel; trip, the associated
RPS channM trips? EachDRPS channel provides
both HFR pumps uipped signalito the associated

-

EFIC d annel. The RPS1 bypasses the trip function-
whea THERMAL POWER g 20% RATED THERMAL POWER

(RTP). if'
|

L Loss of both .MFW pumps was chosen as an EFW -
automatic: initiating parameter because it is a|

direct and immediate indicator of loss- of MFW.-

1.b. 0TSG Level--Low Low -

Four EFIC dedicated low range level . transmitters
per SG-are used 'to generate the signals used for-
detection for-!ow low -level conditions for-EFW
actuation. There is one-transmitter for each of.
the four channels A, B, C, and D. The signals
are also used:after EFW is actuated'to: control
OTSG level at the low level setpoint -[30 -inches]
when one or-more RCPs'are operational.

-(continued)

(cont'inued)
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EFIC Instrumentation
B 3.3.11

|

BASES (continued)
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Figure B 3.3.11-2

Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control Emergency
Feedwr.ter Initiation Channel

(continued)

(contir.ued)
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EFic. Instrumentation-
B 3.3.11

4' BASES (continued)
v

BACKGROUND The lower and upper, taps for the low range level
(continued) transmitters _are located at (6 inches);and

(277 inches), respectively, above the upper face
of the SG's lower tube sheet. The calibrated

'

range-is (0-150 inches),
,

OTSG Level--Low' Low was chosen as.an EFW-
automatic-initiating parameter because it

h(%e
indicates that'the primary feedwater source is-

'

N g insufficient to meet the heat removal
ye pq -requirements and therefore additional cooling
Q jid9 water is necessary to ensure core decay' heat

kggfp . gal,
.J OTSd' Pres sure--Low ,

\g* _ .

rN ' = - - -
,

ransmitters per SG provide the EFIC System

@gMthchannalsAthroughDofSGpressure.These-

Natihte@areMine isolation functions,- When the -SG -
are the gnutransmitters used by:the MFH and.

pres ps'below:the bistable setpoint of
*

(600) 'on O gik n channel, an EFW initiation
signal sentte'tha: automatic actuation logic.e\ The lo " resc4funetton may be manually(V
bypassed don' bh$h*channg1 exceeds (750)- p.;ig,SG%4reless:than[750]~psig,

i

| Ifeither?$G. input 3
the EFIC channel bypassdsjtutomatically removed.,

*

The low pressure opera 4enal*")ypass allows for
normal cooldown wityef EFIC initiation.

-

y.

SG low pressure-is a primary indication and- -
-

actuation signal |for steam line breaks (SLBs) or
-

~.feedwater line breaks. For small breaks, whien
i do_not depressurize the SG or take a long time.to-

depressurize, automatic. actuation isinot
required. The operator has time to diagnose the

; problem and' take the appropriate actions.

1.d. RCJLS14tus

| A loss of power to all four-RCPs is an indication
*

of a pending loss of forced flow in the Reactor
'

Coolant' System. These sensing _ signals are input
'

into the four channels of EFIC.
.

f (continued)
.

'

(continued)-

k '
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EFIC Instrumentation

B 3.3.11

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND When at least two channels issue initiate ;

(continued) commands based on loss of all RCPs, the EFIC '

System will automatically actuate EFW and switch
the level control setpoint to approximately 50%
in the SG, This nigher setpoint 3rovides a ,

thermal center in the SG at a higler elevation
than that of the reactor to ensure natural
, circulation of the reactor coolant.

p.

.4m To allow heatup and cooldown operations without
A actuation, a by) ass permissive of 10% RTP is

'[L
used. The 10% aypass permissive was chosen

.: becausehit was an available, qualified Class IE
': osignal/atEthe time the EFIC System w:s designed.4

~,Whentthe first RCP is started, the " loss of four
6RCPs%initsation signal may be manually reset.
'If theibipass is not manually reset, it will be
automatically reset when the 31 ant reaches 10%
powerr Durjngi.cooldown, the aypass may be
insertedeabanyltime the power has been reduced
below 10% M However, for most o)erating
conditions,'itiis recommended tlat this trip
function remaih actlye'until-after the Decay Heat
Removal Syst'enf has"beh initiateo and the system
is ready for thailastJRCP t'oibe. tripped.

v v gg
2. EFW Vector Valve Control gg

pa; y
Figure B 3.3.11-3 illustrates,onarchannel of the EFIC
EFW vector valve control logic'."" The function of the
EFW vector logic is to determine whether EFW should
not be fed to one or the other SG. This is to
preclude the continued addition of EFW to a
depressurized SG and thus minimize the overcooling
effects of a steam leak.

There are four sets of vector logic, one in each
channel of EFIC. Each sat of vector logic receives SG
pressure information from bistables located in the
input logic of the same EFIC channel. The pressure
information received is:

a. SG A pressure less than [600] psig;

b. SG B pressure less than (600] psig;

(continued)

(continued)
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EFIC Instrumentation
B 3.3.11

[ BASES (continued)
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Figure B 3.3.11-3
Emergency feedwater Initiation and Control'

Emergency feedwater Vector Valve Control L.ogic i

(continued)

; (continued),
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EFIC Instrumentation
B 3.3.11

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND c. SG A pressure [125] psid greater then SG B
(continued) pressure; and

d. SG B pressure 125 psid greater _than SG A
pressure.

Each vector logic also receives a vector / control enable
signal from both EFIC channel A and channel B when EFW is
initiated %[Each logic also receives an OTSG high level
signal k High, level in an SG prevents opening the associated
vector'valvess,and enables closing the valves without either
EFIC train fector valve enable.]am u en
TheINEUoNIogiciNhelopssignalstoopenorcloseSGAandd
B EFW valves'.4 n v1

gf W:Q&.
The vector'logicioutp'uts are in a neutral state until
enabled by the. control / vector enable from the channel A or B
trip logics. When enabled #the vector logic can issue close
commands to the'EFW %ontr'olfvalves and open or closed
commands to the CFW'f tolation valves per the selected
channel assignments. (W fif

'

Each vector logic may lath o snly one SG or the
other, never both.

#yNW %p # 4sg
The valve open or close commands are determined by the
relative values of SG pressures as follows:Tp

a r;

$$5 A SG B
Pressure Status Valves Valves

SGA and SGB > [600] psig open open
.

|SGA-SGB|<[125]psid open open

SGA or SGB s [600] psig
and open close

SGA - SGB 2 125 psid

SGA or SGB $ [600] psig
and close open

SGB - SGA 2 125 psid

(continued)
_

(continued)
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EFIC Instrumentation
B 3.S.ll

.

BASES (continued)g
s

BACKGROUND Bvoass
(continued)

One of the four initiation channels can be put into
-

"mainte1ance bypass." Bypassing one initiation logic
channel bypasses all functions in that initiation channel.
An -interlock- feature prevents bypassing more than one -
channel at a time. In addition, since the EFIC System
receives signals from the NIS or RPS, the maintenance bypass
.ffee the NIS or RPS is interlocked with the EFIC System. If-

. Vene'chhonel of the.NIS or RPS is in maintenance bypass,-only

T['id' the c6eresponding channel of the EFIC may be by)assed (e.g.,channa11A, NIS or RPS, and channel A, EFIC). . T11s ensures
Q.thatfo'ily corresponding channels of the EFIC and NIS or RPS

46WplacedjAnjaaintenancebypassatthesametime.
&Or q

EFIC$.hannelmaihtenancebypassdoesnotbypassEFW
initiation Jren Engineered Safety-Feature Actuation System
(ESFAS)hjghpressure, injection (HPI).

tw sa:m
.The ESFAS'HPleivittfation function can, however, be bypassed

from within"g#p#97S. fc
A

assrof the#0TSG. Pressure- Low and Loss of MFWOperational hyp%functbas' is4provided to allow normal plant[s Pumps initiat'
l

< Jjyy$3 Ngx shutdown.
y g

The operational bypass provisions were discussed-as part of
the-i dividual functions above, flg
Operational bypass of the OSTG% eval-ligh input to-the
vector valve-logic is possible after 2FIC initiation. [Forthis facility, bypassing the overfill function is.for the
following reasons:]

-3, 4. Main Steam line and MFW-Isolation

Figure-B 3.3.11-4 illustrates'one channel of the EFIC main
steam line-and MFW isolation logic. . Four pressure
trarsmitters per SG provide EFIC with channels'A through D
logic of SG pressure. The channels _are as described for EFW
initiation above.

Once isolated, manual act' ion is required to defeat' the.
isolation command if desired. The EFIC System is designed
to perform its intended function with one channel in
maintenance bypass (in effect, inoperable) with_ a single -,

failure:in one-of the remaining channels. This is in
i

(] (continued)
i
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Figure B 3.3.11-4
Main Steam Line and Main Feedwater Line Isolation 1.ogic

(continued)
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( BASES (continued)

-|

|- BACKGROUND compiiance with IEEE-279 (Ref.1) and GDC 21 in '10 CFR 50, I

(continued) Appendix-A (Ref. 2) due to the redundancy and independence
in the EFIC design. .i

In order to take full advantage cf the four. channel design,
all wiring associated with the RPS must meet separation
requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.75, and each channel 1must,be energized from a separate-inverter'and station. '

batteries. P1 ants meeting these requirements may operate-in- !
{4Etwo-out-of-three logic with one channel removed from

J: sservicerindefinitely if such design was a) proved by-the NRC-

y'e can s ope (Ref a [stafff ]). Designs not approved )y the NRC staff
-

rateJin a two-out-of-three logic for a limited time
<(72 hours)1onlyf

% W
v g/

APPLICABLE 1. EFW1hitiationj.
SAFETY ANALYSES

_

Althoughtless'@of40th MFW pumps is a: direct and
y y hw

Mimmediate indicator of loss of MFW,-other scenarios
3such as valve? closures (potentially could be the cause. '

( for the loss?of feedwatek The loss of MFW analysis,
therefore, conservativelyCassures the actuation of-EFWs

on-low SG levelWIfithe loss 30f.feedwater is- due to-
,

loss of MFW pumps, EFW4111 beiactuated much earlier
than assumed in the analysisdWich will increase the
SG heat transfer capabilityjend'le'ssen the severity of-
the transient. gv

w
The DBA parameters seledted for initiation of the EFW
systems is a loss of MFW transient. Inithe an0 lysis
of this transient OTSG Level--Low Low is the
parameter assumed to automatically initiate EFW. This
assumption yields the least;SG inventory' available for
heat removal and is, therefore, conservative.

OTSG Level--LW low would be an indicator of all
accidents involving a loss of! primary-to-secondary
heat removal. OTSG Pressure--Low is=a primary

.
,

indication and provides the actuation signal for SLBs
-or feedwater line breaks. For snall breaks, which do
not depressurize the SG or take a long time to

(rontinued)
._

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE depressurize, automatic actuation is not required.
SAFETY ANALYSES The operator has time to diagnose the problem and take

(continued) the appropriate actions.

Loss of four RCPs is a primary indicator of the need
for EFW in the safety analyses for loss of electric
)ower and loss of coolant flow. It also serves as a
Jackup indicator for SLBs and small-break LOCAs.
kic

. EFW Vector Valve Control
2. h

-

i C
$ Most g've'lopment of the safety-grade EFIC System.fsthe ESAR SLB analyses were performed prior to$thegde

'Thereforehthe%.Flc vector valve control was not
creditpdMn the!'or,tead, operator action was credited

iginal licensing basis for a main
SLBignn' isis %,Jns
with9 solatingcEFW to the affected SG within the first
60 secondt@Nowever,ejsolating the affected SG is a

function #iit'omaticay' analysis remains conservativey7p'erformed by the EFIC System.Therefore,' the:FSAR
relative to the%fncistion of the vector valve logic.

fWp .%
3, 4. Main Steam Lineend MFWh61ation

i The FSAR analysis s$ teg d control system
action for feedwaterNnd SG' isolation The analysis.

took credit for turbine stop valve.4,pture and'

feedwater valve isolation on reactor'trjp and
considered the isolation functions occurring on SG
pressure < [600] psig as backup.' These isolation

| functions are currently provided by the safety grade
EFIC System. Use of the EFIC System in the original
safety analysis would have-been consistent with the
licensing position allowing mitigative functions to be
performed by safety-grade systems in accident
analysis. For these reasons, the SLB accider.t
analysis remains conservative with the as.sumed
integrated control system actions.

The EFIC System satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Interim
Policy Statement.

(continued)
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>

LCO All instrumentation performing an EFIC System function shall
be OPERABLE. Failure of any instrument renders the affected
channel (s) inoperable and reduces the reliability of the
affected functions.

Four channels are required OPERABLE for all EFIC
instrumentation channels to ensure that no single failure
prevents actuation of a train. Each EFIC instrumentation
channel is considered to include the sensors and measurement

dchannels for each function, the operational by) ass switches
M 4nd permissives, and the logic that combines tie

T instrumentation functions to cause a protective channel
Mhtr,tpgFailuresthatdisabletheca)abilitytoplacea

%eMmielAlt6 operational bypass but w11ch do not disable the
trip,fsaction % not render the protection channel
inograble

x<
EFIC instrumentation channels are OPERABLE when:

NV 4tN-All6hannshcompon)entsnecessarytoprovideanEFIC*

signalkare[ functional and in service;

Channelmeap$E/urementf,un%
,O /,

's) certainties are known via test,*
s

analysis, oNdesign|information to be within the
a s s um.nt i o n s, o fe the' s'atpo i n t'< cal c ul a t i o n s ;

v y q
Required surveillance testing 41sicurrent and has*

demonstrated performance within high surveillance

test'sacceptancecriteg$
jPind *

Theassociatedoperatih1bypassisnotenabled*

except under the conditions specified by the LC0
appl;cability statement for the function.

Only the ALLOWABLE VALUES are specified for each EFIC
initiation and bypass removal function in the LCO. In
Table 3.3.11-1, ALLOWABLE VALUES for the bypaus emoval
fuactions are specified in terms of Applicability 1.mits on
the associated trip function. Nominal trip setpoints are
specified in the plant-specific setpoint calculations. The
nominal setpoints are selected to ensure the setpoint
measured by CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS do not exceed the
ALLOWABLE VALUE if the bistable is performing as required.
Operation with a trip setpoint less conservative than the
nominal trip setpoint, but within its ALLOWABLE VALUE, is

(continued)
| C'' (continued)
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EFIC Instrumentation
B 3.3.11

BASES (continued)

LC0 acceptable provided that operation and testing is consistent
(continued) with the assumptions of the plant-specific selpoint

cak.ulvions. Each ALLOWABLE VALUE specified is more
conservative than the analytical limit assumed in the safety
analysis in order to account for instrument uncertainties
appropriate to the trip function. These uncertainties are
defined in the plant-specific setpoint methodology (Ref. 3).

The Bases for the LC0 requirements of each specific EFIC
function are discussed below.

Los's of Mjl2MmD1

Four EFl'C channels ~.shall be OPERABLE with MFW pump turbines?

A and B control oil low pressure actuation setpoints of
1 [55] psjg.- The [55] psig setpoint is about half of the
normal operating control oil pressure. The [55) psig
setpoint ALLOWABLE VALUE was arbitrarily chosen as a good
indication of loss of MFW. pump. Analysis only assumes loss
of MFW pumps and a specific value of MFW pump control oil
pressure is not used in the' analysis. The loss of MFW pumpss

function includes a bypass enable and removal function from
the RPS. [At this f acility. the basis for the [20]% RTP
setpoint ALLOWABLE VALUE' for'the bypass removal function is
as follows:)

OTSG Level--Low low

Four EFIC dedicated low range level transmit'ters per SG
shall be OPERABLE to generate the signals used for detection
for low low level conditions for EFW actuation. There is
one transmitter for each of the four channels A, B, C, and
D. The signals are also used after EFW is actuated to
control at the low level setpoint of [30] inches when one or
more RCPs are OPERABLE with OTSG Level--Low Low actuation
setpoints of 2 [9] inches. In the determination of the low
low level setpoint, it is desired to place the setpoint as
low as possible, considering instrument errors, to give the .

maximum operability margin between the integrated control
system low load control setpoint and the EFW actuatica
setpoint. This will minimize spurious or unwanted s

initiation of EFW. Credit is only taken for low low level
actuation for those transients which do not involve a

(continued)

(continued)
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'EFIC Instrumentation
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GASES (continued)

LC0 - degraded environment. Therefore, normal environment errors '

(continued) only are used for determining the SG 1evel low low level
setpoint.

OTSG Pressure--Low |

Four EFIC channels per SG shall be OPERABLE with SG low
pressure actuation setpoints of 2 (600] psig. The setpoint
,is chosen to avoid actuation under transient conditions nota

erequiring secondary system isolation, preferring to maintain
%gha steaming path-to the condenser if possible.Small-break

% aress, analyses-have indicated minimum secondary system
LOCA

ur'es of The OSTG Pressure--M ow" function 7approximately (700):psig.r
; includes a bypass enable and removal function.

(At this1 facility, the basis for the 2 [750] psig ALLOWABLE-
VALUEifRthe bypass removal function is as follows:]

v g
OTSG Differential Prassure--Hiah

'q AN
Four EFIC' channels # :Wfor SG differential pressure shall be
OPERABLE with"setpoints of 1 (125]-psid. The setpoint
ensures that automatic EFW' isolation to a depressurized SG

Ov
occurs for the range ofdires;of-SLBs that require rapid
actuation early in the7 event. tJhe setpoint has also been
chosen to avoid spuriods isolationn f EFW during conditions

~

o
due to relatively small deviationsiin SG pressures which can
be caused by primary system conditions. The OSTG
Differential Pressure--High function ' includes a bypass
enable and removal function. e (At' this facility, the basis
for the 2 [750] psig ALLOWABLE VALUE, for the by p ss rc:coval

,

function is as follows:]
RCP Status

Four EFIC channels for RCP status shall be OPERABLE. This
ensures that upon the loss of four RCPs, the EFW control
level will automatically be raised te approximately 50%,
providing a higher SG level for utablishing and maintaining-

natural circulation conditions when the forced reactor
coolant flow is lost. No setpoint is specified since the
status indication as used by EFIC is binary in natura, The
RCP status function includes a bypass enable and rr.moval
function from the RPS. (At'this facility 4 the bas is for the
2 (10]% RTP ALLOWABLE VALUE is as follows:]-

(continued)

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

LCO [For this facility, the basis for OTSG Level--High Signal is
(continued) as follows:]

[For this facility, the following support systems are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure EFlc instrumentation
OPERABILITY:)

[For this! facility, those required sup) ort systems which,
upon their: failure, do not result in tie EFIC
instrumentation being declared inoperable and their
justification |are as follows:]

[Forthisfic'iliti,.thesupportedsystemsimpactedbythe
inoperability of the EFIC instrumentation and the
justification"of whether or not each supported system is
declared , inoperable, are as follows:]

< m,--

[It should be noted' that LCO 3.3.11 may need to be augmented
with additionalJconditionst if it is determined that the
EFIC instrumentationTprovide's support to other systems in
the Standard TechnicaP Specifications.]

:?- |

3
APPLICABILITY The EFIC instrumentation sfunctions. shalkbe OPERABLE in

accordance with Table 3.3.h11-1 at411 t'inies that automatic
secondary heat sink protection is required A Each function
has its own requirements based on thgespecific accidents and
conditions which it is designed to protect against.z

97
The initiation of EFW on the loss 6f MFW pumps shall only be
required above [20%) RTP, when core power production and

j heat removal requirements are the greatest. Below this
power level, the EFW System actuation on low OTSG 1evel is,

: rapid enough to avoid unnecessary primary system
overheating.

' EFW initiation on low low OTSG level shall be OPERABLE at
all times the SG is required for heat removal. These

-

conditions include MODES 1, 2, and 3. However, to avoidr

automatic actuation of the EFW pumps during normal heatup
and cooldown transients, the low OTSG pressure-function can
be bypassed at or below a secondary pressure of [750] psig.
This secondary pressure can normally only be reached during
MODE 3 operation.

,

(continued)

(continued)
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EFIC Instrumentation
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BASES (continued)

i

APPLICABILITY The trip of all RCPs function shall be operable in MODES 1,
(continued) 2, and 3. It is possible to bypass the function below (10%)

RTP, and in order to prevent actuation of the EFW pumps it
must be bypassed prior to stopping the last RCP.

For all lower MODES, the primary system temperatures are too
low to allow the SGs to effectively remove energy.

The.MFW, main steam line isolation, and EFW vector valve
4 controlEfunctions shall be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3

@#becauseithe SG inventory can be at a high energy level andcontr1bute significantly to the peak reactor building
% press:ure with a secondary-side break. Both the normal

*feedwater?andethe EFW must be able to be isolated on each SG
to limitrovercoo' ling of the primary-and mass and energy
release's to theureactor building. Once the SG pressuresc

havelecreasedsbelow (750] asig, the main steam line and MFW
isolation; functions can be bypassed to avoid actuation
during normal plant;cooldowns. The EFW vector valve control
logic will not perform'any function when both SG pressures
are low,-th'us the, logic can,also be bypassed at the same
point. In MODES"4n5, and'6?the energy level is-low and theO secondary-side feedwater(flowirate is low or non-existent,

V v ryn , %a,

A Note has been addeil>to tNe Applicability to provide
clarification that, for this'LCO,'each function specified in
Table 3.3.11-1 shall be treated asjandi.ndependent entity
with an independent Completion Jime' Q

py
| w

ACTIONS A channel is inoperable when it does not satisfy the
OPERABILITY criteria for the function's channel. These
criteria are outlined in the LCO section of the Bases. A
protection function may be rendered inoperable because of
overt failure or because the bistable or process module has

i drifted sufficiently so as to exceed the ALLOWABLE VALUE.
| Typically, the drift is small and would result-in a delay of
'

actuation rather than a total loss of function. This
determination is generally made during the performance of ai

: CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST when the arocess instrument is set
up for adjustment to bring it wit 11n specification. -If the,

trip setpoint is not_ consistent with the ALLOWABLE VALUE in
Table 3.3.11-1, the channel must be declared inoperable

(continued)

(continued)
D
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EFIC Instrumentation
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BASES (continued)

ACTIONS immediately, and the appropriate Condition from
(continued) Table 3.3.11-1 must be entered.

In the event a channel's trip set)oint is found
nonconservative with respect to tie ALLOWABLE VALUE, or any
of the transmitter, signal piocessing electronics, or EFIC
channel cabinet modules are found ino)erable, then all
affected functions provided by that clannel must be declared
inoperable and the plant must enter the Conditions for the
particular' protection function affected.

When the number of inoperable channels in a trip function
exceed those specified in one or other related Conditions
associated with a trip function, then the plant is outside
the safety analysis. Therefore, LC0 3.0.3 must be
immediately entered if! applicable in the current _ mode of
operation. .

Condition A ,

Condition A app 1'ies to failures of a single EFW initiation,
'

main steam line isolation,'or MFW isolation instrumentation
channel. This includes failure of~the same instrumentation
channel in any combination,of the functions.

3

With one channel inoperable in one'or more3EFW initiation,
main steam line isolation, or MFW isolation' functions, the

,

channel must be placed in bypass or trip within I hour,
This condition applies to failures which occur in a single

t

! channel, channel A for example, which when bypassed will
remove all functions within the channel from service. Since
the RPS and EFIC channels are linked, only the corresponding
channel in each system may be bypassed at any time. This
condition is forced by an electrical interlock. If testing
of another channel in either the EFIC or RPS is required,
the EFIC channel must be placed in trip to allow the other
channel to be bypassed. With the channel in trip, the
resultant logic is one-out-of-two. The Completion Time of
I hour is adequate to perform the required action.

Required Action A.2.1 and Required Action A.2.2 provide for
restoring the channel to OPERABLE status within'72 hours or
placing the channels in trip.

(continued)

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A single inoperable EFIC instrumentation channel affects' at
(continued) most one train of EFW, main steam-line isolation, and_MFW

isolation. Therefore, the 72-hour Completion Time was
selected-to be consistent with the allowed out-of-service
time for the EFW, main steam line isolation, and MFW -
isol ation . functions.

Condition Q

MC n'dition B applies to a. situation where instrumentation. !

u J channels for multiple protection channels of EFW initiation,
4 main. steam line isolation, or MFW isolation instrumentation

~

S : are inoperable. For example, Condition 8 applies if
kchannel A and.-B of the EFW initiation function are

inoperable, u
y v

ConditionBTdoesnotapplyifonechannelofdifferent-
functions are inoperable in the same protection channel.
That condition iscaddressed by Condition A.

sw ;-

With two EFW initiation, main steam line isolation, or MFW
isolation protection channels inoperable, one chfanel must
be placed in-bypass'(Required Action B.1) to ensare the

i -

t - remaining OPERABLE ~ channels areinot bypassed. 3ypassing one
of the remaining OPERABLE channels would leave the EFIC

i unable to complete its safety' functions. Therefore, the
second channel must be tripped--(Required Action B.2) to
prevent a single failure from causingsloss of the-EFIC
function. The Completion Time of 1 hour is adequate to
perform the Required Action.m

One of the channels must be returned to OPERABLE status
(Required Action B.3) to preclude spurious ~ signals from
initiating EFW, main steam line isolation, and MFW

,

isolation. Restoring one. channel changes system status to
Condition A. A single inoperable-EFIC channel affects at
most one train of EFW,-main steam line isolation, and MFW
isolation. Therefore the 72-hour Completion Time was
selected to be consistent with-the allowed out-of-service
time for the EFW, main steam line isolation, and MFW
isolation functions.

(continued)

(continued) - '

l
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BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Condition C
(continued)

The function of the EFW control and isolation valve complex
and the vector logic is to meet the single failure criterion
while being able to provide EFW on demand and isolate an SG
when required. These conflicting requirements result in the
necessity for two valves in series, in parallel with two
valves in series, and a four channel valve connand system.

With;Ne EFW vector valve channel inoperable the system
cannot meet the single failure criterion and still meet the
dual functional criteria above. This condition is analogous
to'having,one EFW train inoperable. Therefore, when one
vector valve channel 11s inoperable, the channel must be
restored to OPERABLE status (Required Action C.1) within
72 hours,xwhichtis consistent with the Completion Time
associated with the loss of one train of EFW.

[ondition D % jihy
a- $m

IftheRequiredd,etions.cannotbe..;metwithintherequired
c

Completion Time, the plant'mustebeiplaced in a MODE in which
the requirement does notJapply OThis,is done by placing the
plant in at least MODE *3'withini6 hours (Required
Action D.1) and in MODE 4 within:12 hou' rs, (Required
Action D.2). The allowed ' Completion Times are reasonable,
based on operating experience, to reack thesrequired MODES
from full power in an orderly manner andKdthout challenging
plant systems, p/

'

Condition E

Condition E is applicable to each one of the EFIC
instrumentation functions presented 'in Table 3.3.11-1.

Required Action E.1 verifies that the Required Actions have
been initiated for those supported systems declared
inoperable because of the inoperability of the support
channel (s) within a Completion Time of 1 hour. The

i specified Completion Time is sufficient for plant operations
personnel to make this determination.

! Required Action E.1 ensures that those identified Required
| Actions associated with supported systems impacted by the
| inoperability of channel (s) associated with each EFIC

| (continued)

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

ACTIONS instrumentation function have been initiated. This can be
(continued) accomplished by entering the supported systems'.LCOs or

independently as a group of Required Actions needed to be
initiated every time condition E is entered. - (For this
facility, the identified supported systems' Required Actions
associated with each EFIC instrumentation function are as
follows:)

Required Action E.2 verifies that all required support or
/ supported features associated with the other redundant

4$ channel (s) are OPERABLE within a Completion Time of I hour.
W The specified Completion Time is sufficient for plant

%oprationsipersonnel to make this determination. If
%verificatientdetermines loss of functional capability,

LCO 3.0.3Nustube immediately entered. However, if the
.

support orasupported feature LC0 takes into consideration !

the loss of(function situation, then LC0 3.0.3 may not need
to be entered. !-

W' ,My 1

Ms % /qF
SURVEILLANCE The SRs for any particularsEFlc instrumentation function are

o REQUIREMENTS found in the SRsjcolumn/of) Table 3.3.11-1. All functions
k] are subject to CHANNEL 0 CHECK,: CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, and[

CHANNEL CALIBRATION #RThe<0STG ; Low Low Level function is'

the only function that was'modeleddn transient analysis and ,

'thus is the only EFIC function subjected to response time
testing. Individual EFIC'subgrouporelays must also be
tested, one at a time, to verify the individual EFIC
components will actuate whentrequired. .Some components
cannot be tested at power since their actuation might lead
to plant trip or equipment damage.- These are s)ecifically
identified and must be tested when shutdown. T1e various
SRs account for individual functional differences and test
frequencies applicable specific to the functions listed in
Tabic 3.3.11--l . The operational bypasses associated with
each EFIC instrumentation channel are also subject to these
SRs to ensure OPERABILITY of the EFIC instrumentation
channel.

| 3R 3.3.11.1
,

i

|- SR 3.3.11.1 is the performance of a CHANNEL CHECK.
Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A

(continued)

O (continued)O
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BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE CHANNEL CHECK is a comparison of the parameter indicated on
REQUIREMENTS one channel to a similar parameter on other channels. It is

(continued) based on the assumption that instrument channels monitoring
the same parameter should read approximately the same value.
Significant deviations between the two instrument channels
could be an indication of excessive instrument drift in one
of the channels or even something more seriou:. CHANNEL

CHECK will detect gross channel failure, thus it is the key
| to verifying the instrumentation continues to operate

properly between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.'

Agreement criteria are detecnined by the plant staff, based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including isolation, indication, and readability. If a
channel is outside the match criteria, it may be an
indication ~that the transmitter or the signal processing
equipment has drifted outside its limit. If the channels
are within the match criteria, it is an indication that the
channels are OPERABLE. If the channels are normally off
secle during times when> surveillance is required, the

,

CHANNEL CHECK will only verify that they are off scale in!

! the same direction. Off-scale low current-loop channels are
| verified to be reading at the. bottom of the range and not
| failed downscale.

The Surveillance Frequench about-once every shift, is based
|

on operating experience that demonstratessthe rarity oft

| channel failure. Thus, performance of;the CHANNEL CHECK
' guarantees that undetected overt channel failure is limited
| to 12 hours. Since the probability of two random failures
| in redundant channels in any 12-hour period is extremely
|

low, the CHANNEL CHECK minimizes the chance of loss of
|

protective function due to failure of redundant channels.
The CHANNEL CHECK supplements less formal, but more frequent!

checks of channel operability during normal operational use
of the displays associated with the LC0 required channels.

SR 3.3.11.2

SR 3.3.11.2 is the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST
every 31 days. A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST verifies the
function of the trip, interlock, and alarm functions of the
channel. The test inserts a simulated or actual signal as
close to the sensor as practicable and verifies required

j trips, interlocks, and alarm functions when the input is

(continued)

(continued)
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EFIC Instrumentation
B 3.3.11

(O BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE beyond the trip point. Where the design has made provisions
REQUIREMENTS for including sensors in the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, the

(continued) test signal shall be inserted at that point. "As found" and
"as left" values for bistable trip setpoint:: are recorded.
Bistable setpoints for both trip and bypass removal
functions must be found within the ALLOWABLE VALVE specified
in the LCO. (Note that the ALLOWABLE VALUES for the bypass
removal functions are specified in the Applicability column
of Table 3.3.11-1 as limits on Applicability for the trip

' functions.) The difference between the current "as found"
' and the' previous "as left" setpoints must be within the'

drift allowance used in the setpoint analysis.
;

. Recalibration of the bistable setpoint restores the
operability of a otherwise functional component that does
not meet these criteria. However, repeated failures of the
same channel over a small number of test intervals should be
evaluatad as-potentially indicating a deterministic failure
which cannot be corrected by recalibration.

>. . ,

The Surveillance Frequency of 31 days is based on plant<

operating experience with regard to channel OPERABILITY and
drift, which demonstrates that failure of more than one
channel of a given function in any 31-day interval is a rare

(Q) event. *

y# C
>

<

SR 3.3.11.3
^

SR 3.3.11.3 is the performance of a CHANNEL CAllBRATION
every [18] months. e

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a comhlete check of the instrument
channel including the detector. The test verifies the
channel responds to a measured parameter with the necessary
range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drift between successive
tests to ensure that the instrument channel remains
operational with the setpoint within the assumptions of.the
plant specific setpoint analysis. Transmitter "as found"
and "as left" values are recorded and used to verify drift
assumptions. For OPERABLE channels, CHANNEL CALIBRATION
shall find that measurement errors and bistable setpoint
errors are within the assumptions of the plant-specific
setpoint analysis. Measurement and setpoint error

i

: (continued)

(continued)

(
V
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EFIC Instrumentation
B 3.3.11

s

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE determination and readjustment must be performed consistent
REQUIREMENTS with the assumptions of the plant-specific setpoint

(continued) analysis.

Recalibration restores operability of an otherwise
functional component found to have errors larger than
assumed by the setpoint analysis. However, repeated
failures _ of the same channel over a relatively small number
of testnintervals must be considered as potentially
indicating'a deterministic failure which cannot be corrected
bysrecalibration,
s- , ,

Field transmitterstmay be calibrated in place, removed and
calibrated in-a laboratory, or replaced with an equivalent
laboratory-calibrated unit.

The Survelllance Frequency is based upon the assumption ofE

an (18]-month calibration . interval in the determination of
the magnitude of equipment' drift in the setpoint analysis.

'

SR 3.3.11.4

SR 3.3.11.4 is the performancefof the EFIC RESPONSE TIME
test on an [18]-month STAGGERED TESTsBASIS. The EFIC
RESPONSE TIME values are the maximum values assumed in the
safety analyses. Individual component ' response times are
not modeled in the analyses. The analysesf model the
overall or total elapsed time from the'pointJat which the
parameter exceeds the actuation setpoint valde at the sensor
to the point at which the end device'is actuated. [Forthis
facility, the EFIC RESPONSE TIME acceptance criteria are
found in the following document:]

EFIC RESPONSE TIME tests are conducted on an [18]-month
STAGGERED TEST BASIS. This results in the interval between
successive tests of a given channel of n times [18] months,
where n is the number of channels in the function. Testing
of the final actuation devices, which make up the bulk of,

i the EFIC RESPONSE TIME, is included in the testing of each
channel. Therefore, staggered testing results in response'

time verification of these devices every [18] months. The
[18]-month test frequency is based upon plant operating
experience, which shows that random failures of
instrumentation components causing serious response t%.
degradation, but not channel failure, are infrequent

(continued)

(continued)
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EFIC Instrumentation
B 3.3.11'

BASES (continued)

SVRVEILLANCE occurrences. EFIC RESPONSE TIMES cannot be determined at
REQUIREMENTS power since equipment operation is required.

(continued) :

REFERENCES 1. Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers,
L IEEE-279-1971, " Criteria for Protection Systems for

# 1 Nuclear Power Generating Stations," April 5, 1972. |gw y i

M!"2. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
D A Appendix A

% g yiantsM
, General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power"

Q.a J y %9..
,

y te % . A)y,[ Unit. Name , "[P1 ant-Spect fic Setpoint Methodo1ogy]."
3. '

|

4. * Title 410FCode of Federal Regulations, Part 50.49,
" Environment Qualification of Electric Equipment
important tonSafety in Nuclear Power Plants."

" ,fniw by
5. (Unit 'Nas]' FSAR| Section [15), "[ Accident Analysis.]"

-f t
-

Control)." \ j ,Sei:No,ri [7), "[ Instrumentation andp 6. (Unit Name]xFSAR,
g( ,,

aw .

%.,

. *D

F

i
l

|
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EFIC Manual Initiation
B 3.3.12

B.3.3 INSTRUMENTAT!0N

B 3.3.".2 [margency Feedwater Initiation and ControllEFIC) Manual Initiation
:
;

BASES
,

,

BACKGROUND The EFIC manual initiation capability provides-the o)erator
with the capability to actuate EFIC functions from tie
control room in the absence of any other initiation:
condition. Manually actuated functions include main

!.
d feedwater (MFW) isolation for steam generator (SG) A, MFW
misolation for SG 0, main steam line isolation for SG A, main''q

% steam line isolation for SG B, and emergency feedwater (EFW)
.E,

initiation;;;These functions are provided in the event thei

~ operator determines that an EFIC function was not
automatically actuated. This is a backup function to those

! performedtby,EFIC.
'

'

The EFIC manual initiation circuitry satisfies the manual;

initiation and singis[ failure criterion requirements of
IEEE 279 (Ref61) v e

i .f # p
!

, .y 4j'i,

! APPLICABLE Normally, EFIC f0hetioONre aNtomatic . However, the manual
d SAFETY ANALYSES

automatic trip functions an. quired as backups to the
initiation functionsvare 'ree

d'allok eperators to initiate
. EFW, main steam line isolation, or WW isolation whenever
! any parameter is rapidly trendingjtoWard its trip setpoint.

Furthermore, the manual initiation of EFW, main steam line
isolation, and MFW isolation may be specified in plant:

'

; operating procedures.
s

The EFIC manual initiation functions satisfy Criterion 3 of-

' the NRC Interim Policy Statement.

i

LC0 All instrumentation performing an EFIC manual initiation,

; function shall be OPERABLE. Failure of any instrument
renders the affected channel (s) inoperable and reduces the

: reliability of the affected functions.
.

(continued)

(continued);

O
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EFIC Manual Initiation
B 3.3.12'

BASES (continued)

LCO EFIC manual initiation is OPERABLE when:
(continued)_

a. All channel components necessary to provide a reactor
trip are functional and in service; and

b. Required surveillance testing is current and has
demonstrated performance within each surveillance
test's acceptance criteria.

Two makual initiation switches per actuation channel (A and
Bb of each function (MFW isolation, main steam line
isolation, and EFW initiation) are required to be OPERABLE
wheneverethe SGs? pe being relied upon to remove heat.
Each function;(MFWlisolation, main steam line isolation,
and EFW initiation) has two actuation or " trip" channels,
channels A and'BT .Within each channel A actuation logic
there are two manualitrip switches. When one manual switch
is depressed, a: half-trip occurs. When both manual switches
are depressed,t a full trip:ofcchannel A actuation occurs.
Similarly, channel B" actuation logic for each function has
two manual trip switches, dBoth switches per actuation
channel must be OPERABLE:and be< depressed in order to get a
full manual trip of thanchannel? NThe use of two manual
trip switches for each'channehof actuation logic allows for
testing without actuating the'end devices and also reduces
the possibility of accidental manual ac'tstion,

f% i
[For this facility, the following support'sys,tems are
requiredtobeOPERABLEtoensureEFIC?manualinitiation
OPERABILITY:] W

[For this facility, those required support systems which,
upon their failure, do not result in the EFIC manual
initiation circuit being declared inoperable and their
justification are as follows:]

[For this facility, the supported systems impacted by the
inoperability of the EFIC manual initiation circuit and the
justification of whether or not each supported system is
declared inoperable are as follows:]

APPLICABILITY The MFW and main steam line isolation manual actuation
functions shall be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3 because SG

(continued)

(continued)
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'

,

Efic Manual Initiation-,

| B 3.3.12 1

i I
; .

i

.

/

j BASES (continued) -i

!

: APPLICABILITY inventory can be at a high energy level and contribute.
'

(continued) significantly to the peak containment pressure during a
: secondary-side break. In MODES 4, 5, and 6, the SG energy

level is low and secondary-side ~feedwater flow rate is low'

or nonexistent.;

| The EFW manual actuation function shall be OPERABLE in
i MODES-1, 2, and 3 because the SGs are relied upon for
! Reactor Coolant System heat removal. In MODES 4, 5 and 6,
i A heat removal requirements.are reduced and can be provided by
i Dthe decay heat removal system.

,.n cu4 ,

I % A. Note hassbeen added to the Applicability to provide
4

% clarification::that for this LCO the EFIC manual initiation
| function is theated as an independent entity with ana

independent 1 Completion Time,-

up,
I @ j: bin
'

ACTIONS With two-inoperable"EFIC manual initiation switches in any
| actuation channel, fiility pperation is not allowed to

continue in this' degraded,c;ondition. Therefore, LCO 3.0.32-4

; must be immediately'ent.epsd17fapplicable in the current
j

mode of operatioh7 g y g k q ,,& A4-
i Condition A Y W Mn

With one manual initiation channe beormoreEFIC
functions inoperable, the channeVmust"be placed in the;

i tripped condition within I hipur'.. With the channel in the-
| tripped condition, the single" failure criterion is met and
; the operator can still initiate one actuation channel,
j Failure to perform this Required Action A.1 could allow a
; single failure of another switch to prevent manual actuation
| of at least one of two trip channels. The time allotted to
: trip the channel allows the operator to take all the

appropriate actions for the failed channel and still ensure
.that the risk involved in _ operating with the failed channel

; is acceptable.
'
l With one channel in trip, the second manual initiate _ channel
'

cannot.be surveillance tested without causing a full
actuation channel trip. Therefore, an inoperable switch

j must-be restored to OPERABLE prior to the next required

(continued)

(continued)

!
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EFlc Manual Initiation
B 3.3.12

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS manual CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of the affected EFIC
(continued) function.

Condition B

If the Required Action A.1 cannot be met within the required
Completion Time, the plant must be placed in a MODE in which
the requirement does not apply. This is done by placing the
plant in at.least MODE 3 within 6 hours and in MODE 4 within
12 hours. The Completion Times are reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach the required MODES from full
power in anforderly manner and without challenging plant

systems.j, ,

n ,
,

Condition:C'- $'

c +
,

Condition C applies if onezmanual initiation switch per
actuetion channel of one'or more EFIC functions are
inoperable, M4 0m

m c.

RequiredActionC.1ver{fiesthatitheRequiredActionshave
been initiated for those? supported' systems declared
inoperable because of the inoperability.of the support
manual initiation switches withinia Completion Time of
I hour. The specified Completion < Time is? sufficient for
plant operations personnel to make this det mination.

Required Action C.1 ensures that thosetidentified Required
Actions associated with supported systems impacted by the
inoperability of manual initiation switches associated with
the EFIC manual initiation function have been initiated.

This can accomplishM by entering the supported systems LCOs
or independently as a group of Required Actions associated
with the EFIC manual initiation function are as follows:]

Required Action C.2 verifies that all required support or
; supported features associated with the other redundant
| manual initiation switches are OPERABLE within a Completion

Time of 1 hour. The specified Completion Time is sufficient
for plant operations personnel to make this determination.'

If verification determines loss of functional capability,
LCO 3.0.3 must be immediately entered. However, if the

(continued)

(continued)
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EFIC Manual Initiation
B 3.3.12

BASES (continued),

b

ACTIONS support or supported feature LCO takes into consideration
(continued) the loss of function situation, then LCO 3.0.3 may not need

to be entered.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.12.1
.

'

REQUIREMENTS . . .

SR 3.3.12.1 is the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST
J to' ensure that the channels can perform their intended

N. N functions and shall be performed once every 31 days. This
FL test, verifies that the initiating circuitry is OPERABLE and

*! ,% However,'for=MFW and main steam line isolation the test needwilliactuate'the end device (i.e., pump, valves, etc.).

not include actuation of the end device. This is due to the-
riskiof amplantitransient caused by the closure of valves
associated with'MFW and main steam line isolation during
testing at;-power. The, surveillance interval of 31 days is
based upon operating; experience that demonstrates the rarity
of more than:eneichannel failing within the same 31-day
interval. ,, ,

y .u

' i[s

REFERENCES 1. Institute of Electrical an'd Electronic Engineers,
IEEE-279-1971 " Criteria'for Protection Systems for
Nuclear Power Generating Stations," April 5,-1972.

J;p ' ;p

.

I

!
|
i

O
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EFIC Logic
B 3.3.13

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.13 Emeroency Feedwater Initiation and Control (EFIC) Loate

BASES

BACKGROUND Main Steam Line and Main Feedwater (MFW)-Isolation

The;four emergency feedwater initiation and control (EFIC).
channels sensing a steam generator-(SG) low outlet pressure

g@ condition input their initiate commands to the trip logic
44#modulst Figure B 3.3.11-3 illustrates the main steam line
M
%+ and MFW! isolation logic.

The trip logic modules are
tysically)Rcated in the "A" and "B" EFIC channel cabinets.

=

rain "A$ectuation logic initiates when instrumentation

channe1@bwhichlin simplified logic is:"oM8"initiatesandchannel"C"or"0"
in t$,1stes.

%Na#L
"A" actuation - (A and C) or (A and D) or (B and C)

hg f
*

'

Train "B" actuation 90gic initiates when instrumentation

[ channel "A" or "CUginitiatesiand channel "B" or "D"
initiates, whichtin'simplifisdgogic is:

V A dyg%'V,(n*ak D) or (B and C)
%_,

dBh| "B" actuation-(A4
or (C and D) # V %.

The four functions (SG A main f isolation, SG B main

B main ste m line isolation)%nI| steam line isolation, and SG
feedwater isolation, SG- A mai

ave a channel "A" and a
channel "B" of the automatic" actuation logic.

Both channels "A" and "B" of the SG' A main.feedwater
isolation automatic actuation logic send closure signals to-
the SG A main feedwater pump suction valve, the three
SG A block valves, and the MFW pump discharge cross-connect
valve. In addition, SG A EFIC "A" and "B" channels trip
MFW pump "A.".

Both channels "A" and "B" of the SG A main steam lina
isolation automatic actuation logic send closure sign 01s to-

1- both of the SG A main steam isolation valves.-

SG B isolation automatic actuation logics respond sirr<hrly
; for the SG B valves and MFW pump "B."
i
'

(continued)

(continued)
,
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EFIC Logic
B 3.3.13

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND h mgency feedwater (EFW) Initiation
(continued)

The four EFIC channels for each of the parameters being
sensed input their initiate commands to the trip logic
modules. Figure B 3.3.11-1 illustrates the EFW initiation
logic. These trip logic modules are physically located in
the "A" and "B" EFIC channel cabinets.

EFW irgiti$ tion functions are the same logic combinations as
MFW and main _ steam line isolation. EFW initiation also
occurs on high pressure injection (HPI) initiation. Each

_

train of HPI" initiation drives the corresponding train of
EFIC EFW initiation,

J-'

-

EFIC automatically initiates the EFW System when any of the
following;conditionscexist:

1. All four re. actor coolant pumps are tripped;
,

,

2. BothMFWpumpsaretfippedandreactorpoweris
> 20% RTP with'the nuclear instrumentation Reactor
Protection Systent:not in shutdown bypass;

3. Low levcl in eith d SG;
,

4. Low pressure in either SG; or'' \
HPIactuationonbothAandBEngike d Safety5,
Feature Actuation System channels.'

Each EFIC train actuates both EFW trains.

Vector Valve Enable

The EFW module logic is responsible for sending open or
close signals to the EFW control and isolation valves.
Figure B 3.3.11-4 illustrates the vector valve logic. The
vector module logic outputs are in a neutral state (neither
commanding open or close) until a signal is received from
the vector enable logic. The vector enable logic monitors
the channel A and B EFW initiation logics. When an EFW
initiation occurs, the vector _ enable logic enables the
vector logic to generate open or close signals to the EFW
valves depending on the relative values of SG pressures.

(continued)
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EFIC Logic:
B 3.3.13

BASES (continued)
|

I

'

APPLICABLE Automatic isolation of MFW and main steam line was assumed
SAFETY ANALYSES in the safety analyses to mitigate the consequences of main

steam line or MFW line ruptures. The FSAR analyses for.
steam line breaks-(SLBS) were generated before the-
development and-installation of the safety-grade EFIC

,

'

System, which currently performs these automatic safety _
functions. The FSAR analysis, for example, assumes main
steam line isolation through turbine stop valve closure
based on an integrated control system signal. This same

4 function is provided by the EFIC System by a safety-grade
f isignaltthat closes the main steam line isolation valves.

1 The analyses are bounding and the use of the EFIC System is
W consistent with the licensing position to take credit for

Tsafety-grade: systems to mitigate the consequences of an
accident.- 'M

K1
Si$11Irly,[1hdid valve control was not credited in the FSAR
SLB analysis. Operator action was credited with isolating
EFW to the affected;SG within the first 60 seconds. This
function wouldibe* automatically performed by EFIC.

~

Therefore, the FSAR? analysis remains conservative relative
to the inclusiontof the vector valve logic,

O Automatic initia[1on ofiEFW isicredited in the loss of main
s .

'

feedwater analysis.s.Th'e analysis 0 assumed both MFW pumps
tripped to initiate ~the event. Thetautomatic actuation was
based on the once-through-steam generator low level function
of EFIC, although EFIC would initiate EFW based on the loss
of both MFW pumps.

'

The EFIC logic satisfies Crit'erion 3 of th'e NRC Interim|

| Policy Statement.
.

.

LCO Two channels of each MFW and main-steam line isolation and-
EFW initiation automatic actuation l_ogic shall be OPERABLE.
There are only two channels of automatic actuation logic per
function. Therefore, violation of this LCO could result in
a complete loss of the automatic function assuming a single
failure of the other channel.

(continued)
|

(continued)
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EFIC Logic
B 3.3.13

BASES (continued)

LCO EFIC logic is OPERABLE when:
(continued)

All channel components necessary to provide a reactor.

trip are functional and in service; and

Required surveillance testing is current and has.

demonstrated performance within each surveillance
teyt'sacceptancecriteria.

[Forfthis facility, the following support systems are
required OPERABLE to ensuro-EFIC logic OPERABILITY:]

~

[F6rzthis facilityi those required support systems which,
upon"their~ failure; dp not result in tie EFIC logic being
declared inoperable'and their justification are as follows:]

:., *"AA
[For this facility,1the supported systems impacted by the
inoperability oft EFIC logic and the justification of whethern
or not each supported <systemois declared inoperable are as
follows:] ' n. yg

a. ,, ,

M f n
APPLICABILITY The MFW and main steam'tIneds$latioNInutomatic actuation

functions shall be OPERABLUfn MODES 14 and 3 because SG
inventory can be at a hig Menergyvlevel $dcontribute
significantly to the peak containment pressure during a
secondary-side line break. In MODES 47 5 ai# 6, the energy
level is low and the secondary-side;feedwa,ter flow rate is
low or nonexistent, gf
The EFW automatic initiation and vector valve logics shall
be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3 because tire SGs are being
used for heat removal from the primary system. During these
MODES, the core power and heat-removal requirements are the
greatest, and if the normal source of feedwater is lost, '.FW
must be initiated rapidly to minimize the overheating of the
primary system.

For MODES 4, 5, and 6, the primary system temperatures are
too low to allow the SGs to effectively remove energy.

For this LCO, a Note has been added to the Applicability
statement to provide clarification that each EFIC logic
function shall be treated as an independent entity with an
independent Completion Time.

(continued)
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-EFIC Logic
B 3.3.13

BASES (continued),
_._

ACTIONS A EFIC logic is-inoperable when it does not. satisfy the-
OPERABILITY criteria for the channel's function. These
criteria are outlined for-each function in the LCO section
of the Bases, i

In the event a channel is found inoperable, then all I
affected functions provided by that channel must be declared 1
inoperable and the LC0 Condition entered for the particular ;

prothetion function affected. |

R $ r 9 th
#IpfhWhen this; number of inoperable channels in a trip function

exceeds}thote specified in one or other related Conditions
ksassociated Nith the same trip function, then the plant is

%eetside tWsafety analysis. Therefore,-LCO 3,0.3 should ber

enteredhismedthtely, if app 11 cable in the current MODE of
P

operation $|y.@hy
.

ih4

-Condition Am n

Conditiohk.appkh .one or more EFIC logic functions in
the same channePar.eiinoperable (i.e., channel A could be
inoperable for alllfive EFicklogic functions and Condition A
would still be applicable)P%This Condition-is equivalent to

failureofoneEFW,maMi(qf
teamiline isolation, and MFW,

V 4jjfisolation train. ?

The EFIC System has not been analyzedhfor failure of ont:
train of one function and the oapesit(train of another
function. In this condition,atw' potential for system .
interactions that disable heat 9emoval capability on EFW has
not been dismissed. Consequently, failure of any logic
function in channel A and the same or different logic
function in channel B.is.a potential loss of EFIC function.
Therefore, any combination of failures in-both channel A
and B is not covered by Condition-A'and must be addressed by
entry into LCO 3.0.3.

ad
91th one automatic actuation logic channel of one or more
M functions inoperablo, the associated EFIC train must-
4: declared inoperable since automatic actuation is _
mvailable. Since there are only two automatic actuation
wgic channels per EFIC function, the condition of one

(continued)

(continued)O
V
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EFIC Logic-
B 3.3.13

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS channel inoperable is analogous to having one train of a
(continued) two-train engineered safety feature (ESF) system inoperable.

The system safety function can be accomplished, however, a
single failure can not be taken. Therefore, the failed
channel (s) must be restored to OPERABLE status to

4reestablish the system's single-failure tolerance.

Since Condition A can be equivalent to failure of a single
train of:the EFW, main steam line isolation, and MFW
isolation capability, the Completion Time is set at 72 hours
to be consistent with Completion Times for restoring one
inoperable ESF system train.

Condition B '

If the Required-Action A.1 can not be met within the
required Completion' Time, the plant must be placed in a MODE
in which the requirement does wt apply. This is done by
placing the plant in at leart|t0DE 3 within 6 hours and in
MODE 4 within 12,hourse "The' Completion Times are
reasonable, based en~ operating experience, to reach the
required MODES from full-power in .an orderly manner and
without challenging plant systems. *

,

/ 'It

Condition C U h (%
-

%./

Condition C is applicable with one or mofe7thannel A or B
functions inoperable, _g,/ 9
Required Action C.1 verifies that N Required Actions have
been initiated for those supported" systems declared
inoperable because of the inoperability of the support
channel (s) within a Completion Time of 1 hour. The
specified Completion Time is sufficient for plant operations
personnel to make this determination.

Required Action C.1 ensures that those identified Required
Actions associated with supported systems impacted by the
inoperability of channel (s) associated with each EFIC logic
function have been initiated. This can be accomplished by
entering the supported systems' LCOs or independently as a
group of Required Actions that need to be initiated every
time Condition C is entered. [For this facility, the
identified supported systems' Required Actions associated
with each EFIC logic function are as follows:)

(continued)

(continued)
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EFIC Logic
B 3.3.13

:

O
t BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Required Action C.2 verifies that all required support or
(continued) supported features associated with the other redundant

channel (s) are OPERABLE within a Completion Time of I hour.
The specified Completion Time is sufficient for plant
operations personnel to make this determination. If

verification determines loss of functional capability,
LCO 3.0.3 must be immediately entered. However, if the
support or supported feature LC0 takes into consideration
the loss-of-function situation, then LCO 3.0.3 may not need

0 to'be entered.

SURVEILLANCE IS'RS5.3.13. A
REQUIREMENTS . g . y

SR 3.3'13;1 issthe performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.

once everyt31? days to ensure that the channels can perform
their intended functions. This test verifies MFW and main
steam line< isolation and EFW initiation automatic actuation
logics are functional:.s The test simulates the required
inputs to the logicf circuit and verifies successfully
operation of thenautomatic4 actuation logic. The test need

/7 not include actuation ofjthe~' end device. This is due to the
i'j risk of a plant transient'causedsby the closure of valves

associated with MFWand main steam line isolation or
actuation of EFW during testing atipower. The Surveillance
Frequency of 31 days is based on operating experience, which
has demonstrated the rarity of more thin one channel failing
within the same 31-day interval.J '

tp
_

REFERENCES None.

O i
V
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Reactor Building Purge Isolation--High Radiation
B 3.3.'14

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.14 Reactor Buildira Purae Isolation--Hioh Radiation|

BASES

BACKGROUND The Reactor Building Purge Isolation--High Radiation System
closes the reactor building purge valves. This action
isolates the reactor building atmosphere from the
environment to minimize releases of radioactivity in the

f eventsof an accident. The high-radiation signal indicates a '

_ $ failure of a barrier to the fuel radioactivity, and mostJ

% likelpaa' loss-of-coolant accident. -The purge valves must
b begin;to shut rapidly to ensure they reach a completely-s ;

Tclassd pos,ition p-ior to excessive pressures in the reactor '

building against which the valves may not close.

ThebbiatY$dnitoringsystemmeasuresthe.activityina
representative sample of air drawn in succession through a
particulate ~samplerMan;iodinesampler,andagassanpler.
The LC0 addressesHonlyythe gas sampler portion of this
system. The> sensitive volume of the gas sampler is shielded
with lead and monitored byta)G-M detector. The air sam)le is

'

taken from the center of(theUpurge exhaust duct throupi an
' isokinetic nozzlelinstalled intthe duct at a point selected!

'

forreducedturbuloneI%g, 4%
Should a gaseous activity flow ratoiof; approximately
lE-2 pCi/sec (Kr-85) be exceededDthelsonitor will alarm and

| initiate closure of the purgejvalves. " Ibis activity flow
rateisselectedonthebasisfof 250,000 scfm flow rate in
the purge exhaust and a gas monitor setpoint equal to two
times the expected background at the location of the-
monitor, which will provide fast detection of any release.
The alarm setpoints for the particulate-and iodine channels
are such that an alarm is obtained after the monitor samples-
a maximum permissible concentration level for 8 hours.
Therefore, a maximum of 1.3 mci of Cs-137 or 67 pCi of DOSE
EQUIVALENT i-131 will be released to the atmosphere during
this period. Alarm setpoints can also be based on isotoc k
analyses.

-

Purge isolation occurs on RCS low pressure and reactor
building high pressure signals. Engineered Safety Feature

| Actuation System (ESFAS) purge isolation functions are
covered by LCO 3.3.5, " Engineered Safety Feature Actuation'

i

j (continued)
|

t-
(continued)
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Reactor Building Purge Isolation--High Radiation
B 3.3.14

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND Systm (ESFAS) Instrumentation," LCO 3.3.6, " Engineered
(continued) Safety Feature Actuation System (ESFAS) Manual Initiation,"

and LCO 3.3.7, " Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System
(ESFAS) Automatic Actuation Logic".

(At this facility, the purge isolation function on high
radiation satisfies the single-failure criterion as
follows:)
The closilre of the purge valves ensures the reactor
building remains as a barrier to fission product release.
There is no bypass for this function. The closure of the
purge valves provides a reactor building isolation assumed
intheiaccidgnt. analysis.

| :'

Trio Setnointi"and ALLOWABLE VALUE'

The trip setpoints> are the. nominal value at which the
bistables are set. Any bistable is considered to be
properly adjusted when'the *as left" value is within the
band for CHANNEL CALIBRATION accuracy, i.e., i (rack
calibration + comparatorysetting: accuracy).

The trip setpoints usekhn th$ bistables are based on the
analytical limits derived from the FSAR9(Ref. 1). The
selection of these trip setpointsJis su'chtthat adequate
protection is provided when all sensor-cand; processing-time
delays are taken into account. To allow 4fdWcalibration
tolerances, instrumentation uacertapties, iiistrument drift,
and severe environment errors for5those channels that must
function in harsh environments as defined by 10 CFR 50.49
(Ref. 2). ALLOWABLE VALUES specified in LCO 3.3.14 are
conservatively adjusted with respect to the analytical
limits. A detailed description of the methodology used to
calculate the trip setpoints, including their explicit
uncertainties, is provided in the plant-specific setpoint
methodology (Ref. 3). The actual nominal trip setpoint
entered into the bistable is normally still more
conservative than that specified by the ALLOWABLE VALUE to

|
account for changes in random measurement errors detectable
by a CHANNEL F4NCTIONAL TEST. One example of such a change
in measurement error is drift duing the surveillance
interval, if the measured setpoint does not exceed the
ALLOWABLE VALUE, the bistable is considered OPERABLE.

(continued)

(continued)

O
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Reactor Building Purge Isolation--High Radiation
B 3.3.14

!
!

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND Setpoints in accordance with the ALLOWABLE VALUE will ensure
(contineed) that the consequences of DBAs will be acceptable, providing

' the plant is operated from within the LCOs at the onset of
the A00 or DBA, and the equipment functions as designed.

Note that in LCO 3.3.14, the ALLOWABLE VALUE of SR 3.3.14.3
is the LSSS. These ALLOWABLE VALUES are established to -

prevent violation of the safety limits during normal plant
s, operation and A00s.

,e ,

A /The ALLOWABLE VALUE in SR 3.3.14.3 is tased on the
W methodology described in Reference 3 which incorporates all

wof the known' uncertainties applic'.he for each channel. The
M aapnitudesseffthese uncertaint'.es are factored into the'

determination'of each trip srtpoint. All field sensors and
signal-precesslag equipment for these channels are assumed
to operateiwithin the allowances of these uncertainty
magnitudes? #

% a-t

Each cha6nel of!the process control equipment can be tested
'

on lire to verify that the signal or setpoint accuracy is
within the s)ecifIed' allowance requirements. Once a
designated ciannel ris taken'out.of service for testing, aO simulated signal % injected in' place of the field
instrument signal, eMe process'eeuipment for the channel in
test is then tested 7 verified, and calibrated.i

jf:3
3 ' r,i

APPLICABLE The analysis for the maximuddothetical accident assumes
| SAFETY ANALYSES the reactor building remains" intact, with penetrations that

are unnecessary for core cooling isolated early in the
event, within approximately (60) seconds. The closcre of
the purge valves ensures the reactor building integrity
assumed in the analysis is maintained. The isolation of the
reactor building has not been analyzed mechanistically in
the dose calculations, altnoagh its rapid isolation is
assumed.

The Reactor Building Purge Isolation System satisfies
Criterion 3 of the NRC Interim Policy Statement.

(continued)

O
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Reactor Building Purge Isolation--High Radiation.

B 3.3.14

9ASES (continued)

LCO The instrumentation necessary to initiate a purge valve
closure on a high-radiation s)pnal shall be OPERABLE at all
times that the purge valves are open. This provides the
capability to isolate the reactor building if an accident
were to occur.

Only the ALLOWABLE VALUES are specified for each reactor
building purge isoletion trip function in the LCO. Nominal
trip setpoints are specified in the plant-specific setpoint
calculationsc The nominal setpoints are selected to ensure
the setpointtmeasured by CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS does not
exceed the ALLOWABLE VALUE if the histable is performing as

than'the?y ^ ration with t trip setpoint less conservativerequirad.
4 trip setpoint, but within its ALLOWABLE.,

VALUE, is w 4abibiprovided that o)eration and testing is
consistent V .i the. assumptions of t1e plant-specific
setpoint calculations. Each ALLOWABLE VALUE specified is
more conservative than the, analytical limit assumed in the
safety analysis in order'to, account for instrument
uncertainties associated ilth the trip function. These
uncertainties are defined!in the plant-specific setpoint
analysis (Ref. 3) and thel |0ffsite Dore Calculation Manual,

t v c' -

Reactorbuildingpurgetiolat19[hig4

when the following criteria;are" met:Q.adiation is OPERABLEh
y v v n,

All channel components necessary to provide a reactor*

buildingpurgevalvoclosureofajighradiation
signal are functional and in service. For sampling
systems, OPERABILITY requires / correct valve lineups,
sample pump operation, and filter motor operation, as
well as detector OPERABILITY, when these sampling
features are necessary to initiate a trip as assumed
by the safety analysis or setpoint analysis.

Channc1 measurement une.ertainties are known (via test*

analysis, or design information) to be within the
assumptions of the setpoint calculations.

Required surveillance testing is current and has+

demonstrated performance within each surveillance
test's acceptance criteria.

(For this facility, the basis for the setpoint ALLOWABLE
VALUE is as follows:]

(continued)

(continued)
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Reactor B"ilding Purge Isolation--High Radiation;

i B 3.3.14

I BASES (continued)
,

i LCO [For this facility, the following support systems are
] (continued) required to be OPERABLE to ensure reactor buildin pur

isolation high radiation instrumentation OPERABil TY:)ge
1 ;

I
4 (for this facility, those required sup) ort systems which,
~

upon their failure, do not result in t.1e reactor building
purge isolation high radiation instrumentation being4

| declared inoperable and their justification are as follows:)
; /s
I g fo'r'this facility, the supported systems impacted b the
i M r.noperability of reactor building purge isolation hi hp
' adiation instrumentation and the justification of w ether

%horenoteachsupportedsystemisdeclared.inoperableareasJ

Nfe110wst) f ff- y
s -

; *yy'

; APPLICABILITY The reactor < building purge isolation high radiation shall be
*

OPERABLEphonever the| reactor building purge valves are open
in MODES 1,12.03, van (A. Outside of these MODES, the purge

! isolation must"to OPERABLE whenever CORE ALTERATIONS or
. movement of irradiated fueltis taking place. These: ' conditions are these undeWith the potential for fuel

damage, and thus'radiationi'e1 handling in progress, the
release, is the greatest. Whi;e;

i in MODES 5 and 6 without'fe
Purge Valve isolation SysteW need'not be OPERABLE since the*

potential for a radioactive releaseJs minimized and
i operatoractionissufficienttafensdipost-accident

offsite doses are maintained.wlWin thi limits of,

10 CFR 100. The need to use
6 is in preparation for entrf;4he

surge valves in MODES 5 and
: T11s capability is required.'

to minimize doses for personnel entering the building and is
: independent of the automatic isolation capability.
I
!

_

i

ACTIONS A protection function channel is inoperable when it does not
satisfy the OPERABILITY criteria for the channel's function.
These criteria-are outlined in the LCO section of the Bases.,

The most frequent occurrence to render a protection function
inoperable is the determination-that a bistable or process-

module has drifted sufficiently to exceed the ALLOWABLE;

VALVE. Typically, the drift is small and results in a delay.

of actuation rather than a total loss of function. This

(continued)
-

;O .

(continued)
,
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Reactor Building Purge Isolation--High Radiation
B 3.3.14

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS determination is generally made during the performance of an
(continued) ANALOG CHANNEL OPERATIONAL TEST, when the process

instrumentation is set up for adjustment to bring it within
specification. If the trip set)oint is less conservative
t1an the ALLOWABLE VALUE, the clannel must be declared
inoperable immediately and the appropriate Condition must be

,

entered,

in the. event a channel's trip setsoint is found
nonconservative with respect to tie ALLOWABLE VALUE, or the
transmitter,' t, rack module, or an SSPS module is found
inoperable, then the function which that channel provides
must'bc declared' inoperable and the LCO Condition entered
for the particular pr,otection function affected.

When the required. channels are specified on a per bus or per
train basis, then.the Condition may be entered separately
for each bus or train as appropriate.'

"
[andition A ( i:

Condition A applies to fa'ilure of| the purge isolation
functioninMODE1,2.j3,or4{, |1

A. l . A. 2.1. A. 2. 2. A. 2. 3. L 3. l f ' and A .2. 2

If the inoperable channel cannot be rest Ad,operationmay
continued as long as the Containment Purge System supply and
exhaust valves are maintained in the ' closed pcsition as
required by Required Action A.2. This action accomplishes
the safety function of the Containment Purge Isolation--
Radiation High function. The 1-hour Completion Time is,

reasonable considering the time required to isolate the
penetration and the relative importance of maintaining

i containment OPERABILITY during MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

In the event that neither Required Action A.1 nor Required
Action A.2 can be met within the associated Completion
Times, the plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO
does not apply. This is done by placing the plant in at
least MODE 3 within the following 6 hours and in MODE 5'

within the following 36 hours. The times allowed to reach
MODES 3 and 5 from MODE I are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required MODES from full power in
an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

(continued)"

(continued)
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' Reactor Building Purge Isolation--High Radiation
j B 3.3.14 ,

BASES (continued)
I

! ACTIONS Condition B
!

(continued) t

; Condition B applies to failure of the high-radiation purge
i function during CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of-irradiated
1 fuel in the reactor building.

|
B.l. B.2. B.3.1. and B.3.2

'

With the purge isolation instrumentation inoperable, the
: f ehannelimust be restored, or the purge valves must be

NclosedWor CORE ALTERATIONS and movement of irradiated fuel.

T within the reactor building must be suspended. Required
'

V ActioniB.2' accomplishes the function of the high-radiation
Cchannel.f Required Action B.3.1 and Required Action B.3.2

place.theTplant;in a configuration in which purge isolation
, on high' radiation is not required. The Completion Time of-

| *immediately% is consistent with the urgency associated with
the loss ofLreactor. building isolation capability under,

i conditions'in which' fuel-handling accidents are possible.
D and the high-radiation > function provides the only automatic
4 actions to mitigate | radiation release.

f YCondition C

Required Action C.leverifies:that4the Required Actions
have been initiated for those sup wrted systems declared,

inoperable because of the inopera>ility of the support
channel ((s)) within a Completion 1Timetof I hour. The .

specified Completion Time is sufficient for plant operations
personnel to make this detemination.-

t

i Required Action C.1 ensures that those identified Required
Actions associated with supported systems-im) acted by the

,

inoperability of channe1 (s)) associated wit 1 the reactorbuilding purge isolation [ function have been initiated. This
can be accomplished by entering the supported systems' LCOs,
(Alternatively, the ap)ropriate
supported systems may )e listed. Required Actions for thein the Required Actions for
Condition C of.this LC0.]- (for this f acility, the
identified supported systems associated with the reactor
building purge isolation function are as-follows:]

(Required Action C.2 verifies that all required support or
supported features associated with the.other redundant

(continued)

(continued)-O
.
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Reactor Building Purge Isolation--High Radiation
B 3.3.14

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS channel (s) are OPERABLE within a Completion Time of I hour.
(continued) The specified Completi'.m T'.me is sufficient for plant

operations personnel to make this determination. If

verification determines loss of functional capability,
LC0 3.0.3 must be immediately entered. However, if the
support or supported feature LCO takes into consideration
the loss-of-function situation, then LCO 3.0.3 may not need
to be entered.]

,

SURVEILLANCE SR ' 3.3.14.10
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.14.'l is'the performance of the CHANNEL CHECK for the
reactor building purge isolation--high radiation
instrumentation once every 12 hours to ensure that a gross
failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A CHANNEL
CHECK is a comparison of thesparameter indicated on one
channel to a similar parameter on other channels. It is
based on the assumption that' instrument channels monitoring
the same parameter should' read approximately the same value.
Significant deviations'betw rq two1 instrument channels could
be an indication of excessive >1r.strument drift in one of the
channelsorofsomethingevenjeereserious. Performance of

'

the CHANNEL CHECK helps oosure the instrumentation continues
to operate properly between each THANNEl The
high-radiation instrumentation should b.e%CAllBRAT10N.! compared to similar
plant instruments located throughout yetip1'ap~ . If the
radiation monitor employs keep-aliya sources or check
sources operable from the control *recm, the CHANNEL CHECK
should also note the detector's response to these sources.

[For those facilities with only one radiation channel, the
CHANNEL CHECK constitutes the followingt)

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff, based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including isolation, indication, and readability. If a
channel is outside the match criteria, it may be an
indication that the transmitter or the signal-)rocessing
equipment has drifted outside its limit. If tie channels
are within the match criteria, it is an indication that the
channels are OPERABLE. The surveillance interval, about
once every shift, is based on operating experience that
demonstrates the rarity of channel failure. Thus,

(continued)

(continued)
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Reactor Building Purge Isolation--High Radiation
B 3.3.14

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.14.1 ensures that loss of function will be identified i

REQUIREMENTS in 12 hours or less.administrative controls (At this facility, the following(continued) and design features
alarms) immediately alert operators to loss o(e.g., downscaleffunction:)
SR 3.3.14.2

|

SR.3.3.14.2 is the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST
once)every 31 days to ensure that the channels can perform

dtheirdntended functions. This test verifies the-capability
hof theitn'strumentation to provide the reactor build ng
W isolatten. ...In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the test does not

T"are normally< closed. include tho' actuation of the purge valves, as these valves-r

,g g
[ForfthiKfacilitythejustificationofa31-dayFrequency,
4n view ofttheifact that there is only one channel, is as
follows:]7y gy

y , p_ zy
SR 3.3.14 1c7 F j, M

o+%SR3.3.14.3isthe;g-performance every 92 days of a CHANNEL

Os
CAllBRATION, withis setpoint' Alt 0WABLE VALUE of

'

s (25] mR/hr, to"ensuretthet the+ instrument channel remains
operational with thejcorrectssetpoint. The CHANNEL
CAllBRATION is a complete chick of4the instrumentation and
detector. WhileinMODES1,2,3/ sed,4,theCHANNEL
CAllBRATION does not include the!actuahon of the purge

; valves, since they are normallyielosed
.yg

The Surveillance Frequency is based upon the assumption of a
92-day calibration interval in the determination of the
magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis. This
test is a complete check of the process control instrument
loop and the transmitter. Transmitter "as found" and "as
left" values are recorded and used to verify drift
assumptions. The radiation monitor may be calibrated in
place or on a bench using test equipment, or it may be
replaced by an equivalent, laboratory-calibrated unit. For

| OPERABLE channels, CHANNEL CAllBRATION shall find that
! measurement errors and bistable setpoint errors are within
i the assumptions of the plant-specific setpoint analysis.
| Recalibration restores OPERABILITY of an ctherwise

functional component that does not meet these criteria.,

However, repeated failures of the same channel over a

(continued)
'

(continued)
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Reactor Building Purge Isolation--liigh Radiation |
8 3.3.14 |

1

BASES (continued)

SVRVEILLANCE relatively uall number of test intervals must be considered
REQUIREMENTS as potentially indicating a deterministic failure that

(continued) cannot be corrected by recalibration. Completion of this
test results in the channel being properly adjusted and
expected to remain within the "as found" tolerance assumed
by the setpoint analysis until the next scheduled
surveillance. Measurement and setpoint error determination
and readjustment must be performed consistent with the
assumptions of the plant-specific setpoint analysis.

REFERENCES 1. (Unit.~ Name) FSAR, Section (15), *(Accident Analysis)."

2. litle 10, Code of Federal Regulation, Part 50.49
" Environmental Qualification of Electric Equipment
important to-Safety for Nuclear Power Plants."

3. (Unit Name),*(Plant-Specific Setpoint Methodology)."

O
,

I

l
.

|
|

|
:

O|
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. Control Room Isolation--High Radiation
; B 3.3.15

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.15 (ontrol Room Isolation--High_lgijation

BASES
;

.

.. .

BACKGROUND The principal function of the Control Room Isolation--High
Radiation is-to provide an enclosed environment from which
the plant can be operated following an uncontrolled release !

: of;tedioactivity. The high-radiation isolation function
i .cprovides assurance that under the required conditions, an

A isolatten signal will be given. The noble-gas monitors
D located in the station vent stack provide isolation and

%w,down pf the normal control room ventilation system.shut
s" ,m y

The contre 1 roen isolation signal is provided by a single
channel containtag an iodine munitor with a scintillation ,'detector and.angaseous monitor with a G-M detector. The

'

iodine channel includes a particulate prefilter with the
; cnarcoal'cartridgeK3houldaradioactivityconcentration.

above norm 61 bacotround level be detected or if sampling-
capability is>10s;,/the monitor will initiate a shutdown of
the normal-duty supply fans 'and place the ventilation

n,V dampers in their recirculationimode..
ce g at

control room isolitten alse occbrs on an Engineered Safetyi

feature Actuation S9 stem (ElfAS) reactor building high-
pressure signal. ESFAS isolation efythe control-room is
addressed by LCO 3.3.5, " Engineered Safety-feature Actuation
System (ESFAS) Instrumentation..'?t.00 3:3.6. " Engineered

. Safety feature Actuation System (ESfAS) Manuhl Initiation,"
and LCO 3.3.7, " Engineered Safety feature Actuation System
(ESFAS) Automatic Actuation Logic."

Jrio Setooints and ALLOWABLE VALUES

The trip setpoints are the nominal value at-which the
bistables are set. - Any bistable is considered to be
)roperly adjusted when the "at ief t" value is within the
aand for CHANNEL CAllBRATION accuracy, i.e. ,t (rack
calibration + comparator Setting accuracy).

The trip setpoints used in the bistables are based on the
analytical limits derived from the FSAR (Ref.1). The
selection of these trip setpoints is:such that adequate

.

(continued)

| (continued)
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Control Room isolation--High Radiation
B 3.3.15

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND protection is provided when all sensor and processing time
(continued) delays are taken into account. To allow for calibration

tolerances, instrumentation uncertainties, and instrument
drift, ALLOWABLE VALUES specified in LCO 3.3.15 are
conservatively adjusted with respect to the analytical
limits. A detailed description of the methodology used to
calculate ti.e trip setpoints, including their explicit
uncertainties, is provided in the plant-specific setpoint
methocology (Ref. 2). The actual nominal trip setpoint
entered into the bistable is more conservative than that

.

specified by the ALLOWABLE VALUE, to account for changes in
random measurement errors detectable by a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST. .One example;of such a change in measurement error is
drift'during the- surveillance interval. If the measured
setpoint does;not exceed the ALLOWABLE VALUE, the bistable
is considered OPERABLE.'

.s

APPLICABLE The Control Room. Ventilation' System is isolated upon receipt

of a reactor building \ gh-pressure ESFAS signal or ahiSAFETY ANALYSES
high-radiation signal. For the first 4 days following a
loss-of-coolant accident.(LOCA),4 he Control Room Emergencyt

Ventilation System (CREVS) ..is; operated <in the total
recirculation mode. Fourtday's'after t u start of the
accident, the CREVS is started inethe intake and
recirculation mode and continues to operetenin this mode for
30 days. This intake slightly pressuriges'the control room.
In both cases, the air flows through charcoal filters that
are 95% efficient for elemental, particulate, and organic
materials. The high-radiation function only performs the
initial isolation function to begin the recirculation mode

| of operation. :For this facility, the control room
'

isolation signal provides protection for events other than
LOCAs as follows:]

The Control Room isolation--High Radiation satisfies
Criterion 3 of the NRC Interim Policy Statement.

|

LCO One channel of Control Room Isolation--High Radiation shall
be OPERABLE at all times to allow for automatic isolation
and transfer to the recirculation mode. Control Room

(continued)

(continued)
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Control Room Isolation--High Radiation
B 3.3.15

BASES (continued)

LCO Isolation--High Radiation is OPERABLE when the following
(continued) criteria are met:

All channel components necessary to provide a control*

room isolation signal are functional and in service;

Channel measurement uncertainties-are known (via test,e

e analysis, or design information) to be within the
gtyassumptionsofthesetpointcalculations;and

sg Q
/b Required surveillance testing is current and has
%7 _ demonstrated performance within each surveillance

% M test's[4cceptance criteria.
%ff jp Ny

Only the ALLOW 49tE VALUE is specified for each Control Room
Isolation LHigh= Radiation trip function in tne LCO. Nominal
trip'setpointsiare specified in the plant-specific setpoint
calculations. The. nominal setpoints are selected to ensure,

the setpoint measured:by the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST does
not exceed,the' Alt 0WABLE VALUE if the bistable is performing
as requirede *0peration with a trip setpoint less
conservative thantthe nominal trip setpoint, but within itsy
ALLOWABLE VALUE,fis' acceptable]provided that operation and-

( testing is consistent with.the4assumations of the 11 ant-
specific setpoint calculations. EEac, ALLOWABLE VA.UE'

specified is more conservative than|the analytical limit
assumed in the safety analysis in; order to account for
instrument uncertainties appropriate teithe trip function.
These uncertainties are defined;in the" plant-specific
setpoint methodology (Ref. 2).

[At this facility, the basis for the ALLOWABLE VALUE is as
follows:)

(for this facility, the following support systems'are
required OPERABLE to ensure Control Room' Isolation--High
Radiation instrumentation OPERABILITY:]

[For this facility, those required support systems which,
upon their failure, do not result in the Control Room
Isolation--High Radiation instrumentation being declared
inoperable and their justification are as follows:)

(for this facility, the supported systems im) acted by the -

inoperability of Control Room Isolation--Higi Radiation

; (continued)-

(continued)
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Control Room Isolation--High Radiation
B 3.3.15

BASES (continued)

LCO instrumentation and the justification of whether or not each
(continued) supported system is declared inoperable are as follows:]

APPLICABILITY The control room isolation capability on high radiation
shall be OPERABLE whenever there is a chance for an
accidental release of radioactivity. This includes H0 DES 1,
2, 3, and 4 and all MODES and conditions when there is
movement of irradiated fuel or loads over irradiated fuel.
If a radioactive release were to occur during any of these
conditions, the control room would have to remain habitable
to' ensure reactor shutdown and cooling can be controlled
from the main control, room.

ACTIONS A Control Room Isolation--High Radiation channel is
inoperable when it does not satisfy the OPERABILITY criteria
for the channel's functions These criteria are outlined for
each function in the LCO saetion of the Bases. The most
common cause of channel inoperability is outright failure or
drift of the bistable or process: module sufficient to exceed
the tolerance allowed by the. plant-specific setpoint
analysis. Typically, the drift"is found to be small and
results in a delay of actuation rather than a total loss of
function. Determination of setpoint drifttis generally made
during the performance of a CHANNEL Ful6CTIONAL TEST when the
process instrument is set up for adjustment to bring it
within specification. If the trip setpoint is less
conservative than the ALLOWABLE VALUE, the channel must be
declared inoperable immediately and Condition A entered
immediately.

Condition A

Condition A ap) lies to failure of the Control Room
Isolation--Hig1 Radiation function in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4.

With one channel of Control Room Isolation--High Radiation
inoperable, the inoperable channel must be restored to
OPERABLE status, or the Control Room Ventilation System must
be placed in a condition which does not require the
isolation to occur. The Required Action A.1, which places
one OPERABLE train of the Control Room Emergency Air

(continued)

(continued)
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Control Room Isolation--High Radiation
B 3.3.15

1 !

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Temperature Control System (CREHVAC) in the emergency
(continued) recirculation mode of o)eration, ensures that the

ventilation system has seen ) laced in a state equivalent to
that which occurs after the ligh-radiation isolation has
occurred. Reactor operation can continue indefinitely in
snis state. The 1-hour Completion Time is a sufficient
amount of time in-which to take the Required Action and
credits the availability of ESFAS initiation signals for
control room isolation.

,4 Conditkan BII

\ B.1 88.2. Bit. and B.4
%s ,w y y,

If the!insperable channel cannot be restored and CREHVAC
cannot^be.placed51nto recirculation mode while in MODE 1, 2,
3, or' 4, actions must be taken to minimize the chances of an
accident that could lead to radiation releases. The 31 ant

-

must be placed ,intat'least MODE.3 within 6 hours, wit 1 a
subsequent.cooldown' to MODE 5 within 36 hours. This places
the reactor 41n'ablow energy, state, which allows greater time
for oper& tor actiendf habitation of the control room is

O arecluded. The allowedcCompletion Times are reasonable,
sased on operatihg experience,4to reach the required MODE
from full power in angerderly manne.r and without challenging
plant systems. * V sfg

fp%Q.
g

Condition C

ConditionCap)1iestofailsehtheControlRoom
|
; Isolation--Hig1 Radiation furiction during CORE ALTERATIONS

and during movement of irradiated fuel or loads over
irradiated fuel,

Required Action B.1 and Required Action B.2 are the same as
discussed above for Condition A (except for Completion
Time). If the Control Room Ventilation System cannot be
placed into recirculation mode during CORE ALTERATIONS or
while moving irradiated fuel or loads over irradiated fuel,
Required Action B.3.1, Required Action B.3.2, and Required
Action B.3.3 suspend actions that could lead to an accident
which could release radioactivity resulting from a
fuel-handling accident.

(continued)

(continued)
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Contisi dooQ lsolation--High Radiation
B 3.3.15

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS These actions place the core in a safe and stable
(continued) configuration, in which it is less likely to experience an

accident that could result in a release of radioactivity.
Additionally, the movement of fuel assemblies or loads near
the fuel storage area precludes the accidental dropping of a
fuel assembly or a load onto irradiated fuel. By placing
the reactor in a stable configuration, and stopping the
movement of fuel or loads near irradiated fuel, the
potent}alifer a fuel-handling accident is minimized. The
reactor must be maintained in these conditions until the
automatic isolation capability is returned to operation, or
mapual actioniplaces one train of the CREHVAC into the
emergency recirculation mode. The Completion Times of
"Immediately" for'these actions are consistent with the
urgency of,the r.ituation and accounts for the fact that the
High Radiation function provides the only automatic control
room isolation function capable of responding to radiation,

release due to a' fuel-handling accident. The Completion
Time does not ' preclude placing any load or fuel assembly
into a safe position before; ceasing any such movement,

v. y ;
,

Note that in certain circumstances;3such as fuel handling in
the fuel building during. power operation, both Conditions A
and B may apply in the eventief channel failure.

,
,n ~%

Required Action C.1 verifies thatsthe Required Actions have
been initiated for those supported systus declared
inoperable because of the inoperability-of %e support
channel ((s)) within a Completion Tinee cf 1 hour. The
specified Completion Time is sufficient for plant operations
personnel to make this determination.

Required Action C.1 ensures that those identified Required
Actions associated with supported systems impacted by the
inoperability of channel ((s)] associated with the control
room isolation function have been initiated. This can be

'

accomplished by entering the supported systems' 100s or
independently as a group of Required Actions that need to be
initiated every time Condition C is entered.

(For this facility, the identified supported systems'
Required Actions associated with the control room isolation
function are as follows:]

(continued)

(continued)
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1 Control Room isolation--High Radiation
i B 3.3.15

i
BASES (continued)

ACTIONS [ Required Action C.2 verifies that all required support or '

) (continued) supported features associated with the other redundant
channel (s) are OPERABLE within a Completion Time of I hour.I '

The specified Completion Time is sufficient for plant
operations personnel to make this determination. If
verification determines loss of functional capability,
LC0:3.0.3 must be immediately entered. However, if the
t,apport or supported feature LCO takes into consideration

f the less-of-function situation, then LC0 3.0.3 may not need
gjjtobe,en,tered.)
y /J "

% -[h >3.2i1C1 V
ng

SURVEILLANCE S

REQUIREMENTS tw : q

SR 3.3.15.1 is3the performance of the CHANNEL CHECK for the
Control Room Isolation--High Radiation actuation
instrumentation.once every 12 hours to ensure that a gross
failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A CHANNEL
CHECK is a,comparisoniof the parameter indicated on one
channel to a similar/ parameter on other channels. it is
baseu on the assumption thatninstrument channels monitoring

i the same parameter'should readcamproximately the same value.
' Significant deviations?betusen t w two instrument channelsn

couldbeanindicatienofencessivednstrumentdriftinone
! of the channels or of something evenimore serious.
| Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK-helpsiansure that the
'

instrumentation continues to operate properly between each
| CHANNEL CAllBRAT10N. The high-radiation instrumentation

should be compared to similar' plant instruments located
throughout the plant, if the radiation monitor uses keep-
alive sourcet er check sources operated from the control
room, the CHANNEL CHECK should also note-the detectors
response to these sources.

(For those facilities with only one radiation channel, the
CHANNEL CHECK constitutes the following:]

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff, based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including isolation, indication, and readability.. If a
channel is outside the match criteria, it may be an
indication that the transmitter or the signal-processing

(continued)

(continued)
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Control Room Isolation--High Radiation
B 3.3.15

BASES (continued)

SVRVEILLANCE equipment has drifted outside its limit. If the channels
REQUIREMENTS are within the match criteria, it is an indication that the

(continued) channels are OPERABLE. The Surveillance frequency, about
once every shift, is based on operating experience that ,

demonstrates the rarity of channel failure. Thus, '

SR 3.3.14.1 ensures that loss of function will be identified
in no more than 12 hours. [At this facility the following
administrative controls and design features (e.g., downscale
alarms) imediately alert operators to loss of function:]

SR: 3. 3.15 J

SR 3.3.15.2 is the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST
once every 31 days to ensure that the channels can perform
their intended functions. This test verifies tha capability
of the instrumentation to provide the automatic control room
isolation.

[For this facility, the justification of a 31-day frequency,
in view of the fact that there is only one channel, is as
follows:)

SR 3.3.15.3

SR 3.3.15.3 is the performance every [18) months of a
CHANNEL CAllBRATION with a'setpoint ALLOWABLE VALUE of
s [25)_mR/hr to ensure that the instrument channel remains
operational with the correct setpoint. ,.

A CHANNEL CAllBRATION is performed.every [18) months, or
approximately every refueling. The Surveillance frequency
is based upon the assumption of an (18)-month calibration
interval in the determination of the magnitude of equipment
drift in the setpoint analysis. This test is a complete
check of the process control instrument loop and the
transmitter. Transmitter "as found" and "as left" values
are recorded and used to verify drift assumptions. The
radiation monitor may be calibrated in place or on a bench
using test equipment or it may be replaced by an equivalent,
laboratory-calibrated unit, for OPERABLE channels, CHANNEL
CAllBRATION shall find that measurement errors and bistable
setpoint errors are within the assumptions of the plant-
specific setpoint analysis. Recalibration restores
OPERABILITY of an otherwise functional component that does
not meet these criteria. However, repeated failures of the

(continued)

(continued)
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i Control Room Isolation--High Radiation
B 3.3.15

!

| BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE same channel over a relatively small number of test'

REQUIREMENTS intervals must be considered as potentially indicating a
(continued) deterministic failure that cannot be corrected by

recalibration. Completion of this test results in the
channel being properly adjusted and expected to reinain
within the "as found" tolerance assumed by the setpoint
analysis until the next scheduled surveill_ance. Measurement
and setpoint error determination and readjustment must be
performed consistent with the assumptions of the plant-

m pecific setpoint analysis,s
g, ;

%j.'
REFERENCES tio '[ Unit Name) FSAR, Section [15), "[ Accident Analysis)."

.r', -

2. < { Unit.Name|| "[ Plant-Specific Setpoint Methodology
sanalysis).

;
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PAM Instrumentation.
B 3.3.16

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.16 Post-Accident Monitorina (PAM) Instrumentation-

1

BASES

BACKGROUND Indications of plant variables are required by the control
'

; room operating personnel during accident situations to:
|

li@Provideinformation'requiredtopermittheoperatorto
'

-Sk "F 'take preplanned manual actions to accomplish safe ',

plentshutdown;
3.. ;W

.

62,g:i0eteraleewhethertheReactorProtectionSystem(RPS),
N#En latePee Safety Feature Systems,--manually initiated

se ety systems, and other systems important to safety |

~ f aWper oming.their intended functions (i.e.,
, kreactiv tyScontrol, core cooling, maintaining Reactor

Coolast System (RCS) integrity, and maintaining
remeterbull jftB) OPERABILITY);

,# g*

3. ~ Provide ; fthrmEtton to,the operators that will enable
them to dettymifie the tential for causing a gross _
breach of therbarrje s'p'tebradioactivity release:(i.e.,

,

fuel claddihgi,E
'

~ coolant-pressure boundary.'and
RB) and to det *tha s ' s breach of a barrierhas' occurred; and 7

4. Provide information regard: Mleaseof
radioactive materials toe tw fof early indication of-
the need to initiate'a nccessary'to protect the
public and for an estim te of the magnitude of any
impending threat.

At the start of an accident, it may be difficult for- N
i

operator to determine.immediately what accident has % ered
orlis occurring and therefore to determine the appropitate
response. For this reason, reactor trip'and certain other!
safety actions (e.g., emergency core cooling actuation, RB' -

isolation, or depressurization) have been designed to be- *

performed automatically during the initial stages of an
accident. Instrumentation is also provided to indicate
information about plant variables required to enable-the !

operation of manually initiated safety systems and other
appropriate operator actions involving systems important.to
safety.

e

(continued)-
"
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PAM instrumentation
B 3.3.16

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND Independent of the above tasks, it is important that
(continued) operators be informed if the barriers to the release of

radioactive materials are being challenged. Therefore. PAM
instrument ranges are selected so that the instrument will
always be on scale. Instruments that are not part of the
PAM System may provide limited backup ca) ability, but they
may not have the necessary range to tract the course of the
accident; consequently, multiple instruments with

ranges may be necessary, it is essential that
overlapping:ditions and their magnitude be identified so thedegraded con
o)prators can'take actions that are available to mitigate
tie consequences, it is not intended that operators be
encouraged to prematurely circumvent systems important to
safety; but that they be adequately informed so that
unplanned actions can'be taken when necessary.

Examples of serious; events that could threaten safety if
conditions degrade are loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCAs),

anticipated operational occurrences
overpressure transients (h as anticipated transients withoutthat become accidents suc
scram, and reactivity excursions that result in releases of
radioactive materials.1Such events require that the
operators understand, within aishortrtime period, the
ability of the barriers to . limit . radioactivity release
(i.e., that they understand the potential for breach of a
barrier or whether an actual breach of a' barrier has
occurred because of an accident in progress).

It is essential that the required instrumentation be capable
of surviving the accident environment'in which it is located
for the length of time its function is required, it is,

therefore, either designed to withstand the accident
environment or to be protected by a local environmental
barrier.

Variables for accident monitoring are selected to provide
the essential information needed by the operator to
determine if the plant safety functions are being performed.
The availability of ;uch instrumentation is important so
that responses to corrective actions can be observed and the
need for, and magnitude of, further actions can be
determined. These essential instruments are identified by
plant-specific documents (Ref.1) addressing the
recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1,97 (RG 1.97) as
required by Supplement I to NUREG 0737 (Ref. 3),

(continued)

(continued)
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i PAM instrumentation
i B 3.3.16
i

BASES (continued)

;

| BACKGROUND The instrument channels required to be OPERABLE by this LCO
t (continued) equate to two classes of parameters identified durinq
! plant-specific implementation of Regulatory Guide 1.97 as

Type A variables and Category 1 variables.
,

| Type A variables are included in this LCO because they
' provide the primary information required to permit the
i control room operstor to take specific manually controlled ;

6ctions for which no automatic control is provided and that>

) f are required for safety systems to accomplish their safety
Primary

W@ functions-for Design Basis Accidents (DBAs).information >is information that is essential for the direct
J

;

h'inotinclude=thesevaria)1esthatareassociatedwith-accesplishment of the s)ecified safety functions; it does
T

g

contingency actions that may also be identified in written
.

'

'

procedures.1 Because the list of Type A variables widely
^

differs between' plants Table 3.3.16-1 contains no examples :
,

of Type A variables. .except for those that may also be '

j Category 1. , g, '~

i . n w~ ~

.

Category 1 Variables are the key variables deemed risk'

significant because they are needed to:

Determinewho erkhtemhimportanttosafetyarei *

j performing their' intended functions;

Provide information to the operators that will enable*

i them to determine the potential for causing a gross
breach of the barriers to radioactivity release; and

y
Provide information- regarding the release of+

radioactive materials to allow for early indication of
: the need to initiate action necessary.to protect the

public and for an estimate of the magnitude of any
j impending threat.

These key variables are identified by plant-specific
; Regulatory Guide 1.97. analyses (Ref.1). These analyses
; identified the plant-specific Type A variables and provided
; justification for deviating from the NRC proposed list of

Category 1 variables.- Table 3.3.16-1 provides a list of. ,

| variables typical of those identified by plant-specific
Regulatory Guide 1.97 analyses. (Table 3.3.16-1, in

; (continued) ,

'

(continued)

: O
'
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.16

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND plant-specific Technical Specifications shall list all
(continued) Type A and Category 1 variables identified by the

plant-specific Regulatory Guide 1.97 analysis, as amended by
the NRC's Safety Evaluation Report (SER).)

4

Type A and Category 1 variables are required to meet
Regulatory Guide 1.97 Category 1 (Ref. 2) design and
qualification requirements for seismic and environmental
qualification, single failure criterion, utilization of
emergency standby power, immediate accessible display,
continuous readout, and recording of display.

Listed below are discussions of the specified instrument
functions listed in Table 3.3.16-1. These discussions are
intended as examples of what should be provided for each
function when the. plant-specific list is prepared.

1. pide Ranoel Neutron Flux

[ Wide Ranhb) nedtronIflu'x indication is provided to
verify reactor shutdown, [For this facility, the wide
range neutron flux channels'cansist of the following:)

2, 3. RCS Hot and Col $|teg
. Ih

1Grerat ure e .,
3 , 7-

e

RCS hot and cold leg temperature instrumentation are
Category I variables provided for; verification of core
cooling and long-term surveillance;

sj
Reactor outlet temperature inputs to the RPS are
provided by two fast-response resistance elements and
associated transmitters in each loop. The channels
provide indication over a range of 32 F to 700 F.

4. RCS Pressure (Wide Rance)

RCS wide-range pressure instrumentation is a
Category 1 variable provided for verification of core
cooling and RCS integrity long-term surveillance.

Wide range RCS loop pressure is measured by pressure
transmitters with a span of 0 to 3000 psig. The

(continued)

(continued)
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.16

,

i

BASES (continued)

!

BACKGROUND pressure transmitters are located outside the RB.
(continued) Redundant monitoring capability is provided by two

trains of instrumentation. Control room indications !

are provided throu h the inadequate core cooling
plasma display. Th inadecuate core cooling plasma
display is the primary incication used by the operator
during an accident. Therefore, the accident

; monitoring s)ecification deals specifically with this
f' portion of tie instrument string.j

.

INsome plants RCS pressure is a Type A variable
% .because the operator uses this indication to monitor

4th'e cooldown of the RCS following a steam generatorN

N_ Ftubetrupture or small-break LOCA. Operator actions to
_meintain't! controlled cooldown, such as adjusting

Mstene: generator (SG) pressure or level, would use this
4indicationi in addition, high pressure injection-

(HPI)2 flow is throttled based on RCS pressure and

pressurede,jection)forsomesmall-breakLOCAs, low
subcooled margin'. I

.(LPI) may actuate with system
pressure stabilizing above the shutoff head of the LPI
pumps. If"tM s7 condition exists, the operator is
instructed talveriff HPflflow and then terminate LPI

- flow prior to exceedtog 30!ainutes of LPI pump
operation againstra 'dendhead| pressure. RCS pressure,
in conjunction'with LPFflowMs also used to
determine if a core flood lin4%eak has occurred, if
one LPI train indicates notfiew, % e other train
indicates excessive flowgand system
the shutoff head of thejlP1 pumas, a= pressure is abovecore flood line
break has probably occurred. Tie operator is
instructed to isolate the LPI train with excessive
flow. In addition, if a single failure has occurred
in the other train, it may be necessary for the
operator to cross-connect the trains.

5. Reactor Vessel Water level

Reactor vessel water level instrumentation is provided
for verification and long-term surveillance of core
cooling.

The reactor vessel level monitoring system provides a
direct measurement of the collapsed liquid level-above
the Gel alignment plate. The collapsed level 4

(continued)
_
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PAM instrumentation
B 3.3.16

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND represents the amount of liquid mass which is in the
(continued) reactor vessel above the core. Measurement of the

collapsed water level is selected because it is a
direct indication of the water inventory.

The collapsed level is obtained over the same
temperature and pressure range as the saturation
measurements, thereby encompassing all operating and
accident conditions where it must function. Also, it
functions during the recovery interval. Therefore it
is designed to survive the high steam temperature

4' which may occur during the preceding core recovery
, interval,

,,, a
The level range extends from the top of the vessel
down to the' top of the fuel alignment plate. The
response tirne'is'short enough to track the level
during small-break LUCA events. The resolution is
sufficient to show the-initial level drop, the key
locations ncar'the' hot leg elevation, and the lowest

~

levels just above -the, alignment plate. This )rovides
the operator with adequate indication to trac ( the
progression of tho' accident'and to detect the
consequences of its mitigating actions or the
functionality of automatic equipment,.

6. (Antainment Sump Water level (WideJikDEC1

Containment Sump Water level instrumentation is
provided for verification and long-term surveillance
of RCS integrity. (For this facility, the containment
sump PAM instrumentation consists of the following:]

7. Containment Pressure .(Wide Ranae)

Containment Pressure instrumentation is provided for
verification of RCS and containm nt OPERABILITY. [For
this facility, containment pressure instrumentation
consists of the following:)

8. Containmrd _h olation Valve Position

Containment Isolation Valve Position instrumentation
is prnvided for verification of OPERABILITY. (for
this facility, the containment Isolation Valve
Position consists of the following:)

(continued)

(continued)
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PAM Instrumi:ntation

|
B 3.3.16

BASES (cM.sinued) |

BACKGROUND 9. = Containment Area Radiation (Hiah Ranae)
(continued) ;

Containment Area Radiation instrumentation is provided ;'

to monitor for the potential of significant radiation
! releases, and to provide release assessment for use by
! operators in determining the need to invoke site

emergency plans. :For this facility, the Containment
-

Area Radiation ins".rumentation consists of the
!M following ]

e_' a
A 10, cantainment Hydroaen concentration

1 3 .

i

h , Centaifment Hydrogen Concentration instrumentation is
9 0 Y provided To detect high hydrogen concentration

conditions which re) resent a potential for containment
~

. brexh. This varia)1e is also-important in verifying.

1 7 the adequacy of mitigating actions. [For this
facility, the containment area hydrogen
instrumentattenconsistsofthefollowing:)

y :p u
11. pressurinr Laval ,

! S .d f.
Pressurizerclevel-instiusentation is used to determine;

I whether to terminatetsafetywinjection (SI). if still
in progress, w to reinitiate SI if it has been
stopped. Knowledge ofipressurizer water level is also :

used to verify the plant conditions necessary to
establish natural circulatinn indhe RCS 'and to verify
that the plant is mair,tained'in a. safe shutdown
condition. (for this facility, the pressurizer level- .*'

instrumentation consists of_the following:) '

12. Steam Generater Water Level

SG Water Level instrumentation is provided to monitor
operation of decay heat removal via the SG. The
Category 1 indication of SG level is the extended
startup range level instrumentation. - The-extended
startup range level covers a span of o to 394 inches
above the lower tubesheet. The measured differential
pressure is displayed in inches of water at 68'F.
Temperature compensation of this indication is
performed manually by the operator. _ Redundant -
monitoring capability is provided by two trains of
instrumentation. The uncompensated. level signal is

I (continued)

(continued)
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.16

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND input to the plant computer, 4 control room indicator,
(continued) and the Emergency feedwater (EFW) Control System.

,

At some plants, operator action is based on the
control room indication of SG 1evel. The RCS response
during a design basis small-break LOCA is desendent on
the break size. For a certhin range of brea( sizes,
the boiler-condenser mode of heat transfer is |
necessary to remove decay heat. Extended startup I

, range level is a Type A variable because the operator
:must manually raise and control SG 1evel to establish
boiler-condenser heat transfer. Operator action is
initiated on a loss of subcooled margin. Feedwater
flow is increased until the indicated extended startup
range level reaches the boiler-condenser setpoint.

13. (ondensate Storace T6nk (CST) level

CSTLevel'instrumentationisprovidedtoensurea
'

water supply for' EfW xThe CST provides the assured,
safety-grade water S Qply for the EFW System. The CST
consists of two identical tanks connected by a common
outlet header. Inventory is mt.nitored by a
0 to 144 inch level indication for,each tank. CST
level is displayed on'n control rm indicator, strip
chart recorder, and p1' ant computer! M n addition, a
control room annunciator alarms onM1evel,

y g;
At some plants CST level is considered s' Type A
variable because the control 4 room meter and
annunciator are considered the primary indication used
by the operator.

The DBAs that require EFW are the loss of electric
power, steam line break (SLB), and small-break LOCA.
The CST is the initial source of water for the EFW
System. However, as the CST is depleted, manual
operator action is necessary to replenish the CST or
align suction to the EFW pumps from the hotwell.

14, IS, 16, 17. Core Exit Temocrature

Core Exit Temperature is provided for verification and
long term surveillance of core cooling.

,

!

i (continued)

(continued)
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PAM Instrumentation :
'

i B 3.3.16
i

. BASES (continued)-

f
,
.

BACKGROUND An evaluation was made of the minimum number of valid,

) (continued) core exit thermocouples necessary for inadequate core
1 cooling detection. The evaluation determined the

reduced complement of core exit thermocouples
necessary to detect initial core recovery and trend
the ensuing core heatup. The evaluations account for4

core nonuniformities and excore effects of condensate
Arunback in the hot legs and nonuniform inlet4

f i temperatures. Pased on these evaluations,-adequate or,

g$s taadequate core cooling detection is-assured with two'

gf valid core exit thermocouples per quadrant.

\(b['Thi deilign of the Incore Instrumentation SysteminsJedcaca Type K-(chromel-alumel) thermocouple within
i .aechtof theiS6 incore instrument detector assemblies.

4The%, junction of each thermocouple is located a few
Fincherabove the fuel assembly _ inside a structure
which' supports and shields the incore instrument
detector assemblyJstring from flow forces in-the
out1M, plener region. These core exit thermocouples
monitor the? temperature of the reactor coolant as it
exists the fuel assembljes,

fpya <

O The core exit"themecouplesthave a usable temperature
Q ranga from 32'F to'upsto 2300'F. although accuracy is

reduced at temp ~eratures"above!18.00*F.

18. Emeroency Feedwater Flow ~10)p
EFWFlowinstrumentationdsprovidedtomonitor
operation of decay heat " removal via the SGs.

The EFW Flow to ea.:h SG is determined from a
differential pressure measurement calibrated to a span
of 0 to 1200 gpm. Redundant monitoring capability is
provided by two independent trains of instrumentation
for each SG. Each differential pressure transmitter
provides an input to a control room indicator and the
plant computer. Since the primary indication used by
the operator during an accident is the control room
indicator the accident monitoring specification deals
specifically with this portion of the instrument
channel.

(continued) i
P

(continued)'
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.16

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND At some plants, EFW Flow is a Ty)e A variable because
(continued) ope-ator action is recuired to tirottle flow during a

an SLB accident in orcer to prevent the EFW pumps from
operating in runout conditions. EFW Flow is also used
by the operator to verify that the EFW System is
delivering the correct flow to each SG. '|owever, the
primary indication used by the operat7r to ensure an
adequate inventory is SG 1evel.

-- -

APPLICABLE Desian Basis Definition
SAFETY ANALYSES

The PAM instrumentation ensures the OPERABILITY of
Regulatory Guide 1.97 Type A and Category 1 variables so
that the control room operating staff can:

Perform the diagnosis required to support preplanned.

Accidents (DBAs) primary success path of Design Basis
actions for the

;
.c

Take the specified, preplanned, manually controlled*

actions, for which no automatic' control is provided,
that are required for safety systems to accomplish
their safety functions;

%g.
.

5 s s,

Determine whether systems important'to) safety are*

performing their intended functions;' 3

Determine the potential for causing a gross breach of+

the barriers to radioactivity' release;

Determine if a gross breach of a barrier has occurred;*

and;

Initiate action necessary to protect the public and*

for an estimate of the magnitude of any impending
threat.

These functions support the requirements of GDC 13 and
GDC 19 of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A (Ref. 4). The plant-
specific Regu'latory Guide 1.97 analysis documents the
process that identified Type A and Category 1 variables.

(continued)

(continued)

O
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: PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.16

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE The PAM instrumentation that satisfies the definition of
i SAFETY ANALYSES Type A in Regulatory Guide 1.97 also satisfies Criterion 3

(continued) of the NRC Interim Policy Statement. |

!

! Category 1 PAM instrumentation is retained in. Technical
Specifications because it is intended to assist operators in'

! minimizing the consequences of accidents. Therefore,
Category 1 variables are important in reducing public risk.
y,

J t ,p

b The PMinstrumentation LCO provides the requirement ofLCO
e Type A and Category 1 monitors that provide information
* required by the control room operators to:

ePermit thiberator to take preplanned manual actions'

+

''to accomplis 1 safe plant shutdown;>

! ~ Detemine whether; systems important to s0fety are+

performing 1theirqintended functionst'

<

v e f
Provide information te[the operators that will enable+

them tn determine the potential for causing a gross-,

breach of the barriers to radioactivity release and to,

determine if a p ss h achsef a barrier has occurred;
W Qand; *

Provide information regarding ['releaseof| *

radioactive materials tout 110w foF early indication of'

the need to initiate aetlen necessary to protect the
public and for an estimate of the magnitude of any
impending threat.

Two channels shall be OPERABLE for most functions. Two
OPERABLE channels ensure no single failure within either of
the PAM instrumentation, its auxiliary supporting features,
or its power sources concurrent with the failures that are a
condition of, or result -from, a specific accident prevents
the operators from being presented with the information
necessary to determine the status of the plant and to bring
the plant to, and maintain it in, a safe condition following
that accident.

Furthermore, provision of two channels allows a CHANNEL
CHECK during the post-acciuent phase to confirm the validity
of displayed information. More than two channels may be

_(continued)
i
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.16

BASES (continued)

LC0 required at some plants, if the Regulatory Guide 1.97
(continued) analysis determined that failure of one accident monitoring

channel results in information ambiguity (that is, the
redundant displays disagree) that could lead operators to
defeat or fail to accomplish a required safety function.

This might also be accomplished by providing an independent
channel to monitor a different variable that bears a known
relationship
channel)i 'E, to the multiple channels (addition of a diverse

T e 3.3 6-1, the exceptions to the two channel 1

requirement;are , core exit temperatures, loop- and SG-ralated 4

variablesis'nd,R8iisolation valve position.
+g g

Two OPERABLEfchan' nelsMdf core exit temperature are required
for each channelVin'each quadrant to provide indication of
radial distribution of the. coolant temperature rise across
representative (regions,oFthe3 core. Power distribution I

symmetrywasconsideredVifEdeterminingthespecificnumber
and locations providedtf|or diagnosis of local core problems.
Therefore, two randomlyjselected thermocouples may not be
sufficient to meet the<two thersecouples per channel
requirement in any quadrant.UPlant-specific evaluations in
response to Item II.F.2 of NUREGs0737 'should have identified
the thermocouple pairings'that satisfy these requirements.
Two sets of two thermocouples ensure that
will not disable the ability to determine #|aisingle failurethehrepresentative
core exit temperature in each quadrant? *

w
For loop- and SG-related variables 7the required information
is individual loop temperature and individual SG level. In <

these cases, two channels are required OPERABLE for each '

loop of SG to redundantly provide the necessary information. l

in the case of RB isolation valve position, the important
information is the status of the RB penetrations. The LC0
reqcires one position indicator for each active RB isolation
valve. This is sufficient to redundantly verify the
isolation status of each isolable penetration either via
indicated status of the active valve and prior knowledge of
passive valve or system boundary status. If a normally
active RB isolation valve is known to be closed and
deactivated, position indication is not needed to determine

(continued)

(continued)
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PAM instrumentation.
B 3.3.16

A BASES (continued)U
LCO status. Therefore, the position indication for valves in-

(continued) this state is not required to be OPERABLE.

A PAM channel is OPERABLE when:

All channel components necessary to provide the+

required indication are functional;

*Sh' analysis, or design information to be sufficientlyfrr|Channelmeasurementuncertaintiesareknownviatest,
My small such that measureaent and indication errors will
v4 M mitlead operators into actions that would
%g@djchal.1 ~ plant Safety Limits (SLs); and'
x *f

red veillance testing is current and has*
,

4| test'i?acce'ptancecritoria.performai.ce within each surveillanceoestr....
N

$QLC0Tabligi3.1 ' r illustration purooses only.
TypeAand{

Specifications tables w;11 list allPlant-spet
8tbry fvariables identified by the plant's

Regulatory GuideXUW ana
plant-specific S647 g,lpets as amended by NRC'sy*ggm

( [For this facili ihlqwi port systems are
required to be OPE to Wsure instrumentation
OPERABILITY:]- p
[For this facility, those requi supkrtsystemswhich
upon their failure do not rapire declaring the PAM
instrumentation inoperable and their justification are s
follows:]

.__

APPLICABILITY The PAM -instrumentation LC0 is applicable in MODES 1, 2, and
3. These variables are related to the diagnosis and
preplanned actions required to mitigate DBAs. The
applicable DBAs are assumed to occur in MODES 1, 2, and 3.
In MODES 4, 5, and 6, plant conditions are such that the
likelihood of an event occurring which would require PAM
instrumentation is low; therefore, the PAM instrumentation
is not required to be OPERABLE in these 3.0 DES.

(continued)

(continued)
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.16

BASES (continued)

APPLICARILITY A Note indicates that the provisions of LCO 3.0.4 are not
(continued) applicable to the functions contained in the LCO. For this

LCO, a second Note added in Applicability provides
clarification that each function specified in Table 3.3.16-1
is treated as an independent entity with an independent
Completion Time.

_

r ,

ACT10its ConditionA(.
Whhnonereg'ibedchannelinoneofmorefunctionsisu
in6perableheach; inoperable channel must be restored to
OPERABLE status within 30 days. In some channels, it may be
possible tozhave one:PAM channel inoperable, but still have
all required channelsiOPERABLE. For example, some plants
have four equivalent: channels available to perfcw certain
PAM functions. A these cases, the failure of a one or two

of the channels 11 eaves atilest two channels OPERABLE to
meettheLCOrequirements"jdTherefore,forthisexample,
Condition A need'not be ente ~ red unless three channels fail.
The 30-day Completion Tiine91s bashdxon operating experience
and takes into account,the remiiningS0PERABLE channel and
thelowprobabilityof'aneveWrequijngPAMinstrumentation during thisiintetval.t A

e uy y
Condition B k
Withtworequiredchannelsinoperab1[ r more
functions, at least one channel injhich function should be
restored to OPERABLE status within 7 days. The Completion
Time of 7 days is based on the relatively low probability of
an event requiring PAM instrument oper ation and the
availability of alternate means to obtain the req"tred
information. Continuous operation with two required
channels inoperable is not acceptable because the alternate
indications may not fully meet all performance of
qualification requirements applied to the PAM
inrtrumentation. Therefore, requiring restoration of at

! least one inoperable channel limits the risk that the PAM
function will be in a degraded condition should an accident
occurs.

(continued)

| (continued)
|
|

,
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.16

BASES (continued)

V
ACTIONS Condition C

(continued)
Required Action C.1 directs the. operator to follow the i
directions given in Table 3.3.16-1 for entering either |
Condition D or E immediately. I

l

Condition D

Febe majority of functions-in Table 3.3.16-1, if the
gAequifeel Actions and associated Completion Times of

gbtonditAen A or B are not met, then the plant must be placed
9 in a WWE in which the LC0 requirements are not applicable.

%{pThisiAs done?by placing the plant in MODE 3 within 6 hours
4and 10DE 4 eithin 12 hours. The Completion Times are
reasoneb10, based on operating experience, to reach the
req &edDDEspom full power in an orderly manner and
withebt ch'allenging plant systems.

ConditioI)

Atthisfalk [ rnateJneans of monitoring [ reactor
vessel water leveh d RBM%@g Radiation) have been-developed and tested Jhsif6 4ernate means may be

O temporarily instWiedM$,he nepinal PAM channel (s) cannot be
Q restored to OPERABL5|$tstotlyith . the allotted time. If

thesealternatemeantarefWo.ed Required Action is
not to shut the plant down but ra' o follow the
directions of Specification 5.04 ial Reports," in the
Administrative Controls sect je' the echnical
Specifications. The report Vided to the NRC should
discuss the alternate means nvoked, describe the degree to
which the alternate means are equivalent to the installed
PAM channels, justify the areas in which they are not
equivalent, and provide a schedule for restoring the normal
PAM channels.

I (At this facility, the alternate monitoring provisions
consist of the following:]

SURVEILLANCE The following SRs apply to each PAM Instrumentation function
REQUIREMI.NTS in Table 3.3.16-1.

(continued),

! ._

(continued)
;
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.16

.

BASES (continued)
_

SVRVEILLANCE SR 3.3.16 1
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 31 days ensures
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A
CHANNEL CHECK is a comparison of the parameter indicated on
one channel to a similar aarameter on other channels. It is
based on the assumption t1at instrument channels monitoring
the same, parameter should read approximaely the same value.
Signif.Mantedeviations between the two instrument channels
could be'an dn_dication of excessive instrument drift in one
of,the"channnis or even something more serious. CHANNEL
CHECK will detect, gross channel failure, thus it is the key
to'ver.ifyispethr;1astrumentation continues to operate
properly betwehjeach, CHANNEL CALIBRATION, The high
rsdiation instrhentation should be compared to similar
plant instrumentsdocsied throughout the plant. If the
radiation'm'nitor3suploys keep-alive sources or checko

sourcesoperablelfromthe trol room, the CHANNEL CHECK
should also notVthe de s response to these sources.
Agreement criterjacased ined by the plant staff, based
on a combination W the nel instrument uncertainties,
including isolation, inNeationfbd readability. If a
cht.nnel is outside thegipetch shteFla, it may be an
indication that the tr6nsmittepor thensignal processing
equipment has drifted outptde itslt.limt h If the channels
are within the match criteria, itM s an ication that the
channels are OPERABLE. If the channelsd Iq1ormally off
scale during times when surveillance ii3 i
CHANNELCHECKwillonlyverifythatdhe9are(lped,theoff scale in
the same direction. Off sca'.e lowynrent-loop channels are
verified to be reading at the bottom of the range and not
failed downscale.

The Surveillance Frequency of 31 days is based on plant
operating experience with regard to channel OPERABILITY and
drift, which demonstrates that failure of more than one
channel of a given function in any 31-day interval is a rare
event. The CHANNEL CHECK supplements less formal, but more
frequent checks of channel during normal operational use of
the displays associated with this LC0 required channels.

SR 3.3.16.2

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed every [18] months or
approximately every refueling. CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a

(continued)

| (continued)

O1
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.16

BASES (continued)

SVRVEILLANCE complete check of the instrument channel including the
REQUIREMENTS detector. The test verifies the channel responds to

|
(continued) measured parameter with the necessary range and accuracy. )For OPERABLE channels, CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall find-

measurement errors are sufficiently small such that
measurement and indication errors will not mislead operators
into actions that would challenge plant SLs.

Jr pnitter "as found" and "as left" values are recorded and
fused tof. verify drift assumptions. Field transmitters may be

f#k calibrMed in place, removed and calibrated in a laboratory,orrep9ecedpithanequivalentlaboratory-calibratedunit.
7&:8 BJ
'L Aesistanc's teeperature detector-(RTD) and thermocouple

channels;may be' calibrated in place using cross-calibration
technjquesy or44ti a test bath after removal from piping.
For cross calibration, at least one sensor should be
replaced wlth a newlyScalibrated sensor during each
refuelingjcyclg46 re accurate cross calibration. This
replacemenksetter f be the same model as the remaining
RTDs or thermo% f Usin a newly calibrated sensor as a
reference assureK r,al continues to remain randomp rather than systqsttic thin the limits specified in

g the plant setpoi,rt a replacement interval may..

be extended to alt el f .if it is demonstrated
that over the exten e'd inteWal, rift is random rather
than systematic. This determinat use results of
statistical analysis of operat nd calibration data
from similar plants using th mod 1 of RTD or
thermocouple in the same en nmental conditions.

Recalibration restores operability of an otherwise
functional component that does-not meet these criteria.
However, repeated failures of the same channel over a
relatively small number of test intervals must be considered
as potentially indicating a deterministic failure that
cannot be corrected by recalibration.

For the RB area radiation instrumentation, a CHANNEL
CALIBRATION may consist of an electronic calibration of the
channel, not including the detector, for range decades above

l10 R/hr, and a one-point calibration check of the detector -

below 10 R/hr with a gamma source. 1

The Surveillance Frequency is based upon the assumption of '

an (18]-month calibration interval in the determination of
the magnitude of equipment drift.

O
V (continued)

;
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B 3.3,16 |

|

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 1. [ Plant-specific document (e.g., FSAR, NRC
Regulatory-Guide 1.97 SER letter).]

P. U.S. NRC Regulatory Guide 1.97, " Instrumentation for
Light-Water Cooled Nuclear Power Plants to Assess

'

Plant and Environs Conditions During and Following an
Accident."

3. U.S NRC NUREG-0737, Supplement 1, " Clarification of

6;g1MI Action Plan Requirements."y h
4$)i|sAppeMix%ihTitle Wf) Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,S 1'

' General De$tgn; Criterion 13, " Instrumentation and
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Remote Shutdown System
B 3.3.17

8 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

k/ 'B 3.3.17 Remote Shutdown System

BASES

BACKGROUND The Remote Shutdown System provides the coatrol room
operator with sufficient instrumentation and controls to
place and maintain- the facility in _ a safe shutdown condition
from< locations other than the control room. Th capability
J$3pecessary to protect against the possibility et the
Jtentrabroom becomes inaccessible or that a fire destroys-

Tall: e tpment in one facility area disabling critical

%p*conds, jlroots instruments or controls. A safe shutdown
! contr

on blefined as MODE 3. With the facility-in
W "3, ' 'Yei6fgency feedwater (EFW) System and the steam-
genera (SG)Ts'afety valves or the SG atmospheric dump ,

i
valves 1canibeased to remove core decay heat and meet all
safety req yeents. The long-term supply of water for the
EFW and t abilityita3, borate the Reactor Coolant System

.

(RCS) fres' utsi Wontrol room allows extended
'

operation"i g % g' 7
In the event t scont$1hroombecomesinaccessible,or

O a fire disables cWica feentrol or display functions in the -
Q control room, thbM pe '' can

remote shutdown-panelban '$ lace (establish control at the. iyW maintain the facility in
MODE 3. Not all' controls and necettery transfer switches
arelocatedattheremoteshutdowngwl. Some controls and
transfer switches will have- to bOope cted locally:at the-a

switchgear, motor control panelsfor other local stations,.
The facility automatically reaches MODE 3 following a
facility shutdown and can be ' maintained safely in MODE 3 for
an extended period of time.

The OPERABILITY of the Remote Shutdown System control'and
instrumentation functions ensures that there is sufficienti

information available on selected plant parameters to place
and maintain the plant in MODE 3 should the control room
become inaccessible or critical control room displays or
controls become unavailable.-

APPLICABLE The Remote Shutdown System is required to provide-

SAFETY ANALYSES equipment at appropriate locations outside the-control room-

(continued)

(continued)
'
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Remote Shutdown System
B 3.3.17

4

BASES (continued) .

APPLICABLE with a capability to promptly shut down and maintain the
SAFETY ANALYSES plant in a safe condition in MODE 3.

(continued)
Furthermore, in the event of a fire in any one plant fire
area, the Remote Shutdown System is designed to ensure one
train of systems necessary to achieve and maintain MODE 3
conditions from either the control room or emergency control
station (s). The criteria governing the design of the Remote
Shutdowr System are 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 19 (Ref. 1)
and 10,CF.RL50 Apoendix R (Ref. 2),

y y

SpacEic sys6dn requirements are presented in Reference 1
and'the NRC/st'aff , approved plant-specific fire protection7topical port. A gy

mg x * pygp
The Remote Shutdown S steniis considered an important
contributor,to'the. reduction of plant risk or accidents, and
as such it+has beenfretained in the Technical Specifications
as it.dicated intthe NRC Inj.egim Policy Statement.

Sf" ,4 &f4

%%f Af
TheRemoteShutdownSyskhlC0 . des the requirements forLC0

the OPERABILITY of theAstr at and controls
necessary to place and4aintstenthe . t in MODE 3 from a
locationotherthanthecastro1%eom. e instrumentation
and controls typically rewired iPs lis in
Table B 3.3.17-1 or page B 3.3-9. For Shutdown
System channels that support only th s required by
10 CFR 50, Appendix R (Ref. 2), one.q ision is required to
be OPERABLE. N)

For channels that fulfill GDC 19 requirements, the number of
OPERABLE channels required depends upon the plant licensing
basis as described in the NRC plant-specific Safety
Evaluation Report (SER). Generally, two divisions are
required OPERABLE. However, only one channel is required if
the plant has justified such a design and the NRC's SER
accepted the justification. The controls, instrumentation,
and transfer switches are those required for:

Core reactivity control (initial and long- term);*

RCS pressure control;.

Decay heat removal via the EFW System and the SG-

safety valves or SG atmospheric dump valves;

(continued)

(continued)
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Remote Shutdown System
B 3,3.17

(~- BASES (continued)
i

i

LCO RCS inventory control via charging flow; and.

(continued)
Safety support systems for the above functions,+

including service water, component cooling water, and
onsite power, including the diesel generators.

A division of a Remote Shutdown System is OPERABLE if all
instrument and control channels needed to support the
function are OPERABLE in that division. In some cases,

fp'c$83,3.17-1Jehi may indicate that the required information
o rol capability is available from several alternate

sesource' d in these cases, the function is OPERABLE as long

1 as o,M'sondes is OPERABLE.' hannel of any of the alternate information orhtcontrVdmipr
Jyg%ysteminstrumentationchdok annels are OPERABLERemot,e

whoop % , if
All . nel c ents necessary to provide the.

re fed i are functional;

Chann nt un rtainties are known via test,*

analysis, o ign ation to be sufficientlyO small such m and indication errors willV not mislea e n tions that would
challenge pla
into MODE 3; a

'. im . r prevent prompt entry

Required surveillance tes trent and has*

demonstrated performanc in e h Surveillance
test's acceptance crit .

Remote Shutdown System controls are OPERABLE when:

All channel components, including transfer switches*

necessary to provide remote shutdown control are
functional; and

Required surveillance testing is current and has*

demonstrated performance within each surveillance
test's acceptance criteria.

The remote shutdown equipment covered by this LC0 does not
need to be in operation to be considered OPERABLE. This LC0
is intended to ensure the equipment will be OPERABLE if

(continued)

(continued)
'V
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Remote Shutdown System
B 3.3.17

BASES (continued)

LC0 plant conditions require that the Remote Shutdown System be
(continued) placed in operation.

For this facility, a Remote Shutdown System division is
considered OPERABLE when the plant-specific instrumentation,
controls, transfer switches, and support systems listed in
Table B 3.3.17-1 are OPERABLE.

(For thistfacility, the following support systems are
requiredtto*be OPERABLE to ensure Remote Shutdown System
OPE 8AML11Yt)g
fW 13

[Fsd this f4cility, those required support systems which
upo$tha1Mailure)po not require declaring the Remote
ShutdouM5fst_sei%rioperable and their justification are as

follows:) ,(ig;E pp

4[f yJy

Mh ..e
APPLICABILITY The Remote Shuteown a4m35(|0 is applicable in MODES 1, 2,

and 3. This is''r "skthat the facility can be placed
and maintained in' DD3 Jtpr an extended period of time from
a location other than 'th,e'jcont room.

This LCO is not applic e.,3( $1,or6. In these
MODES, the facility is already %dKritW1 and in a
condition of reduced RCS eriergy N4nder'*these conditions
considerable time is available to restorefebgessary
instrument and control functions if cadkP6h$"6cm instruments
or control become unavailable, j7

4
A Note has been added to indicate hat LC0 3.0.4 does not
apply to the Remote Shutdown System LCO. This exceation to
LCO 3.0.4 allows normal startup during the period w1en the
Remote Shutdown System is inoperable. Normal startup may
proceed while in Condition A because the justification for
Condition A action and completion time are equally
applicable to startup conditions as to continued operation
in MODE 1, 2, or 3. Furthermore, Remote Shutdown System
equipment can generally be repaired during operation without
significant risk of spurious trip.

(continued)

O
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Remote Shutdown System'
B 3.3.17

O BASES (continued)
t

ACTIONS Cendition A

Condition A addresses the situation where one or more
divisions of any required function (s) or channel (s) of a
function of the Remote Shutdown System is inoperable. This
includes any function listed in Table B 3.3.17-1 as well as
the control and transfer switches.

Whpa a division includes .a function which only requires a
s

snannel to be OPfRABLE, the failure of the single channel
.4constt%tes the failure of the function and as a
kt:onseqtsence, the division becomes inoperable.

The irekAction is to restore the division to OPERABLE
dstatus wtn i Q $ days. -The Completion Time is based on

operatingiexper$nce and takes into account the remaining
OPERA 8tE'divistosi and the low probability of an. event that
would requireiseVacuation of the control room,

For thisb$, a,Meh been added in Applicability to
provide clarjficatTodithat each [ division) is treated as an
independent 4ent ph an jndependent Completion Time.

gh[ , iCondition 8 i

N.) V $s -

If the inoperable d) onreanno %e restored to OPERABLE'
status in 30 days, t e prudent act is to place the plant

~

in a MODE in which the LC0 requir are not applicable.
This is done by placing the pl least MODE-3 within
6 hours and in MODE 4 within. $) hours." The allowed
Completion Times are reason e, based on operating
experience and normal cooldown rates, to reach the required
MODES from full power in an orderly manner and without
challenging safety systems.

SURVEILLANCE The following SRs apply to each Remote Shutdown System
REQUIREMENTS division.

SR 3.3.17.1

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 31 days ensures
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A
CHANNEL CHECK is a comparison of the parameter indicated on
one channel to a similar parameter on other channels. It is

(continued)

(continued)
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Remote Shutdown System
B 3.3.17

.

BASES (continued)

| SVRVEILLANCE based on the assumption that instrument channels monitoring
REQUIREMENTS the same parameter should read approximately the same value.,

(continued) Significant deviations between the two instrument channels
could be an indication of excessive instrument drift in one
of the channels or even something more serious. CHANNEL
CHECK will detect gross channel failure, thus it is the key
to verifying that the instrumentation continues to o>erate
properly between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION. Remote Slutdown
System 1.nstrumentation should be compared to similar plant
instrumentsblocated in the control room. Agreement criteria
are de.termined by the plant staff, based on a combination of
the* channel jigstrument uncertainties, including isolation,
indication If a channel is outside the
match <rit$readreadability.riadt9aaybeanindicationthatthetransmitter
or thessignalgfrecess.ing equipment has drifted outside its
limit. If the channets are within the match criteria, it is
an indicatterf th;e,t, thefchannels are OPERABLE. If the
channels aYe normally*off scale during times when
surveillance is# required,,the CHANNEL CHECK will only verify
that they are %ff' scale 143;Mie same direction. Off-scale
low current-loobs haebe W ^ ^ verified to be reading at thec
bottomoftheranyFant failed downscale.

The Surveillance Frequ y of sis based on plant
operating experience w r' to ~t$6nnel 0PERABILITY and
drift which demonstrates. rolf ity of failure of
more than one channel of 'given ncti any 31-day
interval is a rare event. The CHANNEL ents less
formal, but more frequent checks of ring normal
operational use of the displays as ed w h this LCO
required channels.

SR 3.3.17.2

SR 3.3.17.2 verifies that each required Remote Shutdown
System transfer switch and control circuit perform their
intended function. This verification is performed from the
remote shutdown panel and locally, as appropriate. This will
ensure that if the control room becomes inaccessible, the
unit can be placed and maintained in MODE 3 from the remote
shutdown panel and the local control stations. The
[18]-month frequency was developed considering it was
prudent that these surveillances only be performed during a
facility outage. This was due to the plant conditions
needed to perform the surveillance and the potential for
unplanned transients if the surveillance is performed with

(continued)

(cont!nued)
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Remote Shutdown System
B 3.3.17-

BASES (continued)
'

SURVEILLANCE the reen or at power. Operating experience demonstrates
i REQUIREMENTS that remote shutdown control channels seldom fail to pass

(continued) the surveillance when performed on the (18]-month Frequency. ;

1
SR 3.3.17.3 |

|
CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
channel including the detector, The test verifies that the
chmgel responds to measured parameters with the necessary
pompeland accuracy.

@N r/ 1 4ans er "as found" and "as left" values are recorded and.-

use er- drift assumptions. Field transmitters may be
g} te lace, removed and calibrated in a laboratory,
GP: an equivalent laboratory-calibrated unit.

g :,

Res) nee 0 ature detector (RTD) channels may be
calib'ratedi ace using cross-calibration techniques, or-
in a test 4 pth afte moval from piping. For
cross-calfbrat ast one RTD should be replaced with
a newly chl

.

uring each refueling cycle to ensure
accurate RT *e ibration. This replacement RTD must
be the same mode the ''' ning RTDs. Using a newly

w calibrated RTD a #ref ed sures RTD signal drift

(V) continues to rema% rat' than systematic and is
within the limits n )lant setpoint analysis.
The replacement inte al maMe e ded to alternate
refueling if it. is demonstrated t er the extendea
interval, the RTDs drift is r

_

) than syste:natic.
This determination may use r s of tatistical rnalysis
of operating data and calib ion data from similar plants
using the same model of RTD 1'n the same environmental

' conditions.

The Surveillance frequency is based upon the assumption of
an 18-month calibration interval in the determination of the
magnitude of equipment drift.

SR 3.3.17.4

SR 3.3.17.4 is the performance of a TRIP ACTUATING DEVICE
OPERATIONAL TEST every (18] months. This test should verify
the OPERABILITY of the Reactor Trip Breakers' (RTBs') open
and closed indications on the remote shutdown panel, by
actuating the RTBs. The Surveillance Frequency of 18 months
was chosen because the RTBs cannot be exercised while the

| (continued)

O (continued)
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Remote Shutdown System
B 3.3.17

DASES (continued)

O-

SVR\'EILLANCE facility is at power. Operating experience has shown that
REQV.'REMENTS these components usually pass the surveillance when

(co'itinued) performed on an (18]-month Frequency. Therefore, the
Frequency was concluded to be acceptable from a reliability
standpoint.

REFERENCES 1. Title.10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appindix A, General Design Criterion 19, " Control

,., Room . "og

2P[g? Title 10,V Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
,, q ',;

7! Appendix R,yJitle)."mg.w sq a
3. [ Unit Name) FSAfthSection [ ], "[ Title]."

dyr Q Jy;j

.dk
Y dp.gt?M$F

ggw A A(is7
g,if,7 ' Ak.- , - o . + e..

k ,4f, by5

QjY .

A4hp
gfr (h*'
0

1

!

|

|

!

(
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Remote-Shutdown System- 1

|
B 3.3.17 '

l

O Table B 3.3.17-1:(page l ~ of 2)
Remot'e Shutdown System Instrumentation and Controls- |

FUNCTION / INSTRUMENT LOCATION. REQUIRED
OR CONTROL PARAMETER NUMBER OF DIVISIONS-

-----------------------------------NOTE---------------------------------------
This table _is for-illustration purposes only. It does not attemat to' '

encompass =every fun used at every plant, but-does contain t1e types of<

functions common 1
p-------------------------------------------------------------------- -

,

1. Reacti Cont ,.

a. Log P -
- [1]''Neutron Fit

b. Source Ra e . [1]
Neutron Flux

c. Reactor Trip i ~ ' ""l [l/ trip breaker]- <

Breaker Positio a .)-
'

d. Manual' Reactor Trip - [4]

2. RCS Pressure Control

a. Pressurizer Pressure- [1]
or )

RCS Wide-Range Pressure

b. Pressurizer Power-Operated . [1, controls must
. Relief Valve (PORV) Control and be for PORV and-
| Block Valve Control block' valves on
i sameline]
; 3. Decay Heat Removal via-SGs
!

!' a. Reactor Coolant [l/ loop)
Hot Leg Temperature-

; b. Reactor Coolant [l/ loop)-
-Cold Leg Temperature

; c. EFW Controls [1]
Condensate Storage Tank Level

j- (continued)
;

i (continued)

k
i
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Remote Shutdown System
B 3.3.17

Table B 3.3.17-1 (page 2 of 2)
Remote Shutdown System Instrumentation and Controls

._

FUNCTION / INSTRUMENT LOCATION REQUIRED
OR CONTROL PARAMETER NUMBER OF DIVISIONS

d. SG Pressuro [l/SG)

e. SG Level []/SG)'

or
EFW Flow D

4. RCSInventoryCohtrol

a. Pressurizer Level [1]

b. Reactor Coolant Injection Pump Controls [1]
-

O

# l
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Acronyms

APPENDIX A |

Acronyms

- !
l

The following acronyms are used, but not defined, in the Standard Technical ISpecifications:

AC alternating current
CFR Code of Federal Regulations
DC direct current
FSAR nal Safety Analysis Report
LC0 iting Condition for Operation
SR S eillance Requirement
GDC >ra Design Criteria or General Design Criterion
-

The following acronym h definitions, in the Standard Technical
Specifications:

ACOT AN C TIONAL TEST
ADS Auto, ization System
ADV atmos alve
AFD axial flux ren
AFW auxiliary f at
AIRP air intake, o purification
ALARA as low as reas e

( ANS American Nucle Soci
ANSI American National Standards te

'

A00 anticipated operational o
A0T allowed outage time
APD axial power distributi
APLHGR average planar linear h t generation rate
APRM average power range monitor
APSR AXIAL POWER SHAPING R0D
AR0 all rods out
ARC auxiliary relay cabinets,

| ARS Air Return System
ARTS Anticipatory Reactor Trip System
ASGT asynnetric steam generator transient
ASGTPTF asymmetric steam generator transient protective trip

function
ASI AXIAL SHAPE INDEX
ASME American Society of Mechanical Engineers

,

(continued)

O
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Acronyms

APPENDIX A (continued)

ASTM American Society for Testing Materials
ATWS anticipated transient without scram
ATWS-RPT anticipated transient without scram recirculation pump

trip
AVV atmospheric vent valve

,

BAST boric acid storage tank
BAT boric acid tank
BDPS Bor . Dilution Protection System
BIST ection surge tank
BIT ction tank
B0C ginni of cycle
B0P lan ant
BPWS withdrawal sequence
SWST age tank
BTP Branc ic sition

CAD containme mosph lution
CAOC constant 1 trol
CAS Chemicai
CCAS containment att signal
CCGC containment comb eg rol
CCW component cooling er
CEA control element a
CEAC control element ass la
CEDM control element driv echa hi
CFT core flood tank
CIAS containment isolation actuation
COLR CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT
COLSS Core Operating Limits Superv System
CPC core protection calculator
CPR critical power ratio
CRA CONTROL ROD assembly
CRD CONTROL ROD drive
CRDA CONTROL R00 drop accident
CRDM CONTROL R00 drive mechanism
CREHVAC Control Room Emergency Air Temperature Control System
CREFS Control Room Emergency Filtration System
CREVS Control Room Emergency Ventilation System
CRFAS Control Room Fresh Air System
CS core spray
CSAS- containment spray actuation signal

(continued)

O
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Acronyms

APPENDIX A (continued)_

CST cotidensate storage tank
CVCS Chemical and Volume Control System

i

DBA Design Basis Accident
DBE Design Basis Event
DF decontamination factor ;

DG diesel generator
DIV drywell isolation valve
DNB eparture from nucleate boiling
DNBR parture from nucleate boiling ratio
DOP yt1 phthalate
DPIV ell purge isolation valve
DRPI t rod position indicator

EAB i ea boundary
ECCS e Cooling System
ECW sse illed water
ECP est d crit position
EDG em cy nerator
EFAS Eme Actuation System
EFIC emerg r in lation and control
EFCV excess fio y
EFPDs effective f oO EFPYs effective f
EFW emergency fe
EHC electro-hydrau con
EOC end of cycle
EOC-RPT end of cycle recirculatio
ESF engineered safety feat
ESFAS Engineered Safety Feat tuation System
ESW essential service water
EVS Emergency Ventilation System

,

FBACS Fuel Building Air Cleanup System
FCV flow control valve
FHAVS Fuel Handling Area Ventilation System
FSPVS Fuel Storage Pool Ventilction System
FRC fractional relief capacity
FR Federal Register
FTC fuel temperature coefficient
FWLB feedwater line break

(continued)

O
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Acronyms

APPENDIX A (continued) |
,

HCS Hydrogen Control System; Hydrazine Control System
HCU hydraulic control unit'

' HIS Hydrogen Ignition System |
HELB high energy line break
HEPA high efficiency particulate air
HMS Hydrogen Mixing System
HPCI high pressure coolant injection
HPCS high pressure core spray
HPI high pressure injection
HPSI h1 ressure safety injection-
HPSP hi er setpoint
HVAC entilation, s.nd air conditioning
HZP ze ower

.'

ICS stem
IEEE I t ical and Electronic Engineers
IGSCC inte s corrosion cracking
IRN inte a monitor
ISLH inservice and h tatic
ITC isotherma pe fficient

K-relay control relay

LCS Leakage Control Sy
LEFM linear elastic fract mec cs
LER Licensee Event Report-
LHGR 1;near heat generation rate,

LHR linear heat rate
LLS low-low set

'

LOCA loss-of-coolant acci jent
LOCV loss of condenser vacuum,

LOMFW loss of main feedwater
; LOP loss of power
| LOPS loss of power start

LOVS loss of voltage start,

i LPCI low pressure coolant injection
LPCS low pressure core spray.

i LPD local power density
) LPI low pressure injection

LPRM local power range monitor
LPSI low pressure safety injection
LPSP low power setpoint*

.

.

(continued)
-

i
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.

Acronyms

APPENDIX A (continued)

O
LPZ low population zone
LSSS limiting safety system settings
LTA lead test assembly
LTOP low temperature overpressure protection

MAPLHGR maximum average planar linear heat generation rate
MAPFAC MAPLHGR factor
MAPFAC, MAPLHGR factor, flow-dependent component
MAPFAC' PLHGR factor, power-dependent component
MCPR nimum critical power ratio
MCR control room
MCREC control room environmental control
MF1 m flow interlock
MFIV ater isolation valve
MFLPD a tion of limiting power density
MFRV ee r regulation valve
MFW r
MG oto tor
M0C mid f cy
MSIS ma ea n signal
MSIV mai n valve
MSLB main eak
MSSV main steam yvO MTC moderator t r cient

NDT nil-ductility pera
NDTT nil-ductility transition te e
NI nuclear instrument
NIS Nuclear Instrumentation m
NHS Neutron Monitoring Sys
NPSH net positive suction he
NSSS Nuclear Steam Supply System

ODCM Offsite Dose Calculation Manual
OPDRV operation with a potential for draining.the reactor

vessel
| OTSG once-through steam generator
.

{ PAM post-accident monitoring.
PCCGC primary containment combustible gas control
PCI primary containment isolation

,

(continued)

!O
i
!
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Acronyms (

1APPENDIX A (continued)

0'
PCIV primary containment isolation valve
PCHRS Primary Containment Hydrogen Recombiner System
PCP Process Control Program
PCPV primary containment purge valve
PCT peak cladding temperature
PDil power dependent insertion limit
PDL power distribution limit
PF position factor
PIP position indication probe
PIV pre e isolation valve
PORY p rated relief valve
PPS ective System
PRA babi tic risk assessment
PREACS ump Exhaust Air Cleanup System; Penetration Room

i nup System
PSW r

P/T pressu t ature
PTE PHYS ion

! PTLR PRES TURE LIMITS REPORT

,

i QA quality as
QPT QUADRANT P0
QPTR quadrant power ti 10

i

QS quench spray'

RACS Rod Action Control Sy m'

: RAOC relaxed axial offset control
RAS recirculation actuation signal

| RB reactor building
' RBM rod block monitor

RCCA rod cluster control assembly
RCIC reactor core isolation cooling
RCIS Rod Control and Information System

i RCP reactor coolant pump
I RCPB reactor coolant pressure boundary

RCS Reactor Coolant System
REA rod ejection accident

,
- RHR residual heat removal

RHRSW residual heat removal service water
! RMCS Reactor Manual Control System
i RPB reactor pressure boundarios

RPC rod pattern ccntroller,

RPCB reactor power cutback'

:

(continued)

!

9
!
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Acronyms

APPENDIX A (continued)
,

RPIS Rod Position Information System
RPS Reactor Protection System
RPV reactor pressure vessel
RS recirculation spray

| RT reference temperature
| RTm nil-ductility reference temperature

RTCB reactor trip circuit breaker
| RTD resistance temperature detector
i RTM reactor trip module

RTP RATED THERMAL POWER
RTS actor Trip System
RWCU tor water cleanup
RWE withdrawal error
RWL withdrawal limiter
RWM mir.imizer
RWP ork Permit
RWST n er storage tank
RWT er tank

SAFDL spe d fuel design limits
SBCS Ste 1 System
SB0 statio
SBVS Shield nt n System

O SCI
SCAT spray chemic ddi

secondary c s on
SCR silicon conti i
SDV scram discharge lum
SD'i SHUTDOWN MARGIN
SER Safety Evaluation Report
SFRCS Steam and Feedwater Rupt tr System
SG steam generator
SGTR steam generator tube rup re-
SGTS Standby Gas Treatment System

! SI safety injection
SIAS safety injection actuation signal
SIS safety injection signal
SIT safety injection tank

i
'

SJAE steam jet air ejector
SL Safety Limit
SLB steam line break
SLC standby liquid control
SLCS Standby Liquid Control System
SPMS Suppression Pool Makeup System
SRM source range monitor

(continued)
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Acronyms

APPENDIX A (continued)

O
S/RV safety / relief valve 4

S/RVDL safety / relief valve discharge line
SSPS Solid State Protection System
SSW standby service water
SWS Service Water System
STE special test exception
STS Standard Technical Specifications

TADOT tri ctuating device operational test
TCV t control valve
TIP ng incore probe
TLD o nescent dosimeter
TM/LP erma rg / low pressure
TS fications
TSV e

VHS Ultis

VCT volume con o1
VFTP Ventilation 14 gP ram *

VHPT variable high po p
v/o volume percent
VS vendor specific

ZPMB zero power mode bypass

.-- -

,

O
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